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Hands clasped behind his back, Andoris
Derathar stared out the warded window
at the drifting clouds that veiled the
farmland so far below. The city was
currently floating over a lush
checkerboard of leaf-greens, wheatyellows and loamy browns, but in the
distance he could see a ridge of sunbleached white that should not have been
there: the low dunes of the encroaching
desert.
He had just come from the Hall of

Judgment and was still wearing his
robes of office: a starched and pleated
black kilt that hung to the floor and a
long-sleeved black shirt with a pair of
scales, embroidered in gold thread, on
its left breast. A gold cord was knotted
around his waist. Suspended from it was
a mask-a smooth circle of ivory with
holes for eyes and nostrils, and a slit for
the mouth. Its color matched that of
Andoris's white-blond hair, which was
receding on either side of a high-swept
forehead. The face of the mask was as
bland as Andoris's own his beardless
cheeks were smooth-unmarred by lines
of age or worry.
Turning away from the window, Andoris
regarded the gem he had been holding

behind his back: an enormous blood-red
ruby, faceted at such odd angles that the
sides of the gem seemed to turn in upon
themselves. Drifting at the center of it
was a ghostlike essence that twisted
slightly-the soul of the man Andoris had
just found guilty of murder. Two holes
that might have been eyes stared
mournfully out through the walls of the
crystal prison.
"Death," Andoris said, repeating the
sentence he had just imposed, "without
possibility of resurrection for fifty
years."
He placed the ruby in a niche on the wall
beside a dozen others.
Behind Andoris, a homunculus-a vaguely
humanlike creature with green, leathery

skin, enormous batlike ears, and
glistening black eyes-gave a faint snort.
Folding its leathery wings around itself
like a cloak, it made a disdainful gesture
with webbed fingers.
Horbal was a cruel bastard, it said in a
voice that was part squeak, part croak-a
voice that only Andoris could hear. He
killed that cat slowly-and enjoyed
watching it suffer. You should have
given him five hundred years, not fifty.
Andoris stared down at the homunculus.
Even standing fully upright, the creature
was no taller than his knee. Created
through an alchemical process with a
pint of Andoris's own blood, it was in
constant telepathic contact with its
master. In the years since its creation, it

had served as an invaluable tool in
Andoris's climb up the ranks of the
judiciary.
"Fifty years is the punishment proscribed
by law for the killing of a familiar,"
Andoris told it.
He spoke the words aloud-something he
only did when he and the homunculus
were alone.
It isn't fair! the homunculus whined. That
bastard Horbal will be free in fifty
years, while poor JelalThe homunculus had been reaching for
the ruby, intending to give it a furious
shake. Even though this wouldn't damage
the gem or its contents, decorum had to
be maintained. Andoris forced his will
into the homunculus's mind and

wrenched its arm down. Sulking, the
creature huddled into itself, nursing a
dislocated shoulder.
Andoris, his mind shielded from the
pain, stared down at the homunculus
with a face as dispassionate as the mask
that hung at his belt. With a flick of his
fingers, he cast a healing spell.
A moment later, he heard sharp raps at
the door. His finger pointed in silent
command, and the homunculus stiffened,
then scurried under a table. It watched
with large, luminous eyes as Andoris
first cast an illusion spell to mask its
presence, then flicked a sparkle of
magical energy in the door's direction,
unlocking it. "Enter."
The door swung open, revealing Justice

Vlourir, a woman with long black hair
and deep frown lines across her
forehead. She wore a judge's black kilt
and shirt, with an ivory mask at her belt.
"Lord High Justice Derathar," she said,
"I am sorry to trouble you so soon after
your sentencing, but there is a case
requiring your judgment."
A small fist thumped in irritation under
the table, but went unheard.
"What is the charge?" Andoris asked in
an expressionless voice.
"Espionage-specifically, the theft of
state secrets. The arcanist Algar Ptack
was, under direct commission from Lord
Karsus, researching a way to reverse
one of his spells. Lord Karsus hoped the
reversed spell might be used to further

decipher the Nether Scrolls. Ptack's
research notes from that project,
however, were stolen."
Andoris nodded. Lord Karsus had
confided in him, some time ago, the
details of this particular research
project. Ptack was trying to reverse his
secret script spell, an incantation that
made even magical text indecipherable
to anyone who didn't know the command
word that would negate the encryption. If
he succeeded in reversing the spellassuming the Nether Scrolls were ever
found again-the enclave that possessed
that spell would be the first to read the
scrolls' secrets and would become the
most powerful in all the land. The case
was certainly an important one, but did

that mean Andoris had to hear it?
From under the table came a small sigh,
audible only to Andoris.
"High Justice Emilus Wentar is qualified
to hear evidence in capital cases," he
said.
The frown lines on Justice Vlourir's face
deepened. "He has heard the case, but he
finds it impossible to reach a judgment.
He says the trial invokes questions about
legal procedure that only the Lord High
Justice can answer- and that the
testimony itself presents an insoluble
puzzle."
Visible only to Andoris, the homunculus
sat up, ears erect and a gleam in its eye.
A puzzle?
As if she had heard the echoed question,

Justice Vlourir continued, "There are
two defendants. High Justice Wentar
said deciding which is guilty is like
trying to choose between a reflection
and a mirror."
What do we suppose he meant by that?
Andoris merely inclined his head.
"Where is the case being heard?"
"In the Spiral Court. It has been
adjourned temporarily, and High Justice
Wentar awaits you there."
Andoris nodded. "Inform High Justice
Wentar that I'll join him at once."
*****
The Spiral Court had been named for its
dominant feature: a flat inlay of white
ivory, about two paces wide, that

spiraled up the wall of the circular
chamber. As voices echoed up from the
floor of the deep, well-like chamber,
ebony-black letters flowed up the spiral:
a transcription of the testimony being
given below.
The force of gravity had been twisted
during the construction of the Spiral
Court, allowing its walls to serve as
floors, and these walls were crowded
with the citizens of Karsus Enclavearcanists and lay casters alike-who
stood at a right angle to the floor below,
affording them an excellent view of both
the proceedings and the transcription that
flowed past their feet.
At the bottom of the Spiral Court,
Andoris sat on an ornately carved chair

of solid silver that floated a hand-span
above the floor. He wore his judge's
mask-but pushed up onto his head,
leaving his face bare. A few paces
behind him, High Justice Wentar sat in a
similar chair, listening quietly as
portions of the testimony given earlier
were repeated, his face hidden behind
his judge's mask. His body appeared
young and trim and his hair was still
thick and dark, thanks to age-resisting
magic, but his shoulders slumped with
the heaviness of decades of difficult
decisions, betraying his true age.
On the opposite side of the room, the
stone floor had been marked with two
intricate circles, painted with a brush
made from three braided hairs from a

minotaur's tail. Each maze-circle was
perhaps two paces wide, and inside
each stood a woman with a proud,
narrow face and long red hair. One
woman had pulled her hair back with a
gold cord and dusted her lips and
eyelids with powdered ruby and was
dressed in a silver-gray gown dotted
with tiny flecks of black that whorled
across its surface like shifting smoke.
The other wore her hair loose over her
shoulders and was dressed in gray tights,
a loose gray shirt, and thigh-high boots
that were scuffed at the heel and knee.
Though the two women had chosen
dramatically different clothes in which
to appear before the court-one looking
as though she were ready for a

celebration at Lord Karsus's tower, the
other as if she were about to set out on
an adventure-their faces were as
identical as those of twins. Even their
expressions were the same. Each stood
rigidly, glaring haughtily out at the other
through the shimmering circle of latent
magic that would cause her to become
lost inside the maze-circle were she to
try to cross it, either bodily or with
magic. The two women even expressed
their tension in the same way: a
narrowing of her pale green eyes and the
occasional restless drumming of the
fingers of her right hand against her
thigh.
One of the women, according to the
testimony, was a shadow double-but so

cunning was the magic that had brought it
into being that it was impossible to tell
which was the arcanist and which the
magical construct. High Justice Wentar
had already tried all of the standard
tests, but none had shed any light on the
question. Each of the women had a
heavy aura of magical dweomer
surrounding her-but it was well known
that Blamira, like most arcanists, had
prolonged her life span using powerful
magic. Wentar had exhausted himself
trying to determine precisely which
spells had created this aura, and he
failed. Blamira's magic was too
powerful.
He had next ordered the women stripped
of all clothing and possessions and had

analyzed each of these objects for any
traces of nonfunctionality. Had they been
created at the same time as the double,
as part of Blamira's spell, that magic
should have been unable to fully sustain
them, once they were no longer in
contact with the double. But all of the
objects proved to be completely devoid
of dweomer-mundane items acquired by
the shadow double after its creation.
In his final test, Wentar had teleported
one of the women briefly to another
plane, in the hope that the other would
dissipate-something
that
normally
happened when the magical bind
between alchemist and construct was
severed by such a distance. Like the
other tests, it hadn't worked.

Staring at the women now, Andoris
noted that each of them moved
independently of the other and appeared
to be fully in control of her own actions.
There were none of the usual signs of a
shadow double being commanded by its
creator: no hesitancy of speech, no
mirroring of movement.
The magic that was sustaining the
shadow double was durable. Wentar had
already spent the better part of a day
hearing testimony, and the shadow
double had not faded in the slightest. Its
creator appeared to have cast a
permanency spell upon it.
Prom Andoris's bedchamber-where the
homunculus was safely locked awaycame a nervous, worried voice.

We don't like this case, it said, wringing
its hands. It reminds us ofThe similarities are superficial, Andoris
told it. Be quiet.
He stared expressionlessly at the
arcanist who was giving testimony.
Algar Ptack, a man with a high forehead
and thinning blond hair that hung to his
shoulders, was pacing back and forth in
front of the chairs in which the two
judges sat. He wore an alchemist's
leather apron over his trousers and a
loose white shirt. The cuffs of his
sleeves were dusted with yellow, and
the smell of burned sulfur clung to his
clothes, suggesting he'd come straight
from his laboratory to give testimony.
His eyes were enormous behind clear

glass lenses that floated just in front of
his face. As he gave his testimony, he
peered nervously at the two women held
inside the magic circles.
Every now and then he glanced to the
judges, as if for encouragement, but
failed to find it in Wentar's blank mask
or Andoris's emotionless expression.
The mantle Ptack had been ordered to
wear while giving testimony- a cape of
fine-spun gold-billowed out behind him
as he paced, humming like the strings of
a melodious harp with each word he
spoke.
"You know I can't lie-not with this thing
on," Ptack groused. "I'm telling you the
truth. Shiris Blamira is the thief. I'd
engaged her as a consultant for my, ah ...

my latest research. I needed her
expertise on magic that reaches into
other planes and demiplanes. She
guessed what my research notes
contained and figured out how I'd ...
where I'd hidden them." He grimaced.
"To think I trusted her! I'll never work
with another wizard again- especially
one from the Shadow Consortium."
From the walls above came a rustle of
subdued voices as Ptack's words
spiraled up the ivory inlay. The crowd
of spectators had been growing
throughout the day, as whispers spread
that a disciple of Shadow was on trial
for stealing state secrets.
Into Andoris's head came a malicious
giggle: Shadow had better tread

carefully! If his disciple is found guilty,
Karsus may withdraw his favor.
Andoris ignored the homunculus's
tittering. "This is a j serious matter," he
cautioned Ptack. "You're accusing a
fellow arcanist-a member of the Shadow
Consortium- of a capital offence, and yet
you have provided no proof, other than
your own testimony, that magical
research was stolen from you late
yesterday afternoon, or that it was Shiris
Blamira who committed the theft."
Ptack's eyes gleamed behind the floating
lenses of his spectacles. "There was a
witness," he said. "One of my servants.
It saw the whole thing-but High Justice
Wentar refused to hear its testimony."
Wentar, who had been listening quietly,

sat up sharply. His blank white mask hid
his expression, but the tone of his voice
gave away his irritation.
"He wanted to summon an elemental!"
Wentar protested. "It's too dangerous.
This court doesn't have the proper
magical containment to-"
Andoris motioned his fellow judge to
silence and said, "If there is a witness,
its testimony must be heard."
"If Ptack loses control of it, the
elemental could kill us all!" Wentar
sputtered.
Back in Andoris's bedchamber, the
homunculus rocked back and forth
nervously, chewing one of its finger
talons.
What if it does get free? What if it kills

someone? We could be blamed. Are we
sure we want to risk"This court will hear the testimony,"
Andoris announced.
Above him, the crowd began to thin as
the spectators looked at one another,
shook then* heads, and teleported away.
Andoris turned to Ptack and said,
"Summon your witness."
Nodding, Ptack reached into a pocket of
his trousers and pulled out a lump of wet
clay. Dropping to his knees, he used it to
smear thick gray lines on the floor. When
he was done, he rubbed the remainder of
the clay on his palms, then stepped back
and curled his hands over the patterns on
the floor, making digging motions as he
chanted.

After a moment, the stone at his feet
began to bulge. A moment more, and the
bulges took on the shape of a face. Eyes
slowly turned in Ptack's direction with a
sound like boulders being dragged
across hard ground, and a crack formed
and ruptured into a mouth, emitting a
dank, earthen smell. The floor trembled
underfoot as the lips slowly began to
move.
When the words at last came they were
as heavy and slow as a grindstone.
"Maaasterrr."
A ripple of relief came from the walls as
those spectators who had been brave
enough to remain realized the elemental
had indeed successfully been held in
thrall. Some of them teleported out to

spread the news, and the hall gradually
began to fill again. An excited buzz of
voices grew as they realized what they
were seeing.
Ptack had just summoned an earth
elemental-a creature that none had
suspected existed within Karsus
Enclave. When Lord Karsus had sheared
the top off a mountain and used it as the
foundation for his floating city, he must
have inadvertently taken the elemental
up with it, condemning the creature to an
existence forever severed from the
ground below. And yet the thing still
lived-and was under Ptack's control.
Equally amazing was the fact that the
normally secretive Ptack had revealed
this fact.

Ptack concentrated on his spell, his
palms pressing down with invisible
force, holding the earth elemental in
place.
Tell the Lord High Justice what you
saw," he commanded. "Describe the
thief who stole my scrolls."
"Humaaan. With... great... maaagic.
She... waaalks ... in ... shaaadows."
Andoris nodded. A shadow-walk spell
would explain how the thief-if it was
indeed Blamira-was able to enter
Ptack's laboratory, protected as it was
by numerous magical locks and wards.
"Was it one of these two humans?" he
asked, pointing simultaneously at both of
the accused.
The elemental's unblinking eyes rolled in

their sockets to stare at the closest of the
red-haired women. The ground under her
feet bulged then subsided.
"Thaaat... one."
Slowly, the eyes ground in the other
direction, and the ground bulged under
the second imprisoned woman.
"And ... thaaat... one."
"Just as I said!" Ptack exclaimed.
Behind the floating lenses, his eyes
swiveled briefly to gauge Andoris's
reaction to the testimony-but only
briefly. Sweat was running down his
temples from the strain of holding the
massive elemental inside the earth.
Andoris leaned forward on his chair.
The elemental's eyes were slowly
rolling back and forth, grinding softly in

their sockets.
"Which one is the thief?" he asked.
A heat haze shimmered in the air above
the elemental's mouth as it licked its lips
with a tongue of molten lava.
"They... taste... saaame."
"Did both of them enter your master's
laboratory?"
The floor trembled, forcing Ptack to
catch his balance, as the elemental
slowly shook its head. On the walls
above, some of the spectators who had
been drawn back by curiosity
disappeared again.
"Juuust... one."
"Can you tell which one?" Andoris
asked. "Nooo."
Ptack, sweating more profusely now,

shrugged a shoulder to wipe a trickle of
sweat from his temple, but kept his
palms motionless over the elemental.
"Blamira knew about the elemental," he
said, "yet she had the audacity to steal
my notes, despite the fact that she was
being watched. She must have counted
on Went- on this court being too timid to
hear its testimony."
"When did the elemental alert you to the
theft?" Andoris asked.
"Immediately,"
Ptack
said.
"Unfortunately, Blamira had already fled
with my notes." Andoris glanced at the
two accused-both of whom
Were watching the elemental with rapt,
silent frowns- then sat back in his chair,
considering. It was possible the

elemental was lying, but unlikely. Ptack
could control it and force it to carry out
his orders, but he couldn't control its
thoughts. It was an independent creature,
with a mind of its own-a mind filled
with fury at being forced to serve a mere
human. If the elemental did lie, it would
do so out of malice, to damage Ptack's
testimony.
We would never do anything like that.
We would never, ever tell a lie about
our master if we were ever called to
testify. But we wouldn't ever be called
to testify, would we? If people knew the
truth about us, it would ruin our
reputation.
Andoris ignored the homunculus's
words, which were sent in a fawning

tone, but with a slight edge.
"The testimony of the witness is deemed
valid," he announced. "The witness may
be dismissed."
Taking a deep breath, Ptack leaned
forward, forcing his hands ever closer to
the floor. The elemental grimaced,
causing the floor and walls to tremble
violently. It slowly sank back into the
floor. Ptack moved his hands back and
forth, as if erasing a picture. A heartbeat
later, the floor was smooth, flat, and
featureless, as if the elemental had never
been.
As High Justice Wentar let out an
audible sigh of relief, Andoris turned to
the two accused and said, "You have
heard the testimony given against you.

You now have an opportunity to plead
guilty or to-"
Both interrupted at once.
"But I'm innocent!" they cried. Each
pointed at the other and spoke, their
words fitting together like heartbeats.
"She must be-" "She's the one who's-"
and came together on the final word,
"guilty!"
They continued to protest, each trying to
shout the other down. Andoris, noting
that the testimony was becoming jumbled
on the ivory spiral-even the Spiral Court
was having a hard time telling the two
apart- forked the fingers of his right
hand, simultaneously casting a holding
spell upon them both. Each woman froze
in place, unable to do more than breathe

or blink, but still capable of hearing any
testimony given against her.
"They're both guilty," Ptack muttered,
peering back and forth at the frozen
figures. "One's the arcanist, and the
other's her shadow double. One directed
the crime, the other committed it.
Execute them both-but force them to say
what they've done with my research
notes, first."
Andoris crooked his finger. "The
mantle."
Ptack plucked it from his shoulders with
a grateful shudder, as if removing a
leech. Andoris gestured, and the mantle
floated across the circle that held the
Blamira claimant with the gown and
gem-dusted face. As soon as she was

released from her spell she flung the
mantle across her shoulders with a
haughty expression and stood poised and
expectant, waiting for Andoris's
questions.
"Are you Shiris Blamira?" he asked.
"I am," she began, then winced as the
mantle struck a slightly sour note. "That
is, I believe that I am. There is a chance,
of course, that I am wrong. If I am the
shadow double, I wouldn't know it. I
have all of Shiris Blamira's physical and
mental
attributes,
including
her
spellcasting abilities-even the same
memories."
"And the same motivations to commit
theft?" Wentar asked.
Ha! Got her!

Andoris held up a hand. "The accused is
not required to speculate on whether she
might have committed the crime," he
cautioned. "Only to testify as to whether
or not she did commit the crime."
Wentar considered a moment, then said,
"Assume, for now, that you are the
original Shiris Blamira, and answer my
questions accordingly." He pointed at
the woman in the other maze-circle.
"Did you create this shadow double?"
"I must have. It wouldn't be possible for
another arcanist to have created so exact
a duplicate." "Do you remember casting
the spell?" "No. I know only that the
shadow double must have been created
yesterday-and that somehow, my
memory of yesterday has vanished."

"What do you remember?" Andoris
asked.
"One moment I was sitting in the library
of the Shadow Consortium, reading and
enjoying my morning tea, and the next, I
found myself in my laboratory, face-toface with this . . . creature. I thought it
was a doppelganger at first, and only
realized what it must be after I tried to
magically bind it-and it dismissed the
binding as if it had cast the spell itself.
That's when I realized it must be a
shadow double."
"Did you try to command it?"
Blamira
nodded
vigorously.
"Immediately-but it didn't work.
Somehow, the thing must have become
free willed."

Free willed?
Back in the bedchamber, the homunculus
was sitting on the edge of Andoris's
four-poster bed, riveted by the
testimony.
"Did you try to dismiss the shadow
double?" Andoris asked.
Blamira nodded. "That didn't work
either."
"Did you try dispelling the magic that
sustained it?"
"Of course I did," Blamira said, curling
her lip disdainfully. "I'm not some newly
initiated apprentice, you know."
Andoris thought for a moment, then
asked, "When did the constabulary arrest
you?"
"At
shadowfall-dusk,"
Blamira

answered. "That was the first I heard of
the missing research notes."
"Did you steal Ptack's research?"
Andoris asked bluntly.
Blamira looked pointedly at her double
and said, "One of us did. It may or may
not have been me."
"Do you know where the stolen research
notes are now?"
"No."
Throughout Blamira's testimony, the
mantle of truth echoed her words with a
continuous harmony, without striking a
single off note. Blamira was telling the
truth.
Andoris tried a different line of
questioning. "When your memory
returned, what was the shadow double

doing?"
"What do you mean?" Blamira asked,
frowning.
"Did it appear to be casting a spell?"
"No. It was just standing there, staring at
me."
Andoris sat quietly a moment,
considering. "Shadow doubles normally
have only a limited duration, yet this one
appears to have been made permanent. A
simple permanency spell should have
collapsed under the dispellation spells
High Justice Wentar subjected you both
to, but this one did not. How do you
explain that?"
"How can I explain anything?" Blamira
cried, throwing her hands in the air.
"You obviously weren't listening to what

I just said. I have no memory of anything
that
happened
yesterday-including
casting the spell that created the shadow
double."
Bitch! Of course we were listening.
Andoris sat on his silver chair,
motionless and impassive. He would not
allow his judgment to be swayed by the
expression or tone of voice of the
accused.
"The court will hear the defense of the
second accused," he announced. He
pointed at the mantle on Blamira's
shoulder. "Remove the mantle of truth."
As soon as she complied, Andoris froze
her in place and floated it to the second
woman, dispelling the magic that
prevented her from moving. He posed

the same questions-and received almost
identical replies. The second Blamira
also swore she had no memory of the
shadow double's creation and said her
first clear recollection after the gap in
her memories was of she and the shadow
double standing in her laboratory,
blinking at each other in confusion. All
the while, the mantle hummed in perfect
harmony with her words.
Wentar leaned toward Andoris, his eyes
troubled behind his ivory mask. He
spoke in a low voice, but even so, the
spiral of ivory picked up his words. "By
law, an arcanist is legally responsible
for the actions of any creatures created
by his or her magic," he began, "but in
this case..."

"In this case, it's obviously not an
ordinary shadow double," Blamira
interjected, tossing her long red hair.
"It's free willed, with a mind of its own.
It could have committed the crime
entirely of its own accord, using my
spells and my knowledge of Ptack's
research to steal his notes. If that's what
happened-and if you find us both guilty
and sentence both of us to die-you’ll be
killing an innocent woman. You have no
other option but to find us both innocent,
and let us go."
Found innocent. If only we'd had that
option with Jelal.
Choking back a sob, the homunculus
sank needle-sharp teeth into one of its
fingers.

Andoris ignored the mental image of
blood dripping from the homunculus's
punctured finger. He sat in silent
contemplation as a murmur of voices
drifted down from the spectators. Now
that the defense of the two accused-slight
though it was-had been heard, all
attention was focused on the judges. On
Andoris, in particular. The spectators,
the two accused, Ptack, and Wentar all
watched his face closely, looking for the
slightest of frowns or the twitch of a
mile, hoping to interpret it in their favor.
As usual, he disappointed them.
This court will temporarily adjourn," he
announced. "High Justice Wentar and I
need to discuss this case in chambers."
He glanced at his fellow judge. "Shall

we retire to the Crystal Chamber?"
Wentar nodded behind his mask and
spoke the words of the spell that would
take them there.
*****
An instant later, both men were standing
in a room whose oddly angled walls and
ceiling were made of a clear, glasslike
material. Perched on one of the enclave's
highest towers, with nothing but air
surrounding it on all sides, the chamber
caught the light from all angles. Beams
of sunlight slanted in through walls and
ceiling, erupting into thousands of tiny
blue and red sparkles, revealing the
chamber to be an enormous, hollow
diamond. Wards etched by magic into

each facet of the gem prevented those
outside from scrying on those within.
Far below the tower that supported the
Crystal Chamber, the rooftops and spires
of Karsus Enclave could be seen,
clustered like barnacles on the inverted
mountaintop from which the enclave had
been formed. Two buildings stood out
from the rest: the cagelike enclosures
that housed the enclave's two mythallarsenormous spheres, more than one
hundred and fifty paces in diameter, that
channeled raw magical energy from the
Weave. Energy pulsed out of each
mythallar, sustaining the magic that kept
the enclave afloat, and powering all
quasimagical devices within the energy
field's one-mile radius. That energy was

visible to the eye as a light colder than
ice and brighter than the hottest flameand like a flame, it drew its moths.
Those bent upon self-destruction had
only to touch one of those brightly
glowing spheres to be instantly killed,
without any possibility of resurrection.
Back in the bedchamber, the homunculus
shuddered. Horrible, it moaned. A
horrible way to die. Andoris, however,
merely turned away from the view. He
snapped his fingers, causing a decanter
and two tiny glasses to hover in the air
in front of him. He glanced at Wentar,
who nodded, then caused the decanter to
tip, filling one glass with a yellow
liquid, then nudged it through the air to
Wentar. He then filled the second glass

and took a sip. The honey wine was
delicious, warm and sweet.
"I'd like to hear your thoughts on the
case," Andoris said.
Wentar pushed his mask onto the top of
his head and took a sip of wine. He
gently swirled the liquid in his glass,
considering it with a slight frown.
"The accused has a point," he began. "If
the shadow double was an independent
creature that committed the theft of its
own volition-even if the original
motivation sprang from its creator's
psyche-then Blamira must be found
innocent. Whichever one she is." "Quite
so," Andoris agreed.
"It all comes down to the question of
when the thing gained free will," Wentar

continued. "If the shadow double was
commanded by Blamira at the time of the
theft, and only gained or was granted
free will afterward, then Blamira is
guilty-and only Blamira. Enclave law
states quite clearly that any 'person or
creature' that is magically compelled to
commit a crime is innocent of that crime.
This shadow double can indeed be
classed as a 'person or creature.' Since it
displays permanence combined with
independent thought, it is no longer a
'spell effect' in the eyes of the law. That
entitles it to be judged an independent,
sentient being."
Am I a spell effect?
Of course you are, Andoris answered.
"I wish we had some way of telling

arcanist and shadow double apart,"
Wentar continued, "but even that
wouldn't be much help, since we don't
know which one committed the crime. I
can't just sentence both of the accused to
death, since there is a strong possibility
that one of them might be innocent.
That's why I asked that you try the case. I
thought you'd discover the truth of the
matter-as you always do-but it looks as
though there's no solution to this puzzle.
Which means," he sighed again, "that
they both must be set free, I suppose."
The homunculus slammed a fist against
the bed. No! We mustn't let her get the
better of us!
"That would equally be a miscarriage of
justice," Andoris noted, "since one of

them is indeed guilty."
"It's the memory loss that perplexes me
most," said Wentar. "Not the mechanicsthe erased memories obviously the result
of a forgetfulness spell, with its potential
for erasure extended well beyond the
few moments of oblivion that were all
that Keonid was ever able to achieve. I
wonder, though ... did Blamira try to cast
a forgetfulness spell on the shadow
double for some reason- perhaps so it
couldn't testify against her-only to
unwittingly also cast the spell upon
herself?"
"A spell cast upon a shadow double
doesn't affect its master," Andoris
reminded his fellow judge. "Even if the
shadow double is killed, the arcanist is

unharmed-and vice versa."
"Maybe there was another arcanist
involved," Wentar mused. "One who
cast the spell on Blamira and her double
to cover up any knowledge of his or her
involvement in-"
"There's no evidence to support that
conclusion," Andoris interrupted. "A
forgetfulness spell requires a line of
sight to its target-and according to the
second Blamira's testimony, the
laboratory in which she found herself
facing the shadow double had a door that
was locked from the inside, and wards
against teleportation. If someone else
had cast the spell, she would have seen
that person in the room. It would have
been her first clear memory. No,

logically, Blamira must have been the
one who cast the spell on the shadow
double, and on herself at the same time,
since neither one remembers seeing the
other performing the spell."
"But why?" Wentar sputtered. "It's
hardly logical to commit a crime and
erase all memory of the object you
plotted so carefully to steal. How did
she ever hope to remember she had
Ptack's research notes, let alone find
where she'd hidden them?"
"She'd probably already sold them or
traded
them
for
some
other
consideration," Andoris said. "Both weand she-will probably never know who
she gave them to." "Making this the
perfect crime," Wentar groaned. He's

right, you know. We may never solve
this one. We must.
"The extent of the memory loss is what I
find significant," Andoris continued,
ignoring the homunculus's fretting.
"Blamira didn't just erase her memories
of the crime itself, she erased an entire
day's memories. She has no recollection
of the creation of the shadow double or
of the exact moment she made the spell
effect permanent." "But why?" Wentar
asked.
"There's only one logical reason,"
Andoris answered. "Blamira wanted to
raise the question of whether the shadow
double was free willed from the moment
it was created. If she'd conjured up a
normal shadow double, it would have

faded into nonexistence long ago-taking
with it her clever alibi."
"So she is guilty," Wentar exclaimed, an
excited gleam in his eye.
Is she? Then she must pay for her crime,
even if she is Shadow's disciple. No
favoritism-isn't that what we say? the
homunculus asked bitterly. Not even for
our own"Not necessarily," Andoris countered.
"There's
a
possibility
you're
overlooking. The shadow double has all
of Blamira's magical capabilities-and
her cunning. There is a possibility that it
got the better of her-that it really did act
of its own accord to steal the research
notes. The shadow double could have
been the one who cast the forgetfulness

spell on Blamira-and on itself-to ensure
its own alibi."
Wentar*s shoulders sagged. "So we're
back where we started," he groaned.
Back in his bedchamber, the homunculus
was pacing, its clawed toes clicking
against the hardwood floor, but Andoris
remained calm, in complete self-control.
He knew that logic wouldn't fail him-it
never had.
Wentar drained his glass, then released
it and snapped his fingers, teleporting it
away.
"I'm glad you're judging this one,
Andoris. This case just gets more and
more confusing the more I try to
decipher it. We may just as well be
trying to read one of the Nether Scrolls

with Ptack's half-completed spell notes."
The homunculus halted abruptly,
atremble with excitement.
That's it! How could we have been so
stupid? If Blamira was helping Ptack
reverse his secret script spell, he must
have taught her how to cast it.
Andoris, however, merely turned to his
fellow judge, and said, in a quiet voice,
"Did the constabulary search Blamira's
laboratory when they arrested her?"
"They did, and I supervised," Wentar
said. Then he added, "I can see where
you're going with this one. You think we
overlooked some innocent looking scroll
that might really have been Ptack's notes,
but I know he protected those notes.
They could have looked like anything,

from an accountant's ledger to a page of
poetry. That's why I insisted he be
present during the search. Ptack spoke
the word that negated his secret script
spell and looked over the books, scrolls,
and pages himself, but though some of
the written materials on Blamira's desk
had been disguised with a secret script
spell, Ptack's research notes weren't
among them."
"There may still have been clues to be
found," Andoris mused.
"What do you mean?"
"I think a second search of Blamira's
laboratory is in order."
*****
The Shadow Consortium was noted for

its gloom-filled corridors and tiny,
claustrophobic
rooms.
Blamira's
laboratory was no exception. Though the
tower it was situated in had numerous
windows-all of them ensorcelled against
teleportation and scrying-they were long
and narrow, filled with gray glass. The
beams of sunlight that did penetrate the
crowded, stuffy room seemed more like
questing fingers of lighter shadow.
Wentar and Andoris were sifting through
the books, scrolls, and loose sheets of
vellum on Blamira's workbench. They'd
shifted each pile from one end of the
workbench to the other at least three
times but weren't any closer to finding
anything.
"It's hopeless," Wentar moaned. "I can't

remember which of these changed when
Ptack negated his spell."
Idiot! You should have paid more
attention.
"Keep looking," Andoris said.
"What are we looking for?" Wentar
asked.
Andoris was no longer listening. His
attention was wholly focused on the
book he had just opened. Reading it, he
saw something he would have thought
impossible: notes on the creation of a
mythallar that drew not from the Weave
but from the spaces between it. From the
Shadow Weave.
Back in Andoris's bedchamber, the
homunculus trembled with excitement.
So that's how she did it!

Andoris pointed to the page in the book
that lay open in front of him and said,
"According to these notes, Shadow and
his disciples have succeeded in creating
a shadow mythallar."
Wentar shook his head in puzzlement. "A
shadow mythallar? Incredible! But what
does it have to do with-"
"If the mythallar is sustaining the shadow
double," Andoris explained, "that means
the shadow double is quasimagical,
rather than permanent. It's a spell effect,
rather than a sentient being."
"Ah," said Wentar, a smile of relief
spreading across his face. "I see. Our
case is solved. We can find Blamira
guilty-"
Even if she isn't?

"And hold the shadow double inside the
maze-circle until we find some way to
dispel it," Wentar continued. "But how
are we to tell which is which?"
"Wentar," Andoris began thoughtfully,
"when you teleported one of the accused
to a different plane to see if the shadow
double would dissipate, which one did
you choose?"
*****
When the trial resumed, the Spiral Court
was even more crowded than it had been
before. Word had gotten out that a
decision was about to be rendered in the
case, and the walls were so crowded
with spectators that it was impossible to
see the testimony that scrolled up the

ivory spiral. Even Shadow had come to
watch the proceedings-albeit surrounded
by a protective bodyguard of his
disciples.
On the floor below, all was in readiness.
Andoris sat on one of the silver chairs.
The second was empty. Wentar had
explained the legal technicalities of
permanence versus quasimagical nonpermanence as it related to the issue of
the shadow double being a person or
creature. The crowd had listened in
mystified silence, understanding the
legal explanation but uncertain why it
was being given, then Wentar had
disappeared. Now it was up to Andoris.
Raising a hand to hush the crowd,
Andoris spoke. "Earlier today, High

Justice Wentar and I discovered the
source of the magic that is sustaining the
shadow double. There is a third
mythallar on Karsus Enclave."
A buzz of excited voices rushed up
through the Spiral Court. Andoris waited
for it to subside, watching the faces of
the two accused. They seemed wary but
puzzled-as though they knew which
mythallar Andoris was referring to but
were unaware of its significance. This
was perfectly logical. All knowledge of
having used the mythallar to create and
sustain the shadow double must have
been erased, together with Blamira's
other memories.
"One of these women is a quasi-magical
spell effect, and thus is not responsible

for its actions, according to enclave law.
Therefore, Blamira must be found guilty
of the crime with which she has been
charged and dealt with accordingly.''
The homunculus's voice was nearly lost
to Andoris in the excited crush of voices
that followed this pronouncement.
Even if the law's not fair?
Andoris held up a hand for silence. "As
for the shadow double," he continued,
"since it is no more than a spell effect, it
can be dispensed with."
Just a spell effect....
"In a few moments, I will conduct a trial
by ordeal," he announced. "I will
teleport both of the accused to a spot
more than one mile distant from the
enclave, where High Justice Wentar is

waiting. Whichever one is the shadow
double will be too far removed from the
sustaining magic of the mythallar and
will cease to exist."
She'll die.
"Whichever one is Blamira will survive
the journey. High Justice Wentar will
immediately teleport her back here, to
face sentencing."
He turned to the two women, a distant
corner of his mind feeling the
homunculus tremble.
"Have you anything to say before your
ordeal?"
The two women squared their shoulders
then, a heartbeat behind one another,
they shook their heads. From the grim
look in their eyes, Andoris could see that

both women knew what the end result
would be: in a few seconds one of them
would cease to exist-and the other
would be facing a death sentence. All of
the haughtiness they'd displayed earlier
was gone.
"Do it," the woman in the gown said
grimly, the fingers of her hand drumming
nervously against her thigh.
"I'm ready," the second said, her face
pale.
Andoris nodded and chanted the words
that would fuel his spell. As he spoke,
he pulled two pinches of fine-ground
amber from the pouch at his belt. Feeling
the magic build within him, he
concentrated, sending it down into his
fingertips. He flicked the dust into the

two maze-circles.
Both women vanished. In the crowd
above, Shadow tensed and leaned
forward expectantly. For the space of
several heartbeats, the Spiral Court was
utterly still then the woman in the gown
reappeared, a look of relief-and dreadon her face. Andoris nodded, having
seen what he'd expected. He was turning
to sit down again when he heard excited
shouts from the spectators above. He
whirled-and saw that the second woman
had also reappeared. Both stood, gaping
at the other.
An instant later Wentar returned to the
Spiral Court, teleporting in beside
Andoris with a soft popping noise that
was lost in the uproar.

"What happened?" Andoris asked.
Distantly, he could feel the heart of the
homunculus thudding in its chest.
Wentar gave him an exasperated look
and said, "We must have been wrong
about the mythallar. The shadow double
really is permanent. Now we're back at
the beginning again."
Wrong? How could we have been
wrong? the homunculus raged. In a fury,
it snatched a pillow from the bed and
tore it to pieces. We've never been
wrong before. Never. We can't have
been!
Andoris ignored the distant commotionventing his emotions was what the
creature was for, after all, and he'd taken
care to ensure that emotion and pain only

flowed in one direction: from arcanist to
homunculus. Strangely, though, he found
that his fingers were starting to curl.
Only by concentrating was he able
straighten them.
Vaguely disquieting thoughts began to
surface. Was he losing control? Firmly,
Andoris pushed these doubts away-only
to find they had nowhere to go. The
homunculus, already filled to the brim
with a stronger emotion, was unable to
accommodate more. It continued its
furious assault upon the pillow, tearing it
to shreds.
What if... rip ... we were wrong about...
rip ... Jelal, too?
Like an incoming tide, memories from
more than twenty years before rushed

back at Andoris. Dizzy, he gripped the
edge of his chair.
*****
The accused was a young man with an
athletic bearing, his chest bare above
baggy, striped silken pants that were
tucked into knee-high leather boots.
Blond hair hung in a braid over the
mantle of truth that draped his shoulders.
His wrists were heavy with gold and
silver bracelets, and a multitude of rings
sparkled on fingers and thumbs. He
stood in the Columned Court, ringed by
pillars and gawking spectators, staring
up with a confident, almost cocky
expression at the judge who stood on the
dais with hands clasped behind his back

and an ivory mask pushed up on top of
his head. The younger man gave a quick,
graceful bow.
"It's good to see you again, even under
these circumstances," Jelal told Andoris
softly. Then, with a slight tilt of his head,
"Tell me-am I still your favorite?"
Andoris nodded slightly. "You are."
At this answer, Jelal's face broke into a
relieved smile.
Back in Andoris's bedchamber, the
homunculus let out a soft sigh.
Even though the words had been spoken
too quietly for the crowd to hear, the
transcription crackled into glowing life
in the air between the columns. As the
spectators read it, a murmur swept
through the crowd. Andoris realized

what they were eagerly anticipating: that
the emotionless, infallible Andoris
would abandon both logic and the law.
Back in the bedchamber, the homunculus
growled softly, We'll show them.
"I understand you've reached a verdict,"
the accused said.
"I have," Andoris said in a clear,
carefully measured tone. "Have you
chosen a method of execution?"
"I have." Jelal glanced across the city
toward the spot where the mythallar
pulsed blue energy into the sky. "If you
really must find me guilty of murder, I
choose to die by touching a mythallar."
He looked up expectantly, as if waiting
for a reaction.
Though the crowd whispered urgently,

Andoris remained utterly impassive.
The young man's smile slipped, just a
little.
No! the homunculus wailed. Tell him to
choose a death that will allow him to be
resurrected!
Andoris brought his hands in front of
him, revealing the object he'd been
clasping behind his back. With a flick of
his fingers, he teleported away the
enormous red ruby. Jelal had made his
decision.
No! Make him change his mind! Andoris
waited until the crowd fell once more
into an anticipatory silence, then gave
his judgment.
"Jelal Derathar, I find you guilty of
murder, in that you did maliciously and

with forethought cause the death of a
toad belonging to Quinar Redux, a
creature that was a familiar to this
arcanist. The sentence I impose upon you
is death."
The young man recoiled.
"No!" he cried. "I thought you'd give me
a fair trial."
"I did. Your own testimony confirmed
your guilt." "Didn't you listen to my
testimony?" Jelal asked in a frantic
voice. "I'm guilty of property damageeven involuntary slaughter-but not
murder, and certainly not with malice
aforethought. When I projected the
duplicate of myself into Quinar's
laboratory, I ordered it to smash all of
his magical apparatus and spell

components. It was a spur-of-themoment impulse, a crazy, stupid act of
retaliation for him having seduced my
lover with that potion He forced her to
... to ... Doesn't that make him the guilty
one?"
Jelal looked wildly around, but though
some of the spectators were nodding in
agreement, Andoris's face remained as
devoid of expression as his mask. He
swallowed, like a man feeling the noose
around his neck.
"I was seeing red," said Jelal. "I didn't
even realize the toad was in the
laboratory at first. As soon as I realized
what it was-Quinar's familiar-I tried to
stop my double. I couldn't. It was as if it
had a mind of its own. It just kept

smashing, smashing ..."
Back in Andoris's bedchamber, the
homunculus worried its lip with sharp
teeth. See? He didn't mean to do it!
Andoris ignored the taste of blood. "Do
you have anything more to say before
sentence is carried out?"
"It was just a bloody frog! For all we
know he's already resurrected it. Surely
the life of a frog-even if it is an
arcanist's familiar-isn't equal to the life
of a man."
"Death is the sentence the law
proscribes."
"But I am your son!"
His face devoid of expression, the judge
began the spell that would teleport Jelal
into contact with the mythallar. Already

the crowd in the Columned Court was
thinning. In the distance, Andoris could
see them clustered around the building
that housed the mythallar, peering
expectantly in through its barred walls.
Magical energy crackled down his arm,
toward the pointing finger. As it
coalesced to a hot, white point, the
young man's lips curved into a sneer.
"Tell me, Lord High Justice Derathar,
what's it like to be right all the time? Are
you going to enjoy watching your own
son d-"
*****
Nooooo!
Andoris clung to the silver chair,
breathing heavily. For the first time in

decades an unfamiliar emotion filled
him: pain. He shoved most of it away,
and shuddered with relief as it was
forced into the homunculus, but a tiny
shard of the emotion remained. It felt
like an icy sliver in his heart.
Back in his chamber, the homunculus sat
on the floor with its knees drawn up
against its bony chest, and its wings
folded tightly against its back. It rocked
back and forth like a wounded child,
alternately moaning and sobbing, fresh
tears sliding from its eyes each time it
squeezed them shut.
Jelal was telling the truth-the mantle said
so.
I know, Andoris replied.
The sentence wasn't fair.

I know, but it was ... the law.
But he's dead!
The homunculus flailed out of its fetal
position, seizing a portrait of Jelal from
the wall and hurling it onto the floor.
When this gave it no satisfaction, it
smashed an inkwell on top of the picture.
Black ink exploded in all directions,
obliterating Jelal's smiling face.
How could we have murdered our
favorite son? We hate ourselves!
A part of Andoris's mind held onto the
here and now. He was standing in the
Spiral Court, hearing but not really
hearing the murmurs of the crowd and
the anxious questions High Justice
Wentar was softly asking him. Another
part of him was staring through the

homunculus’s eyes at the destruction that
had just been wrought-at the spreading
pool of black ink, surrounded by a fine
spray of dots.
Staring at them, Andoris was struck by
how tiny they were, how small a space
they occupied. A realization came to him
then-one so startling that he didn't even
notice he was sharing the homunculus's
pain when it slammed its hands down
onto the broken glass of the inkwell,
cutting them in several places.
His realization was that an ordinary
mythallar was absolutely enormous-it
had to be, because of the material that
went into its construction: long strands
of the Weave itself-but a mythallar made
of shadowstuff, made from the spaces

between the Weave didn't need to be so
large. It could be compressed, tiny.
Small enough to place inside a shadow
double.
This would explain why Blamira found
herself unable to command or dispel the
double after erasing her own memories.
Fueled by a self-contained source of
magic that came directly from the
Shadow Weave, the shadow double was
independent of her. It had been all along.
Incapable of being under her control
from the start, it had to be innocentcreated solely to provide her with an
alibi, probably after the crime itself.
For the briefest of moments, Andoris felt
his lips twitch. In any other man, it
would have been a smile, but Andoris

pushed the emotion securely back into
place- back into the homunculus.
Only to have it shoved back at him
again.
Your hypothesis is very clever, said a
mocking voice, but what makes you so
sure you're right?
Seizing a piece of glass off the floor, the
homunculus held it above its arm.
Were you right about me?
The shard slashed down, and bright red
blood joined the black ink on the floor.
Andoris tried to force the homunculus to
stop but found he could not.
"Of course I'm right!" he shouted. "I can
prove-"
In mid-sentence, he realized that he'd
spoken aloud, and not only spoken but

shouted, his voice loud with anger.
Wentar gaped at him through the eyes of
his mask.
"Andoris," he said softly. "You look so
... strange. Are you unwell? Should we
adjourn?"
For the first time in many years, Andoris
felt uncertain, like a man who suddenly
finds that the solid ground beneath his
feet has turned to thin river ice. He
glanced wildly around the Spiral Court.
It wasn't just Wentar who was staring at
him.
Sometimes it isn't good to be right all the
time, a small voice whispered as the
homunculus lay down on the floor in a
spreading pool of blood. Sometimes
doubt brings . .. justice.

Then it was gone.
With a soft sob, Andoris lurched
forward and found himself plunging
down into the icy waters of guilt. As he
struggled to surface, he realized
something. The finer points of law and
being right didn't matter. Justice did.
Had the first trial by ordeal been
successful, he would have been
condemning an innocent creature to die.
Just as he had condemned his own son.
Still shaking, he raised a hand and
waited until the Spiral Court was quiet.
Then, with a confidence he had not truly
felt in many years, he gave his verdict.
"On the charge of espionage, I find
Shiris Blamira guilty, and sentence her
to death without possibility of

resurrection. I find the shadow double
she created innocent. I also find it to be
entitled to all of the rights and privileges
enjoyed by a 'person or creature' even
though it is sustained by a mythallar. I
realize that this sets a precedent, but it is
my prerogative, as Lord High Justice of
Karsus Enclave, to do so.
"Finally, I am taking the unusual step of
choosing the means by which Shiris
Blamira will be executed. There will be
a second trial by ordeal. Each of the
accused shall be taken to the Shadow
Consortium, where she will place her
hand upon a shadow mythallar. The
shadow double, since it is already in
contact with a mythallar, will be
immune. The arcanist Blamira will not.

By touching it, she will be utterly
destroyed."
As the two Blamiras braced themselves
for this second ordeal, the crowd above
broke into an excited tumult. Ignoring it,
Andoris pulled his mask from his head
and stared at it. Tears poured down his
cheeks, dripping onto the cold ivory and
running down its blank cheeks. His
fingers trembling, Andoris released the
mask. It fell onto the stone at his feet,
and split with a loud crack. He wouldn't
be needing it anymore.
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The wet stink of mud hung in the air.
Olostin lowered his foot to the floor at
the bottom of a long flight of stairs. The
cellar was dark and wet, and rats
splashed, unseen, in the far corners of
the room.
"You have come," said a voice from out
of the darkness.
"As I was directed," replied Olostin.
"You have served us well," came
another voice.
"Thank you," replied Olostin.
"And you have prospered from the
knowledge and power we have granted
to you," continued the first. "Your
raiders wreak havoc all over the
countryside, and your name strikes fear
in the hearts of the common man. Indeed,

even the archwizards take notice."
"Your friendship has indeed benefited
me greatly. One day I shall bring about
the end of the archwizards' rule, and thus
I am forever in your debt." Olostin
bowed toward the sound of the voices.
"Then we have a task for you."
"One that will no doubt be fueled by
your hatred of the ruling wizard class,"
added the second voice.
"Of course," replied Olostin, still
bowed. "Tell me only what you require,
and consider it done."
"An arch wizard by the name of Shadow
has been experimenting with a new type
of magic," explained the first voice.
"He calls his new source of power the
Shadow Weave," interjected the second.

"This Shadow Weave could be the very
thing the arch-wizards need to destroy
us."
"How is it that I may serve you?" asked
Olostin. "Kill Shadow before he
uncovers too much," affirmed the first
voice.
"As you have directed," replied Olostin.
He stood and headed back up the stairs.
*****
"In the name of Olostin, submit or meet
your doom!" Cy hurled his torch at a
thatch-roofed house and spurred his
horse on through the village of Kath.
Night had fallen hours before, and the
moon was just visible over the high
cliffs that outlined one edge of the

valley. The sound of almost one hundred
horse hooves beat on into the slowly
brightening night as the southern border
of Kath went up in flames.
The door of a house just in front of Cy
burst open, and a man in a nightshift ran
into the street, away from the flames and
the contents of his house. The side
shutters of the same house creaked open
and smoke billowed out as a coughing
woman, dark streaks of ash lining her
face, climbed out with a small child
under her arm. The child's head lolled to
one side and back in wide flopping arcs
with the rhythm of the mother's frantic
escape.
Cy rode on, herding the villagers toward
the north end of the settlement. There,

Kath butted up against a heavily wooded
forest, and nearly half of the raiding
party waited there for the fleeing
villagers.
We'll round 'em up and rob 'em blind,
thought Cy.
He smiled. Rich was definitely going to
be a good way to go through life.
Someone screamed ahead. Cy reigned in
his horse and stopped in front of a deadend alleyway. Two other raiders had
gotten off their horses and had cornered
a village woman. She was dressed in
only a light white dress, and she held a
tightly bunched section against her chest
with one hand. With the other, she was
feeling behind her for the wall of the
alley, not letting her eyes stray from the

men in front of her. Her hair was
disheveled, and streaks of dirt or dried
blood outlined the curve of her jaw.
"Hey," hollered Cy, getting their
attention. "Take your pleasures another
time. You heard Lume! Force the
villagers to the woods. We don't have
time for these games."
The two dismounted men grumbled at Cy
and spit toward his horse. They turned
their attention back to the woman. She
had backed into the corner as far as she
could and was pounding on the stone
behind her in desperation.
Damn fools, thought Cy, and he spurred
his horse down the road.
The village was no more than thirty
houses deep from the southern border to

the edge of the forest. In the confusion of
the raid-the unrelenting thunder of
horses, the burning roofs, and the
hollering of the bandits-the villagers
scattered and quickly fell into the
raiders' trap. Cy spurred his horse
toward the forest, and in the next
moment, he found himself on the ground,
his horse barreling away from him. His
tailbone and back hurt from the fall, and
his chest burned in a line right across the
middle. He shook his head and tried to
clear his vision. A large hulking form
loomed up out of the night in front of
him. The figure raised its arm, and Cy
instinctively rolled to one side. A heavy
chain impacted the ground. Cy rolled
back onto his feet and stood up, pulling

his scimitar out of its scabbard as he
did.
The man with the chain raised his arms
over his head, swinging the heavy links
around in a circle, gaining momentum
with both hands. Cy*s vision cleared
somewhat, and he got a better look at his
attacker. The man had long, ragged
blond hair and was wearing only black
robes, tied at the waist with a length of
rope. He was wearing no shoes. Scars
crisscrossed his face and forearms. One
near his ear was still covered by a dark
scab. His shoulders were knotted with
lumps of muscle, and his arms easily
suspended the weight of the chain. He
moved with a quick, considered motion,
passing the chain back and forth between

his hands, making arcs in the air around
his body.
Cy turned his blade in his hand, the
metal casting reflected light from the
fires on the dark ground. He lunged.
Metal clanged, and the tip of his scimitar
hit the ground. He just managed to keep
his grip on the hilt, but the chain was
still moving in quick circles. A
crunching thud rang through his ears, and
Cy saw stars. His jaw was numb, and he
could taste blood. The chain-wielder
seemed to grow much, much taller, then
Cy realized he was on the ground again.
He threw himself flat as the chain
whistled by his ear.
Lifting himself up on his hands and feet,
Cy crabbed backward, growing the

space between himself and the blond
man. The chain hit the ground again,
throwing dirt in Cy's face. Rolling
backward, the raider came up on his
feet, sword in front of him. The darkrobed man nodded and closed in,
moving the chain back and forth, letting
it gain momentum as he changed hands
again and again.
This time the chain came in low. Cy
jumped and slashed in a flat arc while he
was in midair. The tip of his blade tore
through the dark robes and cut a deep
wound in the blond man's chest. Landing
on both feet, Cy leaped backward,
narrowly avoiding a blow to his head.
The chain was moving faster now. It
looked almost like a solid wall of metal

as it careened through the air.
Cy pulled his dagger from its sheath. It
was the only enchanted weapon he
owned. Flipping it over in his left hand,
he clutched the tip of the blade between
two fingers, then he feigned a lunge with
his scimitar. The blond man brought the
chain up in a defensive arc, striking at
the hilt of the sword. Cy lowered the
blade under the flailing chain and
brought the dagger up to throw. The
chain-wielder was too fast, and he
changed directions, throwing Cy off
balance. Just barely able to keep to his
feet, the raider held onto the dagger but
had to lower his arm to keep from
falling.
The chain whistled as it came down in

an overhead strike. Cy leaped forward,
pressing his body as close to his
attacker's as possible. Blood spattered
his boots as his scimitar cut a deep
wound into the blond man's leg. The
chain changed directions and hit Cy hard
in the back, knocking him straight into
the black-robed man. The raider lost his
grip on the curved sword as he bounced
off a human wall of muscles. The ground
came up, and Cy found himself once
more on the rocky, hard-packed dirt in
the streets of Kath.
This is starting to annoy me, he thought
as he got to his feet.
He didn't have time for much more as the
chain hit him again right around his
midsection. The cold, heavy links

wrapped themselves around his body
and tangled with the rest of the chain as
they made one full circle around Cy's
stomach. Just as the dark metal clanked
into itself, the raider felt himself lift off
the ground. The blond man pulled him
clear off his feet, and Cy grunted as all
the air left his lungs. Coming down in a
heap at the foot of the chain-wielder, Cy
struggled to stay conscious. He felt the
chain tug and begin to unravel itself from
his body. The force of the larger man
pulling caused Cy to roll over onto his
back as the chain uncoiled. He looked
up. The blond man glared back, a crease
in his brow, his lips pursed and hatred in
his eyes.
Flinging his arm forward with all of his

might, Cy hurled his enchanted dagger at
the chain-wielder. The magical metal
blade sunk easily into the soft flesh of
the neck, and the hilt moved up and
down as the man tried to swallow.
Blood seeped out around the edges of
the wound. The blond man staggered
backward a step and raised his hands to
his throat. The look of anger and spite
had left his eyes, only to be replaced by
a distinct note of fear and uncertainty.
Grabbing the hilt of the dagger, the blond
man pulled the blade from his neck.
Blood poured out in spurting gouts.
Cy slid away, getting slowly to his feet.
The raider looked around for his
scimitar. It was lying in the dirt a few
yards away. As he moved to retrieve it,

the chain-wielder fell to his knees,
bright red blood covering his hands, and
a look of complete disbelief filled his
eyes. Before Cy had retrieved his blade,
the man was facedown on the dirt.
Cy took a deep breath and looked
around. The houses were completely
consumed by flames. The screaming and
chaotic sounds of the raiders riding
through the village had stopped. His own
horse was nowhere in sight, and he
cursed his bad luck for having ridden
past this chain-swinging baboon. He felt
around his own body to assess the
damage. The bruise on his chest where
the chain had taken him off his horse had
already turned deep purple. His tailbone
and back were sore but functional. He

had lost a couple of teeth, but his jaw
worked well enough for him to be able
to enjoy supper around the campfire that
night, and that was all he needed to
know.
Sheathing his sword, Cy walked over to
the blond man. His enchanted dagger lay
just past the man's fallen fingertips. The
chain-wielder lay facedown in a goodsized puddle of his own cooling blood.
Cy wiped the dagger off on the back of
the fallen man's dark robes.
The sound of horse hooves lifted over
the crackling of the burning thatch roofs.
Cy spun around, his dagger in hand.
That was a nice bit of fighting, if I do
say so myself."
Cy recognized the speaker-Lume, the

captain of the raiding party. He rode up
on his horse and stopped just in front of
the fallen man.
"Sir?" Cy looked down at his bruises
and bleeding wounds.
"I saw the whole thing. Most of the rest
of this scum-" He waved his arm over
his shoulder toward the forest and the
raiding party-"would be dead after
fighting a man like that."
"Thank you, sir."
Cy looked down at the blade of his
dagger and twirled it absently.
"If all my men could fight like that, we'd
be able to take Karsus without the rest of
Olostin's raiders."
Lume dismounted and walked over to the
dead man. He kicked him once in the

ribs, then rolled him over with his boot.
The man's eyes were open but
unfocused. His mouth hung wide as if he
were trying to catch a last breath, and
blood still trickled down his neck, but it
was already starting to harden into
scabs.
Lume regarded the dead man for a
moment then said, "You know, Cy, I
think I might just have a job for you.
Stop by my tent in the morning, and we'll
discuss the details."
Lume put one foot in a stirrup and swung
his weight into his saddle.
"In the meantime," the captain said,
"head back to camp. The rest of the party
has the villagers well in hand."
Lume turned his horse back toward the

village.
"And one more thing, Cy," he said over
his shoulder.
"Yes, sir?"
"Enjoy yourself around the campfire
tonight, and don't forget to get your share
of the booty. We made a good haul this
time."
"Thank you, sir, I will."
*****
The evening's festivities were grand.
The raiders had made their biggest haul
ever. One of the men had ransacked
Kath's stock of supplies and come up
with several kegs of good red wine and
a large cask of mead. There was more
than enough in those barrels to make the

fifty or so raiders in Cy's party jolly as
monks in a vineyard.
The campfire raged. The wine flowed
freely. Men told stories of their
conquests during the raids. The men they
had fought grew larger and more
fearsome as the evening wore on. The
riches they had stolen became fortunes
even the most powerful kings would
envy. They laughed and danced and lied
to each other until they had all passed
out. Then they slept. They would be
allowed their excesses for the evening
since their booty had been so large.
Captain Lume didn't participate in the
camp-fires, but he didn't wake the men
early after a good night's haul.
Yes, life as one of Olostin's raiders was

very fulfilling for someone like Cy. He
had the freedom to do what he wanted,
so long as it didn't directly contradict the
orders he had been given, and he had the
camaraderie of the other raiders. He had
riches and wine, and from time to time
he even had the affections of a lady or
two. All in all, life was good.
*****
"You're quite fast, Cy," complimented
Lume. Cy had woken just before midday,
and after he had dunked his head in a
rain barrel and re-bandaged his wounds
from the fight the night before, he went to
see his captain.
"Thank you, sir."
Cy didn't have a military background,

but he believed in giving respect to his
elders. Lume was the captain of the
raiding party and at least ten years older
than Cy, so he figured the man deserved
the title of "sir."
"Sit down, please." Lume pointed to a
simple chair in the corner of his tent.
Cy nodded and did as he was told.
For a tent, Lume's place was
comfortable and well appointed. A
hammock stretched from a pole holding
up the center of the roof in the middle of
the tent to another support forming the
corner. A desk sat in the opposite corner
with a chair behind it and a large chest
beside. Papers were stacked in neat
piles on the desk, and a large water pipe
sat near them. It was lit, and Lume took a

few puffs on it while Cy got
comfortable.
The captain leaned forward in his chair,
bracing himself against the desk.
"How long have you been with this
raiding party, Cy?"
"About a year now, sir."
"Is that all?" he asked.
Cy nodded.
"You know, I hate to admit it, but I've
been working for Olostin for fifteen
years. I've been leading raiding parties
for almost five years now." He leaned
back in his chair. "I'm afraid I lose track
of all of the young men whom I've seen
come and go. I would have thought you'd
been with this group longer, but I guess
I'm just remembering someone else."

Lume looked at the palm of his hand for
a moment. Cy shifted in his chair.
"Cy, I make no apologies for the
mistakes of other men. If a man in my
party gets himself killed, then it's his
own fault."
He looked the younger man up and down
then stared him right in the eyes. Cy held
his gaze for a moment, then let it fall.
"If I can't remember how long you've
been with this group it's only because
I've seen hundreds of others just like you
get killed. To tell the honest truth, I can't
even remember any of their names. To
me, they could have all been named Cy."
Lume chuckled at this. Cy did not. The
captain became serious and once again
looked Cy over. "I'll come to the point,

Cy. I have a job for you." "Sir," he said,
not sure what else he could say. "You're
as good with that dagger as I've seen in a
long while, and you managed to keep
yourself alive last night. I'm hoping,"
continued Lume, "that you'll manage to
get yourself out of this little project alive
as well. Tell me, what do you know
about our illustrious leader Olostin?"
"Sir, I know he fights to stop the tyranny
of the arch-wizards, sir."
"That's a good practiced answer if I've
ever heard one." Cy was startled and
began to stand to defend himself. Lume
raised his hand and started to laugh. "It's
all right, son," he said. "You've got the
basic idea."
Cy settled back down into the chair. He

felt as if he has been scolded by his
father.
"Do you want to stop the . . . tyranny of
the arch-wizards?"
Cy just looked at the captain, wondering
where all of this was leading. For a man
who said he was going to get to the
point, he sure had a round about way of
getting there, Cy thought, and all of this
questioning of his loyalty and teasing
about his age was starting to make him
angry.
"Well, Cy?" The captain raised his
voice. "Do you believe in what we're
fighting for?"
"Yes, sir, I do."
Cy gritted his teeth. He didn't think his
performance the previous evening had

been as spectacular as the captain
seemed to believe, but as Lume himself
had said, he was still alive. Surely he
didn't deserve a reprimand for killing a
skilled fighter in the middle of a raid.
This meeting had started so well, and
now it seemed as if the captain was
accusing him of being a spy or
something.
"Well, then, son," Lume said, his voice
calm, "I need you to assassinate the
archwizard Shadow."
*****
The journey to the floating city had taken
Cy two days on griffonback. The
archwizard Shadow lived in Karsus, a
city unlike any Cy had ever seen before.

It floated, for one thing, but that was the
least of the oddities this bustling town
had in store.
The streets were lined with small gutters
of running water. Brooms moved
purposefully along on their own,
sweeping dust and debris into the
moving water as they went. Bridges
lifted streets up over wider rivers, and
passersby walked not only on top of the
curved stone structures but on the
underside as well. Wizards, carefully
carrying parcels of food or armloads of
books, passed each other and waved as
they casually walked upside down. In a
city park, four elderly, robed mages
rotated freely through the air, their
attention focused on a globe the size of a

maidensthigh melon that floated between
them. Each took turns moving intricately
carved gems across the globe and
laughing as the result of their moves
changed the pitch, angle, or speed of
rotation of one of the other wizards
playing the game.
It seemed everyone in Karsus used
magic, for everything they did defied
what little Cy knew about the world and
how it was supposed to work. Children
played games on the sides of buildings
instead' of on the ground or in a park.
Water flowed uphill and in some places
through thin air. The strange canals that
lined the streets didn't start or end
anywhere they just simply continued to
flush fresh, clean water through the

entire city. People walked adolescent
pet dragons through the busy city streets,
waving and smiling as they went.
Groups of wizards appeared-as if from
nowhere-in
mid-conversation,
apparently
unaware
that
their
surroundings had changed. Bags and
boxes floated through the air, suspended
by nothing, but bound intently for some
destination or another.
Cy tried not to gawk as he made his way
through the city. Across one bridge and
down several blocks, he found a tall,
narrow building with dozens of doors
stacked one on top of the other all the
way up the building's entire facade. A
carved wooden sign on street level read:
"The Charlesgate Inn," and robed mages

floated casually out of the doors on the
higher levels, turning around, suspended
in midair, to lock the doors behind them.
Cy entered the bottom floor of the inn
and rented a room for a few days. He
wanted to learn as much about his target
as he could before he had to face the
man.
Hopefully, Cy thought, Shadow will be
so engrossed in his research that he
won't see me coming.
It was the young assassin's only hope. In
open combat, Cy may have been able to
defeat that skilled fighter in Kath, but an
archwizard was an entirely different
story. If he didn't get a quick, clean,
surprise kill, he'd be done for. As he
settled into his room, he realized he'd get

only one chance at this assassination. He
intended to make the most of that chance.
Before Cy had left for Karsus, Lume had
opened the raiding party's store of
materials and weapons to allow Cy his
pick of equipment. They had racks and
racks of swords, armor, and bows, and
even some things Cy had never seen
used before. The job he had been tasked
with would be difficult for sure, but
extra gear wasn't going to make it any
easier. In the end he simply took with
him a small crossbow, some magical
leather armor, and his own enchanted
dagger. Better to travel light, he decided.
*****
The ornately carved brick tower that

Shadow lived in was easy enough for Cy
to break into. In fact, there wasn't even a
lock on the door. Not wanting to fall
prey to overconfidence, the assassin
moved through the entry hall very
carefully, checking every few feet for
traps or magical glyphs. It took him
almost an hour to creep slowly down the
hall and around the corner.
For all of his caution, there were no
traps in the long hallway. At least I
wasn't blown to bits, he thought.
Hounding one corner, he entered a very
large, grossly wealthy sitting room. The
raider in Cy was in awe. Perhaps Lume
should have sent him to simply rob the
arch-wizard. The riches held in this one
room could have paid for a hundred

assassins ten times over. High-backed
chairs sat around ornately carved
wooden tables. Silver sconces with
mage-lit stones in them were stationed
around the windows, and jeweled
candelabras rested on desks, tables, and
windowsills. Leather-bound books sat in
hundreds of neat rows, arrayed over
several dozen large bookshelves lining
the walls.
A door swung open on the opposite side
of the room. Cy crouched and
somersaulted behind one of the highbacked chairs. He pressed himself close
to the furniture and held his breath.
Heavy footsteps echoed across the
hardwood floor. Cy clutched his dagger.
So much for surprise.

The footsteps got closer then passed the
chair. Cy felt a light breeze pass his
cheek, and his vision filled with vivid,
swirling colors of magenta, yellow, and
silver. The young man blinked, trying to
rid his head of the befuddling magic, and
the colors passed-but they weren't
magic. Cy's vision cleared, and he
recognized the hem of a lady's skirts. A
young blonde woman, wearing heavy,
embroidered linens and carrying a silver
tray had passed Cy's hiding place. She
walked swiftly past the chair and out
into the hall. Her heavy footsteps
receded.
Cy stood up, and the door swung open
again. Ducking his head behind the
furniture, he was certain he'd been seen

this time. Once again, heavy footsteps
traveled across the floor. Cy dodged
behind the chair, rolling across the floor,
around a table, to pop up behind
whoever had entered the room. Bringing
his dagger down in a broad arc, the
young assassin stopped cold. The same
blonde, brightly dressed woman who
had just passed, only a moment before,
was again standing in the middle of the
room, only this time she was carrying a
large silver jug. The woman's skirts
rustled as she continued across the floor,
unflinching and unfazed by Cy.
The door opened again. Cy spun around,
his dagger out in front of him. The
blonde woman was coming out into the
sitting room for the third time, but now

she had a large box in her hands. Her
brilliant blue eyes stared straight ahead
as she continued to move toward the
young assassin. Two sets of heavy
footsteps echoed on the hardwood, one
in front and one behind. Shaking his
head, certain that he was under magical
assault, Cy leaped out of the woman's
path, landing hard on a plush leather
chair and letting it break his fall as he
clattered to the floor.
Spinning around and backing into the
corner, Cy scanned the room for any way
to escape. Two blonde women-both
wearing identical magenta, yellow, and
silver linen skirts, one carrying a jug,
one a box-continued across the
hardwood floor. Neither seemed the

least bit interested in Cy. They moved
through the room and out into the
hallway, intent on carrying their
packages to their final destination. The
young man watched them as he stood in
the corner catching his breath.
The door opened again. Two more
blonde, brightly dressed women-the
same woman Cy had seen three times
already-entered the sitting room and
proceeded across the hardwood, their
footsteps echoing heavily as they
crossed. Cy made no attempt to hide this
time, and the women ignored him
completely. Picking up a book, the young
assassin hurled it at one of the women. It
struck with a thud and fell to the floor.
Still, the women ignored him.

If they aren't illusions, thought Cy, then
they must be constructs.
Convinced that he wasn't under a spell,
he continued on his mission.
A set of stairs led down one side of the
room. Cy crossed and headed down,
avoiding the female golems as he went.
The stairway was long, and the air grew
cooler as he continued down. The old
wooden steps were warped in places, so
Cy was careful to transfer all of his
weight onto each step slowly, so as to
avoid creaking. At the bottom, another
hallway continued on. A doorway near
the end was partly open, and light
spilled out into the hall from the
opening. Another of the magenta-skirted
women came out of the room and walked

down the hall. Slipping past the
unobservant construct, Cy looked
through the opening. He could see a bed
and a night stand in half of a nice, if
messy, bed chamber. Someone was
shuffling around with a drawer and some
papers outside of his field of view. Cy
pulled his dagger from his sheath,
pressed himself up against the wall, and
waited. Several moments passed. Sweat
started to bead on Cy forehead. The
shuffling inside the room continued.
A drawer slammed shut, and a figure
came into view and sat on the bed.
Square jaw, sandy-brown hair, green
eyes, small wire-rimmed glasses, and a
tell-tale scar on his left cheek-this was
Shadow. Though younger-looking than

Cy had expected, this man matched the
descriptions Lume had given him. The
archwizard's attention was focused on a
large stack of papers he had in his hands,
and he was making marks on them with a
piece of charcoal.
Cy took a deep breath and held it.
Raising his dagger up to his shoulder, he
burst into the room, hurling the
enchanted blade at Shadow as he did so.
The wizard didn't even look up from his
papers. He simply waved his hand, and
the dagger stopped in midair. Worse, Cy
stood frozen as well, unable to blink or
even wipe the ever-increasing sweat
from his forehead.
For quite some time, Shadow simply
continued to read his papers, leafing

through them casually as if he didn't have
an assassin magically suspended in his
bedroom. Eventually, he finished with
his work, straightened the papers, and
turned his attention to Cy.
"Aren't you a little young to be an
assassin?" he asked. Cy didn't answer.
This had been his first assassination, so
he really didn't know how the industry
worked. He supposed he'd never get the
opportunity to find out now.
"No matter," reassured the archwizard.
"Your age isn't important. What is,
however, is the fact that you tried to kill
me. So?" He looked Cy right in the eye.
"What do you suppose we should do
about that?"
Cy tried to spit at the man, to show his

indignation and contempt for the wizards
who mucked around with the powerful,
otherworldly magic that he felt certain
would be the doom of all the world, but
he was stuck. He couldn't move his lips
or even his tongue.
"Well?" asked the archwizard. "Aren't
you going to answer me?"
The man chuckled, then he put his hands
on his knees and stood up from the bed.
He plucked the enchanted blade from
where it was suspended in the air.
"Very nice, very good indeed," he
commented. "Don't have much use for
these sorts of toys." He walked over to a
chest of drawers and placed the dagger
on top of it. "I have a few I keep around
as souvenirs of the assassins who have

most interested me, but I generally don't
like to use them. All that blood and
such." Shadow wrinkled his nose. "No,
magic is much cleaner."
He picked up a wand with a clear stone
attached to the end of it by a leather
band.
"And," he added, walking back toward
Cy, "far more entertaining and punitive.
Just think, if I simply poked you with
your blade a few times, sure it would
hurt, but in short order you'd die, and the
agony you'd feel would be over. With
magic-" he brandished the wand-"I can
trap you inside this crystal. There you
will die slowly as your predecessors
sap your strength and tear at your skin."
He smiled warmly at Cy who was still

unable to move.
The best part, however, is that once
you've died, your punishment hasn't
ended. You will awaken as a shadow,
and you'll live out the rest of eternity as
an ethereal creature, unable to affect the
solid world around you. Doesn't that
sound far more horrifying?"
Cy grunted, trying everything in his
power to simply move his fingers.
"Yes, I'm sure you'd agree, imprisonment
is far worse than simple death."
Shadow turned away from the doorway
and started tidying up the room.
Though I don't want you to think my
trapping you in this wand is at all an
easy feat."
Cy continued to struggle, gaining a

modicum of hope from the fact that he
could now wiggle his toes and clench
the muscles in his jaw.
"It's taken me years to be able to perfect
this wand," continued the archwizard.
"True, the imprisonment spells are
simple enough, as you are now, I'm sure,
painfully aware."
Shadow continued to fiddle in the room.
"No, it's the transformation from human
flesh to the insubstantial that has proven
tricky, though not impossible."
Cy could feel warmth spreading through
his aims and chest, and he was able to
shuffle his feet a little.
Shadow looked at the wand with
reverent awe.
"This little device right here represents

most of my life's work. You know," he
said, speaking not really to Cy but rather
to himself, "I've lived a long time, and it
seems to me that as we've grown, things
just keep getting smaller and smaller."
He chuckled. "I guess that's what we call
progress."
Cy almost had control of his body back.
If Shadow continued to amuse himself
for just a few more minutes, he might be
able to make a break for it, and he'd
much rather get killed fleeing than just
standing there like a stupid jackass.
"Anyway, enough with the chit chat."
The archmage turned his attention back
to the young assassin and leveled the
wand at him. "I suppose I should figure
out who hired you to kill me before I

dispose of you. I don't suppose you came
of your own accord. You're too young
for that."
The wall behind Shadow exploded
outward into the room. What had
appeared to be solid stone was actually
a secret door made of wood, and the
splinters of stone-colored door sprayed
out at the two men. Two gigantic ogres
stood at the top of a set of stairs in the
space where the door used to be.
Cy was thrown to the floor next to the
bed. Shadow, too distracted with the
first assassin to protect himself from the
two new ones, was also knocked facefirst to the floor. The ogres didn't waste
any time, and they rushed into the room
to clobber the fallen archwizard. Ham-

sized fists began to beat the mage. The
two beasts worked together, pummeling
the man simultaneously with opposing
blows. Then one stopped pounding the
wizard and unsheathed a large sword off
its back. The blade slid out of the
scabbard with an oily grind.
Cy had regained control of his body, and
he got to his feet, pulling the larger
splinters from his skin. The ogres were
completely ignoring him, but they were
pounding Shadow into a bloody pulp
right in the middle of the doorway. He
glanced over toward the passageway.
If the ogres got in that way, then there
must be a way out, he thought.
He took a deep breath and steadied
himself. In the -moment he took to

compose his thoughts, his mind reeled.
What if there were more ogres down
there? What if they had used magic to get
into the lower chamber? If he went down
there, would he be trapped?
"Lift him up," shouted the ogre with the
sword.
The other grunted and stopped beating
the archwizard long enough to bend
down and grab the man by the robes.
Cy turned back toward the doorway,
deciding to take his chances with the
ogres he knew of rather than whatever
could be dwelling down the stairs.
While they prepared to behead Shadow,
the young assassin charged the door,
hoping to slip behind the busy brutes and
the doomed archwizard on his way to

freedom.
He took two large steps and dropped
into a crouch, trying to ram right through.
The ogre holding Shadow took a half
step back at that precise moment,
crashing into the charging human as he
barreled across the room. The two
assassins got tangled in each other's
limbs, and they both hit the floor with a
crash-Cy tumbling head over feet into
the hallway, and the ogre against the
doorframe. Shadow came to his feet,
being pulled from the floor by the ogre
and gaining momentum from the great
brute's fall.
Wand still in his hand, he shouted,
"Shadominiaropalazitsi" and leveled the
crystal end at the standing ogre.

A dark gray stream fired out of the wand
in a direct line at the ogre assassin. As it
approached the ogre's upright form, the
stream spread out and began to curve
and split. It formed a whirlwind of
darkness around the beast, and the gray
areas started to separate and take on
individual, humanlike shapes. The
shadows had narrow, elongated heads,
and spindly, malformed limbs, and they
flew in ever-quickening circles around
the ogre. For his part, the assassin stood,
his sword poised over his head, and
gawked in awe and horror.
The shadows attacked, diving toward the
armed figure and tearing at him with
claws that seemed to form out of thin air.
Cy could hear the beast howl as if he

were in great pain, but no blood issued
forth. Instead, the ogre dropped his
sword and slowly sank to the floor,
landing on the ground with a thud like a
sack of horse manure.
Cy gained his feet and turned up the
steps. He'd seen enough. As fast as he'd
ever felt himself move, he was up the
stairs,
dodging brightly dressed
constructs as he fled out the front door.
Never did he turn around and it wasn't
until he was on his griffin on the way
back to report to Lume that he realized
he no longer had his enchanted dagger.
*****
Arriving in camp by sunup the second
day, Cy entered Lume's tent at a run.

"Sir, I have terrible, urgent news."
Lume was sitting at his desk eating his
morning meal, and the young man's
frantic entrance startled the captain,
causing him to cough up a mouthful of
food.
"In the name of all the gods, what do you
think you're doing," he screamed. Then,
abruptly, his tone changed. "Oh, Cy!"
Lume stood up. "What is it, lad? Did you
kill the archwizard?"
"No, sir, I did not."
Lume slammed his hand on the desk.
"Then what are you doing here?"
Cy proceeded to intone to Lume all the
details of his assassination attempt. He
left out nothing, and the captain listened
intently to the entire story. Then it was

Lume's turn to talk.
"Are you certain they were shadows that
came out of the wand?" he asked.
"Yes, sir, I'm absolutely positive."
"Gods. A wand with that kind of power
could ..."
Turning around and placing his hands to
the sides of his head, he paced out from
behind the desk and moved around the
tent. After a few moments, he came out
of his reverie. He looked at Cy and
shook his head.
"But you failed. I should have known
that chain-wielder wasn't an adequate
challenge to determine if you could kill
an archwizard.''
"Sir?"
Lume whirled, blurting out his words.

"The chain-wielder, son! I sent him to
test you. How else do you think a man of
that skill ended up in such a backwater
village as Rath?"
"You sent the blond man after me, sir?
But, I... I don't understand."
"Are you stupid, boy? I planted the man
in Kath and paid him to attack you,"
replied Lume.
"But... but why? That man almost killed
me."
"To see if you were up to this
assassination," he explained, "but
obviously it was a poor test."
Cy stood with his arms limp and his
mouth open wide.
Lume paced back and forth for a while
longer, then he caught sight of Cy.

"Child, stop your bemoaning. You lived.
All that matters now is that we go back
to kill Shadow and get that wand." Lume
walked over to the young man and put
his hand on his shoulder. "Despite the
fact that you failed, you've provided usprovided our great leader Olostin
himself-with a real opportunity to
reclaim our world from the haughty
archwizards."
Cy just stared, fuming at Lume.
"Son, if we get that wand," explained the
captain, "we could use it against
Shadow and all of his kind. We've been
trying to kill that man for years, and now
we might finally have an opportunity to
use his own research against him.
Wouldn't that be beautiful?" He smiled

and slapped Cy on the shoulder. "You
know something, Cy, I've sent a
countless number of assassins after
Shadow over the years, and you're the
first to come back alive. You should take
pride in that. You're one in perhaps a
thousand, and now you'll get another
chance to complete your mission."
Cy pulled away from the captain. "You
do what you want, but I'll have no part of
it."
Lume narrowed his gaze. "You'll do
what I tell you, or you'll be dead." He
stepped toward Cy and lowered his hand
to his saber.
Cy stood his ground. "You sent me to die
once already. I'm not going back."
The captain brought his sword up in a

quick arc, hitting Cy squarely under the
jaw with the pommel as the blade
scraped out of its scabbard.
The young assassin fell back, and he
held his hand to his face, trying to stop
the flow of blood as he stared up at his
captain from the floor. Two armed
guards came through the tent flap, their
swords drawn.
"Take him back to his tent," Lume
instructed the men, "and make sure he
doesn't go anywhere." He turned back to
the young man on the floor. "He'll be
needed shortly- to finish his failed
duties."
*****
Two days later, Lume sent a group of

guards to escort Cy to the party's armory.
The captain was there briefing a small
group of men on the coming
assassination.
"I will personally accompany you men to
make sure that this time we succeed
where Cy failed," intoned Lume. He
smiled at Cy as the guards untied the
younger man's bonds. "Cy will go along,
under my personal supervision, to
provide the necessary details about
Shadow's home and habits." He looked
out at the crowd of assembled assassins.
"If this man-" he pointed to Cy-"attempts
to escape or in any other way avoid his
duty to this group, he is to be executed.
Do I make myself clear?"
Every head in the group nodded assent.

Each of the assassins was given special
boots that masked the sound of their
footsteps and special cloaks that made
them more difficult to see, and each was
issued an amulet that made them less
susceptible to the effects of Shadow's
magic.
"These won't protect you from the
shadows," explained Lume, "but they
will make you less of a target for the
archwizard."
Cy gritted his teeth. This whole mission
might not be necessary had he had one of
those amulets on the first attempt.
Then Lume gave each of the men a light
crossbow with a single bolt, and a small
dagger, and they left for Karsus. The
plan was for Cy to lead the other

assassins into Shadow's bedchamber
where they would overwhelm him with
sheer numbers.
"The archwizard won't try to use
anything too deadly inside the small
confines of that room," strategized the
captain. "He'll more likely try to subdue
us as he did Cy, or enspell the whole
group to make us think he is our ally and
deal with us individually at his leisure.
We're not going to let that happen. As
soon as we get in sight, we unload with
the crossbows. The bolts I gave you are
magically enhanced to ensure a perfect
strike. You only have one, because if
you fail, there won't be an opportunity
for another shot. Keep him distracted, so
he can't use his magic, and we should all

live through this." Lume looked at each
of the assassins in turn. "Once Shadow
is dead, we find his wand, and we get
out of there and celebrate."
The other raiders let out a loud whoop at
their captain's confidence. Cy kept his
mouth shut. It wasn't going to be that
easy, and he knew most of these men,
himself included, weren't coming back.
He just hoped that one of those who
wasn't going back to camp would be
Captain Lume.
At the entry to Shadow's opulent home,
Lume jabbed the end of his saber into
Cy’s ribs. "Now, be a good lad and
show us in."
Cy led the silent, nearly invisible band
of assassins down the long hallway into

the decadent siting room. In complete
silence, the entire troop weaved through
the blonde constructs and marched down
toward the bedchamber.
Just as before, the door at the end of the
hall was ajar and a light was on inside
the room. Cy beckoned the other
assassins ahead of him and pressed
himself against the wall. The raiders
complied and moved around him, taking
up positions on either side of the door.
Lume came up behind Cy, and he nodded
to the waiting troops. One of them held
his hand out and silently counted to three
with his fingers, then he charged through
the door, the others following him in.
From where he was standing, Cy could
only see the men leave the hall. With the

boots they were wearing, he couldn't
even hear them move. He and Captain
Lume waited for the sounds of a scuffle
or of magic being cast, but they never
came. After several moments of silence,
one of the men came back into the hall
and waved the two men in. Lume pushed
Cy by the shoulder, and he moved
around the door in front of his captain.
The bedchamber was still in a shambles,
but the wall was once more intact where
the ogres had burst into the room. The
other assassins stood around, casting
nervous glances back and forth as if
something invisible might sneak up on
them. Cy moved over toward the wall,
stopping briefly at the chest of drawers
where his enchanted dagger was still

resting.
I'd rather die with this in my hand, he
thought. He picked up the blade.
When he reached the section of wall
where the secret door had been, he
placed his hand where he thought the
doorframe might begin. His ringers
slipped through the wall. The
archwizard hadn't fixed the broken
section, he had simply cast a spell over
the opening. It would be a simple matter
of stepping through the illusion to get to
the stairs beyond.
Cy straightened up and headed out into
the hall, motioning to Lume as he did.
The captain glared at Cy and asked,
"What's going on?"
"Shadow has a laboratory in the

basement behind that wall. He's cast an
illusion over the opening to make us
think the wall is solid, but if I were him,
I'd have other defenses in place as well.
I think we're better off hiding out here
and waiting for him to come out."
Lume nodded and pushed Cy back
through the door. The captain arranged
the assassins in strategic positions
around the room, then he went back into
the hallway, dragging Cy with him,
waiting from relative safety.
Hours passed. The assassins waited.
Finally, the wall wobbled as the illusion
allowed someone to pass through.
Shadow was looking down at a
contraption in his hands and not at all
paying attention to his surroundings. The

wand was stuck in the belt of his robe,
and he didn't appear to have any of the
bruises or scars that a man who had been
brutally beaten by two ogres should
have.
Two steps into the bedroom, the
archwizard realized that something was
wrong, and he began to cast a spell. The
assassins unloaded their crossbows, and
the man screamed, dropping the gadget
in his hands and stumbling toward the
bed, his spell lost on his lips.
Cy watched as the wizard fell to his
knees, and Lume let out an excited yelp
and bolted into the room, his dagger in
hand. Shadow was holding his hands
against his chest and looking at the
ground. He was bleeding quite heavily.

"Well, well, well," intoned Lume. He
was standing a few feet away from the
archwizard with a large smile on his
face. "If it isn't the mighty archwizard
Shadow. Do you have any idea how long
I've been trying to kill you?"
The man looked up from his position on
the floor, and he finished mouthing the
lasts words of another spell. He glared
up at the captain as the magical bolts
jutting from his body shot back out,
sailing across the room and striking the
assassins who had shot them. Every one
of them fell to the floor, dead with a bolt
buried in his forehead. Shadow
continued to bleed, and he put his hand
out to steady himself. His skin turned
quite pale.

"No. Frankly," said the wizard, "you
have a lot of competition when it comes
to assassinating me."
Lume didn't waste any time. He crossed
to the wizard and pushed him to the
floor, taking the wand from his belt with
one hand and placing the edge of his
dagger to Shadow's throat with the other.
"Well allow me to introduce myself. My
name is Lume, and I work for Olostin."
"Yes." Shadow coughed hard. "Yes, I
recognize the name. Pleasure to make
your acquaintance."
"Believe me, the pleasure is all mine."
He turned to Cy. "Is this the wand you
spoke of," he asked, holding up the
crystal-tipped rod.
"It appears to be, yes."

The captain took a step back and turned
again to the archwizard.
No longer under the watchful eyes of a
band of assassins, Cy lunged at Lume
with his dagger. "Die, you pig!"
The captain sidestepped the blow, but he
stumble-stepped to one side.
Cy swung again at the older man's back.
The enchanted blade sliced through
Lume's leather armor, opening a long,
bloody gash in the captain's side.
"You stupid fool," Lume hissed.
Pulling his saber in a flash, the captain
made two Quick slashing attacks.
Cy parried the first blow, but the second
landed just below his wrist, knocking his
dagger from his hand.
Lume swung again, and Cy struggled

backward, avoiding the blade but falling
back over the bed. Cy landed on the
floor against Shadow, cradling his wrist
where Lume had cut him.
The captain leveled the wand at the two
men on the floor.
The archwizard struggled to breathe, but
he laughed anyway. "You can't use that.
You don't know the command word."
"You're wrong, wizard, and now I'm
going to destroy you with your own toy."
Lume smiled down at Shadow. "Ironic
that you could spend so much of your life
perfecting a tool such as this-" he shook
the wand-"only to be killed by it in the
end."
"You don't know what sort of forces you
are messing with." He coughed, blood

trickling down the corner of his mouth.
"Neither did you." Lume straightened his
arm and spoke the word Cy had repeated
for
him
back
at
camp.
"Shadominiaropalazitsi."
Once again a column of rushing dark
gray plasma flowed out of the wand. It
headed straight for the prone
archwizard, coalescing into humanlike
forms along the way. As it jetted
forward, the stream of shadows split
into a curling mass. Shadow raised his
hand instinctively to protect his face, but
this time, the shadows broke into
individual swirls, and twisted, wavering
forms spread out all over the room. They
filled every corner and place of
darkness.

Now spread out, the shadows began to
collect again, forming a cyclone around
Captain Lume.
Lume screamed, "What's happening?
What's going on?"
"Don't you see, you fool?" explained the
archwizard. "Don't you recognize any of
those shadows?"
"No, no, I don't." He swung his dagger in
wide, swooping arcs. "Stay away from
me," he screamed. "Stay away, you
hear."
Shadow lifted himself off the floor. "Is
that any way to treat your previous
assassins?" asked the archwizard.
Lume’s face dropped, and his swinging
momentarily slowed.
"That's right." Shadow smiled. "I

punished your assassins by turning them
into shadows and trapping them in that
wand, and you just released them to seek
vengeance on you for earning them an
eternity of suffering."
The shadows wasted no time, diving in
to touch the stunned captain while he
listened to the archwizard.
Lume's knees went weak, and he began
his frantic swinging again. "But you
were the one who sent them to their
deaths," he screamed.
"They don't blame me for defending
myself from assassination. They blame
you for sending them to kill an
archwizard. You should learn to not
mess with forces beyond your control."
Lume was getting tired, and his defense

was weakening. His wild arcs with his
dagger were slowing, and the shadows
were touching him repeatedly. He
dropped to the ground, lifting his head to
speak again to Shadow. "Those are fine
words, coming from the likes of you."
Lume collapsed, his head hitting the
wooden planks of the floor with a
decided thud.
The shadows spun around in a pack over
the limp body on the floor. A dark shape
formed around the captain's corpse, then
it coalesced into a humanlike shadow
and lifted into the air, joining the
swirling mass above. As a group, they
dived toward the wand still gripped in
Lume's dead hand. The dark gray stream
narrowed as it approached the crystal,

and as quickly as they had come forth,
the shadows disappeared.
The archwizard reached into the sleeve
of his robes and pulled forth a large
purple bottle. Uncorking the vial, he
swiftly drank down the contents. A
strange white glow surrounded his skin,
and the bleeding stopped. He appeared
much better, though not quite whole and
hardy.
He looked at Cy, who was still on the
floor cradling his bleeding wrist, and
said, "As I said before, you are entirely
too young to be an assassin. I suggest
you find another line of work." With that,
he turned around and went back through
the illusionary wall.
Cy looked down at the dead body of

Captain Lume and nodded, then he
turned around and headed back up the
stairs, dodging a pretty blonde golem on
his way out.
Too Long In The Dark
Paul S. Kemp
Netheril Year 3520
(The Year of the Sundered Webs, -339
DR)
Zossimus watched with appreciation as
a wight hawk broke off its predatory
circling and dived silently earthward
through the perpetually twilit sky of
Shade. A squirrel scampering across the
lush lawn of the villa's interior courtyard
sensed its danger a heartbeat too late.
The unfortunate rodent gave an agonized

squeak as the raptor's claws impaled its
small body. Death was quick but no
doubt painful.
Zossimus, seated on his favorite bench
beside the courtyard's reflecting pool,
nodded appreciatively as the hawk
began to feed.
"Well done, little hunter."
Death to prey-and to enemies-should
always come unexpectedly to the victim.
Zossimus had learned that lesson well
over the years. So too had the other
leading arcanists of Shade. Indeed, the
city's rivalry with its floating Netherese
sister-cities had led Shade's arcanists to
seek ever more obscure sources of
magical power and ever more
unexpected magical weapons. Recently,

after long study of the writings of the
arch-arcanist Shadow, they had learned
of and begun to tap a new source of
magic, a source that derived its power
not from the Weave, but from a
heretofore unknown source of power that
the arcanists had named the Shadow
Weave. None of Shade's arcanists yet
knew the full potential of this alternate
energy source. They knew only that it
drew on the often unpredictable energies
of Plane of Shadow.
To better tap those energies, and to
further their research into the Shadow
Weave, Shade's Twelve Princes had
caused the city to straddle the border
between Faerun and the Plane of
Shadow, between light and twilight.

Now cloaked always in muted grays, the
city had not seen the unadulterated light
of Faerun's sun in years. It bothered
Zossimus little to live always in the
dark, he deemed it a small price to pay
in exchange for the city's magical
preeminence. Jennah, of course, thought
otherwise.
His love hated the city's darkness and
would have left long ago but for
Zossimus. At every opportunity, she
begged him to transport them magically
from the city to the sun-drenched plains
below, where she ran through the
waving grass and fragrant purplesnaps,
laughing. He smiled at the thought of her
long hair shining in the sunWithout warning, the familiar presence

of the Weave was obliterated. The vight
hawk gave a shriek, alit, and left its
bloody meal unfinished in the grass.
A void opened in Zossimus's being.
Though a distant part of him sensed still
the presence of the Shadow Weave, the
absence of the Weave-his original
mistress-tore a hole in half of his being.
Spells prepared that morning went
absent from his mind, erased clean. He
opened his mouth to scream but managed
only a strangled gasp. A roar filled his
ears. His temples throbbed as if a redhot coal burned in his brain. He fell to
his knees, gripped his head in his hands
and tried to jerk it from his shoulders, to
stop the pain with death, to fill the
emptiness with oblivion.

The minor cantras that preserved the
flora in his courtyard began to fail with
audible pops. The ornate gargoyle
fountain ceased its magically-driven
perpetual flow. The ruby and emerald
dragonfly constructs he had so
painstakingly crafted as a gift for Jennah
fell inert to the lawn. The artificial
illumination from glass lightglobes fell
dark. In a flash of insight, he realized
that all magic in Faerun dependent on the
Weave-which meant all magic other than
the
experimental
shadow
magic
practiced in Shade-was failing.
How? he wanted to shout, but he could
manage nothing but a low moan.
Beneath his
feet,
the
floating
mountaintop upon which Shade had been

built began to fall earthward. Zossimus's
stomach lurched. His afternoon meal
raced up his throat, but he swallowed it
down, tasting bile. Birds of every color
exploded from the trees and ferns of his
courtyard and took wing, avian rats
abandoning the sinking ship of Shade.
Screams and shouts erupted from around
the city, audible even in Zossimus's
secluded inner courtyard. It sounded as
though the whole city were screaming as
one. Shade was falling....
Zossimus, paralyzed with pain and
terror, waited for the impact that would
kill them all.
After a few terrifying heartbeats, the
city's descent slowed, slowed more, then
stopped all together. It took another

heartbeat
for
Zossimus,
still
disconcerted, to deduce what had
happened.
Shadow magic. The disappearance of
the Weave had not affected the Shadow
Weave. The Twelve Princes must have
been drawing on it to save Shade, to
keep it from crashing to earth. Even as
that thought hit him, Zossimus could see
in his mind's eye the other floating cities
of Netheril plunging earthward as the
magic that held them aloft failed. Their
apocalypse would happen in the bright
light of the sun, while Shade's salvation
would occur in eternal twilight, because
of the eternal twilight. Netheril's other
floating cities, once testimony to the
awesome power of Netherese arcanists,

would be nothing more than grandiose
tombs for tens of thousands.
The city began again to descend, slower
this time. Zossimus's sense of
satisfaction vanished. The Shadow
Weave must have been inadequate by
itself to keep the city aloft. Zossimus
guessed that in the Palace of the Most
High, the Twelve Princes were even
now struggling to tap enough shadow
magic to keep Shade airborne. They
were failing.
Zossimus bit back his frustration. He
would have joined them if he could,
would have shaken the cobwebs from
his head, endured the loss of the Weave,
and added his considerable magical skill
to theirs, but his teleportation spell had

been lost when the Weave had been
destroyed. It would take half an hour to
traverse the city by foot. By the time he
reached them, the issue would already
be decided.
The city continued to descend, picking
up speed incrementally. Another
thousand feet maybe, and all would be
over. When it hit the earth, it would kill
every citizen, if not the impact, then the
aftermath. The partial mountaintop upon
which Shade floated had an irregular
base, so it would not settle peacefully to
earth even if it were somehow slowed to
walking speed. It would topple over on
its side, and everyone would be crushed
under an incalculably massive avalanche
of buildings and walls.

Zossimus wanted Jennah, desperately. If
he were to die, he would die with his
love.
"Jennah-"
A sudden shout-a roar of ecstatic
triumph as loud as ten of Kozah's
cyclones-carried from the south to
drown out his voice. The force of the
shout hit Shade like a maul and sent it
lurching sideways, a bit of flotsam in the
ocean of the sky. Zossimus fell
facedown in the grass and cursed
through his fear. He knew that voiceKarsus.
"Mystryl! I'll have your power!" boomed
Karsus, his voice reverberating through
the heavens.
Shade steadied itself, though it continued

to descend. Zossimus rose to all fours.
"Karsus, you arrogant ass," he cursed.
Surely this was the end of the world, and
Karsus had somehow brought it about.
Again the sound of Karsus's voice
thundered through the sky, but this time
Zossimus heard only sobs. Bottomless
despair.
The crying fell silent, cut off as sharp as
a razor. The world seemed to hold its
breath, silently waiting. Nothing more.
Shade continued to slip earthward.
Zossimus wanted to hold Jennah in his
arms. He had maybe a hundred
heartbeats. He leaped to his feet and
raced for the villa.
A small winged figure alit from an upper
window, frantically flapping-Pleeancis.

Zossimus's familiar streaked for him as
though shot from a bow, a blur of green
scales and membranous wings.
Unable to stop in time, the terrified little
quasit crashed into Zossimus's stomach
and got tangled in his voluminous violet
robes. Man and demon went down in a
heap.
Pleeancis's high-pitched voice squeaked
oath after oath. "Oh, curse this purple
hell! I'll shred you thread-by-thread,
wretched robe. Dare you to offend
Pleeancis the Mighty-yeep!"
Zossimus grabbed the tiny demon by his
left haunch and yanked him free of the
robes. "Enough!"
The quasit fluttered in his hand. His red
eyes shot the robes one last evil glare

before giving Zossimus his most
winning, fanged smile.
"All right, Boss. Just having a moment
there. Easy on the leg, eh?"
Zossimus released Pleeancis and
climbed to his feet. The quasit hovered
before his face, a scaly, fanged
hummingbird demanding attention.
"Boss-"
"Not now, Pleeancis."
He waved the quasit away and hurried
for the villa. The city was still sinking.
He could feel it in the pit of his stomach.
If only he and Jennah had Pleeancis's
wings.
Unperturbed, Pleeancis buzzed along
beside him while he ran, the demon's
fanged mouth moving as quickly as his

wings.
"What's happened, Boss? Huh? I can't
even teleport. There's something wrong
with the ring. Watch this!"
In mid-air, wings still beating, Pleeancis
squatted and made as though to ... do
something. He squeezed his eyes shut
and clenched his tiny fists with the
effort.
"Unh. Unh."
Zossimus would have laughed but for the
end of the world. Magic had ceased to
function, and Pleeancis was concerned
only that his favorite toy was not
working.
"See, Boss? Nothing. Nothing at all.
Couldn't teleport if I wanted to. I back!"
Zossimus stopped, grabbed his familiar

out of air, and looked at him with
narrowed eyes. "Where's Jennah?"
"What? Who cares? I'm here, and my
ring doesn't work!"
Zossimus knew the quasit didn't like
Jennah, or at least didn't like that
Zossimus cared for her, but he had no
time for Pleeancis's foolishness.
"Where?"
The quasit must have seen his anger. His
wings sagged. He ran a forked tongue
over his fangs and said, "She was in the
sitting room."
Zossimus released the quasit and
sprinted for the villa. Pleeancis flitted
about his head.
"But, Boss, you don't need her. Didn't
you hear me? I can't teleport. There's

something wrong with my ring." "I said
not now, Pleeancis!" "But, Boss-"
As he ran, Zossimus lashed out and
smacked the tiny demon across the
midsection. Pleeancis, off kilter, let fly
with a stream of high-pitched epithets,
spiraled out of control, and finally
crashed to the lawn.
Zossimus ran on. From behind, he heard
Pleeancis squeak indignantly. "From
now on, it's Pleeancis the Mighty to you,
Boss!"
Despite himself, Zossimus cracked a
grin. Not even this Karsus-made
catastrophe could quiet his familiar.
They should all be so blissfully ignorant.
Before he reached the villa, Jennah burst
from the doors. Her long red hair flew

wildly behind her her skin had gone
white. Zossimus had never seen such a
lost look in her green eyes. She too was
a mage. She too had sensed the
destruction of the Weave, but unlike
Zossimus, Jennah had steadfastly refused
to tap the Shadow Weave. She had no
shadow magic in which to find at least
some succor. "Zoss! The Weave!"
He raced to her and took her in his arms.
"I know." She pushed him to arms length,
looked him in the face, and said, "And
the city ... ?"
He shook his head in the negative. She
blinked while that registered.
"Are we doomed then? What's
happened?" Zossimus didn't want to
answer her first question and couldn't

answer the second. Clearly, Karsus had
done something....
Pleeancis flitted over and squirmed
between them. "What in the name of
Asmodeus's arse is going on around
here?" He glared at Jennah. "Why're you
so upset? I'm the one who can't teleport."
He shoved his ring finger before her
face.
Zossimus did not have the energy to
engage in further nonsense with his
familiar. He gently plucked him from the
air and placed him on his favorite perchZossimus's right shoulder. Jennah
seemed hardly to see the quasit. Her
gaze was far away.
"What now, Zoss? What now? I want to
see the flowers again. Like we used to."

She looked at him with her gentle eyes.
Remembering their many days spent
among the purplesnaps on the plains
below-the plains where they would die
today-his eyes began to well. He took
her in his arms.
"We'll see them again, dearest. We will.
I promise."
She sobbed into his shoulder, he fought
to keep down his own tears. Shade fell
further.
"Oh, for crying out-Your hair is in my
eyes, human woman," Pleeancis hissed.
Jennah ignored him or did not hear him.
Zossimus shooed the little demon away.
"Be gone, Pleeancis, we've no time for
you now."
Pleeancis fluttered away, leaving a

stream of curses in his wake. "All right,
Boss, now it's really Pleeancis the
Mighty to you! I was jesting before, but
now...."
Zossimus made no reply, merely held his
love as she sobbed.
He knew they had only moments. He
wanted to tell Jennah how much he
loved her, whisper to her how her
presence had made his life in the
twilight bearable, but he could not give
voice to his feelings, not even now.
Instead, he stroked her long hair, held
her tight, and said nothing. Pleeancis, as
usual, spoiled the moment.
"Boss, I think we're falling."
The quasit spoke with such surprise in
his tone that Jennah's sobs turned to

laughter. Zossimus too began to laugh.
What else could they do?
"It's not funny," Pleeancis said. "Did you
hear what I said?"
"We heard, little one," said Zossimus.
Jennah leaned back from Zossimus and
looked him in the eyes. Her tearstreaked but smiling face looked
luminous. He found his voice and spoke
before she did.
"I love you, dearest. More than
anything."
Jennah opened her mouth to reply, but
before she could, a strange silence
descended, as though they had filled
their ears with wax. The twilight turned
darker. The air grew charged.
"What's that?" she asked, her voice dull

and seemingly far away.
She disengaged herself from him and
looked westward. Curious, he too
looked to the western sky.
Above the city, the sky roiled. There, the
twilight of Shade gave way to a deeper
darkness. Whorls of black and ochre
rippled across the sky and expanded
toward them. A multitude of miniature
cyclones took shape and ran before the
ever-expanding curtain of darkness, an
honor guard of destructive force. Some
of them were large enough to damage
buildings. Pieces of roofs flew skyward
and swirled in the turbulent air.
Zossimus knew at once what was
occurring. He whispered it aloud,
awestruck. They're taking the city fully

into the Plane of Shadow."
The cyclones were planar vortices,
present anywhere that two planes
violently collided.
At the same moment, he realized that
Shade was no longer sinking. Moving
the city farther into the Plane of Shadow
must have strengthened the Twelve
Princes' Shadow Magic. The city had
stabilized, at least for a time.
Gleeful, he turned to Jennah to sweep
her into an embrace.
The look of horror on her face stopped
him cold.
"I won't go," she said, and took a step
back from him. "I can't live like that-like
this."
She gazed skyward, and made a gesture

that took in all of Shade.
The curtain of darkness-colorlessnessdrew nearer. A peculiar sonic effect
preceded it: not silence, but a dulling of
sound. Even the destruction wrought by
the planar cyclones sounded muted.
"There's nothing else to be done, Jennah.
Dearest."
He moved toward her, one hand
outstretched. When she recoiled, he
struggled to keep the pain from his face
and voice.
"Well die otherwise. The shadow magic
won't keep the city afloat. Jennah."
Something within her seemed to break.
Her eyes grew pained, and when she
spoke, her voice was thick with the
attempt to control her tears.

"I don't care, Zoss. Don't you
understand? I can't live like this
anymore. I'd rather die. I stayed for you.
Only for you. We've lived in the dark too
long. I-"
He felt it at the same moment she did.
Pleeancis must have too. From high in
the air, the quasit let forth a squeal of
joy.
"I can teleport, Boss! I can teleport!"
As though to make his point, the little
demon began repeatedly to do just thatdisappearing from one location only to
instantaneously reappear in a different
location a stone's throw away. His highpitched, delighted laughter filled the sky
from ten different directions.
The Weave had returned!

Zossimus's soul refilled. The flow of
magic that had ebbed moments before,
now re-entered his being like a riptide.
He smiled fiercely.
Jennah laughed for joy. She spoke an
arcane phrase and alit from the earth to
frolic in the air. "We're saved, Zoss! Oh,
thank Tyche!" She spiraled about in the
air, as gleeful as a child at play.
Pleeancis teleported onto Zossimus's
shoulder. "I'm back, Boss," he said with
a fanged smile, "and better than ever."
Zossimus reached over to scratch the
little demon's scaled head. "Indeed, little
one. Me too."
Beneath his feet, Shade lurched. The sky
grew nearly pitch. Pleeancis yelped and
teleported under Zossimus's robes.

Zossimus looked skyward. The black,
colorless curtain of the Shadow Plane
continued to rush toward them. Despite
the return of the Weave, the Twelve
Princes were still taking Shade to the
Plane of Shadow. Perhaps the
unexpected return of the Weave had
caused the spell causing the move to go
awry. The latter seemed more probable
to Zossimus, because in only a heartbeat
the seething darkness that represented
the border between the planes had
picked up speed and the planar cyclones
had grown larger. Whole buildings flew
skyward under the force of the roaring
winds.
"Jennah! Pleeancis! Get into the villa,
down to the wine cellar, both of you.

Now!"
Pleeancis poked his head out of the
robes, looked at the seething sky, and
teleported out of sight without a word.
Jennah still flew high above Zossimus.
"Look, Jennah! Look!" Zossimus pointed
to the onrushing planar border. "Come
down! It's our only chance!"
"I can't, Zoss," she shouted above the
rising wind.
She looked at the onrushing darkness and
her face went pale. A gust of wind
caught her and sent her spinning toward
it. Zossimus's throat grew tight. He
mouthed the words to a spell that would
grant him flight.
Jennah recovered quickly, however, and
steadied herself.

"I love you, Zoss, and I always will, but
I can't here anymore."
Zoss, unwilling to let her go so easily,
took flight toward her. "Wait, Jennah.
Please, dearest. Don't leave!"
She backed away from him, as though
afraid to let him come too close. Another
gust caught her, stronger this time, and
sent her careening helplessly through the
air.
"Jennah!"
Zoss streaked after her as fast as the
spell allowed as she cartwheeled
helplessly toward the onrushing
darkness. She screamed in terror, a
sound audible even above the roar of
planar collision.
Before she reached the darkness, a

planar cyclone, filled with whirling
stone debris from destroyed buildings,
caught her up. She vanished into the
cylinder of roaring wind. Zossimus
screamed her name in vain, circled
about the cyclone as near as he dared,
trying himself to stay airborne in the
whipping winds. The darkness engulfed
him, but he did not care. His senses went
dull. Sound became less clear, sight less
crisp. They had entered the Plane of
Shadow. The world was muted, but his
pain at losing Jennah was as acute as
ever.
With the transition to the Plane of
Shadow complete, the planar cyclones
dissipated as quickly as they had
materialized. Stone and wood crashed to

the ground. So too did Jennah. Zossimus
flew to her side.
He started to speak her name but couldn't
bring himself to utter a sound. Her body,
twisted by the terrible force of the
cyclone, battered by the swirling debris,
lay on the ground like a broken thing. He
cradled her in his arms and cried.
Pleeancis teleported beside him.
"Belial's balls, Boss! What happ-" He
stopped and cocked his head. "Hey,
where are we? What happened to her?"
He stuck out a foot to nudge Jennah.
Zossimus did not have the energy to
rebuke him.
"She looks done for, Boss." Pleeancis
smiled broadly, his fangs glistening. "I
guess that means it's just you and me

now, huh?"
The familiar's satisfied smile pushed
Zossimus over the edge. His grief gave
way to rage. He clutched for Pleeancis,
meaning to strangle the little bastard
where he stood.
The quasit backed off, eyes wide.
"What'd I say?"
Zossimus's rage left him as quickly as it
had flared up. "Leave us, Pleeancis.
Now."
The little demon must have heard the
steel in his voice, for he backed off still
farther, then teleported away.
He teleported back an instant later. "It's
Pleeancis the Mighty," he said, and
teleported away again before Zossimus
could kill him where he stood.

*****
Lying atop the tall ebony bookcase,
Pleeancis woke with a yawn, stretched
his wings, and glanced around the Boss's
bedchamber to see ... the usual. Still
drab, still utilitarian. There was a
disheveled bed with faded blue sheets
and worn pillows, a dark dressing table
with a tarnished silver mirror, a sturdy
but unremarkable work desk, several old
oil lamps, the feeble glow from which
barely lifted the colorless gloom of the
plane, but no Boss. Pleeancis blew out a
sigh.
"Not again."
He knew where he would find the Boss.
The same place he always found the

Boss when the Boss wasn't eating or
sleeping. With her. Pleeancis rolled his
eyes and flicked his tongue angrily. That
human woman was more bothersome
dead than alive.
He leaped off the bookcase, beating his
wings once to ensure a soft landing, and
alit on the carpeted floor. He glanced
around furtively to ensure that the Boss
was not around. Satisfied that he was
alone, Pleeancis rolled around on the
carpet. The feel of the luxuriant fibers
against his scales made him hiss happily.
The Boss would not allow him such
pleasures were he present.
Succubus teats! thought Pleeancis. The
Boss didn't even allow himself any
pleasures since she'd died-and that had

been years ago!
"Succubus teats," he said to himself, still
rolling on the carpet. "That's pretty
good."
He hissed with laughter. He prided
himself on his creative oaths, an
invaluable skill in a familiar that the
Boss didn't appreciate. Of course, the
Boss didn't appreciate much of anything.
Pleeancis climbed to his feet. He would
find the Boss in the workroom, pining
over the dead human woman. Pleeancis
refused to refer to her by name, even in
the privacy of his own mind. She was
gone, and Pleeancis was glad of it. She
had always gotten in the way of he and
the Boss anyway. But the Boss would
not let her go. Instead, he had dedicated

his life to bringing her back.
Pleeancis considered using his magical
ring to teleport to the shop, just to startle
the Boss, but decided against it. Since
her death, the Boss was easily angered.
Best just to walk.
Trooping through the once grand villa,
Pleeancis wished-just for a moment-that
he was no longer bound to the Boss. The
villa had fallen virtually into ruin since
the move to this plane, and the Boss did
not seem to care. Once it had been
meticulously kept, with imported rugs
and furniture, and all the finest food and
drink for Pleeancis to partake of
whenever he wished. Now the divans
and chairs were old and ill kept, the rugs
frayed, and the cupboards bare. If not for

the invisible servant valets, the place
would no doubt be knee deep in dust. To
Pleeancis, who loved the finer things,
the villa was empty of everything
important. It looked worn, dull, like the
plane itself, like the Boss's spirit since
her death.
Heavy with self-pity, Pleeancis dragged
his clawed feet along the floor as he
walked. He made his way through the
maze of bare hallways and down the
spiral staircase, until he reached the
ornate, slightly ajar double doors of the
Boss's workroom. His ears perked up.
Within, he could hear the Boss mumbling
to himself. Pleeancis could imagine well
enough what the Boss was doing-the
same thing he had been doing for the past

two years: poring over esoteric tomes,
Grafting this or that obscure magic item,
scribing one or another theretofore
unknown spell, all in an effort to bring
her back. That was all the Boss cared
about anymore. Pleeancis didn't get it.
Who needed her? They had each other.
Of course, the Boss didn't feel that way.
He had put her body in stasis
immediately after her death and had tried
all the ordinary spells-even called in
priests-to bring her back from the dead.
Much to Pleeancis's delight, something
had interfered, and the spells had failed.
The Boss thought the difficulty had to do
with the fact that she had died while the
city had been in the midst of a planar
crossover. Interaction of magic and

planar mechanics or something like that.
Pleeancis picked absently at an itch
behind his ear while he worked up the
patience he would need. The Boss just
wasn't the Boss anymore, he thought
wistfully.
A shout from within the library nearly
scared him out of his scales.
"Boss!" Pleeancis flapped his wings,
leaped into the air, pushed through the
door and found-the Boss, seated at his worktable,
barely visible behind a pile of stacked
tomes, bubbling beakers, and glowing
braziers, laughing. Laughing!
Unsure of what to make of this
unexpected mirth, but pleased to see the
Boss more like his old self, Pleeancis

flitted over to the desk and landed on a
stack of tomes.
They smelled like dry leaves. The Boss
shot him a grin, Ids tired gray eyes more
alive than they'd been since she had
died.
"I found it, Pleeancis. I've finally found a
way." He nodded at the single gray wax
taper, still cooling in its iron mold,
which sat on the table before him.
Before Pleeancis could answer, the Boss
rose from his chair, took Pleeancis by
his tiny, clawed hands, and danced a
little jig. Pleeancis could not help but
flash his own fangs in happiness. The
Boss was as chipper as an archfiend at a
feast of souls.
When the Boss finished the jig,

Pleeancis leaned down to look more
closely at the candle. Except for some
unusual gray and brown whorls that ran
through the wax, it was ordinary. The
mold too appeared ordinary. Nothing to
indicate why it made the Boss so happy.
Still, Pleeancis did not want to spoil the
mood. Maybe the Boss had gone insane,
but the good kind of insane, where he
would think everything was great. If so,
maybe Pleeancis could convince him to
set some decent food at the table for a
change. Pleeancis smacked his lips and
decided to play along.
This is a nice candle," he said, and tried
not to giggle at how silly that sounded.
The Boss patted him on the head, still
smiling. "It is that, little one. It's the way

to bring Jennah back."
He glanced over at the magically
hardened glass case set along the wall
that held her perfectly preserved body.
Pleeancis followed his gaze and bit back
a snarl.
Jennah-she-lay there in her little glass
case like some red haired doll with
alabaster skin. Pleeancis wished he had
gouged out one of her eyes over the
years. He could've blamed it on a rat or
something.
The Boss walked across the room to the
case, his face wistful. He reached out
and laid a hand on the glass.
"Soon, dearest," he whispered. "Soon."
Pleeancis ground his fangs and squinted
his eyes in anger. Damn it! He did not

want her back.
Since the Boss's back was to him,
Pleeancis took what vengeance he
could-he stuck out his forked tongue and
made a terribly obscene gesture taught to
him by a dretch demon. She, of course,
made no response.
Pleeancis used the claw on his
forefinger to pop the candle from its
mold. He picked it up and held it in his
hands. He wondered if it would hurt him
to eat it. After all, no candle, no her. He
sniffed it. It smelled loamy, vaguely like
tenday old mushrooms. He opened his
mouth- "Pleeancis!"
He dropped it with an alarmed squeak.
The Boss rushed over and gingerly
picked up the candle, as though he were

holding an infant.
"I was just smelling it, Boss." Pleeancis
took a step back, prepared to take flight,
but the Boss didn't seem angry.
Relieved, Pleeancis beat his wings and
halted his retreat. "It smells funny. Kinda
like the dirt covering dead people.
What's in it?"
The Boss secreted the taper in an inner
pocket of his black and purple robe.
"Souls," he answered cryptically, his
eyes aglitter. "Life-force. Enough to
overcome the resistance that has
prevented the efficacy of my spells.
Enough to ensure that my next attempt
will bring my love back."
He looked past Pleeancis to the glass
case. Pleeancis rolled his eyes.

He didn't understand the human
obsession with love. What a bunch of
tripe. It was neat that the Boss had put
souls in the candle, though. No wonder
many of the
houseslaves
had
disappeared recently. Pleeancis giggled,
then he remembered that the candle
would bring her back. He stopped
giggling.
"How can it bring her back, Boss?" he
asked and stole a quick, hateful glare in
her direction. "It's just a candle. If you
couldn't do it by yourself... ?" He let the
rest of the question go unspoken. If the
Boss-one of the more powerful wizards
in Shade and one of the preeminent
practitioners of shadow magic-couldn't
bring her back with his spells, how in

the Nine Hells could a candle?
The Boss smiled absently, but his eyes
burned with intensity. "This is a special
candle, Pleeancis, one that draws upon
the Shadow Weave. When its light casts
a reflection of a ..." he stuttered over the
next word, as though embarrassed to say
it aloud, "... a corpse, the reflective
surface becomes a portal, a doorway to
the place where the soul of that corpse
resides." He reached into his pocket, no
doubt to touch the candle while he
spoke. "The soul can return through that
portal, re-inhabit the body, and thereby
return to life."
Pleeancis wanted to puke. He glared at
her, showed her his fangs.
"Now that the candle is complete," the

Boss went on, "the critical factor is the
reflective surface."
Pleeancis hung his head and snarled
softly. He wanted to hear no more. The
familiar kicked petulantly at the books
on the table. He and the Boss had spent
years alone together. They did not need
her. Stupid love.
The Boss continued on, lost in his own
world.
"In this case, for the shadow magic to
work, the reflective surface must be the
dusky scales of a living shadow dragon."
Pleeancis's head snapped up. His wings
fluttered with perturbation. "A shadow
dragon!"
The Boss merely looked down on him,
still smiling, and nodded.

Disbelieving, Pleeancis took wing and
fluttered before the Boss's face. He
snapped his scaled fingers to bring the
Boss back from his madness.
"Shadow dragons are tough, Boss.
Tough. And there's only one around
here-"
"Ascalagon," the Boss finished for him
and nodded again. Unbelievably, he did
not look afraid.
"But Ascalagon is ancient," Pleeancis
squeaked. "And big. Can't you use my
scales?" He preened to show his green
scales to best advantage.
"No, little one." The Boss patted him on
the head. "The fact that Ascalagon is big
and ancient is the very point."
"You're going to get help then?"

The Boss shook his head. "No."
Pleeancis's voice rose an octave. His
wings beat crazily. "You're going to take
on Ascalagon alone?"
The Boss chuckled. "Not alone, little
one. With you."
Pleeancis's heart raced. He knew then
that the Boss had gone insane but not in
the good way.
*****
They had been walking for over an hour.
The colorless sky hung above them, a
featureless roof of slate. Darkbriar trees
surrounded them on all sides like walls
of dull, gray bark. Nightmarish versions
of a Faerunian cypress, the branches of

the dusky leafed darkbriars hung low
enough to brush Zossimus's head. The
roots of the great trees twisted their way
into the soft, marshy earth like giant
worms. The smell of organic decay
filled his nostrils. A light mist hung in
the fetid air. The dull calls of gray birds
and bats mingled with the low buzz of
insects. Sound was muted, color was
absent. The purple of Zossimus's robes
and the green of Pleeancis's scales stood
out in this murky, otherwise colorless
plane like a giant in a halfling's cottage.
Despite the trees, the grass, the insects
and birds, the Plane of Shadow felt
unreal, like a bard's conception of the
realm of the dead. There was motion,
true, but no life, no color. The plane was

a mirror of the real world, a reflection
without substance.
"Smells like a dungheap, Boss,"
Pleeancis whispered from his perch atop
Zossimus's shoulder. Quick as a cat, the
quasit plucked a black fly as large as a
coin from the air and impaled it between
his thumb and foreclaw. "Why would the
big bastard lair here? I thought dragons
were supposed to be smart."
"Quiet, little one," said Zossimus.
He knew that choosing this dank forest
for its lair was smart. Zossimus had
numerous protective and divinatory
spells cast on his person, among them a
spell that allowed him to see through
magically created obscurement, but even
his magically augmented vision could

not see behind natural barriers to sight.
Between the wall of darkbriars, the
ubiquitous fog, and the indistinguishable
gray hues of every damned thing,
Ascalagon could be watching them even
now, and Zossimus would not know it.
The thought made his heartbeat
accelerate. Once again, he told himself
that the dragon would be open to reason.
He had brought along an incentive to aid
negotiation. Behind him, floating on an
invisible platform of magical force, was
an open mahogany coffer trimmed in
platinum. Within lay a king's ransom in
dusky opals and black pearls-his
offering to Ascalagon.
Of course, Zossimus had prepared for
the possibility that the dragon might

prove unreasonable. He had cast so
many spells on his person that the turgid
air around him fairly sparkled. An
enchantment had rendered his skin as
hard as granite, to fend off dragon fang
and claw. A field of invisible positive
energy surrounded him, to protect
against Ascalagon's vitality-draining
breath weapon, and various additional
protective enchantments sheathed him
too, all of them attuned to some aspect of
Ascalagon's nature. He was as ready as
he could be.
A short while later, they reached a
circular clearing, perhaps two spear
casts in diameter. The short, gray grass
looked like an age-faded carpet, devoid
of color. The soft glow from the Shadow

Plane's feeble stars trickled past the
wall of darkbriars to cast the clearing in
an even deeper patchwork of shadowsthe ideal environment for the dragon.
Zossimus knew that he would have to
face Ascalagon on the dragon's terms,
which probably meant in the clearing.
His spells would expire soon. He
needed to persuade Ascalagon to show
himself
With a thought, he stepped from the
treeline then propelled the invisible
platform forward and rested it in the
center of the clearing. "We wait here,"
he said to Pleeancis. The quasit looked
around the clearing, his eyes darting
from shadow to shadow. "How will the
dragon know we're here?"

"I suspect it already knows."
Pleeancis's eyes went wide at that. His
tail flicked in agitation. He grabbed
Zossimus's robes all the tighter. They
did not have to wait long.
Within a few moments, the bats and
insects fell silent, leaving only the
whisper of the breeze through the darkbriar leaves. Zossimus steadied himself,
thought of Jennah's return, and rehearsed
in his mind the power-laden phrase that
would trigger the first transmutation he
would cast-if necessary.
The shadows on the far side of the
clearing grew darker. The soft rustle of
leaves bespoke the passage of something
within the wood. Even with his visionaugmenting spell in effect, Zossimus still

could see nothing but darkness, the
impenetrable darkbriar boles, and the
brush. Pleeancis clutched so tightly to
his shoulder that the quasit's hindclaws
sunk into his flesh. He ignored the
discomfort and peered into the shadows.
He took a few steps forward, farther out
from the safety of the treeline. He knew
the colors he wore, even the color of his
skin, made him easily sighted. He was
the splash of color superimposed against
the painting of a forest done only in
varying shades of gray.
Still, he saw nothing.
A rich, whispered voice from just
behind his ear nearly caused his heart to
stop. The exhalation of rancid breath
was as strong as a mild breeze.

"Consider well your next words, human.
For the moment, I find you more curious
than appetizing."
Ascalagon.
Pleeancis let out a squeal and teleported
himself within Zossimus's robes.
"Unholy crap," he muttered. "Unholy
crap."
Zossimus ignored the quasit, steeled his
courage, and slowly turned around.
Ascalagon's smoke colored eyes, each
the size of a man's fist, bored into him
like carpenter's awls. Zossimus could
have reached out and touched the
dragon's scaled muzzle. The sleek
reptilian head was the size of a caravan
wagon, the teeth as long as
broadswords. Its respiration covered his

face in moisture.
Ascalagon's head sat atop a serpentine
neck that extended from back within the
trees. Within the shadows of the
darkbriars, Zossimus could only just
make out the huge, powerful body-the
great wings that walled off that side of
the clearing, the powerful shoulders and
forelegs that ended in dagger-length
claws, and the semi-translucent black
scales, some as large as a kite shield.
Zossimus could not believe that such a
gargantuan beast could move so
gracefully, so quietly, through the trees.
Only the thought of Jennah's return kept
him from running for his life. Beneath his
robes, he could feel Pleeancis shivering
in fear. He managed to keep his voice

level.
"Mighty Ascalagon, I stand before you to
ask a boon. As a token of my good faith,
I have brought you an offering." He
gestured to indicate the coffer behind
him.
"I have already seen your ridiculous
gems, little human, and I will take what I
wish when I am through with you."
The head snaked forward and sniffed at
Zossimus, the fangs only a handwidth
from the arcanist's body. Zossimus
remained still but recited in his mind the
words to a spell.
"I have seen you too, little demon."

Pleeancis squirmed within Zossimus's
robes, poked his head out, and piped
indignantly, "Little demon? My name is
Pleeancis, dragon! Pleeancis the
Mighty."
Zossimus winced. The dragon fixed
Pleeancis with a baleful gaze, and
streamers of black energy snaked from
his nostrils.
The quasit let out a yelp, whispered,
"Get him, Boss," and teleported into the
trees to Zossimus's right, away from
Ascalagon.
Zossimus took a step backward, to
prevent premature contact between the
dragon's energy-draining breath and his
protective spells. Ascalagon reared back
his head and showed his fangs. A smile?

If so, it reeked of menace.
"The protective dweomers about you are
plain to me, mage. Paltry things."
Zossimus endured the slight and stood
his ground. "As I said, noble dragon-"
At the word "noble," the dragon hissed
in what could only be laughter. Shadows
swirled madly about the great head and
neck.
Zossimus continued, "I have journeyed
from Shade Enclave to ask-"
Ascalagon ceased laughing. His smoky,
bottomless eyes narrowed, and he
lurched forward from the treeline.
Darkbriars cracked under the strain.
Zossimus took a step backward.
From somewhere within the trees to his
right, he heard Pleeancis exclaim, "Uh

oh."
"Shade?" boomed the dragon, his voice
low and dangerous. "A native from the
city of invaders dares come to my abode
to ask of me a boon? A boon! Insolent
cur!" Ascalagon threw back his head and
roared. The noise was as a roll of
thunder. "Here is your boon, mage!"
Jaws wide, Ascalagon exhaled a cloud
of seething black energy. The force was
enough to paste Zossimus's robes to his
body. Blackness swirled about him, and
he flinched. When the dragon's breath
met the protective sheath of positive
energy about Zossimus's person, the
contact caused an explosion of golden
light, no doubt the most light this dark
place had ever seen. The energies

sparked and sizzled, opposites at war.
Unharmed,
Zossimus
took
the
opportunity to incant the words to one of
his two most powerful spells.
"Essare telpim."
The world stopped. Silence descended.
Around him, the black death of the
dragon's breath weapon hung unmoving
in the air, frozen in time. The dragon
towered above him, a colossal statue of
scaled flesh. A halo of motionless
golden motes surrounded Zossimus's
body.
Zossimus knew he had less than a
minute-relatively
speaking.
To
Ascalagon, it would seem as though no
time
had
passed.
Unfortunately,
Zossimus's spell did not allow him to

affect anything other than himself while
it was in effect, so he could not yet use
the special candle. Instead, he took the
opportunity to better prepare for combat.
In the end, he had only one spell that
would serve his purpose. It was his most
powerful, but he needed to weaken the
dragon a bit first.
Moving quickly and deliberately, he
stepped out of the cloud of the dragon's
breath and backed away, perhaps thirty
paces. Far enough, he deemed. With deft
hand gestures and a sure voice, he
renewed all of his protective spells, and
also cast a glamour that created six
rapidly shifting phantasms of his person,
all shifting about his real body. He
hoped they would confuse the dragon

and attract some of its attacks.
He was out of time.
Sound returned with the rush of an
incoming tide. For a fraction of a
heartbeat, Ascalagon appeared confused
at Zossimus's abrupt movement.
"Get him, Boss!" Pleeancis screamed
from the safety of the trees.
Zossimus pulled a pinch of sulfur from
his robe, cast it to the wind, and began to
cast.
Ascalagon roared, flapped his great
wings once, and leaped forward out of
the trees to cover the entire thirty paces
as quickly and surprisingly as a bolt of
lightning. Taken aback, Zossimus
stumbled backward, fumbled with the
words to his spell, and lost it from his

memory. A wall of scales and shadows
surrounded him. Fangs and claws ringed
him in, seemed everywhere.
Enraged and roaring, the dragon lashed
like a mad thing at Zossimus and the
illusionary images. The thrice-damned
thing moved like whirlwind! A claw
ripped through an image and tore great
clods of sod from the earth. A backhand
lash sent another image to oblivion.
Another claw attack, another image.
Fangs descended, snapping. Zossimus
leaped sidewise and the jaws
annihilated another image. Even as he
tried to create some distance between
himself and the dragon, a claw caught
Zossimus full in the chest.
Only his protective spell saved his life.

With skin as hard as stone, the
eviscerating claw strike only tore a
deep, but non-lethal gash down his torso.
The impact, however, sent him flying
through the air toward the trees, where
he crashed into the brush with a groan.
Pleeancis shouted from across the
clearing. "Oh, you'll swim up to your
snout in Hell's turdpool for that one,
dragon."
Zossimus clambered to his feet and
began again to cast. He had only two
images remaining.
Ascalagon was upon him again. Trees
cracked under the dragon's weight as he
crashed into the woods. A shower of
leaves and limbs fell to earth. Fangs and
claws lashed. Zossimus dodged

backward and managed to maintain his
concentration, determined this time to
complete a spell.
With the speed of a striking asp, the
dragon's gaping jaws shot earthward,
directly at the real Zossimus. He backed
off as abruptly as his casting allowed,
but he was too slow. The great jaws
closed on him and jerked him into the
air. Growling, the dragon tossed his
head back and forth, trying to devour the
human. The powerful teeth and jaws
ground against Zossimus's magically
hardened skin. Despite the protection of
the spell, the teeth pierced his body all
over. Warm blood bathed him pain
wracked him. The dragon champed
down, trying to crack him open like a

stubborn walnut. Bones snapped under
the pressure. In agony, Zossimus found
himself staring down into the dark tunnel
of the dragon's gullet, but he refused to
lose
his
concentration.
Prom
somewhere, he could hear Pleeancis's
terrified shouts.
"Boss! Boss!"
Through the pain, Zossimus managed to
mouth the final word to his spell.
"Velendere!"
A glowing, pea-sized ball shot from
Zossimus's outstretched hand, flew down
the dragon's throat, and exploded into a
cloud of fire. Flame and heat rushed
back up Ascalagon's throat to envelop
Zossimus, but his protective spells
shielded him from the worst of it. Not so

the dragon. Ascalagon leaped a
spearcast into the air, tossing his head
madly, roaring in pain, coughing fire.
Zossimus flew smoking from his jaws
and crashed amongst the trees.
With several fractured bones, Zossimus
quickly swallowed a healing potion.
Bones and skin painfully recombined.
He regained his feet to see the dragon
writhing in the clearing, his wings and
front legs wrapped around his stomach
like a child who ate too many
sweetmeats. Smoke streamed from his
nostrils and mouth.
Zossimus called to mind the spell he
would use to immobilize Ascalagon. The
instant he began to mouth the words,
Ascalagon focused his eyes on him and

rolled to his feet.
"You will die for this, mageling," he
said, voice gravelly.
Zossimus paid no heed to the dragon's
words. Either his spell would work or it
wouldn't. He traced the magical symbols
in the air before his face as he incanted
the final phrase.
Ascalagon rushed him with a hoarse
roar, and closed the distance with a
mere two strides.
Zossimus completed the spell, felt his
magically augmented will meet with that
of the dragon's-and dominate it.
"Stop!" he ordered.
Ascalagon halted in mid-stride.
Zossimus let out a sigh of relief. He
could feel Ascalagon fighting against the

chains of will that held him immobile,
but by the gods Zossimus had done it!
"Remain perfectly still," he ordered, and
Ascalagon did, though the smoky eyes
seethed with anger.
Pleeancis streaked out of the trees.
"Boss! Boss! You did it!" The quasit
flitted crazily about him, grinning. "I
thought you were a goner for sure when
he spit you out."
"Pleeancis, go retrieve Jennah."
"What? Oh." The quasit's grin vanished,
and his wings drooped slightly. "Sure,
Boss. Just one thing first."
The quasit flew up eye to eye with the
dragon.
"Pleeancis the Mighty, you lizard!
Remember that."

For punctuation, Pleeancis pinched
Ascalagon's nostril with his tiny hand.
The dragon, of course, could make no
response, but Zossimus felt him fighting
against the mental bonds. He did not
have much time before the spell would
expire.
"Now, Pleeancis."
"Right Boss."
The quasit made an obscene gesture at
the dragon and teleported away.
Zossimus spoke a single, power-laden
word. The magical candle appeared in
his hand. Soon he would hold Jennah in
his arms once more.
*****
Zossimus felt as light as he had in years,

despite the ongoing struggle of wills
with Ascalagon. Jennah's body lay on a
bed of gray grass and leaves before the
immobilized dragon, awaiting only the
candle's light to cast her reflection on
Ascalagon's chest scales. Soon he and
his beloved would be together again.
Pleeancis, sulking, refused to speak to
Zossimus. Instead, the quasit fluttered
around the dragon's head and issued
half-hearted insults.
Heart racing, Zossimus positioned
himself behind Jennah's body and
whispered a word. A stream of flame
issued from his finger. He touched it to
the candle's wick and held the lit taper
before Jennah's body.
The candle flared, burned a quarter of

the way down, and sent melted wax
pouring over Zossimus's hand. He
grimaced but endured the pain. The light
of the candle reflected the light in his
soul. Today, his life would start over
again.
The candle's flame burned brighter still,
and chased the dreariness of the plane. A
doorway sized area of Ascalagon's
scales glittered and shimmered in the
glow. Zossimus saw his own reflection,
and gave a start. He had not known how
pale he looked, how ill kept. He put
those thoughts aside.
The reflection of Jennah's body also took
shape in the scales. The image roiled,
grew brighter, flared.
A scene of beauty materialized.

Zossimus gasped at the wave of colors.
Colors! Tall grass, dotted with red,
yellow, and purple flowers. Zossimus
could actually smell their fragrance,
could feel the clean breeze on his face.
And the sun! The sun! He had not seen
sunlight in over a decade. It looked like
gold spilling from the sky. Tears welled
in his eyes at the sight. The realm of the
dead was not colorless! It was beautiful,
rich. It was his life in this shadow realm
that was colorless. He had lived in the
dark so long he had forgotten that.
Men, women, and even a few children
walked and played contentedly amidst
the waving grass. Among them, he saw
Jennah.
He had forgotten too how radiant her

hair looked in the sunlight. Dressed in a
white gown and smiling, she looked as
beautiful as a sunset over a calm sea.
Tears flowed freely down his face. He
leaned forward, reached his hand
through the portal, and called to her.
"Jennah! Jennah!"
She gave a start, looked around in
surprise. "Zoss? Is that you?"
"Yes, dearest! Yes. It's me. I'm here.
Here." He waved his hand.
She looked in his direction, must have
spotted him through the portal on that
side, and ran toward him. She reached
out to hold his hand. Her spiritual flesh
passed through his hand.
"I've come to bring you home, dearest.
Come through."

Her smile faded and she backed off a
step.
"Zoss, I am home." She smiled and
twirled about, arms above her head.
"Look at the sun, Zoss. The flowers."
She met his gaze through the portal, her
eyes troubled but determined. "It's dark
where you are. I'm not coming back."
The finality in her voice bit Zoss like a
punch in the stomach. He could not
breathe. He knew then that the resistance
to his prior attempts to bring her back
from the dead had not been the result of
planar mechanics, it had been her. She
had not wanted to come back.
"But..."
"I'm sorry, Zoss," she said softly, and
brushed his fingers. "I miss you, but I

can't live in the dark. You'll come here
in your time. I love you still."
She smiled softly, but turned to leave.
Despite it all, Zossimus could not blame
her. Seeing the sun, seeing the smiling
faces of the spirits, the flowers, all of it
reminded him of how empty his life had
become. How dark, how muted, how
colorless. He could not ask her to live in
shadows. She belonged in the light.
As she walked away, he made up his
mind. Instead of him bringing her back to
life, she would bring him back.
"Wait. Jennah!"
She turned. "Zoss, I can't-"
"I know. I'm coming with you."
With a mental command, he released
Ascalagon from the spell.

The dragon roared with pent up rage.
Pleeancis shrieked. Ascalagon's head
snapped down, jaws wide.
The instant Ascalagon's fangs began to
rend his flesh, Zossimus's spirit departed
his body and darted through the closing
portal. When he reached the other side,
the sun stung his eyes, but he smiled
nevertheless. Now a spirit himself, he
took Jennah in his arms and threw her
into the air. She laughed like a
schoolgirl.
They kissed, then ran off amidst the
flowers, under the golden light of the
sun.
*****

The dragon must have heard Pleeancis's
scream as it devoured the Boss.
Ascalagon snapped his head in
Pleeancis's direction. Bloody tatters of
the Boss's body leaked from between his
fangs.
Pleeancis gave the dragon one final
obscene gesture and teleported away.
Back at the manor, the quasit stood in the
Boss's bedroom and kicked at the
ground.
"Damnable lizard. I should've stabbed
you in both eyes."
But he hadn't, and now the Boss was
gone. The manor felt emptier than ever.
Pleeancis thought of all the good times
he had once had with the Boss. The

memories made his stomach feel funny.
Tight. His head hurt too, and... what was
this wetness on his face?
"Stupid love," he said, and curled up on
the carpet to weep.
Darksword
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Lost on the Road Across the Bottomless
Bogs
Out of the fog ahead came mist-muffled
voices, many of them and not far off,
mothers singing, children crying, fathers
shouting . . . oxen bellowing, hoarse and
weary. Melegaunt Tanthul continued
walking as before-which was to say

very carefully-along the road of split
logs, which bobbed on the spongy peat
with every step he took. Visibility was
twenty paces at best, the road a
brownish ribbon zigzagging off into a
cloud of pearly white. Not for the first
time, he wished he had taken the other
fork at the base of Deadman Pass. Surely
he was still in Vaasa, but whether he
was traveling toward the treasure he
sought or away from it was anyone's
guess.
The voices grew steadily louder and
more distinct, until the hazy outline of
the road ahead abruptly dissolved into
nothingness. Strewn along a narrow
band at the end of the road were a
handful of head-shaped spheres, some

perched atop a set of human shoulders
with arms splayed wide to spread their
weight. Farther back, two sets of
nebulous oxen horns rose out of the peat,
the blocky silhouette of a fog-shrouded
cargo wagon sitting on the surface
behind them.
Melegaunt pulled his heavy rucksack off
his back and continued up the road,
already fishing for the line with which
he strung his rain tarp at night. As he
drew nearer, the head-shaped blobs
seemed to sprout beards and wild manes
of unkempt hair. He began to make out
hooked noses and deep-set eyes, then
one of the heads shouted out, and with a
terrible slurping sound, sank beneath the
peat. This cry was echoed by a chorus of

frightened wails deeper in the fog,
prompting the nearest of the remaining
heads to crane around and bark
something in the guttural Vaasan dialect.
The voices fell immediately silent, and
the head turned back toward Melegaunt.
"T-traveler, you would do well to s-stop
there," the Vaasan said, the frigid bog
mud causing him to stutter and slur his
words. "The 1-logs here are rotted
through."
"My thanks for the warning." Still fifteen
paces from the end of the road,
Melegaunt stopped and held up the small
coil of line he had pulled from his
rucksack. "My rope won't reach so far. I
fear you have spoiled your own rescue."
The Vaasan tipped his head a little to the

side. "I think our chances b-better with
you out there, instead of in here with us."
"Perhaps so," Melegaunt allowed.
He peered into the fog beyond the
Vaasan's tribe, trying in vain to see
where the road started again. As
annoying as it was in the first place not
to know where he was going, the
possibility of being forced to turn back
before he found out absolutely vexed
him.
"Where does this road lead? To Delhalls
or Moorstown?"
"Where d-does the road lead?" the
Vaasan stammered, his voice sharp with
disbelief and anger. "What about my
people? After I saved you, y-you are not
going to help us?" "Of course I'm going

to help you. I'll do everything I can,"
Melegaunt said. Somewhere deeper in
the fog, another Vaasan screamed and
sank beneath the bog with a cold slurp.
"You might, uh, disappear before I pull
you free. If that happens, I'd still like to
know where this road leads."
"If that happens, the knowledge w-will
do you no good," the Vaasan growled.
"Your only hope of reaching your ddestination is to rescue my clan, so that
we can guide you wherever you are
going."
"Something is dragging your tribe under
one-by-one and you are trifling over
details?" Melegaunt demanded. He
pulled his black dagger, then dropped to
his hands and knees and began to probe

the logs ahead for rot. "This is no time to
negotiate. I won't abandon you."
Then your patience will be rewarded,"
the Vaasan said firmly.
Melegaunt looked up, his brow furrowed
into a deliberate scowl. "Am I to
understand you don't trust me?" "I trust
you to try harder if you have n-need of
us." "An answer as slippery as the bog
in which you are mired," Melegaunt
snapped. "If I am successful, you will
have no need of me. How can I trust you
to guide me then?"
"You have the word of Bodvar, leader
of the Moor Eagle Clan," the Vaasan
said. "That is all the trust you need."
"Trust has different meaning for
outsiders than for Vaasans, I see,"

Melegaunt grumbled, "but I warn you, if
you go back on your promise...."
"You have nothing to fear on that
account," Bodvar said. "You have but to
keep yours, and I will keep mine."
"I have heard that before," Melegaunt
muttered, "far too many times."
Despite his complaint, Melegaunt
continued to advance up the road,
probing ahead for rotten logs. By all
accounts, the Vaasans had been a harsh
but honest people until the fabled
bloodstone mines of Delhalls and
Talagbar were rediscovered and the
outside world intruded to teach them the
value of duplicity and fraud. Now, save
for a few villages like Moortown where
a man's word was rumored to be more

precious than his life, they were said to
be as corrupt and sly as everyone else in
this world of liars and cheats.
Melegaunt was beginning to doubt
Bodvar's story about the rot when his
dagger finally found soft wood. He
pressed harder, and the entire log
disintegrated, crumbling into red dust
before his eyes. Then the one beneath his
hands grew spongy, prompting him to
push back onto his haunches. The log
beneath his knees began to soften as
well, and a muddy dome of peat welled
up not three feet in front of him, a long
line of dorsal barbs breaking the surface
as the spine of some huge, eel-shaped
creature rolled past.
Melegaunt dropped onto his seat and

pushed away, scrambling backward as
fast as he could crawl. By the time the
wood ceased growing soft, he was five
paces farther from Bodvar, distant
enough that he could no longer make out
even the shape of the Vaasans' heads.
Another clansman screamed, then
slipped beneath the bog with a muffled
slurp.
"Traveler, are you still there?" Bodvar
called.
"For now," Melegaunt replied. He stood
and backed away another couple of
paces. "Something came after me."
"One of the bog people," Bodvar said.
"They are attracted by vibration."
"Vibration?" Melegaunt echoed. "Like
talking?"

"Like talking," Bodvar confirmed. "But
do not worry about me. My armor
muffles the sound-it is made of dragon
scales."
"All the same, rest quiet for a while."
Melegaunt's opinion of the Vaasan was
rising-and more because of the risk he
was taking for his tribe than because he
wore dragon-scale armor. "I'll get you
out. I promise."
"A man should not promise what he
cannot be certain of delivering,
Traveler," Bodvar said, "but I do trust
you to do your utmost."
Melegaunt assured the Vaasan he would,
then retreated a few more paces up the
road and held his hand out over the road
edge. There was not even a hint of

shadow. Melegaunt's magic would be at
its weakest, and he had already seen
enough of his foe's power to know it
would be folly to duel him at less than
full strength-even in this world of decay
and rebirth, wood simply did not rot as
fast as had those logs.
Doing his best to ignore the occasional
screams that rolled out of the fog,
Melegaunt removed a handful of strands
of shadowsilk from his cloak pocket and
twisted them into a tightly-wound skein.
In a century-and-a-half of reconnoitering
Toril, he had yet to risk revealing
himself by using such powerful shadow
magic where others might see-but never
before had he been given reason to think
his long quest might be nearing its

culmination. This Bodvar was a brave
one, and that was the first quality. He
was also wary, neither giving oaths nor
taking them lightly, and that was the
second. Whether he was also the third
remained to be seen-and it soon would,
if matters went as expected.
Once Melegaunt had twisted the
shadowsilk into a tightly wound skein,
he uttered a few words in ancient
Netherese and felt a surge of cold energy
rising through his feet into his body.
Unlike most wizards in Faerun who
extracted their magic from the goddess
Mystra's all-encompassing Weave,
Melegaunt drew his magic from the
enigmatic Shadow Weave. As universal
as the Weave itself, the Shadow Weave

was less known and far more powerful,
if only because the cloaked goddess-she
who must never be named-kept it
uncompromisingly secret and maddened
anyone who revealed its existence.
When he was sufficiently imbued with
the Shadow Weave's cold magic,
Melegaunt tossed the skein of
shadowsilk out over the bog and made a
twirling motion with his fingers. The
cord began to unwind but sank into the
peat before it finished and continued to
spin, drawing long tendrils of fog after
it.
An oxen bellowed in alarm, then there
was a huge glugging sound followed by
the crackle of splintering wood and the
shrieks of terrified women and children.

“T-t-traveler?" called Bodvar, sounding
weaker and colder than before. "H-have
you left us?"
"Stay quiet, Vaasan, or there will be no
reason for me to stay," Melegaunt
shouted back. "I am working as fast as I
can."
Judging by the restless voices that
followed, the clan of the Moor Eagle
took little comfort from this assurance.
Melegaunt urged them again to be
patient. While he waited for his first
spell to do its work, he prepared himself
for battle, girding himself with magic
armor and shields of spell-turning,
readying power word attacks and casting
enchantments that would allow him to
walk on mud or swim through it with

equal ease. By the time he finished, his
spell had thinned the fog enough that he
could see a long line of mired Vaasan
men and overloaded wagons curving
away toward the jagged gray wall of a
distant mountain range. The end of the
column was perhaps two hundred paces
distant, and fifty paces beyond that, he
could see the brownish ribbon of logs
where the road resumed again. Instead of
looking impressed or grateful, Bodvar
and his equally bearded warriors were
all searching the blue sky with
expressions of alarmed expectation.
Those with free sword arms were
holding their weapons ready, while on
the wagons, women and old men were
stringing longbows and raising spears.

Melegaunt glanced around the heavens
and found nothing except snow cloudsthen heard two loud slurping sounds as
another pair of warriors were drawn
down into the muck.
He stepped to the end of the log road and
held his arm out. Finding that there was
now enough light to cast a shadow, he
swung his arm around until the dark line
pointed at Bodvar. Though a good
twenty paces remained between them,
the fog was so thin now that Melegaunt
could see that with sapphire-blue eyes
and hair as red as bloodstone, Bodvar
was both handsome and fair-haired by
Vaasan standards.
"You caused this clearing, Traveler?"
Bodvar asked.

Melegaunt nodded then lied, "I like to
see what I'm fighting." Actually, he was
more comfortable fighting in darkness
than light, but if he could keep the
Vaasans from pondering the nature of his
magic, there was a good chance they
would be unfamiliar enough with
outsider spells to think he was using
normal magic. "The battle goes faster."
"Indeed," Bodvar answered. "Let us
hope not too fast. There is a reason the
Mountainshadow Bog is crossed only in
thick fog."
Melegaunt frowned. "That would be?"
"On its way."
Bodvar raised his hand-the one that was
not trapped in the bog-and pointed west.
The nearby peaks had grown distinct

enough that they resembled a line of
snow-capped fangs, and curving down
from their summits, Melegaunt saw
several lines of pale specks.
"Griffins?" he asked. "Or wyverns?"
"You will wish."
"Well, as long as they're not dragons,"
Melegaunt said. "Anything else, I can
handle." "You have a high opinion of
yourself, Traveler." "As shall you,"
Melegaunt replied. With that, he spoke a
few words of magic, and the shadow he
had lain across the bog expanded to the
width of a comfortable walking trail.
Melegaunt stepped off the logs, and
continuing to hold his arm out, followed
the shadow forward. To prevent the path
from vanishing as he moved forward, he

had to utter a spell of permanency-and
that was when the sodden peat let out an
explosive glub beside him.
Melegaunt turned to see a pair webbed
hands clutching the edge of his shadowwalk, and between them was a slimy
reptilian head shooting up to attack. The
face itself was rather broad and froglike,
save that its dead black eyes were fixed
on Melegaunt's leg and its lips were
drawn back to reveal a mouthful of
needle-sharp fangs. He lowered a hand
and spoke a magic power word,
unleashing a cold black bolt that drilled
a fist-sized hole through the thing's head.
The hands opened, and its lifeless body
slipped back into the sodden peat.
"What magic is that?" Bodvar gasped,

watching from a few steps ahead.
"Southern magic," Melegaunt lied. He
stopped at the Vaasan's side and stooped
down, offering his hand. "You wouldn't
know it."
Bodvar was not quick to reach for the
shadow wizard's swarthy arm. "Who
would?" he demanded. "We are not so
backward here in Vaasa as you may
think. We know about the dark magic of
Thay."
Melegaunt had to laugh. "You have no
idea." He uttered a quick spell, and
tentacles of darkness shot from his
fingertips to entwine the Vaasan's wrist.
"Now come out of there. You made a
bargain."
Melegaunt stood and drew the tentacles

back into his fingers, pulling Bodvar's
arm along. A muffled pop sounded from
somewhere below the peat, and the
Vaasan screamed. Though Melegaunt
was fairly certain he had just separated
the chieftain's shoulder, he continued to
pull-pulled harder, in fact. As loud as
Bodvar had screamed, the bog people
would be after him like a school of
snagglesnouts after a waterstrider.
The Vaasan did not budge, and though
Melegaunt had the strength to pull the
arm off, that would not free Bodvar of
the sodden peat's cold clutch. He
stopped pulling. Bodvar continued to
groan-though less loudly than he had
screamed before-and a long ridge of
upwelling peat began to snake its way

toward the chieftain.
Melegaunt pointed a finger at the head of
the ridge and uttered a magic syllable,
and a ray of black shadow shot down
through the peat. The creature was too
deep to see whether the attack hit home,
but the ridge stopped advancing in
Bodvar's direction.
"Be quiet," Melegaunt urged. "See if you
can slip free of your boots and trousers."
Bodvar stopped groaning long enough to
cast a sidelong glance at Melegaunt. "My
trousers? My dragon-scale trousers?"
"You must break the suction," Melegaunt
explained. "It is your trousers or your
life."
Bodvar sighed but struggled to move his
free hand under the peat.

"Can you reach them?" Melegaunt asked.
"No, I can't-" Bodvar's eyes suddenly
went wide, then he began to yell, "Pull!
Pull!"
Melegaunt felt the Vaasan being dragged
downward and began to haul in the
opposite direction. Bodvar howled in
pain and rage, his body squirming and
thrashing as he struggled to free himself.
There was a muffled crunch that sounded
something like a breaking bone, then
Bodvar finally came free, rising out of
the bog with no boots or pants, but a
dagger in hand and his sword belt
looped over his elbow.
Melegaunt glimpsed a slimy figure
slipping down the hole with the Vaasan's
trousers trailing from one corner of its

smiling mouth, then the bog closed in
and concealed it from view. Melegaunt
cast a shadow bolt after it, but it was
impossible to say whether the spell bit
its target or vanished into the bottomless
depths without striking anything.
"Hell-cursed mudbreather!" Bodvar
swore. "Look what it did to my sword!"
Melegaunt lowered the Vaasan to the
shadow-walk, then looked over to find
the man naked from the waist down and
one arm sagging askew from the
shoulder socket, holding the flopping
scabbard of a badly shattered sword in
his good hand.
"How am I to fight with this?"
"Fight? In your condition?"
Melegaunt glanced toward the mountains

and saw that the distant specks had now
become V-shaped lines, all angling
toward the bog where the largest part of
the Moor Eagle clan was still trapped.
He opened his cloak and pulled his own
sword, a slender blade of what looked
like black glass, from its scabbard.
"Use this," Melegaunt said, "but with a
light hand. It will cut much better than
that iron bar you're accustomed to."
Bodvar barely glanced at the weapon.
"I'll use my dagger. That thing’ll break
the first time-"
"Not likely." Melegaunt brought his
sword down across Bodvar's dagger and
sliced through the blade as though it
were made of soft wood instead of coldforged iron, then flicked the stump out of

the grasp of the astonished Vaasan and
replaced it with the hilt of his own
weapon. "Be careful not to take off your
foot."
Bodvar closed his sagging jaw, and one
arm still hanging limply at his side,
stepped past Melegaunt and lopped the
heads off two bog people emerging from
the peat behind him.
"It'll do," he said. Despite the obvious
pain from his separated shoulder, the
Vaasan did not even clench his teeth as
he spoke. "My thanks for the loan."
"Consider it a gift," Melegaunt replied,
turning back to the rest of the clan. "I use
it so seldom."
To his dismay, the bog people had been
far from idle while he was rescuing

Bodvar. Half the warriors who had been
mired when he arrived had already
vanished beneath the surface, while the
women and old men were struggling to
keep dozens of bog people from
clambering onto the cargo wagons with
the clan's sobbing children. Melegaunt
pulled a handful of shadowsilk from his
cloak and flung it in the direction of the
wagons, then spread his fingers and
waggled them in a raining motion. A
dark pall fell over the six closest
wagons, and everyone it touchedVaasans and bog people alike-fell
instantly asleep.
"How did you do that?" Bodvar
demanded. "Sleep magic doesn't work
against the bog people!"

"Clearly, you have been misinformed."
Melegaunt held his arm out toward the
nearest wagon, extending the shadowwalk to within three paces of the driver's
bench. "Do you think ..."
Bodvar was already sprinting down the
shadow-walk, borrowed sword in hand.
When he reached the end, he launched
himself into a wild leap over the horns
of a mired ox, bounding off its halfsubmerged shoulders, and came down on
the seat between the slumbering driver
and the old man slumped beside her.
Despite Melegaunt's warning to handle
the weapon lightly, he set to work on the
sleeping bog people with an ardor that
left little doubt about the primitive state
of Vaasan weaponsmithing.

Melegaunt saw him cut two enemies
cleanly apart across the torso and cleave
through three of the wagon's sideboards
before he could no longer bear to watch
and turned his attention to the mired
warriors.
The nearest vanished beneath the surface
as Melegaunt approached, and two more
cried out in alarm. Seeing he had no
hope of rescuing even a dozen of the
remaining warriors, he tossed his tarp
line onto the surface and uttered a long
spell. The far end raised itself out of the
peat, and the black rope began to slither
forward. He pointed at the nearest of the
warriors, and the line angled in the
man's direction. "As the rope conies by"

That was all Melegaunt needed to say.
The first warrior snatched the line, and
slipping free of his trousers, allowed it
to pull him free. He slid across the
slippery surface for three paces, then
rolled onto his back and began to hack at
something beneath the surface with his
sword. Seeing that he had at least a
reasonable chance of defending himself,
Melegaunt directed the rope to the next
warrior in line, who also came free
without his pants or boots, and there
were two Vaasans slashing at their
unseen pursuer.
They seemed to get it after a dozen
yards, but by then Melegaunt had three
more warriors on the line, and two of
them were being trailed by the tell-tale

rise of a bog person traveling just
beneath the surface. He summoned the
rope over to his shadow-walk and used
his last shadow bolt to kill one of their
pursuers, and the warriors themselves
took care of the last one before bounding
off after Bodvar to help defend the
wagons.
Melegaunt
glanced
toward
the
mountains. To his alarm, the distant
fliers were now so close that he could
make out not only the white bodies
hanging beneath their wings, but their
bandy legs and curved swords as well.
Whatever the creatures were-and he had
yet to see their like in a century and a
half of wandering this world-they were
as fast as baatezu. He only hoped they

were not as adept as the pit fiends at
defeating shadow magic.
Melegaunt sent the rescue rope out again
and managed to pull in six more
warriors before the bog people claimed
the rest. Though he was not happy to fail
so many-the number had to be nearly
twenty-the Vaasans took their losses in
stride, pausing only to grunt a halfunderstood word of thanks before
rushing back to join Bodvar and their
fellows in defending the women and
children.
Seeing there was no more to be done,
Melegaunt retrieved his tarp line and
turned toward the mired wagons. With
the half-naked warriors he had rescued
rushing back to help, the women and old

men were holding the bog people at bay
with
surprising
displays
of
swordsmanship and bravery. No matter
how well they fought, though, it was
clear that the younger children and older
clansmen lacked the agility to leap from
wagon to wagon-especially over the
heads of panicked oxen- as the warriors
were doing.
Melegaunt rushed alongside the caravan,
laying his shadow-walk close enough
that the trapped Vaasans could jump
from their wagons onto the path behind
him. The bog people redoubled their
attacks, glugging up alongside the walk
in a near-solid wall. But all of Bodvar's
clansmen were as well-trained and
disciplined as his warriors, and they

repelled the attacks easily. Though
Melegaunt failed to understand why the
bog people did not use their rotting
magic on the wagons themselves, he was
relieved that they were not. Perhaps
their magic-user had run out of spells, or
maybe the enchantment took too long to
cast.
With their panicked masters rushing
past, the mired oxen bellowed for help
that would never come. Given time,
Melegaunt could certainly have freed the
creatures and saved the cargo in their
wagons, but as things were, he would be
doing well to lose no more of their
masters. As he neared the end of the
caravan, he was astonished to see that
the bog people had not pulled even one

of the beasts from its yoke. Whatever
their reason for attacking the Moor
Eagles, it had less to do with hunger than
wanting to wipe out the tribe.
Melegaunt was twenty paces past the
last mired wagon when a trio of bog
people emerged before him, snatching at
his legs with their webbed hands. He
drilled the middle one with a black
shadow bolt, then heard hooked fingertalons clattering off his spell-armor as
the other two attempted to slash his legs
from beneath him. He brought his boot
heel down a sloping forehead and heard
a loud pop as the skull caved in, then
caught his other attacker by the arm and
jerked it out of the peat. Save that the
bog-man was covered in slimy brown

scales and had a flat, lobsterlike tail in
place of legs and feet, it looked more or
less humanoid, with powerfully-built
shoulders and a navel that suggested it
was born rather than hatched.
It slashed at Melegaunt with its free hand
several times. When its claws continued
to bounce harmlessly off the wizard's
shadow armor, it gave up and opened its
mouth, attacking with a long, barb-tipped
tongue so fast Melegaunt barely had time
to tip his head aside and save his eye.
He caught the tongue as it shot back
toward the creature's mouth, then
whirled around to find Bodvar and the
rest of the Vaasans staring at him with
expressions that were equal part awe
and terror. "Don't just stand there,"

Melegaunt ordered, "kill it!" Only
Bodvar had possession enough of his
wits to obey, slashing the thing across
the waist so hard that Us borrowed
sword came a hair's breadth from
opening Melegaunt's ample belly as
well. Eyeing the chieftain sidelong,
Melegaunt tossed aside the lifeless
torso, then pointed at a long line of bog
people rising out of the peat beside the
gape-mouthed Vaasans.
"Lift your jaws and see to your
enemies!"
Without waiting to see whether they
obeyed, he turned and extended the
shadow-walk the rest of the way to the
logs, then led the way to the relatively
solid footing of the road. The bog people

had no choice but to give up their attack,
for all the Vaasans had to do to be safe
was retreat to the middle of the road
where they could not be reached.
The creatures flying in from the
mountains were another matter. Only a
few hundred yards distant, they were
close enough that Melegaunt could make
out scaly white bodies with long,
pointed tails and craggy saurian heads
with long snouts, swept-back horns, and
huge yellow eyes. One of the creatures
flung something in their direction and
began to make spell gestures.
Melegaunt flattened a ball of shadowsilk
between his palms, then flung it toward
the approaching dragonmen and uttered a
few words in ancient Netherese. A hazy

disk of darkness appeared between the
two groups and began to bleed black
tendrils of shadow into the sky, but
Melegaunt had not been quick enough to
raise his spell shield. He felt a familiar
softening underfoot, and the Vaasans
cried out and began to stampede up the
road. It was exactly the wrong thing to
do. The rotting logs came apart all the
faster, plunging the entire tribe to their
knees in sodden peat.
In an attempt to spread their weight and
slow their descent, they immediately
threw themselves to their bellies and
splayed their arms. Still standing atop
the peat by virtue of the spells he had
cast before the battle, Melegaunt cursed
and laid his shadow-walk again, then

turned to meet the dragonmen.
They were nowhere to be seen, at least
not near his spell shield. Pulling another
strand of shadowsilk from his pocket,
Melegaunt pivoted in a slow circle andas expected-found them diving out of the
sun. Melegaunt allowed himself a tight
smile. They were wise to respect his
abilities-much wiser, in that regard, than
had been better-known foes in the south.
He tossed his shadowsilk into the sky
and uttered the incantation of one of his
more potent spells.
That whole quarter of the sky broke into
a shower of shadowy tears. Instead of
rolling off when they fell on a body,
however, these drops clung to whatever
they touched, stretching into long threads

of sticky black fiber. Within moments,
the entire column of dragonmen had
become swaddled in gummy balls of
darkness and was plunging headlong into
the bog. Melegaunt watched long enough
to be certain that none of the fliers
would escape, then turned to find the
Moor Eagles rushing onto the log road
behind him.
They were glancing at him over their
shoulders, making signs of warding that
might have kept a demon at bay, but that
only made Melegaunt feel lonely and
unappreciated. Stifling bitter laughter, he
walked across the bog to where Bodvar
and three more brave warriors stood
waiting for him at the edge of the road.
"I’m sorry for your losses, Bodvar," he

said. "I might have saved more, but there
was much you didn't tell me."
"And much you didn't tell us," Bodvar
replied. He laid the hilt of Melegaunt's
black sword across his arm and offered
it to the wizard. "My thanks."
Melegaunt waved him off. "Keep it. As I
said, I seldom use it anymore."
"I know what you said," Bodvar replied,
"but only a fool takes gifts from a devil."
"Devil?" Melegaunt snapped, still not
taking his sword. "Is that how you repay
my kindness? With insults?"
"What is true is no insult," Bodvar said.
"We saw the things you did."
"It was only magic," Melegaunt
protested. "Southern magic. If you have
not seen its like before...."

"Now it is you who are insulting us."
Bodvar continued to offer the sword. "In
Vaasa, we are backward in many thingsbut wisdom is no longer one of them."
Melegaunt started to repeat his protests,
then realized he would only anger
Bodvar by insisting on the lie-and
revealing the truth about the Shadow
Weave was, of course, out of the
question. If he were lucky enough to
avoid being struck dead on the spot, he
would lose forever the dark power that
had so impressed the Vaasans.
When Melegaunt made no further
attempts to argue, Bodvar said, "We will
keep the bargain we made." He tipped
his chin toward the three warriors with
him. "These are the guides I promised.

They will take you wherever you wish to
go in Vaasa."
Melegaunt started to say that he no
longer needed them-then thought better
of it and smiled. "Anywhere!"
Bodvar looked uncomfortable, but
nodded. "That was our bargain."
"Good. Then I want them to take me
wherever the Moor Eagles are going."
Melegaunt took his sword back. "And no
tricks, Bodvar. I'm sure we both know
what happens to those who play false
with devils-don't we?"
Higharvestide, the Year of the Moat
In the Shadows of the Peaks of the
Dragonmen
Bodvar came to the island, as Melegaunt

had known he would, late in the day,
when the sun was sinking low over the
Peaks of the Dragonmen and the
shadows of the mountains lay long upon
the cold bog. What the wizard had not
known was that the chieftain would
bring his wife, a young beauty with hair
the color of night and eyes as blue as a
clear sky. She seemed a little thicker
around the middle than the last time
Melegaunt had seen her, though it was
always hard to tell with Vaasan womentheir shape tended to vanish beneath all
the furs they wore.
Melegaunt watched them pick their way
across his zigzagging boulder-walk until
a metallic sizzle behind him demanded
his attention. He checked the sky to be

certain there were no white-scaled fliers
diving down to trouble them, then
donned a huge leather mitt and pulled a
long narrow mold from the oven he had
kept blazing for three days. In the mold,
floating on a bed of liquid tin, lay a
sword similar to the one he had offered
Bodvar all those tendays ago-save that
this one was still molten and glowing
white hot.
Melegaunt placed the sword on a bed of
ice-freezes came early to this part of the
world-then waited for the mold to cool.
When he was sure the cold would draw
the tempering elements down to the
underside, he began to lay fibers of
shadowsilk on the molten glass, taking
care to arrange them first lengthwise,

then diagonally in both directions, then
lengthwise again so the weapon would
have strength and resilience in all
directions. Finally, he used his dagger to
open another cut on his arm, dripping his
warm blood into the mixture and quietly
whispering the ancient words that gave
the blade its magic thirst.
By the time that was finished, the sword
had hardened enough that he could lift it
from its mold and plunge it into a vat of
slushy water, placed at just the right
distance from the furnace to keep it that
way. Once the heat had melted all of the
slush, Melegaunt removed the sword,
then placed it on its bed of hot tin with
the opposite side down and returned the
mold to the oven again. Such was the art

of the shadow blade, heating and cooling
a thousand times over, tinting them with
shadowsilk until the glass could finally
hold no more and began to shed fibers
like an unbrushed dog.
A soft boot scuffed the stone at the edge
of Melegaunt's work site, then Bodvar
called, "I see you are still here, Dark
Devil."
"You can see that by the smoke of my
furnaces." Melegaunt pulled the sleeve
of his cloak down to hide the cuts on his
arm, then turned to glower at the
chieftain. "Come for a sword, have
you?"
"Hardly." Bodvar cast an uneasy glance
at the nineteen weapons racked at the
edge of the work site. Though all were

completed and honed to a razor edge,
they were paler than Melegaunt's sword,
with a crystal translucence that still
showed the lay of the shadow fibers
embedded in the glass. "You are wasting
your time on that account."
"Am I?" Melegaunt smirked knowingly.
"Well, they will be here when you need
them."
"Our need will never be that great."
Melegaunt did not argue, only swung an
arm toward the furnace behind him and
said, "That will be twenty. Twenty
warriors is all that remains to you, is it
not?"
Instead of answering, Bodvar glanced
around the cluttered work area and
shook his head. "Only a devil could live

out here alone. It is exposed to every
wind that blows."
"It's a safe place to work."
Melegaunt glanced at Bodvar's young
wife and smiled. Idona smiled back but
said nothing. Though Vaasan women
were hardly shy, he had noticed that
most of them preferred to keep their
silence around him. He looked back to
Bodvar.
"The bog people protect every ground
approach but one, and the dragonmen are
easy to spot from here."
"The dragonmen can watch you," Bodvar
countered, "and the bog people have you
surrounded."
"Vaasans may see it that way."
Melegaunt knelt and began to feed his

furnace from the charcoal pile beside it.
"The way to destroy an enemy is to make
him fight in his home instead of yours."
Melegaunt raised his mitted hand toward
a white-hot poker, and Bodvar, not
thinking, reached for it-then shrieked in
surprise as Melegaunt used a cantrip to
summon the utensil and spare him a
burned palm.
Idona giggled, drawing an embarrassed,
though tender, frown from her husband.
Melegaunt shook his head in mock
exasperation at Bodvar's clumsiness,
and she broke into full laughter.
"You see?" Bodvar complained lightly.
"This is what comes of treating with
devils."
"Of course, my husband," Idona said.

"This bearded one is always saving you
from something, the mudbreathing
knave."
"That is what worries me," Bodvar said,
his tone more serious.
Desperate not to let Bodvar's suspicious
nature undermine the unexpected
openness his humor had won from Idona,
Melegaunt poked at the coals, then
changed the subject. "Speaking of
mudbreathers and saving you, Bodvar,
you never did tell me why the bog
people and dragonmen were trying so
hard to wipe out your tribe."
"Were?" Idona echoed. "They still are.
Why do you think we stay camped at the
other end of your walkway? If it wasn't
for you-"

"Idona!" Bodvar snapped.
Hiding his delight behind a tolerant
smile, Melegaunt tossed the poker asideit remained hovering in the air- and
began to feed more charcoal into the
fire.
"I'm only happy to be of use." Melegaunt
fixed his gaze on Bodvar. "But that still
doesn't answer my question."
Bodvar flushed and said nothing.
Idona smirked. "Are you going to answer
him, Husband, or am I?"
The more Idona spoke, the more
Melegaunt liked her.
"By all means, Idona," Melegaunt said,
"I would rather hear it from your-"
"I had this idea," Bodvar began. "I
wanted to build a fort."

"Fort?" Melegaunt stopped feeding the
flames and stood.
"For the treasure caravans," Idona said,
rolling her eyes. "He actually thought
outlanders would give us good coin just
to sleep with a roof over their heads."
"And to have us stand guard," Bodvar
added defensively. "When we're out
hunting, they're always asking to share
our camps and fires."
"Do they pay then?" Idona demanded.
Bodvar frowned. "Of course not. Who'd
pay to pitch his own tent?"
"I see." Melegaunt found it difficult to
keep the delight out of his voice. At last,
he had discovered something that might
move Bodvar to take help from a
"shadow devil." "But the bog people and

dragonmen prey on the caravans, and
they have other ideas?"
Bodvar nodded. "The dragonmen sacked
our first fort before it was half
completed, and when we tried to move
south to a more defensible site . . . well,
you saw what happened."
Idona took his hand. "We're better off
anyway," she said. "Who wants to live
one place the whole year? What happens
when the herds move?"
"What indeed?" Melegaunt asked
absently.
He was looking over his shoulder
toward the granite summit of his little
island. On a clear day, it was possible to
look across the bog clear to where the
log road ended- or began, if the caravan

was coming from the mountains with its
load of treasure. If he could see the road,
then anyone on the road would be able to
see the top of the island.
"Melegaunt?" Bodvar asked.
Realizing he had not been paying
attention, Melegaunt tore his gaze from
the summit and turned back to Bodvar.
"Sorry. You were saying?"
"He was inviting you to take feast with
us," said Idona. "It's Higharvestide, in
case you have lost track."
"It's Idona's idea," Bodvar added, though
his friendly tone made it clear that he did
not object too strenuously. 'She says it's
only common courtesy."
"And no more than we owe," Idona
added, frowning at Bodvar, "considering

all you have done for us."
"All I have done for you?" Melegaunt
waved a hand in dismissal. "It's nothing,
truly, but I can't join you. Next
Higharvestide, perhaps."
"Next Higharvestide?" Bodvar scowled
at the furnace where the last sword lay
on its bed of sizzling tin. "If you're
staying to watch over that sword, you
may as well come, because-"
"It's not the sword," Melegaunt said.
"The sword will be done by nightfall. I
must have my rest tonight. Tomorrow
will be a busy day for me." Idona's face
was not the only one that fell. "Then you
are leaving?" Bodvar asked. "If you are,
be certain to take your swords with you,
because they will only-"

"I'm not leaving." Melegaunt had to turn
toward the island's granite summit-try as
he might, he could not hide his smile.
"Tomorrow, I start work on my tower."
"Tower?" Idona echoed.
"Yes." Finally in control of his
expression again, Melegaunt turned
around. "To watch over the treasure
caravans."
But Melegaunt knew he would have no
rest that night. He had read in the dawn
shadows that this would be the evening
when the Moor Eagles moved onto the
island with him. His divinations proved
correct shortly after dark, when the
clan's mead-induced revels were
interrupted by the clanging of the sentry's
bell. Melegaunt lit a signal beacon he

had prepared for the occasion, then he
went to the front of the work site to
inspect the situation. A cloud of white
forms was descending from the peaks of
the dragonmen, their wings flashing
silver in the moonlight as they spiraled
down toward the bog's edge. Their
spellcasters were already hurling magic
bolts and balls of golden flame at the
Moor Eagles, but the rest of the warriors
were
taking care
to
forestall
counterattacks by keeping their magicusers well screened from Melegaunt’s
island. A sporadic stream of arrows
began to rise from Bodvar's camp and
arc into the night, falling pitifully short
of their targets.
Melegaunt spread his arms and cast a

shadow fog over the camp, more to
prevent the Moor Eagles from wasting
their time and arrows than to delay the
dragonmen. Still, they had not forgotten
the sticky rain he had called down on
them in the bottomless bog-half their
number had sunk beneath the peat and
drowned-so they gave the dark cloud
wide berth, angling away to land in the
foothills on the far side of camp.
Leaving the Moor Eagles to fend for
themselves, Melegaunt turned his
attention to what he was sure would be
the second part of the dragonmen's plan
and found a company of bog people
slithering up to block his boulder walk.
The clan women were gamely rushing
forward to meet them, Idona and a few

of the others wielding iron swords or
wood axes, but most armed with nothing
more deadly than fire-hardened spears
and cudgels so light Melegaunt could
have snapped them over his knee.
"Hold!"
Melegaunt's Vaasan had grown passable
enough over the last few months that
Idona recognized the command for what
it was and called her sisters to a stop.
He pointed at a hole in the exact center
of the shadow-walk and spoke a single
word of magic. A whirling pinwheel of
black tentacles erupted from the hole and
slashed the bog people into so many
chunks of slimy flesh, then withdrew
back into the hole.
"Now you can come," Melegaunt called,

using his magic to project his voice.
"And bring those foolish husbands of
yours, or the only Higharvestide feast
will be that of the dragonmen."
Idona
raised
her
sword
in
acknowledgement and sent the other
women forward with the children, then
rushed back into the shadow swaddled
camp. Melegaunt waited impatiently for
her return. It seemed to take her forever,
and he feared the surviving bog people
would regain their courage before she
could convince her husband to retreat to
the safety of the island. Finally, warriors
began to stagger onto the boulder walk
in twos and threes, often supporting and
sometimes
carrying
each
other.
Melegaunt thought for a moment that the

evening's festivities had simply been
proceeding faster than he expected, but
then he noticed that one of the men was
missing an arm and another had
something dangling on his cheek that
might have been an eye.
Bodvar came last with Idona at his side,
holding an armful of quivers over one
arm and a shield over the other,
alternately feeding arrows to her
husband and stepping forward to
intercept the wicked barbs flying their
way from somewhere deeper in the
camp. Melegaunt allowed them to retreat
to the first sharp bend in that fashion,
then speaking a magic command word,
he pointed at a crooked crevice
bisecting the boulder closest to shore.

A wall of faintly writhing shadows shot
up from the fissure, sealing the boulder
walk off from the Vaasans' camp.
Bodvar and Idona turned and raced for
the island, moving so fast that they
nearly overran the next turn. Only
Idona's quick feet-and quicker handskept Bodvar from going over the edge
and plunging into the cold bog. They
took the next corner more cautiously then
reached the island and started up the
trail behind the others.
By then, the first wave of dragonmen
were flying over and around the shadow
wall at the other end of the boulder
walk, staying low and close to avoid
making themselves targets. It was a bad
mistake. As they passed by, the writhing

shadows struck out like snakes,
entwining anything else they could reach.
Whatever they touched vanished, and
soon arms, legs, wings, even heads were
raining down on the shore and into the
bog.
The dragonmen's pursuit stopped cold,
and the Moor Eagles' women and
children began to pour onto the work
site. Melegaunt directed them into the
shallow shelters he had hollowed out
behind the sword rack. When he turned
back to the battle, the tentacles in his
shadow wall were swirling outward in
three separate cones, each spiraling
toward a small cluster of dragonmen
hovering over the village. The spinning
cones tore through the warrior screen as

easily as they had the pursuit fliers a
moment earlier, then diced the spell
casters they had been trying to shield.
"Try to dispel my magic, will you?"
Melegaunt called in ancient Draconic.
"Come hither. I have more of the same
waiting here!"
The last few dragonmen sank behind the
shadow and vanished. For a time,
Melegaunt feared he truly had defeated
the attack so easily. The warriors began
to reach his work site and check on their
families. There were a handful of
anguished cries and panicked calls for
missing children, but with Melegaunt's
help, the Vaasans had managed their
retreat without losing many of their
number. Three warriors who were too

badly injured to fight were given over to
the clan's healing witch, then
Bodvar and Idona arrived, breathing
hard and supporting each other, but both
whole and sound.
"Well, Devil, it seems you have saved
us again," Bodvar said. "Whether we
like it or not." Melegaunt spread his
hands. "I live to serve." Bodvar scowled
and started to make a retort, then
someone called, "Whitescales from the
east!" and someone else yelled, "And
from the west! Thirty at least, coming in
low over the bog!"
Melegaunt rushed to the western edge of
his work site and saw a long rank of
dragonmen approaching the island, their
white scales shining like ivory against

the dark peat. Their line curved behind
the island, and from the cries behind
him, it continued all the way around to
the other side. The clan of the Moor
Eagle was surrounded. Struggling to bite
back his smile, Melegaunt turned to find
Bodvar and Idona standing behind him.
"It seems your faith in me was
misplaced," Melegaunt said. "My
apologies, Bodvar."
"None necessary. I'm the one who
brought this on us," Bodvar said. He
fluttered his fingers in the direction of
the approaching dragonmen. "Just do
what you can."
"I am afraid that will not be much, my
friend." Melegaunt spoke loudly enough
to be sure that nearby warriors, already

gathering to eavesdrop, would be certain
to overhear. "Even I have my limits."
"Limits?" Bodvar growled.
"I did not expect this. My magic is all
but exhausted." Bowstrings began to
thrum around the perimeter of the work
site, but they were too few-and their
arrow points too soft-to turn back the
dragonmen.
Melegaunt drew his black sword,
stepped away from the edge, and said,
"But I can still give a good accounting of
myself."
As he had hoped, the sight of his
darksword proved an inspiration.
The black swords!" Idona cried, turning
toward the rack. "Those will balance
the-"

"No." Calm though it was, Bodvar's
voice was surprisingly masterful and
imposing. "Of all the women in the tribe,
Idona, you should know better. A devil's
gift is no gift at all."
Idona looked as though she wanted to
argue, but her respect for her husbandand for her chieftain-was too strong. She
bit her tongue and pointed at the hidden
shelter.
"Then we had better fall back," she said,
"before there is nothing left to defend."
Bodvar gave the order, and the
dragonmen were on them, streaming onto
the work site from all sides. They flew
headlong into battle, thrusting at their
overwhelmed enemies with iron-tipped
spears and relying on their size and

speed to carry the attacks home. Half-adozen human voices wailed in pain in
the first three heartbeats alone, then the
second wave came crashing down from
the island summit, and it grew clear that
the Vaasans hadn't a chance. When they
were lucky enough to land a strike, their
brittle weapons either bounced off or
broke like icicles against the
dragonmen's thick scales.
Still, the Vaasans fought bravely and
well, falling back toward the shelter
behind the sword racks in good order,
defending each other and striking at eyes
and armpits and other vulnerable areas
whenever the chance came. Within
moments, there were as many dragonmen
lying on the stony ground as there were

humans.
And Melegaunt quickly added to the toll.
Protected as he was by an aura of
impenetrable shadow and holding a
sword that would cut through any armor
known on Faerun, he turned and whirled
through the dragonman ranks, slashing
legs off here and behorned heads there,
dancing past spear thrusts and shrugging
off claw strikes like a drow
blademaster.
One of the huge saurians managed to
clasp him from behind in a bear hug,
lifting him off the ground and trapping
his arms so that it was impossible to
wield his sword. Perhaps thinking to
take him out over the bog and drop him
to his death, the creature spread his

wings and leaped into the air. Melegaunt
slammed the back of his head into his
attacker's snout, smashing it flat and
driving one of the bony horns back into
the thing's brain. When the wizard
dropped back to his work site, the other
dragonmen fell over each other to find
someone else to attack.
Then it happened.
A trio of dragonmen spotted the hidden
shelter, and battering a pair of human
defenders aside with their powerful
wings, charged for the children. The first
warrior scrambled to his feet and rushed
after them, shattering his brittle sword
against the back of a thick reptilian skull.
The other Vaasan grabbed one of
Melegaunt's glass swords. He sliced one

dragonman's legs out from beneath him,
then cleaved a second's spine on the
backstroke and ran the blade through the
third one's heart from behind. As this
last saurian crashed to his knees, the
warrior let out an anguished gasp. He
stumbled back clutching at his heart, and
one of the women in the shelter wailed
in despair and cried out his name, but he
did not fall. Instead, his hair and beard
went as white as snow. The swarthiness
drained from his face and his skin turned
as pallid as ivory, and when he turned
back to the battle, his eyes were as dead
and black as those of the bog people,
and the sword in his hand had lost its
crystal translucence. Now it was as dark
and glossy as Melegaunt's, with no hint

at all of the shadow fibers embedded in
its heart.
A dragonman stepped out of the mad
whirl, thrusting at the warrior's heart
with an oaken spear as thick as a man's
arm. The Vaasan brought his sword up to
block and slashed through the shaft as
though it were a twig, then smiled
darkly, opened his attacker across the
chest, and waded after more victims.
His success inspired another warrior to
snatch one of the weapons, and a woman
in the shelter grabbed one to defend her
children
from
an
approaching
dragonman. They killed their first
enemies and underwent transformations
similar to the first sword-taker, then
they, too, began to cut a swath through

the attacking saurians. A dozen
dragonmen leaped into the air, angling
for the rack of deadly swords. They
were met by a like number of Vaasans,
all pulling weapons off the hangers and
putting them to good use.
Bodvar appeared at Melegaunt's side,
nearly losing his hand when he made the
mistake of grabbing the wizard's
shoulder without warning.
"Stop them!"
"How?" Melegaunt caught a battering
wing on his shoulder, then lopped it off
and slashed his attacker across the back
of the knees. "The choice is theirs. They
would rather live than die."
"Not live in your service!" Bodvar
objected. "You arranged this."

"Not arranged." Melegaunt pointed his
palm behind the angry Vaasan's head and
blasted a would-be attacker with a
shadow bolt. "You give me too much
credit."
"And you do not give me enough."
Bodvar stepped close, and Melegaunt
felt the tip of a sword pressed to his
back. "Release my clan."
Melegaunt glared at the chieftain. "At the
moment, Bodvar, you have worse
enemies than me." Relying on his
shadow armor to protect him, he reached
back and snapped the steel sword with
his bare hand. "If you want them
released, do it yourself. All you need do
is persuade them to set aside their
swords."

Melegaunt shoved the chieftain away
and turned back to the battle. With most
of the glass swords now in hand, the
Vaasans seemed to have matters well
under control. The dragonmen were
being forced steadily away from the
shelters, and even when they attempted
to use their wings to slip over the
defenders, they were met with a flurry of
flashing shadow. Finally, they gave up
trying and took wing-at least those who
could.
Dozens of wounded saurians remained
behind with wings too shredded or
broken to lift them yet still strong enough
to fight-and ferocious enough to do it
well. The Vaasans quickly set to work
on them, herding them into a tight ball

and driving them toward the cliffs on the
east side of the work site. Seeing that
only one sword remained, Melegaunt left
them to their work and quietly went to
the rack and slipped the last sword into
his empty scabbard-and that was when
Bodvar choose to assert himself again.
"My warriors, look at each other!" he
called. "See what Melegaunt's devil
weapons have done to you?"
Melegaunt groaned and shook his head
in resignation. Were Bodvar not so
stubborn and sure of himself, the wizard
supposed, he would not be worth the
trouble in the first place. He turned to
find the chieftain and his loyal wife
standing behind their warriors, Idona
holding a cloak loaded with an armful of

steel swords, which Bodvar was trying
none too successfully to press into his
clansmen's hands.
"Finish the battle with your own
weapons," he said.
One of the sword-takers-Melegaunt
thought it was the first-scowled. "Why
would we do that?" He hefted his
darksword and said, "These are better."
"Better?"
Bodvar lunged for the sword-and was
dropped to the ground by a solid elbow
to the face. This one belongs to me," the
warrior said.
"Does it?" Idona dumped the steel
swords on the ground. "Or do you
belong to it?"
She glared over her shoulder with a look

that sent a cold shiver down Melegaunt's
spine then grabbed her husband beneath
his arms.
"Come, Bodvar." She pulled him to his
feet and turned to leave. "We are Moor
Eagles no more."
"Leaving?" gasped the warrior who had
struck Bodvar. He looked at his
darksword a moment, then, as a
discontented murmur began to build
among his fellows, lowered the weapon.
"Wait."
Melegaunt cursed Idona for an ungrateful
shrew, and fumbling in his thoughts for
some way to salvage the situation,
started forward. As usual, it was the
dragonmen who saved him. All at once,
they burst into action, hurling themselves

at the distracted Vaasans. The first
sword-taker and another warrior fell
instantly, and the work site erupted into
a maelstrom of violence even more
confused and ferocious than the first.
Melegaunt saw a pair of saurians
springing in Bodvar's direction and took
the first out with a bolt of shadow, but
the second was too quick. This one
bowled the chieftain over on the run and
lashed out for Idona, then a half-dozen
other melees drifted between Melegaunt
and the young wife, and he lost her.
He rushed forward swinging sword and
spraying shadow, but the battle was as
mad and confused as it was quick.
Before he could find Bodvar again, he
had to slay two dragonmen and use a

spell of shadow-grabbing to keep from
being dashed lifeless on the rocks at the
base of his own cliff.
When Melegaunt did find the chieftain,
he wished he had not been so quick to
save himself. Bodvar was standing in the
midst of a bloody pile of Vaasans and
dragonmen, holding two broken swords
of steel and searching the carnage
around with a look of utter terror on his
face.
"Idona?"
Bodvar found a female leg kicking at the
ground from beneath a dead dragonman
and used a boot to roll the white-scaled
corpse away, but it turned out that the leg
belonged to the mother who had grabbed
one of the swords to defend her children.

He turned away from her without
comment and called again, "Idona?"
"There," rasped someone. "They've got
her." Melegaunt spun toward the speaker
and found a pallid-faced sword-bearer
pointing across the work site to a small
knot of fleeing dragonmen. They were
just starting down the trail toward the
boulder walk, each one with a limp
Vaasan body slung over its shoulders.
The last body in line was that of
Bodvar's young wife, her throat ripped
out and her head dangling by the spine
alone, her blue eyes somehow still
locked on Melegaunt's face.
"No!" Melegaunt gasped. He laid a hand
on Bodvar's shoulder. “I’m sorry,
Bodvar. Sorry beyond words."

"Why? You have what you came for."
Bodvar reached down to Melegaunt's
scabbard and drew the last dark-sword,
then turned to start after his dead wife.
"You have your twenty souls."
Liar's Game
Jessica Beaven
The Year of the Starfall (1300 DR)
At the edge of a city in Faerun, a sewer
main empties into the swamp. The light
reaching inside gives way quickly, any
who enter must proceed by touch.
Deeper, the sewage grows thicker. It
sucks at one's calves. Deeper still, and
the refuse is dry. The procession from
wet to dry challenges the very
imperative that water must flow

downward. And yet the sewers go even
deeper. Debris has come to rest here: a
shoe with a foot decaying in it, a head
wedged against a pipe protruding from
the floor, worse.
With no heavenly bodies to mark its
passing, time loses meaning. A drip
falls, then fades into the past, dripping
forever in its moment.
The pipes give way to catacombs.
Sounds of weeping fill the close air.
From one corridor, light issues, it seeps
from the walls. Shifting animal forms
inhabit this hall. Bars and wire hold
them in, stripe their features. Some of the
creatures look normal-cats shivering in
shelved cages, mongrels drooping, even
a lion cramped in a forward-sloping

cell, its hide pressed into the bars.
The weeping creature in one of the
larger cells has retreated to a corner to
express its grief. Only fur is visible. For
some reason, it stops crying and shifts.
It is another cat-or rather, two. One is
joined to the other, exactly upside-down
on its back-head melting into head, hip
into hip, one tail twitching against
another limp one. The piggybacker is
motionless, legs flopping, tongue
protruding, yellow eyes glazed an inch
or two above the green ones. The living
cat is lacerated, so that its intestines
have spilled from its middle and drag
behind it upon the floor.
This corridor is long. It passes into more
corridors with small carry-cages

abandoned here and there, jumbled
alongside
tables,
cushions,
and
tapestries. A doorway breaks the
expanse of one wall.
Inside the doorway, a would-be
archwizard turns, as if sensing a
presence. Then she returns to poring
over a book of beasts. Druidic scrawl
covers the pages.
She appears beautiful, with that
ruggedness of druids- lithe body, suntinted dark brown hair, blue eyes-but
that is only the body she chose to wear
today.
She is a descendant of a woman and a
man who withdrew, with the everdark
Shade Enclave, to the Plane of Shadow
centuries ago. She had learned the story

as a fledgling druid just starting to taste
the power that would entice her to
archwizardry, and the ancestral memory
of Shade Enclave added fuel to that fire.
Now she can hear the enclave
sometimes, calling to her, reminding her
of its hold upon her. The Shadovar will
soon return to her land, the land of the
enclave's birth.
When they do, she will make Shade her
home.
She rises and leaves her study.
1
"Pain is reality. But false pain is easy to
engineer."
-Chever's last notes

The druid rose and glanced about her
chamber, following an impulse to leave
prematurely for the meeting of aspiring
archwizards. The meetings came more
frequently of late. Perhaps, like her, the
older the dark ones grew, the more the
Plane of Shadow called to them.
She strolled through her museum of
abominations, following an urge to
check upon them. She had thought she
felt a disturbance earlier, but no-all
seemed in order. She paused before her
double cat, which was the most vocal,
and closed her eyes to let its pain seethe
over her. It had stopped crying for the
moment. It had almost forgotten that it
once had a life before this, but its
despair remained, to confirm reality for

the druid-wizard. Only real pain could
call forth such misery. This brought the
druid-wizard vicious comfort, similar to
what a survivor of a shipwreck must feel
upon stealing a life raft from a drowning
shipmate. She had known doubts about
the nature of reality once, long ago. It
had been like finding that she could no
longer trust the ground to hold her up.
The best specimens were those who had
known dejection before she found themmutations that lived in fear of sounderbodied predators. Any suffering she
could heap upon these abominations
compounded that which they already
knew. The thrill she derived from their
torture could prove almost excruciating,
and she would cry out in dark joy. The

power she gained from those sessionsthe afterglow-lasted for days.
*****
An emissary from the Twelve Princes of
Shade had come to her group earlier in
the year, having somehow gotten wind of
the clandestine organization. After
testing the group for sympathy to the
Shadovar through various-in some cases
fatal-means, the emissary had assigned
tasks. After the moot, the druid-wizard
would set to her task: to seek out a
collection of notes written by the
archwizard Chever, who had lived in
ancient Netheril. Chever had created the
Opus Enclave, which had once housed
Netheril's centers of learning.

In his last days, Chever had contacted
and conversed with myriad extraplanar
creatures and taken down his notes,
which made little sense compared to the
well-organized books and lectures he
had delivered in earlier days. In fact,
they allegedly made little sense
compared to most anything. His later
recordings,
especially,
disclosed
madness.
But the Shadovar deemed the notes
valuable, so the druid-wizard would
find them. The emissary had given her a
starting point: the notes were last
rumored to have been in the hands of a
scholar living near the northern end of
the Desertsmouth Mountains.
The moot passed with relative ease. The

would-be archwizards spent most of the
meeting clustered, heads bent, over this
or that tome, debating the consequences
and efficacy of proposed actions. They
seemed to have it under control, so the
druid-wizard slipped away early, both
to prepare for her journey and to escape
being assigned a new task.
She had things to attend to-like her beast
collection, which would fit so perfectly
deep inside the catacombs of the floating
enclave. Others might control the
enclave's surface, but she would take
advantage of the fact that surface has no
depth, only one who rules an object's
substance truly commands it. She would
be the one who whispered suggestions
that must be followed, the one who

masterminded activities that the
enclave's figureheads would consider
their own.
She made the trip back to her stronghold
automatically, not remembering anything
of the distance she had traveled from the
wizards' moot to her room. She checked
her beasts' water supply, which she had
tapped from drainage pipes. The system
kept the creatures watered automatically,
so she would not need to worry about
them dying in her absence. She dressed
in the traveling garb of a druid and filled
her satchel with the items she would
need in the Desertsmouth. She would let
her druid aspect ascend for this trip, as
she would need to give the wizard full
control upon her return.

2
"At the edge of darkness is where the
light is greatest."
-Chever's last notes
She chose to walk to her destination-a
walk of many nights, but one that
allowed her to flex her druidic muscles.
She would live off the land and revel in
moon, stars, sun, and earth. She
supposed some part of her would miss
these things when she moved to Shade
Enclave, but then it wasn't as if she
couldn't leave now and....
Anyway, it didn't really matter. When
she reined in the druid again after this
trip, the wizard would find satisfaction.

Best to please that-the strongest of her
two natures-first.
As the Desertsmouths rose on the
horizon, the bushes and small trees along
the banks of the river by which the
druid-wizard had been traveling gave
way to meadow grass as she neared the
foothills. She curved away from the
river and followed a brook through sunspeckled groves and alpine flowers.
After traveling for several more hours,
with ground squirrels and meadowlarks
as her only companions, she broke free
of a small patch of oaks and aspen to
encounter a cottage near a dip in the
creek she had been following. She had
passed several cabins along the way, but
until now she had come across none that

had the aura of promise she sought. This
one, though ... this one was different.
She peered into a warped-glass
window, but the dwelling's single room
was empty. A bowl of stew and sheets
of parchment on a rough-hewn table told
her of recent occupation. In fact, a door
between a case of shelves and some
gardening tools against the back wall
was cracked open, allowing a ray of
sunlight to reach in and illuminate dust
motes and floorboards.
She would observe the cottage's owner.
It had been a while since she had
enacted the Change, and it would feel
good to assume wolf form again. She
performed the ritual and watched lazily
as her palms thickened into paws, her

fingers withdrew into pads. She felt her
nose and mouth pull out as if some god
shaped them of clay. Fur sprouted all
over her body, she was the earth in
spring, shoots of hair emerging from her
in a quiet burst. Her bone structure
changed, forced her prone. Her knees
reversed, her tailbone extended into a
plume. The process lasted a mere
moment, and a strange voice in her mind
wove through it all, as if it, and not she,
had commanded the Change.
The druid-wizard veered into the
meadow grasses, slunk to a vantage
point among them. Her brown ears and
blue eyes lifted to just above the grasses'
tips.
The man's back was partially turned to

her. He was slim yet muscular, and his
facial features-silhouetted against the
green and yellow of the creek's trees and
the sun on the leaves-formed smooth
angles against his tousled hair.
He spoke in the voice that had
accompanied her Change.
The druid-wizard sidled around to better
see what the man was doing. He was
crouched near a vegetable garden,
shaded under an eave. He spoke to a
rose plant.
But his lips did not move.
His voice seemed to fade for a moment,
as if the druid-wizard's surprise at the
realization forced That Which Was to
become That Which Was Not. But then
her credulity caught up to her. She had

known stranger things than this in her
hundreds of years of magic. Why had
this affected her?
The voice returned, rising and falling in
windlike rhythm. It seemed to create a
wind, for though no breeze swept the
grasses among which the druid-wizard
hid, the rose nodded and swayed, almost
as though it responded to the man's
thoughts.
The druid-wizard swiveled her ears, as
if to better catch those thoughts.
... fell asleep in my stew and dreamed of
music. In that music, you spoke to me.
And I tried to tell you "soon," but I don't
know if my words reached you. Now I
am awake, and I can talk to you only like
this. Please understand me. Please know

that I am talking to you. Ah! You nod!
But I never know if your replies are real
or merely figments of my desperation. I
have lost my ability to know anything
with certainty. I am ... I am lost....
He broke into quiet sobs. The druidwizard thought she sensed an image in
his mind-an image of a woman... .
Clearly the man had gone mad in his
isolation. Fascinating.
The druid-wizard could almost imagine
that he spoke to her somehow, and not to
the rose. Some part of her responded to
the idea with a surge of longing so
sudden that she could not breathe, an
imperative that, for a moment, wiped out
all else.
She had not lost control of her emotions

in such a way since childhood. To know
surprise at a simple hermit's thoughtprojection! To be blindsided by emotion
hitherto suppressed, unsuspected! She
should leave, power of this magnitude
could ruin her. Even as she thought this,
she knew that whatever force was at
work here had already secured its hold
on her. Plus, she must complete the task
for the Shadovar, and that meant
exploring every avenue of this country.
She must see where this path led.
The man shook himself. Perhaps he
chided himself for becoming so
emotional over a plant, or perhaps he
shuddered in an echo of the druidwizard's longing. He stood and entered
his cabin, closing the door behind him,

leaving the rose to nod and twitch alone.
It turned to face the druid-wizard-almost
as if it knew she was there and regarded
her with curiosity. But that was just the
way some breeze had blown it.
Angry with herself, the druid-wizard
resumed her human shape abruptly
enough to cause herself pain and strode
to the cottage's back door. She hated her
weakness, but she could not deny that
she wanted the man- wanted to make him
speak to her as he had spoken to the
rose.
As she knocked, she forced her turmoil
aside and focused upon enhancing her
beauty. She drew from the vague image
of the woman she had seen in the man's
mind, as well as from her own ideal

self-image. Her eye color intensified,
her hair took on new highlights and
curls, the top few buttons of her shirt
undid themselves. No man had ever
resisted this spell.
*****
The man opened the door, a puzzled
half-smile betraying surprise at the
appearance of a visitor so soon after his
moment with the rose-and at the back
door, no less. For a moment his heart
had surged with the wild hope that... but
no, he must not indulge such fantasies.
When he saw the woman, puzzlement
gave way to lust and wariness, the latter
because one such as this woman would
never appear at a place such as this

without trouble in the land or powerful
magic at work.
*****
Time for the druid-wizard to play her
part, if she was really to make this man
her own.
She adopted an expression of uncertainty
and stammered a pattern of truths and
half-truths. "I... I... felt drawn to this
place. I have no one, and I dreamed that
I must journey .... I saw you with your
rose, and I thought I would like to know
love like that. So ... here I am.
"I’ll leave if I came in error," she added,
to dispel any doubts that might remain
after her speech.

He said not a word-not one word for her
in that voice!-but drew her inside.
Now I’ll see if I can call forth love as
effectively as I can call forth pain, she
thought. And, once I do, to see if love
can grant me as much gratification.
Perhaps, as some attest, even more.
She let her body take control-drew his
head to hers, kissed him deeply, felt him
kiss back. From there they fell to the
floor, and so the day passed.
Afterward, as they sat at the table over
fresh bowls of stew and the druidwizard secretly used her magic to
destroy any chance of a child taking root,
the man finally spoke to her.
"I dreamed I would meet you," he said.
He had recurring dreams of a woman

linked to him with powerful bonds. The
bonds, though they kept the woman's
spirit close to his, stretched over chasms
of time and space. Her features were
usually indistinct, but he thought she
might look something like the druidwizard.
"Was that the same dream in which your
rose spoke to you?"
He looked at her askance. "No ... you
heard that?"
“Yes, I'm sorry. I couldn't help myself."
He frowned, then shook his head. "It's
fine. It's probably good that you came
now. I think I might have started to
invent things, to hallucinate, if I'd been
alone much longer."
Perhaps you already were hallucinating,

the druid-wizard thought. She said,
"How long have you been here?"
"I don't know. A long time. I got tired of
cities and people and just wanted to get
away for a while. How about you?"
"I've been alone for a long time, too. I
live in the city, though, and I have ...
pets."
"That must help."
They fell into pregnant silence.
"Will you go back to the city, then?" he
asked. "To take care of your pets?"
"Oh . . . yeah, I should. It's still home for
now, even though I've found true love."
She met his eyes and smiled as though at
a joke. "Would you like to come with
me?"

*****
True love, she had said. The man
supposed they were true lovers-he had
dreamed of a woman something like this
one, and this woman had been drawn
here. But the words rang crass. He
considered expressions of true love best
uttered in times of great emotion, great
change-not over bowls of half-eaten
stew and among garden tools and
cupboards. Just because she didn't share
this fancy ... that didn't mean he and this
woman weren't destined for each other.
In any case, he had been away from the
world long enough.
"I think ... I think I will go with you," he
said.

His thoughts drifted. What did this
woman do, he wondered, when she
wasn't trying to find her true love in the
wilderness? And what city was she
from?
He posed his questions.
"I do magic tricks," she replied, "in
Phlan, on the Moonsea. I plan to move
soon, though."
*****
The druid-wizard watched the man clean
up their dishes. Engineering his love had
been easy, now she must figure out how
to draw upon its power.
3

"Long is the times but there are times
when ... so you see what I'm saying."
-Chever's last notes
In the days and tendays that followed,
the druid-wizard grew fond of the man.
She enjoyed watching his thin muscles
flex as he applied his pickaxe to stones
with which he planned to line a
walkway from the garden to the creek,
for whoever might choose to occupy his
cabin after they left. A small application
of her magic could have broken the
stones much more easily, but the time
was not yet right to reveal to him exactly
what kinds of "magic tricks" she could
do.
One day, he showed her the parchment

pages she had seen through the window
when she first came upon the cabinpages he studied in his spare time.
They were the notes of Chever.
The druid-wizard's eyes narrowed.
The man would not say how he had
come by them. The druid-wizard
guessed the experience must have been
horrifying, as his face went gray and
slack, and his eyes took on a faraway
look, the few times she had tried to get
him to divulge on the subject.
The man believed that the notes held
some of the universe's secrets, which
would be his if only he could unlock the
notes' meaning. Sometimes he felt on the
verge of something great, but so far his
efforts had rewarded him with only

enough enlightenment to make him want
more.
On sunny days, the man showed the
druid-wizard his favorite groves and
clearings. When it rained, they toured
hidden caves. He told her about strange
beasts he had glimpsed higher up on the
mountain slopes and about the
occasional eccentric he had met while
scavenging for food. In most of the
places the man showed her, the druidwizard could detect faint, benign magicin sharp contrast to the darker magic to
which she was more accustomed.
One day, as the man bathed in the creek,
an old peddler arrived at the door. The
druid-wizard bickered with the woman
for a while--the woman was pushy, the

druid-wizard didn't want to buy
anything-before deciding she had had
enough. As the man rounded the corner
of the house, hair still wet, torso naked,
he was just in time to watch in helpless
disbelief as the druid-wizard turned the
old woman into a cow.
He ran to the cow, screeching, "What
have you done? You've killed her!
Where did she go?"
He was making about as much sense as
Chever’s notes. "She didn't go
anywhere. She's right here." The druidwizard indicated the cow.
"But.. . what about my supplies? How
am I going to fix my rake?"
"Your rake . . . ? You aren't going to
need a rake in Phlan. Besides, wouldn't

you much rather have steak?"
"Steak?!" the man cried, and he seemed
to crumple. "What have you done? Who
are you? What are you doing here?"
"I told you I did magic for a living."
The man lowered himself to a bench
near the front door and held his head in
his hands.
The druid-wizard felt, for the first time
in a long while, a hint of remorse.
The peddler-cow, who had known a
moment of bewilderment, now came to
her senses. She lunged for the druidwizard, but the druid-wizard held her at
bay with an invisible wall of magic.
The man didn't notice the cow's expelled
breath as she bit the wall, his thoughts
lay too deeply inward. The druid-wizard

gently prodded him to his feet. He lifted
his head to gaze at her, his eyes full of
accusation.
"Come inside," she said. "I have
something to show you."
Head bent, he obeyed. As the door
closed behind them, the shield holding
back the cow dissipated, and she began
to charge the door.
Thud.
The man jumped the first time it
happened, then peered out at the cow.
Thud.
"Is she all right?"
Thud.
"She's fine, just angry with me." The
druid-wizard raised her hands to cast a
spell. "Here, let me-"

"No! What are you doing?"
"I'm only going to give her rest."
His eyes seethed with mistrust.
"I promise," she assured him, "only
rest."
His shoulders relaxed a little. He
nodded reluctantly.
The druid-wizard cast the spell, and the
cow sank to her knees and quieted, sides
expanding and contracting as she took on
the steady breathing of sleep.
The druid-wizard returned her attention
to the man. She started to speak then
paused. Finally, she said, "I know this
whole thing might be hard for you, but
please don't hate me for what I am." The
plea felt unnatural falling from her lips,
despite the fact that she meant it only as

a way to regain his trust, a way to stay
on track with her plan. "It's not as bad as
you think," she reasoned. "So that
woman wasn't bothering you, but think if
she had been-she'd never bother you
again. I can give you that-I can take
away your troubles."
He just looked at her.
Why couldn't she think straight? This
should be merely a case of problem and
solution. All right, so ... what was the
problem? The problem was that the man
was sad. How does one fix sadness?
With cheer. Simple as that.
Relieved to have found solid footing
again, she offered, "I can change things
in other ways. Imagine what fun we
could have with something like this."

She held up her hand, palm forward, and
created a handfang-a mouth in the center
of her palm. She raised an eyebrow
suggestively and quirked a smile.
The man cried out in disgust.
It was just as well, the druid-wizard
supposed. He probably wouldn't have
been amused to discover the acid that
served as handfang saliva.
The man left, slamming the door behind
him. The druid-wizard watched him
from the window. He tripped on one of
the sleeping cow's legs but didn't fall.
Nor did he look back.
He would come back, though, she knew.
His rose was here-as were Chever’s
notes.
At least while he was gone the druid-

wizard could dispose of the cow. She
did so using a burst of combustion.
This whole adventure was proving a
little more complicated than she had
bargained for. Perhaps it was time she
took the notes and left.
But she couldn't stop worrying at the
situation. It didn't make any sense! How
could the man feel betrayed? Had she
not done something he himself must have
wished he could do many times-if not to
the peddler, then to some other
annoyance or enemy?
Not sure whether she planned to leave
alone or with the man, she began to pack
her things.
4

"It comes and says I say what? i don't
understand? And i wish I it hadn't
asked...."
-Chever’s last notes
The man's greeting, when he returned,
was flat and pained, the result of an
hour's soul-searching.
"I can't stand to be apart from you." He
saw that the cow had gone, but he
suppressed the urge to ask whence. "I
couldn't stand to have you out there in
the world without knowing whether you
lived or died, whether you loved or
hated me. I can't allow this to end
bitterly."
He noticed her mountain gear, packed

and almost ready to go. She had not yet
added Chever's notes.
"I'll come with you," he said. "You're
going home?"
"Yes, but first I'm going to try to find one
of those creatures you told me about.
The ones that live higher up in the
mountains. "
It had occurred to her that it might be
nice to bring home a little something for
herself, an addition to her collection.
"Then I'll go home," she said after a
while. "If you really want to honor our
love that far, you should bring anything
you wouldn't want to lose."
She nodded meaningfully toward the
back door-the rose.
The man nodded, tucked the notes into a

pack, and took a shovel and a large pot
through the back door.
The druid-wizard removed one of the
spellbooks from her pack and studied it
idly. She had time to wait. Her only
imperative was that she return when the
Shadovar summoned her, and that
wouldn't be for a while yet. She would
sense it when that time drew near.
After an hour or so, the man reentered
carrying the newly potted rose plant and
a leather sling he had fashioned for
carrying it mounted upon his pack. The
rose had flinched as he had cut it from
the ground, as though the unavoidable
loss of some of its roots brought it
conscious pain. It had wilted in his
garden the past few tendays, largely

neglected for the company of a fleshand-blood lover. Its leaves had
yellowed, and some of its petals drifted
to the floor.
“I’m ready," the man said.
He eased into his pack and rose-carrying
contraption, and the druid-wizard closed
and repacked her book.
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". . . Shapes and sizes, things make no
sense yet all make together fit
AAARGH! Can't think in two places at
once. Can't lose either one, either."
-Chever's last notes
They found one of the horrors they

sought during the third day out. They
watched the beast for a while, and the
druid-wizard remembered when she had
crouched as a wolf to watch the man in
much the same way, not so long ago. She
would not lose him now.
She directed the man to a position
opposite her in the undergrowth, so that
the creature's path would lead it directly
between them. She imbued her arms with
a spell of strength, removed her boots,
and formed her feet into panther claws.
After a few minutes, the creature
emerged and shambled down the path.
One of its heads swung from side to
side, on the lookout for food. The other
head lay at an unnatural angle off of its
shoulder, bobbing limply whenever the

creature took a lurching step with a
clubfoot. It already looked as though it
had spent several sessions in the druidwizard's
spell-testing
chamber-its
creator, whether it had been evil magic
or nature, had done much of the druidwizard's work for her. She particularly
appreciated the lolling second head-the
irony of death in such close proximity to
life. Many of her own creatures
possessed similar features. It was almost
as though she had been destined to
capture this very beast-but she saw
destiny everywhere now, ever since she
had met the man.
The druid-wizard tensed as the
creature's live head swiveled to peer her
way, but then a crackle sounded in the

opposite direction-that would be the
man. When the creature's head pivoted
toward the sound, the druid-wizard
sprang.
The creature snuffled when the druidwizard landed on its back and choked its
live head in her arms, scratching at its
sides and back with her panther's feet.
She closed her eyes to better feel its
spirit casting about within its body. She
felt its fear-its confused thoughts
grasping to regain the contentedness it
had felt moments earlier.
Already its thrashing lessened. The best
moment passed, but the druid-wizard
could still feel the pulse of power she
had gained from the hunt's climax. She
would remember it every time she

visited the creature in her museum.
The druid-wizard suspended the
creature, gasping, at the end of a magical
tether. The man approached it with
curiosity verging on awe. He saw its
anomalies, but he also saw its original
design. A graceful neck. Tapered
fingers. Deep, brown pools of wisdom
in its eye sockets.
"Can you relieve its pain at all?" he
asked.
The druid-wizard shrugged and cast
another spell. The creature fell back on
its tether, still panting but calmer for the
moment.
The druid-wizard was pleased that the
man felt comfortable calling upon her
magic-his request told her that he was

growing accustomed to it.
"What kind of a creature is it?" the man
asked.
She had no answer. She remained silent.
The man didn't seem to notice. He had
begun to whisper to the creature, as he
used to do with his rose. It watched himlooked into his eyes-and its breathing
evened out.
The druid-wizard felt a pang of envy and
stood.
"We should go," she said. "The sooner it
settles into its new home, the better."
She yanked the creature after her and
turned to hike back down the mountain.
The man followed, admonishing her to
treat the creature gently.
She smiled fondly through her

annoyance. The man never failed to
amuse her with his concern about such
insignificant things.
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"So much darkness, darkness... can't see
and... light! But it's only more darkness!"
-Chever's last notes
"Do you think you can help it?" the man
asked one day. "Can you make it
whole?"
They had just rejoined the river the
druid-wizard had followed to the
mountains, and the man had grown
increasingly concerned about the beast's
welfare.

The druid-wizard affected an expression
of sorrow.
"I’ll try," she said.
She could make it whole, but that would
defeat her purpose.
"That's all I ask."
At long last they glimpsed Phlan. It was
just in time, by the man's reckoning. The
creature had eaten and drunk little and
appeared on the verge of starvation or
dehydration. Its eyes had grown glassy,
as if it found the world no longer worth
seeing.
"Is your home near this side of the city?"
the man asked.
Tart of it is," she said. Then she added,
"We only have to get through this
swamp."

They had been slogging through muck
that only loosely fit the definition of
land. Early on, the man had lost both
boots to the squelching mud. The druidwizard had removed her own boots long
before, to give her druid aspect a little
direct contact with the earth-before she
must sequester it once more to the
backwaters of her mind. The Plane of
Shadow felt near, so very near. She
wondered if the Shadovar were
preparing to bring their enclave over
even now.
The man and the druid-wizard finally
reached the sewer pipe. The druidwizard paused, gauging the man's
expression. He glanced around, mildly
interested in the new surroundings but

anxious to reach their destination. The
druid-wizard ducked into the pipe.
She glanced back at him. He looked
surprised but did not question her, even
when the smell of sewage rose to his
nostrils. Perhaps he thought she was
taking the back way to some sprawling
mansion.
When they reached the museum and she
stopped to deposit the new denizen into
an empty cage, realization dawned.
"This is it?" the man cried. "This is your
home? The sewers?"
"I couldn't bring myself to tell you
before: people don't take well to
magicians in this city," she lied. "I've
been forced underground."
"Why'd you lock them in cages like

this?" he continued, as though he had not
heard her. "You could give them better
treatment than this!" He gestured at a
random cage, then gasped as he
glimpsed the monstrosity inside. "What
is this? What's wrong with this turtle?"
It was a giant tortoise, but it had four
heads, spaced equally apart around the
rim of its shell. The heads, each one
independent of the others, could not
agree upon the direction in which to
travel. It must have managed
occasionally to drag itself to a bowl of
water near the front of its cage, or it
would not have survived in the wizard's
absence, but when the original head won
out and made for one of the four food
dishes in each corner of the cage, the

turtle could not reach the food, as the
dishes were enclosed behind wire mesh.
When the original head made for a
different bowl, a head on the side would
discover the last bowl and make for it
instead. The scene would have been
ludicrous had the turtle not been
straining so hard against itself, and for
so long, that a couple of its legs had
scraped themselves raw in its attempts
to gain ground.
"I'm trying to cure it," she answered. "I
found it like this-"
"Then why not bring its food to it?" The
man sprang to do just that but couldn't
find a door of any kind in the bars.
"Open it!" he commanded.
She did so with a gesture, bemused. The

man tore the wire mesh from the food
dishes and slid them toward each of the
tortoise's four heads. The tortoise
choked down the morsels as the man
squatted near it, watching.
"I know you can fix this," the man said
over his shoulder. "I saw you turn an
entire woman into a cow. Why can't you
just wave away three of this turtle's . . . f
He stopped. "Unless you did this to it,"
he whispered. He looked at her. "You
didn't find the turtle like this, did you? It
was fine when you found it, wasn't it?
You took it..."
The druid-wizard didn't like the way this
was going. The tortoise was nothing
compared to some of her other tenants.
She must keep him from seeing the

others.
"I did what it's my nature to do," she
finished for him, coaxing him to her
chambers, holding his eyes with hers.
"Surely you knew on some level. The
things that give me joy-they aren't joyous
things, but I can't help that they bring me
joy."
"How could you ... ? Never mind. What
did you really plan to do with the
creature we captured? No, never mind
that, either."
He paused to think. They had entered her
bedchamber, and she eased him down
into a chair.
"After your trick with the peddler, I
thought . . ." He trailed off. "But this ..."
She let him mull things over without

interruption.
After a few moments, he said, "I guess
maybe I did know on some level. Maybe
that's one of the things that attracted me
to you, but that doesn't mean I accept it! I
mean, I can find joy in trees, birds, and
flowers . . . Why can't you?"
He had meant the question rhetorically,
but she answered anyway. "Because I
can't deny what I am."
"But why resign yourself like that?
Somehow you had to become what you
are. You only need to backtrack to the
point where things went wrong ..."
She turned his face gently toward her.
His eyes ceased wandering about the
room and focused on hers.
"It doesn't work that way," she said

tenderly.
He looked back into her eyes fully for a
moment then wrenched his face from her
grasp.
"I have to go," he choked.
He stumbled from the room.
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"It's inside the walls. It's behind every
door until you open it. It's under
everything, but, if you look inside
everything, you can't see it, because
you're always seeing it."
-Chever's last notes
The man fled whence he had come, his
vision bleared by tears. When he passed

the corridor of horrors, the faces all
seemed to rise up in myriad yawning
grimaces, crying and moaning, and
sometimes screaming.
But the imprisoned creatures made no
sound. Those sounds came from him.
He found himself back outside, pant legs
splattered in sewage, the light of an
overcast afternoon searing his dilated
eyes. He jogged blindly, heedless of
swamp mud and brambles, until he found
himself in a small clearing. The clearing
was dead. No water softened its ground,
stagnant or otherwise. No grass grew.
No swamp insects buzzed. Overhead,
where branches protruded, green leaves
gave way to bare, dead limbs, almost as
if someone had drawn a line: life on one

side, death on the other. The man found
the absence of all life-all magiccomforting. He sat cross-legged at the
edge of the clearing and let the nothing
embrace him, soothe him. The emptiness
would be complete if only ...
He removed his backpack, which he had
hoped to remove in a roomy suite in the
wizard's nonexistent house. It carried his
two treasures. He pulled out Chever's
notes, traced the lines of the handwriting
with his fingers, then crumpled them and
sent them flying. A breeze lifted them,
and a couple of pages caught on tree
branches. A thin rain had begun to fall, it
would mold that parchment to the trees
soon enough.
It felt good to be rid of the magic, he

hated it now. Magic meant lies and
betrayal. Magic meant loving, then
finding that you love a stranger, then
discovering that you cannot stop loving
even when nothing of the illusion
remains.
He touched the rose, whose petals had
begun to collect raindrops. It was
crying-no. It was only a flower that had
collected a little rain. With a tortured
cry, he hurled it, too, as far as he could
throw it, then broke into wracking sobs.
*****
In her den, the druid-wizard looked up,
sensing something amiss. The notes . . . ?
She closed her eyes and focused upon
them. She saw the swamp . . . the man,

weeping and trudging back toward the
sewer . . . the notes sagging in a drizzle
in a clearing he had left behind! She
immediately teleported to the clearing
and gathered the notes under her robe.
As easy as that, they were hers.
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"We make it little by little, until it's too
big and overwhelms ... us... then goes
away aging."
-Chever's last notes
As the druid-wizard dabbed the notes
dry while waiting for the man's return,
she could not help but consider his
misery. In spite of herself, she wanted to

alleviate it. How to accomplish that?
Well, what had he loved before she had
come along? His rose. Chever's notes.
Those were all. The rose was gone,
broken in the swamp, its crime its failure
to convince the man that it was more
than what it seemed. The notes, though ...
Perhaps if the man had the time to study
them more, he would find the answers he
sought, the answers he had felt were just
beyond his reach back when he first
showed her the notes at his cabin.
Maybe she didn't need the notes for her
own purposes just yet. Maybe she would
have him study them a while longer. In
fact, if he reached a breakthrough, that
knowledge might prove invaluable to the
Shadovar, put the citizens of Shade

Enclave in the druid-wizard's debt.
Yes....
She couldn't wait long, though. During
the last few days, she had begun to hear
the Shadovar's call, and it grew louder
with each day.
When the man returned, he first paused
at the cage of the creature they had
brought back from the Deserts-mouth
Mountains. He held his hand up to the
bars, and the creature mirrored the
gesture. Their gazes locked for a
moment, then the man tore his away and
made his way to the woman's chambers.
She looked up when he entered, and he
nodded as though nothing had happened
indeed, as though he had been entering
just this way for many years, coming

home after a hard day's work. She
seemed a little damp, as if she had been
out in a mist or sweating over a difficult
spell.
She reached out her hand, and in it were
Chever's notes. "You shouldn't leave
such valuable things lying around," she
said.
A few days ago, he might have railed at
her, accused her of spying. Instead he
just stared dully, waiting for her
direction.
"You should keep studying these," she
continued. "They may help you find
completion."
Back in the world of magic and lies, he
could not refuse. He took the notes to the
nearest table and began to read over the

familiar words for the first time in what
seemed like months. The woman left him
to his thoughts.
*****
When the druid-wizard peeked in later,
she thought that perhaps the intermission
had done the man good. He was poring
over the notes avidly, as though he had
never thrown them away.
The days passed.
The druid-wizard rarely went out. She
had skipped the last few archwizard
moots.
The man ventured out to obtain food or
to wipe his mind clean in one dead
clearing or another. Each time he
returned, he paused at the same

creature's cage, took what silent wisdom
he could glean from it, and pushed on.
The man did not know of the floating
city. The druid-wizard would not stand
for him to accompany her to it. She had
watched him grow paler each day,
watched his hair turn grayer and lose its
luster, watched the dark circles grow
under his eyes and his shoulders slump.
He would not live long in the darkest
catacombs of the city of darkness.
But she would not allow him to live
without her, either.
*****
One windy, magic-strewn evening, the
woman approached the man.

"I have something to show you," she
said.
She clasped his wrist, and they
teleported to the edge of a cliff.
Stars sang their distant song, and the
waxing moon was bright. The man stood
at the edge, cloak whipping about him.
He could feel her presence slightly
behind him, possibly she had taken on
her wolf form, which had become a
familiar event to him. When he turned,
she was human.
"Why did you bring me here?"
"Have you by chance made any
breakthroughs with Chever's notes?"
"What? . . . Oh. No, nothing significant.
Why do you ask?"
"No reason." She sighed and moved up

beside him. "I wanted to show you that,
because of you, I can take joy in more
than pain. The stars ..."
She gestured, then turned to him.
"I was a druid once, you know. I still
am, in many ways, but I'm a wizard
more. When I was only a druid, I loved
the stars, but they didn't give me joy as
they do now. It's a gift 111 treasure."
She flowed to him, and she kissed him
long and hard.
The kiss tasted like poison, and the man
quailed, sensing his life spinning out of
his control. He broke the kiss with a
small cry.
The woman held him at arm's length for
a moment, looking into his eyes.
And she was gone.

The man's heart wrenched, grieved and
painful. Power left him-something
sucked it out. Loss overwhelmed his
senses, and he fell to the ground.
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"And that's how... we... it... all makes
sense. I mean, how-we make sense with
the things we see. So it really does make
sense when you look at it that way."
-Chever's last notes
The man awoke on the cliff top and
picked his long way back to the sewers
in a daze. The sewers had become home
to him so easily....
In the days that followed, the woman did

not return. Perhaps her evil deeds had
finally caught up with her, or perhaps
she had found a more suitable mate. The
man made some perfunctory inquires
about her in the town, but rarely did
anyone know of her. Those who had
heard of her grimaced as at a bad taste
and would not speak to him. She had
wanted to leave, in any case, and who
was he to come upon her unwanted? He
thought of the peddler-turned-cow and
shuddered.
Days poured one into the next with
nothing to distinguish them from those
gone before or those come after, except
that, on some days, he imagined he could
sense the woman from whatever place
she had gone to. What was he to do

now?
He could not open the cages of her
museum, since only magic could open
them. Rather than leave the prisoners to
wither, he slipped all but the newest
member of their congregation poison
purchased from a street vendor with
gold coins he had found in one of the
woman's robes. He told himself it was
mercy-killing.
He attended to the newest creature's
needs better than he attended to his own.
He took violently ill, leaving trails of
coughed-up blood on the cold floors.
His disinterest in his own life might be
conspiring to bring about his demise, or
perhaps something in her final kiss....
As the lackluster days continued to drag,

the stench of the dead in their cells grew
thick, until the man thought sometimes
that he must have fallen into the Nine
Hells in error, the sole living being
among the Hordes. Only his creature
companion kept him from being aloneand one day it, too, died.
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"When truth comes, knowledge leaves.
Truth is big."
-Chever's last notes
The day the last creature died, the man
climbed from the sewers into the city.
Twice along the way, he encountered
sickly plants that seemed to move of

their own accord. He wondered whether
they were endowed with sentience as he
had once thought his rose was, or if they
had once been people who had found
themselves on the wrong end of a
wizard's spell.
He wandered into a tavern, oblivious of
the wrinkled noses and the patrons who
got up to move or leave when he sat near
them. He stared blankly into a mug of
mead for a while, and, following sudden
dizziness, the world became blank and
utterly white.
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". . . go now. Can't keep holding to this .
. . keeping, I mean, to ... together."

-Chever's last notes
When he came to-when the white
dimmed to the colors of earth-the man
lay curled up in swamp mud. The first
thing he saw was the rose-a
hallucination. An illusion.
He reached out, palm up. The illusion's
head rested softly upon his fingers. He
wept.
When the tears ceased, the rose was still
there.
He felt something hard beneath his ribs,
lodged in the mud, and shifted to push it
aside. A rock. A light touch brushed his
cheek. When he had shifted, he had come
nearer to the rose, and now it touched its
face to his.

He pushed himself to a sitting position
and cupped the bloom between his
palms. It had taken root at a slant, it had
fallen on its side when he had thrust it
from himself in a time that seemed so
long ago. Its stem had curved to enable it
to capture what rays of sun it could
through the swamp's mossy ceiling.
He gradually became aware of his
hands, something about them had nagged
at the back of his mind ever since he had
awakened.
There: they had begun to rot. He felt no
pain, and yet the skin hung from them in
tatters. He thought he could see the bone
of one of his knuckles.
So this was it. The woman had given
him a disease as her parting gift, and he

would die soon.
It had been worth it.
Now he would remain here. He would
not leave his rose again.
Time passed. He did not count cycles of
light and dark. Sometimes he lay on his
back and stared through the moss and
branches at the sky. At night, he saw the
stars and thought of his love on their last
night together. During the day, he
imagined that certain strands of the
whitish green moss overhead might be
the remnants of Chever's notes, caught
and molded to the trees in the rain. But
no-the woman had brought them back
after he had tossed them away.
Why had she done it? Why had she come
to his house, lied, stolen his heart,

brought him to the sewers, infected him
with rot?
His only regret was that he had never
reached an epiphany over Chever's
notes. He thought longingly of the table
in the sewers where he kept them, where
they doubtless rested even now. Or ...
did they?
He strained to see into the blur of days
between her disappearance and the
present. And . . . yes, the image came:
himself, standing over a table empty of
all but a stump of a candle, frowning
slightly, thinking vaguely that something
was missing but not caring enough to
think on it further.
An empty table. No notes.
She had taken them.

Of course. It made sense. What else of
value had he to offer her? He had
nothing special, no powers or insights.
His rose was valuable only to him, but
Chever's notes.. . .
He could imagine those would be
valuable to many of the woman's kind.
He had been so caught up in his little
world of garden, studies, and mountain
cabin that he had failed to think beyond
it. This was the price of that failure. To
ensure he would not come after his
treasure ... a poison kiss.
But why had she not taken the notes
sooner? He would never know. Perhaps
he had been the one brief flash of light in
her otherwise dark existence, her chance
to know love before losing her life to

whatever pit dark wizards swarmed in.
Perhaps, having known love, someday
she might also know remorse, penance . .
. and, somewhere beyond that, peace.
Yes ... that's what he would believe.
He had propped himself up on one
elbow, and now he let his head fall back
to his pillow of mud. Leeches clung to
his face, and he smiled. Now the end
would come.
That Curious Sword
R.A. Salvatore
The Year of the Shield (1367DR)
"It is not so different from Calimport,"
Artemis Entreri insisted, somewhat
stubbornly.
Across the table from him, Jarlaxle

merely chuckled.
"And you call my people xenophobic,"
the dark elf replied. "At least we are not
so racist toward others of our own
species!"
"You talk the part of the fool."
"I talked my way into the city, did I not?"
Jarlaxle replied with that mischievous
grin of his.
It was true enough. He and Entreri had
come north and east, to the region known
as the Bloodstone Lands. There, word
had it, adventurers could do a fine
business in goblin ears and the like,
taken from the wild lands of Vaasa to the
north of the kingdom of Damara and this
city, Damara's capital, Heliogabalus.
Liberally invoking the name of Gareth

Dragonsbane, and reminding the city
guards that the Paladin King of Damara
was a man known for tolerance and
understanding, a man known for judging
all people by their actions and not their
heritage, the dark elf had convinced the
city's stern protectors to allow him entry.
They had agreed mostly because Jarlaxle
was like no other dark elf they had ever
heard of-and none of them had ever seen
one. Outrageously dressed with a
flamboyant wide-brimmed hat capped by
a huge purple feather, a flowing capeblue on the day he had entered the city,
since turned red-an eye patch that daily
changed from eye to eye, and with no
apparent weapons, the drow seemed
more a conversation piece than any

threat to the security of the great city.
They had let him and Entreri, with his
magnificent sword and jeweled dagger,
enter the city but had promised to watch
over them carefully.
After a couple of hours, the assassin and
the drow knew that promise was one the
lazy guards didn't intend to keep.
"You're taking far too long!" Entreri
yelled across the somewhat crowded
tavern, at the hapless waitress who had
taken their order for drinks and food.
They knew she was in no hurry to return
to them, for she had been trembling
visibly at the sight of a drow elf all the
time she was trying to concentrate on
their words.
The woman blanched and started toward

the bar, then turned around, then turned
around again, as if she didn't know what
to do. At a nearby table, a pair of men
looked from her to Entreri, their
expressions sour.
The assassin sat calmly, almost hoping
that the pair would make a move. He
was in an especially foul mood over the
last couple of months, ever since he and
Jarlaxle had destroyed the Crystal
Shard. The road had been boring and
uneventful, even with his flamboyant
companion, and Jarlaxle's plan to come
to the Bloodstone Lands to make a
reputation and some coin by killing
goblins and other monsters sounded
more to Entreri like a job for his former
arch-nemesis Drizzt and his "gallant"

friends.
Still, Entreri had to admit that their
options were a bit limited, since
Calimport was shut off to them and
they'd have a hard time truly establishing
themselves in the bowery of any other
city.
"You've flustered her," Jarlaxle
remarked.
Entreri just shrugged.
"You know, my friend, there is a saying
among the drow nobles that if someone
treats you well but is wicked to the
peasants, then he is truly a wicked
person. Now, in my society, that is a
compliment, but here?"
Entreri sat back and lifted the front of his
round, thin-brimmed hat-Jarlaxle called

it a "bolero"-high above his eyes, so that
the drow could clearly see his stare,
could see the skepticism in his dark
eyes.
"Do not pretend you don't care," Jarlaxle
said against that smirk.
"Now my conscience is a dark elf?"
Entreri asked incredulously. "How low
must I have sunk."
"Artemis Entreri is a better man than to
whip a serving girl," was all Jarlaxle
said, pointedly turning away.
With a frustrated growl, Entreri shoved
back from the table and started across
the room, his small form moving silently
and gracefully, almost as if he was
floating across the room, heading for the
serving girl. He passed the table with the

two loud onlookers, and one of them
started to stand as if to block the way,
but a look from Entreri, so cold and
strong, was enough to alter that plan.
"You," Entreri called to the girl.
She stopped, and everything in the place
seemed to come to a complete halt, all
conversations ending abruptly.
Well, except for the knowing chuckle
from a peculiar looking dark elf at the
back of the room.
The serving girl slowly turned to watch
Entreri's approach. He moved right up to
her and fell to one knee. "I beg your
pardon, good lady," he apologized. He
held out his hand and dropped a few
gold coins onto her tray.
The young woman stared at him in

disbelief. Entreri came up from his bow
to stand before her. "I expect that you've
forgotten what we ordered," he said,
"which is understandable, given the . . ."
He paused and glanced back at Jarlaxle,
then finished,"... unusual look of my
friend. I will tell you our preferences
again, and with my apologies for not
seeing your dilemma earlier."
All around him, the patrons went back to
their private conversations. The waitress
beamed a great smile, obviously
relieved.
Entreri started to go on, to ask her
forgiveness, but he couldn't quite bring
himself to do that.
"My thanks," he said, and he reiterated
the order, then turned back and rejoined

Jarlaxle.
"Wonderful!" the dark elf said. "I do
believe that I will have you in a
paladin's order within a year!"
Entreri narrowed his dark eyes to which
Jarlaxle only laughed.
"Thinked I was gonna have to kick yer
arse outta here," came a voice from the
side.
The companions turned to see the
innkeeper, a burly older man who
looked like a good portion of his chest
had slipped to his belly. Still, the large
man held an imposing aura about him.
Before either of them could take his
words as a threat or an insult, though, the
man widened a crooked, gap-toothed
smile at them.

"Was glad ye made me girl, Kitzy,
happy." He pulled out a chair, reversed
it, then straddled it, placing his huge
elbows on the table and leaning forward.
"So what's bringing a pair like you to
Heliogabalus?"
"I just wanted to see a city that could
boast of such a stupid name," Entreri
quipped, and the innkeeper howled and
slapped his thigh.
"We have heard that there is fame and
fortune to be made in this country,"
Jarlaxle said in all seriousness, "for
those strong enough and cunning enough
to find it."
"And that'd be yerself?"
"Some might think so," the dark elf
replied, and he gave a shrug. "As you

can imagine, it is not easy for one of my
heritage to gain acceptance. Perhaps this
is an opportunity worth investigating."
"A hero drow?"
"You have, perhaps, heard of Drizzt
Do'Urden?" Jarlaxle asked.
Once before, he had tried to use that
name for himself, to impress some
farmers who, it turned out, had never
heard of the unusual drow warrior of
Icewind Dale.
Entreri watched his friend's performance
with budding anger, recognizing the ploy
for what it was. Jarlaxle had been
frustrated with his inability to
impersonate Drizzt, or at least, with the
lack of gain he would derive from
impersonating someone that no one had

ever heard of, but perhaps if this man
knew of Drizzt, Jarlaxle could assume
the identity anew, and begin this phase
of his journey a bit higher on the feeding
chain of Heliogabalus.
"Drizzit Dudden?" the man echoed
badly, scratching his head. "Nope, can't
say that I have. He another drow?"
"Another corpse," Entreri put in, and he
shot Jarlaxle a glare, not appreciating
that Jarlaxle kept bringing up that one's
name.
Artemis Entreri was done with Drizzt.
He had beaten the drow in their last
encounter-with help from a dark elf
psionicist-but more importantly than
killing Drizzt, Entreri had exorcised the
demon within himself, the need to ever

deal with that one again.
"It does not matter," Jarlaxle said,
apparently catching the cue and bringing
the conversation back in place.
"So ye're here to make a name for
yerselfs, eh? I expect ye'll be headin' up
Vaasa way."
"I expect that you ask too many
questions," said Entreri, and Jarlaxle
tossed him another scowl.
"You do seem rather inquisitive," the
drow added, mostly to downplay
Entreri's tone.
"Well that's me business," the innkeeper
replied. "Folks'!! be askin' me about the
strange pair that came through."
"Strange?" Entreri asked.
"Ye got a drow elf with ye."

"True enough."
"So if ye're tellin' me yer tale, then ye're
really saving yerselfs some trouble," the
innkeeper went on.
"The town herald," Jarlaxle said dryly.
That's me business."
"Well, it is as we have already told
you," the dark elf replied. He stood up
and offered a polite bow. "I am Jarlaxle,
and this is my friend, Artemis Entreri."
As the innkeeper replied with the
customary "Well met," Entreri put
another frown on and glowered at the
dark elf, hardly believing that Jarlaxle
had just given out their names. The
innkeeper offered his name in reply,
which Entreri didn't bother to catch, then
began telling them a few tales about men

who had gone up to fight in Vaasa,
which interested Entreri even less. Then,
after a call from the bar area, the man
excused himself and walked away.
"What?" Jarlaxle asked against Entreri's
frown.
"You are so willing to give out our
identities?" "Why would I not be?"
Entreri's expression showed clearly that
the reasons should be obvious.
"There is nobody chasing us, my friend.
We haven't earned the anger of the
authorities-not in this region, at least.
Were you not known in Calimport as
Artemis Entreri? Do not be ashamed of
your name!"
Entreri just shook his head, sat back, and
took a sip of his wine. This whole

adventure on the road was too out of
place for him still.
Some time later, the inn clearing out of
the nightly patrons, the innkeeper ambled
back over to the pair.
"So, when're ye off to Vaasa?" he asked.
Entreri and Jarlaxle exchanged knowing
looks-the way the man had spoken the
words showed it to be a leading
question.
"Soon, I would expect," Jarlaxle replied,
nibbling at the bait. "Our funds are
running low."
"Ah, ye're lookin' for work already,"
said the innkeeper. "Killin' goblins only?
Well, goblins and orcs, I mean? Or are
ye in the game for more subtle forms?"
"You presume much," said Entreri.

"True enough, but ye're not tellin' me that
ye're fighters of the open road, now are
ye?"
"Would you like to see?" Entreri
offered.
"Oh, I'm not doubtin' ye!" the man said
with a broad grin. He held his huge
paws up before him, warding the
dangerous man away. "But ye look like a
pair who might be doing better work for
better pay, if ye get me meaning."
"And if we do not?"
The innkeeper looked at Entreri
curiously.
"If we do not get your meaning," Jarlaxle
explained.
"Ah, well, there're plenty of jobs about
Heliogabalus," the innkeeper explained.

"For the right crew, I mean. The
authorities are all up at the wall in
Vaasa, fighting monsters, but that leaves
many citizens wronged back here in
town with nowhere to turn."
Entreri didn't even try to hide his smirk,
and in truth, just hearing the man ramble
on made him feel a bit more at home.
Heliogabalus, after all, wasn't so
different from
Calimport, where the laws of the land
and the laws of the street were two very
different codes. He could hardly believe
that he and Jarlaxle had been sought out
so quickly, though, with no reputation
preceding them, but he didn't think too
much about it. Likely, most of the
fighters of the region were away in the

north, along with most of those who had
made their living by keeping order on
the street, as well, whatever order that
might be.
"And you know of these jobs?" Jarlaxle
asked the man.
"Well, that's me business!" said the
innkeeper. "In truth, Fm a bit short o'
help right now, and I got a friend askin'
me to hire out a job."
"And what makes you think that we are
capable of such a job?" Jarlaxle asked.
"When ye been doin' this as long as ol'
Feepun here, ye get to know the look,"
he explained. "I watch the way ye walk.
I see the way ye lift yer drinks, the way
that one's eyes keep movin' side-to-side,
watchin' everything about him. Oh, I'm

guessin' that the work I have for ye, if ye
want it, will be far beneath yer true
talents, but it's a place to start." He
paused and looked hopefully at the pair.
"Well, pray tell us of this job," Jarlaxle
prompted after a lengthy pause. "Nothing
against the law of the land, you
understand," he added, a typical and
expected disclaimer that any selfrespecting thief or assassin would be
quick to add.
"Oh, no, not that," Feepun said with a
laugh. "A bit of justice sorted out, that's
all."
Jarlaxle and Entreri exchanged knowing
smirks-that was the common disclaimer
response, usually meaning that someone
either deserved to die, or to be robbed.

"Got me a friend who's lookin' to get an
idol back," the innkeeper explained,
leaning in and whispering. "He's paying
good, too. Hundred gold pieces for one
night's work. Ye up for it?"
"Keep talking," said Jarlaxle.

"Seems he's had a dispute over a little
statue. Got stolen by a guy near here. He
wants it back."
"How do you know that we are capable
of doing this?" Entreri asked.
"Telled ye I knowed how to read me
guests. I think ye can. Shouldn't be too
hard a job, though this thief, Rorli, is a
nasty one."
"Perhaps a hundred is not enough, then,"
Jarlaxle put in.
The innkeeper shrugged. "Said he'd give
a hundred. Seems like a fair price to me.
I can ask-"
"First tell us the particulars," Entreri
interrupted. "We have much to do and
need to buy supplies for the road north."
The innkeeper grinned and leaned in

even closer, detailing all he knew of
Rorli, including the location of the man's
apartment, which was not far away.
Then, on the request of Jarlaxle and
Entreri, the innkeeper left them alone for
a bit.
"It might be fun," Jarlaxle said when he
and his friend were alone.
"Might get us killed or get Rorli killed."
The dark elf shrugged, as if that hardly
mattered. "A hundred gold is a pittance,"
he said, "but so begins a reputation that
might suit us well, perhaps."
"Give me a hundred gold now, so I might
buy the items I'll need for the work,"
Entreri said.
Grinning widely, Jarlaxle reached into a
tiny pouch and pulled forth some coins,

then some more and some more-more
than the purse could possibly hold,
except that it contained an extradimensional pocket within- until Entreri
had closer to two hundred.
"And we're doing this for a hundred?"
the assassin asked skeptically.
"The things you buy will be reusable,
yes?"
"Yes."
"An investment, then."
It occurred to Entreri that his companion
was enjoying this a bit too much. He
knew that usually meant trouble.
Still, he shrugged and motioned for the
innkeeper to come back.
*****

Deftly working his housebreaker harness
and the ropes he had set with a grapnel
on the building's roof, Entreri scaled the
two-story structure, setting himself at the
ledge of the second story window that he
knew from observation to be Rorli's
bedroom. A quick check had him
confident that there were no pressure
traps on this side of the glass.
In perfect balance and with amazing
dexterity, the thief pulled forth his other
newly-acquired tools, pressing a suction
cup delicately against the center of the
glass, then attached a swivel arm, with
its diamond-tipped glass cutter. He
traced a perfect circle and tugged lightly,
though the cut piece didn't immediately

pull free.
Jarlaxle calmly levitated up beside him.
"An interesting contraption for one who
cannot levitate," the dark elf said,
indicating the harness.
"I make do," Entreri replied.
"But such a waste of money for the
darksuit," the drow went on, shaking his
head and sighing. "The cloak I gave you
is far more effective, and the hat even
more than that."
Entreri knew he shouldn't be surprised
by anything Jarlaxle said concerning
magic items, and he had been fairly
convinced that the cloak he wore was
some improved version of the
concealing drow piwafwi. The remark
about the hat, though, had him

completely off-guard.
The hat?" he asked. He brought his free
hand up to the short and stiff brim of his
bolero.
Tip it down and to the left with your left
hand and it will shield you from prying
eyes."
Entreri did as the drow instructed and an
immediate chill washed over him,
bringing a shudder.
There," Jarlaxle announced. "When you
feel warm again, just tip the hat."
"I feel like a corpse."
"Better to feel like one than to be one."
Entreri tipped his hat in agreement, and
shuddered again, then went back to his
work on the window, this time popping
the cut circle of glass free.

Tight fit," Jarlaxle said dryly.
The assassin tossed him a smirk and
gingerly reached through the glass,
moving his hand slowly and gently, so
gently, about the pane in search of a trap.
"Seems like a lot of work," said
Jarlaxle.
He reached up to his huge hat and pulled
forth a small black piece of cloth. Seeing
it, Entreri just lowered his head and
sighed, for he knew what was coming.
Jarlaxle spun the cloth about and it
elongated, grew larger and larger. The
drow threw it against the wall, and the
whole area of the structure that the black
circle covered simply disappeared. The
typical portable hole, a rare and
valuable item, created an extra-

dimensional pocket, but as with most of
his items, Jarlaxle's device was far from
typical. Depending upon which side the
drow threw down, the portable hole
would either create the pocket, or simply
put a temporary hole in whatever surface
it had struck. Jarlaxle casually stepped
into the room and pulled his hole in
behind him, securing the wall once
more.
So flustered was Entreri that he almost
moved too quickly across the trapped
part of the window pane, feeling the
slight lump that indicated a pressure
trap.
Regaining his wits, the man's hand
worked with perfect movements, and in
seconds, he had the trap disarmed and

even opened, revealing a small needle,
no doubt poisoned.
He had it free and safely stuck through
his cuff in a few more seconds, then
finished his check of the window,
clicked the lock, and entered the room.
"At least I put the wall back," Jarlaxle
quipped, indicating the circle of glass in
Entreri's hand.
A flick of the assassin's wrist sent the
glass piece crashing to the floor.
"So much for secrecy," said Jarlaxle.
"Maybe I'm in the mood to kill
someone," Entreri replied, staring hard
at the frustrating dark elf.
Jarlaxle shrugged.
Entreri scanned the room. A door was
set in the wall across from the window,

in the corner to the left, with an open
closet beside it. Halfway down the wall
to the right of the window stood a chest
of drawers as high as Entreri's shoulder.
A bed and night table across from the
bureau completed the furnishings.
Entreri went for the chest of drawers as
Jarlaxle moved to the closet.
"Poor taste," he heard the dark elf say,
and turned to see Jarlaxle rifling through
the hanging clothes, most of them drab
and gray.
Entreri shook his head and pulled open
the bottom drawer, finding some linens,
and under them, a small pouch of coins,
which disappeared into his pocket. The
next drawer was much the same, and the
third one up held assorted toiletry items,

including a beautiful bone comb, its
handle made of pearl. He took that, too.
The top drawer held the most curious
items: a couple of jars of salves and a
trio of potion bottles, each filled with a
different colored liquid. Entreri nodded
knowingly, and looked back to the
window, then he shut the drawer and
moved along to check the bed.
"Ah, a secret compartment," Jarlaxle
said from the closet.
"Let me inspect it for traps."
"No need," said the dark elf.
He stepped back and produced a silver
whistle, hung about his neck on a chain.
Two short blows and there came a pop
and a flash as the secret compartment
magically opened.

"You have an answer for everything,"
Entreri remarked.
"Keeps me alive. Ah, yes, and look what
we have here."
A moment later, Jarlaxle walked out of
the closet carrying a small statuette, a
curious figurine of a muscular man, half
white, half black.
"Back to the inn and our reward?"
Jarlaxle asked.
In response, the statue began laughing at
him. "Doubtful you will be going
anywhere, Artemis Entreri!" it said, and
the fact that it was addressing Entreri
and not Jarlaxle tipped both off that the
speech had been preprogrammed, and
with foreknowledge of the assassin.
"Um ..." Entreri remarked.

The door to the room opened then, and
Jarlaxle fell back toward the window.
Entreri stayed to his left, over by the
bed. In stepped a muscular, dark-skinned
man dressed in long and ragged-edged
black robes, a many-crested helm on his
head. Behind him loomed a horde of
huge gray and black dogs, blending in
and out of the shadows in the hallway as
if they were made of the same indistinct
stuff as those patches of blackness.
Entreri felt a pull from his belt, from
Charon's Claw, his magnificent sword. It
didn't feel to him as if the sword was
relating its eagerness for battle, though,
as it usually did, but rather, almost as if
it was greeting an old friend.
"I take it you were expecting us,"

Jarlaxle calmly stated, and he presented
the statue as his proof.
"If you give it over without a struggle,
you may find us to be important allies,"
the large man said.
"Well, I am not endeared to it just yet,"
Jarlaxle replied with a grin. "We could
discuss price-"
"Not that worthless idol!"
"The sword," Entreri reasoned.
"And the gauntlet," the man confirmed.
Entreri scoffed at him. They are better
allies to me than you could ever be."
"Ah, yes, but are they as terrible foes as
we?"
"Us? We?" Jarlaxle cut in. "Who are
you? And I mean that in the plural sense,
not the singular."

Both the dark man and Entreri looked at
the drow curiously.
"The sword your friend carries does not
belong to him," the dark man said to
Jarlaxle.
The drow looked to Entreri and asked,
"Did you kill the former owner?"
"What do you think?"
Jarlaxle nodded and looked back to the
dark man. "It is his."
"It is Netherese!"
Entreri didn't quite know what that
meant, but when he looked to Jarlaxle
and saw the drow's eyes opened very
wide, as wide as they had been when the
pair had encountered the dragon to
destroy the Crystal Shard, he knew that
there might be a bit of trouble.

"Netherese?" the drow echoed. "A
people long gone."
"A people soon to be returned," the dark
man assured him. "A people seeking
their former glory, and their former
possessions."
"Well, there is the best news the world
has heard in a millennium," Jarlaxle said
sarcastically, to which the dark man only
laughed.
"I have been sent to retrieve the sword,"
he explained. "I could have killed you
outright and without question, but it
occurred to me that two companions
such as yourselves might prove to be
very valuable allies to Sh-my people, as
we shall be to you."
"How valuable?" asked Jarlaxle,

obviously intrigued.
"And if I ally with you, then I get to keep
the sword?" Entreri asked.
"No," the dark man answered Entreri.
"Then no," Entreri answered back.
"Let us not be hasty," said the dealmaker drow.
"Seems pretty simple to me," said
Entreri.
"Then to me, as well," said the dark
man. "The hard way, then. As you wish!"
As he finished, he stepped aside, and the
pack of great dogs charged into the
room, howling madly, their white teeth
gleaming in stark contrast against the
blackness of them.
Entreri fell into a crouch, ready to spring
aside, but Jarlaxle took matters under

control, tossing out before the dogs the
same portable hole he had used to enter
the room.
With howls turning to yelps, the beasts
disappeared through the floor, tumbling
to the room below. Jarlaxle bent
immediately and scooped up the hole,
sealing the floor above them.
"I have to get one of those," Entreri
remarked.
"If you do, don't jump into mine with it,"
said Jarlaxle.
Entreri fixed him with a puzzled
expression.
"Rift .. . astral . . . you don't want to
know," Jarlaxle assured him.
"Right. Now, where does that leave us?"
the assassin

"It leaves you with an enemy you do not
understand!" the dark man replied.
He laughed and moved to the side,
disappearing so quickly, so completely
into the shadows that it seemed a trick of
the eyes to Entreri. Still, the assassin did
manage to flick his fingers and knew his
tiny missile had struck home when he
heard a slight chirp from the man.
"You favor the darkness, drow?" the
dark man asked, and as he finished, the
room went perfectly black.
"I do!" Jarlaxle responded, and he blew
on the whistle again: a short burst, a long
one, and another short one. Entreri heard
the door slam.
It was all happening quickly, and purely
on instinct, the assassin drew out his

sword and his jeweled dagger and
moved protectively back against the bed.
He tipped his cap again, though he
understood this to be magical darkness,
impenetrable even by those who had the
ability to see in the dark. It was fortunate
he did, though, for right after the chill
enshrouded his body, he felt the sudden
intense heat of a fireball filling the room.
He was down and under the bed in an
instant, then came out the other side as
the burning mattress collapsed. "Caster!"
he yelled.
"Seriously?" came Jarlaxle's sarcastic
reply. "Seriously," came the dark man's
cry. "And I fear not your little stings!"
"Really?" Entreri asked him, and he was
moving as he spoke, trying hard not to

give the dark man any definitive target.
"Even from the needle off your own
window tr-?"
His last word was cut short, though, as
complete silence engulfed the room.
Profound, magical silence that quieted
even the yelping and howling dogs
below. Entreri knew that it was
Jarlaxle's doing, the drow's standard
opening salvo against dangerous magicusers. Without the ability to use verbal
components, a wizard's repertoire was
severely limited.
But now Entreri had to worry about
himself, for his magical sword began a
sudden assault upon his sensibilities,
compelling him to turn the blade back on
himself and take his own life. He had

already fought this struggle of wills with
the stubborn weapon, but with an
apparent representative of its creators
nearby, the sword seemed even angrier.
The assassin wore the gauntlet, which
minimized the effect the sword could
have on him, and he was able to hold the
upper hand-somewhat. For he also had
to keep exact track of where he was in
the room. He had one good shot because
of his previous actions and words, he
knew, and to miss the opportunity would
make this situation even more dangerous.
He aligned himself with the heat
emanating from the bed, turned in the
direction he guessed to be perfectly
perpendicular to the window, then took
three definitive strides across the room,

finally sheathing the stubborn sword as
he went.
He struck once, he struck fast, and he
struck true, right into the back of the dark
man, his vampiric, life-stealing jeweled
dagger diving in deep.
A strange feeling engulfed Entreri as the
dagger pumped forth the life-force of the
dying man, dizzying and disorienting. He
fell back, then stumbled silently to the
floor, and lay there for a long while.
Soon after, he heard the dogs barking
again from below.
"It's over," he announced, fearing that
Jarlaxle would drop another silence on
the room.
A moment later, the darkness lifted as
well. Lying on the floor, Entreri looked

straight up to see his dark elf companion
similarly lying on the ceiling, hands
tucked comfortably behind his head.
Entreri also noticed that the scarring on
the walls and ceiling ended in a bubble
about the drow, as if he had enacted
some shield that magic, or the fireball at
least, could not affect.
The assassin wasn't surprised.
"Well done," Jarlaxle congratulated,
floating down gently to the floor, as
Entreri stood and brushed himself off.
"Without sight or hearing, how did you
know he was there?"
Entreri looked over at the dead man. He
had pulled out the top drawer of the
dresser as he'd slumped to the floor, its
contents spilled about him.

"I told him I had hit him with the needle
from the window," the assassin
explained. "I guessed that one of those
bottles contained the antidote. He
wanted to use the cover of the darkness
and the silence to take care of that little
detail."
"Well done!" said Jarlaxle. "I knew
there was a reason I kept you around."
Entreri shook his head. "He wasn't lying
about the sword," he said. "It held an
affinity to him. I felt it clearly, for it
even tried to turn against me."
"A Netherese blade...." Jarlaxle mused.
He looked at Entreri, and his eyes
widened for just a moment, then a smile
spread across his face. "Tell me, how
does your sword feel about you now?"

Entreri shrugged and gingerly drew the
blade. He felt a definite closeness to it,
more so than ever before. He turned his
puzzled expression upon Jarlaxle.
"Perhaps it thinks of you as more akin to
its original makers now," the drow
explained. When Entreri gave him an
even more confused look, he added,
looking at the fallen enemy, "He was no
ordinary man."
"So I guessed."
"He was a shade-a creature infused with
the stuff of shadow."
Entreri shrugged, for that meant nothing
to him.
"And you killed him with your vampiric
dagger, yes?"
Entreri shrugged again, starting to get

worried, but Jarlaxle merely laughed
and produced a small mirror. Looking
into it, Entreri could see, even in the dim
light, that his normally brown skin had
taken on a bit of a gray pallor-nothing
too noticeable.
"You have infused yourself with a bit of
that essence," said the drow.
"What does that mean?" the alarmed
assassin asked.
"It means you've just become even better
at your craft, my friend," Jarlaxle said
with a laugh. "We will learn in time just
how much."
Entreri had to be satisfied with that, he
supposed, because there seemed nothing
further coming from his oft-cryptic
friend. He bent over and picked up the

discarded idol. This time it remained
silent.
"We should go and collect our money
from the innkeeper," he said.
"And?" the drow asked.
"And kill the dolt for setting us up."
"That might not go over well with the
Heliogabalus authorities," Jarlaxle
reasoned.
Entreri's answer was one so typical that
Jarlaxle silently mouthed the words
along with him.
"Then we won't tell anybody."
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Long rays of morning sun slanted through
Halruaa's ancient trees, reaching out like
tentative fingers to waken the rainsodden village. But Ashtarahh was
already long awake and bustling with
activity.
The summer monsoon season was over.
The village diviner decreed that
yesterday's storm would be the last.
Already the rice fields and brissberry
bogs were alive with harvesters, moving
barelegged through ankle deep water as
they sped their task with morning-glad
songs.
Mist clung to the fields and swirled
around the small buildings, pinned
between land and sky by the hot, dense
air and the swiftly climbing sun. No one

wondered how the moisture-laden skies
could absorb yesterday's rains, the
answer was in the lush Halruaan
landscape, and in particular the tall, thin
trees lining the forest's edge, swaying
dreamily to music only they could hear.
The vangi trees came with the first rains,
sprouting up overnight like verdant
mushrooms. They grew with incredible
speed-two or three handspans a day. By
the end of the monsoons, they were
ready for harvest. Several children,
agile as monkeys, shimmied up the
segmented trunks to pluck the fist-sized
purple fruit at the top. These they tossed
into the canvas sheet held taut and ready
by the four glum-faced, land-bound boys
who'd drawn short straws. Several

young men stood ready with machetes.
Once the fruit was taken, the trees would
be cut, dressed into lengths, and dragged
to the road. The village streets were
cobbled and the forest roads deeply
sheltered, but the path leading through
the fields was slow to harden. Each year
fresh rows of vangi trees were pressed
into the muck, forming a bumpy but
mostly dry path for market traffic.
This path ended between two shops: the
blacksmith and the wheelwright. Smoke
rose in billows from the heating forge,
and two apprentices busily rolled new
wheels into waiting racks. A trip down
the vangi corduroy road was a bonerattling gauntlet, and more than one of
the expected market carts would not

survive it unscathed. But visiting
merchants and artisans shrugged off
splintered wheels, unshod oxen, and
broken axles as the cost of doing
business in Ashtarahh.
The late summer market was especially
busy. Market stalls and tents rapidly
took shape under the hands of carpenters
and minor wizards. The owners of more
permanent shops folded back the
protective canvases, wielded brooms,
and set out their wares. The clack of
looms and the tart aroma of ripe cheeses
filled the air. Bright glass vials of
brissberry cordial stood in lines, looking
like enormous ruby necklaces. Lengths
of fine white linen gleamed in the
morning sun, and skeins of brightly dyed

yarn hung in arched windows in
deliberate imitation of rainbows. But the
most famous of Ashtarahh's crafts were
its cunningly woven tapestries. These
hung at every third stall, transforming the
market into a veritable gallery.
Villagers who were not otherwise
engaged strolled along the cobbles,
admiring the woven art. Most of the
tapestries
depicted
scenes
from
Halruaan history and legend. Skyships
were commonly depicted, as were the
magical creatures common to Halruaa:
the brilliantly colored, many-legged
crocodilians known as behirs, the
winged starsnakes, even the dreaded
laraken. Some of the tapestries depicted
famous and infamous wizards. Small

magical effects enlivened some of these
scenes, sending bursts of light arching
between spell-battling foes. A large
weaving of a quite-literally blazing
phoenix- the new standard of King
Zalathorm-drew admiring attention. The
biggest crowd, however, was the group
stealthily converging upon the southwest
corner of the square, where Ursault the
All-Seeing sat with his crooked, cast-off
loom.
Ursault was a thin, unassuming man of
indeterminate age. His long, rather
stringy locks had gone gray, and his face
was unmemorable but for his pale eyes-a
hazel more gray than green, an oddity in
a land of dark-eyed, black-haired
people. The title "All-Seeing" held

gentle mockery, though it was rumored
that it had once been spoken with
respect. Once, it was said, Ursault had
been a powerful diviner, one who saw
many possible paths with equal clarity.
But the vast and various potential of the
future was a burden too large to carry,
and Ursault had retreated to this sleepy
village, content to weave his confused
visions into tapestries no one wanted,
and only he could understand.
A band of boys wove through the stalls
as they crept toward the wizard, their
grins wide and white in small dirty
faces. Several of them scooped mud
from between the cobbles and readied
the first wave of attack.
The wizard looked up and smiled in

gentle welcome. No knowledge of the
coming mischief was written in his pale
eyes, but a small, ominous gray cloud
appeared directly over the head of the
band's leader, a stocky little urchin who
answered to Dammet.
The unwitting boy hauled back for the
throw. Instantly the cloud exploded into
a tiny, belated monsoon, drenching the
boy and sending his comrades skittering
away, hooting with delighted laughter.
Liquid mud dribbled between Dammet's
fingers as his weapon dissipated.
A second boy darted back and hurled his
mud ball with a deft, side-armed toss.
Ursault moved one hand in a vague little
gesture and the mud changed in midair to
a crystalline white. He caught the

snowball and tossed it back to the
urchin. The boy yelped with surprise and
tossed the ball from hand to hand,
marveling at the unfamiliar sting of cold.
"Taste it," Ursault suggested.
Uncertainty flooded the small face, but
the mixture of encouragement and
taunting from his friends decided the
matter. He took a tentative lick, and his
eyes rounded with delight.
"Mazganut cream," the boy announced
grandly.
He dodged several grasping hands then
darted off, his prize clutched
possessively. Two of the boys started to
give chase but abandoned the notion
after their first few steps. There was a
bigger game to be played, and their faces

were smug with anticipation.
Dammet pushed a smaller boy forwardan ungainly lad with an intense but
unfocused stare. Dammet flipped a lock
of wet black hair off his face and draped
an arm around the boy's tensely-hunched
shoulders.
"Here's my man Tad," he announced. He
leaned down to scoop up more mud,
which he slapped into the boy's hand.
"You might say he's skittish. If he kept
his mind stuck to one idea for more'n a
heartbeat, the shock of it would likely
kill him. And he can't throw worth goat
dung. There ain't no way you could know
where this mud ball's gonna hit."
Indeed, the wizard's face furrowed as he
contemplated the possibilities. An

expression of near panic seeped into his
pale eyes.
"Mebbe not, but you can figure out
where I'll hit sure enough," announced a
thin, nasal voice. A short, stout man
stepped out from behind the stall's
tumble-down wall, brandishing a vangi
switch. "Now git."
The boys got, scampering off with scant
regard for their less agile champion. Tad
stumbled after them, howling protests
against his abandonment.
Ursault glanced at his rescuer. Though
the wizard was seated upon a low stool,
he was eye to eye with the newcomer, a
man whose barrel-chested torso was
supported by uncommonly short, bandy
legs. He was about the height of a dwarf

but was most definitely not of that race.
His face was as beardless as a boy's
though he was well into adulthood.
There was no hint of any other race
about him to explain his stature-he
lacked the small frame and hairy feet of
Luiren's halflings, and the bulbous nose
and blue eyes common to gnomes. Yet
some wag had called him a Gnarfling-an
unlikely combination of all three racesand the name had stuck.
Something that for lack of a better name
could be called friendship had grown
between the two village misfits.
Gnarfling was the only person who
regularly sought out Ursault's company
and who actually seemed to enjoy the
old wizard's tales. He leaned in and

regarded the tangle of thread on the
wizard's loom. "What do you make of
this?" "Melody Sibar's peacock chicks,"
Ursault said, pointing to a matted blob of
gray thread. They'll hatch today or
perhaps tomorrow. At least, those that
intend to hatch at all."
"That ought to cover it."
Gnarfling uncorked a flask, which they
passed back and forth a couple of times.
He belched companionably and settled
down, preparing to enjoy the morning's
story-telling. His look of contentment
faded when he noted a stout woman
bustling purposefully toward them.
"Landbound skyship a'comin' under full
sail," he muttered.
The description was not far off. Vilma

was Dammet's mother, a cheery, chatty
woman who frequently-and justifiablylooked a bit flustered and windblown.
Wisps of black hair escaped her single
braid and her round face was rosycheeked from her morning's work. Like
her son, she was always busy, never
still. But unlike many of the villagers,
she made time to chat with Ursault now
and again, mostly because he was one of
the few people in Ashtarahh who
tolerated Dammet's pranks.
With a grateful sigh, the woman
shouldered off the straps that held a
basket of newly-harvested brissberries
to her back. The fruit was heavy,
covered with a thick rind and a nut-like
shell, and extracting the juice was a long

process. She unhooked a small cleaver
from her belt-a needed tool for the task
ahead-and began to smooth a whet stone
over it.
"What's coming to this little corner of
Zalathorm's realm, lord wizard?"
"A white dog," Ursault said mildly.
"Fearful doings," she said with a grin.
He nodded somberly. "That dog will be
the death of more than half the people in
a neighboring village."
A small brindle pup ambled by, not far
from the wizard's stall. Vilma gave a
good-natured chuckle. "That's Dammet's
mongrel pup, and the closest thing we
got to a white dog hereabouts. Not much
of a threat there."
"Not for several seasons, no, but then the

dog will wander far from the village and
mate with a renegade wolfwere. Their
offspring will have pure white fur and
look more dog than wolf. In human form,
she will be a comely maid."
Vilma responded with a thin smile. "My
man Tomas will enjoy this tale, that's for
sure and certain! His eye for a pretty girl
will be the death of him." She shook her
cleaver, an unconsciously lethal gesture.
"True enough, but his death will not
come at your hands," Ursault replied.
The woman's smile faded, and fear crept
into her eyes. When a wizard-even a
mad wizard-spoke of death, it was time
to start kindling the funeral pyres.
"Of course, if your boy Dammet
remembers to tie the brindle dog when

the harvest moon blooms full, the white
maid will never be. A lot of trouble that
will save." Ursault cocked his head, as
if listening to unseen voices. "But on the
other hand, a lot of trouble that will
cause. This same wolfwere maid could
bring doom to the floating city. A lot of
trouble that will save. On the other hand" He broke off with a grunt, momentarily
silenced by a sharp, warning nudge from
Gnarfling's elbow.
The woman's smile returned, edged with
both relief and pity. "Floating cities
now, is it? Here in Halruaa?"
Ursault shrugged. "Sometimes yes, and
sometimes no."
"That ought to cover it," Gnarfling said
meaningfully.

Vilma's gaze darted toward the short
man and moved quickly away. Her
tolerance did not quite embrace the odd
little man. Everyone in Ashtarahh knew
most everything about everyone else,
and found comfort in this universal lack
of privacy. But not even the most
imaginative gossip among them could
invent a story that could in satisfactory
fashion explain Gnarfling, or define his
purpose in coming to Ashtarahh. Vilma
had a limited imagination and a healthy
suspicion of anything than lay beyond its
bounds. She gave Ursault a tentative
smile, then hauled up her basket and took
off at a brisk pace.
Gnarfling reached for his flask and
gestured with it toward the loom. "What

else you see in there?"
A forlorn expression touched the
wizard's face. "Everything," he said
softly, his voice sad and infinitely
weary. "Everything."
The small man cleared his throat, uneasy
with his friend's pain. "Well, how about
you start a new weaving, and let's see
where it goes."
Ursault obligingly drew a small knife
and cut the tangle from his loom. He
made a complicated arcane gesture, and
a new set of vertical threads appeared
on the crooked frame. For a long moment
he studied the warp threads, as if
examining and
discarding many
possibilities. Finally he took up a shuttle
and began to layer in the weft.

His hands flashed with a wizard's
exquisite dexterity, adding a thread here
and a new color there. Before long a
pattern began to emerge. Glowing,
silvery threads connected in a fine web.
The fabric between this web, however,
remained a dark and indeterminate
color, deep as moon-cast shadows.
Gnarfling frowned in puzzlement as he
noted that Ursault was threading in some
mud-splattered crimson. Even this bright
color disappeared into the shadowy
gloom.
"What do you make of that?" he
demanded.
"That's the Weave," Ursault replied,
naming the web of magic that surrounded
and sustained all of Halruaa, and for all

Gnarfling knew, the rest of the world as
well. "At least, it's Ashtarahh's place in
the Weave."
Gnarfling leaned in and squinted. Sure
enough, he could make out the faint
outline of the village, as it might appear
to a soaring hawk, carved out of the
tightly packed web that represented the
jungle. Fainter, thinner silver threads
connected the fields and buildings, and
tiny glowing dots seemed to mill about
the open area-an uncanny representation
of the market square and the people who
readied it.
This was the first discernable picture
Gnarfling had ever seen on Ursault's
loom. For some reason that worried him.
So did the intense expression on the

wizard's face as he tossed colors
haphazardly into the pattern, only to have
them swallowed by the strange, shadowy
void that separated and defined the
silvery Weave.
In short order a small tapestry hung on
the loom. Ursault studied the weaving
intently, and Gnarfling studied Ursault.
"You see something, don't you?"
"Everything," the wizard responded
again in wondering tones. "Everything."
The response was familiar, but there
was a new note in his voice, something
that sent tiny fingers of cold dancing
down Gnarfling's spine.
After a moment, Ursault moved one hand
in a flowing circular pattern. The unseen
colors shifted, and a man's face took

form in a gap between the glowing silver
threads, a face depicted with precision
and clarity that the best of Ashtarahh's
weavers could not match.
The man was young and exceedingly
lean. His high, sharp cheekbones leaned
precariously over the deep hollows
below, and the thin black mustache on
his upper lip looked as tremulous and
impermanent as an alighting moth. His
face was exceedingly pale for a
Halruaan, and a sharp contrast to the
feverish brightness of his black eyes.
Trouble coming," muttered Gnarfling.
He was well acquainted with trouble
and plenty familiar with wizards-which,
to his way of thinking, was two ways of
saying the same thing. "When?"

In response, Ursault merely shifted his
gaze from the Iqom to the market square.
The square was filling rapidly. Visiting
merchants strolled along the paths,
eyeing the tapestries and sampling bits
of cheese. The trundle of carts over the
corduroy filled the air with a pleasant
rumble. Already two of these carts had
been hauled off the path to languish by
the wheelwright's shop, listing heavily
over shattered wheels. A young man
stood by one of them, arguing with the
apprentices
and
punctuating his
complaints with overly dramatic
gestures.
Gnarfling's eyes went straight to a thin
young man, narrowing as they took in the
too-familiar theatrics. The newcomer

didn't have the look of a merchant or
artisan. He was tall and thin, not much
past twenty summers, and obviously
possessed more money than sense. He
traveled alone on in an expensive
covered cart drawn by matched horses.
His emaciated form was draped with
fine robes of purple-trimmed black, and
jewels flashed on his gesticulating
hands. All of these things fairly
screamed "wizard."
Even without the trappings, there was an
intensity about the newcomer that
suggested magic, yet Gnarfling could
sense no hint of Mystra's Art about the
young man. His nose for such things was
as keen as any hound's- and more to the
point, as keen as any magehound's.

These instincts, and the permanent
disguise offered by his stunted form, had
kept him alive for over thirty winters.
Why then, he wondered, was he so
uneasy?
"He's looking for you," Ursault said, as
mildly and as matter-of-factly as if his
companion had spoken his question
aloud.
The small man shot to his feet as if he'd
just sat on a hedgehog. The sudden
movement seemed to draw the
newcomer's eyes. Recognition flared in
his strangely burning gaze, and for a
moment Gnarfling stared into the youth's
face like a hare mesmerized by a hawk.
Then, suddenly, the young man was
standing directly in front of Ursault's

stall.
Gnarfling blinked once in surprise, and a
few times more to adjust his vision. He
instinctively sniffed for the scent of
magic, but all he smelled on the
newcomer was the cumulative effect of
several days on the road: the faint odor
of wet cashmere, the musty stench of
dirty clothes, and a perfume that smelled
of dangerous herbs and pending
lightning-a scent no doubt meant to mask
the other, more mundane smells.
"I am Landish the Adept," the young man
announced grandly.
Gnarfling collected himself and folded
his stubby arms. "Good for you. Me, I
got no business with the outlandish or
the inept. You want I should ask around,

and see if someone else might?"
Pure fury simmered in the man's intense
gaze, a rage out of scale with the small
insult. "Are you certain you have no
business
with
me?"
he
said
meaningfully. "Absolutely certain? Tell
me jordain, what am I?"
A small sizzle of panic raced through
Gnarfling, quickly mastered. Surely this
revelation was nothing new to Ursault
the All-Seeing, and no one else was
close enough to hear the damning secret.
"What are you?" he echoed. "The back
end of an ox, so far as I can tell."
The man's eyes narrowed." 'Outlandish
and inept,'" he repeated. "A strange
choice of words for someone who
purports to be an itinerate field hand."

Gnarfling stared for a moment, then his
shoulders rose and fell in a profound
sigh.
"A magehound," he muttered. "And here
I'm thinking I'd outrun every thricedamned half-wizard busybody in
Zalathorm's realm. Well, even a slow
and stupid hound sometimes blunders
into a vhoricock's nest."
"A jordaini proverb," Landish said
smugly, clearly enjoying himself. "You
should guard your words more
carefully."
"Don't see what harm it could do at this
point. A magehound," Gnarfling repeated
in disgust.
No," stated Ursault.
There was a conviction in that single

word that dismissed all other
possibilities. Gnarfling sent a puzzled
look at the wizard and was astonished at
the simmering wrath in the old man's
usually vague, mild eyes.
"Mirabella," Ursault said grimly.
The small man's heart seemed to leap in
his chest like a breaching dolphin.
Mirabella was the woman who'd saved
an outcast jordaini babe, one whose
stunted form was deemed unsuitable for
the rigorous physical training given
Halruaa's warrior-sages. But there was
nothing wrong with his mind, and the
soft-hearted midwife charged with his
destruction knew enough of jordaini
ways to give him a bit of the training.
Enough to keep him aware and alive-

until now, at least.
Landish's gaze snapped to the wizard's
face and for a moment he looked deeply
troubled. His face cleared.
"Ah. A diviner, I suppose. You see the
results of my work, if not the actual
workings."
Tour work? What'd you do with
Mirabella?" roared Gnarfling.
He threw himself into a charge, his
stubby hands leaping like twin hounds
for the man's skinny throat.
Then he stopped, stunned by the white,
leprous growth that had appeared on his
short digits. As he stared, the small
finger on his left hand listed to one side,
then broke off entirely and fell to the
muddy ground.

"That," Landish said succinctly. "She
won't be missed. Just as you weren't
missed, until now-and won't be missed
after."
"Mirabella is not yet dead," Ursault said
as he rose to his feet. "She may not die.
The old speckled hen, the one destined
for the soup pot, is going to lay her first
egg since the last new moon. If she lays
it in the hencoop, Mirabella will die. If
the hen ventures into the gardens, a
tamed hunting kestrel will see her and
swoop. This will draw the eye of a
passing hunting party. They will follow
their hawk and find Mirabella. The
hunter has a terrible fear of the plague. If
he is the first to see the woman, he will
flee in panic and the others will follow,

never knowing what he saw. But if his
horse throws a shoe-there is a loose nail
and the shoe could be lost any time today
or tomorrow-his greenmage daughter
will be the first to find Mirabella. She
can mix the herbs and pray the spells that
will cure the woman. The herbs grow
near Mirabella's cottage. She may find
them, provided that-"
"Enough!" howled Landish, his dark
eyes enormous in his too-pale face.
"What madness is this?"
"He's mad, that's for sure and certain,"
Gnarlish said, jerking a leprous thumb
toward Ursault, "but that don't stop him
from being right. His way of telling the
future is like throwing a really big
fireball-the target can be found

somewhere in the big, smoking black
hole, if there's anyone left to look for it."
Ursault turned the loom around,
revealing the weaving and the scenes
depicted in it. Landish's face was still
there, and so was a small, snug cottage,
complete with speckled hens and an
elderly woman sprawled, facedown and
still, in the courtyard. A soft moan
escaped Gnarfling. "You named yourself
an Adept," Ursault said to Landish, "and
so you are. You are a Shadow Adept,
though this is not known to your master,
the necromancer Hsard Imulteer. You
intend to ambush and destroy your
master, but fear that your growing
powers will give you away before you
are strong enough to prevail. Desiring to

test your shields, you prayed to dark
Shar, the goddess of shadows and
secrets, and she led you to a hidden
jordain. You wished to see if a jordain
could perceive your true nature, and you
believed that my friend here presented a
small risk. Obviously he is gifted at
perceiving magic in others, or how
would he evade the magehounds for
these many years? If he had been able to
perceive you for what you are, what
harm could come of it? He could not
accuse you without also giving himself
away."
The young man's face paled to a papery
gray. "This is not possible. No one could
know these things!"
"They don't call him Ursault the All-

Seeing for no reason," retorted
Gnarfling.
Landish began to pace. "Yes, I have
heard that name," he muttered in a
distracted tone. "A wizard who sees so
many possibilities he cannot discern the
truth, paralyzed, driven mad, finally
fleeing into a hermit's life. Seeing all,
knowing all-the possibilities are
staggering!"
Gnarfling began to see where this was
headed. He'd met wizards before who
believed they were the exception to
every rule, magical and otherwise.
He sniffed derisively and said, "If you're
thinking the bat guano in your spell bag
don't stink, think again."
But the Adept was no longer interested

in his intended quarry. He stopped
before Ursault and fixed his intense
black gaze on the older wizard's face.
"You can see all possible futuresincluding
those
influenced
by
practitioners of the Shadow Weave. This
is a great gift, my friend!"
"Gift or curse?" said Ursault softly. "It is
difficult to say."
Landish shook his head vigorously.
"Halruaa is famed for wizardry, but few
know of the Shadow Weave. We who
are blessed by Shar can move in secret."
"But as you gain power, your ability to
perceive the workings of Mystra
diminish," Ursault concluded. "You may
be hidden from wizards, but their ways,
in nearly equal measure, are hidden from

you."
"You grasp the salient point," the young
Adept said, nodding approvingly.
"Clearly, you do not want this gift andforgive me-you have not proven strong
enough to handle it. It has become a
burden, one I would gladly lift from
you."
"A little knowledge," cautioned Ursault,
"is a wonderful thing."
Landish let out a sardonic chuckle and
dismissed this notion with a wave of one
skinny hand. "Come, let us make a
bargain. I will give you the herbs needed
to cure your short friend and the old
dame who raised him."
"No deal," said Gnarfling sternly.
"Ursault already knows what herbs are

needed. He can find them himself, no
help from you."
"Of course he can find them, and of
course he can cure you and the old
woman-'if this, and if that,'" mocked the
Adept. "And let us not forget 'unless this
and the other.' Count your fingers-how
many remain? Are you willing to trust
your life and the woman's to a mad old
wizard, and the whims of fate?"
"Same question, back at you." The small
man folded his arms. "That mad old
wizard could just kill you and have done
with it."
"No," said Landish smugly, "he
couldn't." The wizard considered this
claim for a moment then agreed with a
grim nod.

"You see? This discussion is a mere
formality. I could simply take this man's
powers from him. He knows this, and he
knows how. It would be easier for me,
and far more pleasant all around, if he
yields them willingly."
"Mageduel," Ursault said curtly. "Take
the three of us to Mirabella's glen, and
we will do battle for the title of AllSeeing."
"Done!" the Adept said gleefully. He
stepped behind the wizard's stall and
conjured an oval portal, gleaming with
dark, purple-black light. He made a
mock-courtly gesture for the others to
precede him.
Gnarfling charged through the portal and
hit the ground running. He bolted toward

his foster mother, dropped to his knees,
and gently turned her over with hands
that felt strangely numb. He recoiled in
grief and horror at the ravaged mess the
Adept's spell had made of her face. He
lifted one hand to stroke the old woman's
hair away from her eyes, and grimaced
at the sight of his own hand. He didn't
look much better off.
He looked to the center of the courtyard.
The wizards faced each other, an
expression of intense concentration on
each face as they attuned themselves to
each other and to their competing
Weaves.
A sly smile crossed Gnarfling's face as
he perceived the wizard's stratagem: an
Adept of the Shadow Weave would have

little power in a mageduel arena.
Indeed, a dazed expression crossed the
Adept's face as he ventured into the
older wizard's convoluted mind. His
feverish eyes started to dart about, as if
tracing the paths of a hundred startled
ground squirrels.
Landish pulled himself together with
visible effort and said, "As you yourself
observed, I am apprentice to a powerful
necromancer. There is still enough of
Mystra's art remaining to me to vanquish
you, old man. Surely you foresee this."
"It is a possibility," Ursault admitted,
"but only one of many."
The younger man sniffed. "A cube, fifty
paces on all sides. I could manage more,
but the smaller the arena, the swifter my

victory."
"As you wish." Ursault smiled faintly.
"And in defiance of the rules, you may
take your spellfilcher gem into the arena
with you."
He did not point out that the man was
intending to do precisely that, but the
meaning was there all the same.
Landish's face flushed at this gentle
rebuke, but he spun around and began to
stalk off his portion of the arena. Ursault
did the same. A translucent, faintly
glowing red cube began to take shape
around them, growing on all sides as
they moved farther apart.
"Just let him rob you and be done with
it," muttered Gnarling. "That'll serve him
right and fair."

Landish began to mumble the words of a
spell. A brilliant golden flame erupted
from the ground before him. Bright
droplets turned into insects-deadly
magical fire gnats whose touch could
raise blisters and whose bite could set
living flesh aflame.
A faint blue mist surrounded the older
wizard as the glowing insects swarmed
in. Each one met the aura with a faint,
sharp sizzle and flared out of existence.
Tremors shook the ground as invisible
fingers of necromantic magic reached
deep into the soil. The clearing stirred,
and small puffs of dirt and sod exploded
upward as long-dead bones fought their
way into the light. The older wizard
countered with a quick gesture, then he

clapped his hands sharply together. A
thunderous rumble echoed through the
clearing and the old bones shattered to
dust.
On the battle raged, and each spell
Landish cast was anticipated and
countered. The young man's thin, wolfish
face contorted with rage, and he hurled
his remaining spells one after another, so
quickly that spell and counterspell
seemed to follow each other as quickly
as two sword masters' thrusts and
parries.
So intent was Gnarfling on the battle that
he did not at first notice the glowing gem
on the Adept's hand. A large amethyst,
brilliant purple, was taking on light and
power with each of Ursault's

counterspells.
"The spellfilcher gem," he muttered,
cursing Landish as a cheat and coward.
The light intensified until it filled the
arena and spilled out into the clearing.
Finally Ursault collapsed, falling to one
knee and drawing in long, ragged
breaths. As Landish has promised, the
process of taking his magic from him had
not been easy or painless.
The Adept stood triumphant in the eerie
light. The hand bearing the glowing gem
was fisted and held high, and his eyes
shone with the bright, multifaceted
dream that was his future.
Gnarfling eased Mirabella from his arms
and went over to haul the old wizard
slowly, painfully to his feet.

"You shoulda thrown the fight," he
grumbled.
"And willingly pass this curse to
another, even such a man as this?"
Ursault shook his head.
"You knew he was going to win,
though."
"It was a possibility. One of many."
With Gnarfling's help, the wizard made
his way over to Mirabella. After a
moment he shook his head. "She needs
more help than I can give her."
The short man sat back on his heels. "If
that and if this," he mused.
Suddenly he leaped to his feet, went to
the hencoop and kicked it resoundingly.
A half dozen hens exploded from it,
squawking in protest. One old biddy

scurried into the field.
Landish's howl of protest cut through the
clearing like a machete. Even before he
looked up, Gnarfling knew what he
would see.
The small form of a kestrel circled
against the clouds. Within moments the
hawk went into a diving stoop, tempted
by the plump, slow-moving meal below.
The rumble of horses hooves turned
thunderous as the hunting party burst
from the forest and onto the old corduroy
path. Gnarfling blinked in surprise at the
size of the entourage: at least six
wizards, plus squires and a plain-faced
young woman in simple tunic and trews.
That would be the greenmage.
Her gaze fell upon the old woman, and

she let out a small cry. A bolt of
lightning sizzled toward her-and was
stopped just short of a strike by an
answering bolt flaring from one of the
mounted wizards. The hunters spurred
their horses toward Landish. They
dismounted and began to circle the
young adept.
"You didn't mention the other wizards,"
Gnarfling said. Ursault smiled faintly.
"Knowledge is not quite the same as
wisdom. It is not necessary or wise to
speak of everything you know."
But Landish had not yet acquired this
wisdom. He advanced swiftly, his hand
fisted and his spellfilcher ring held out
to capture the first spell flung at him.
"The first of many," Ursault observed.

He sighed in resignation.
"What's going to happen?" Gnarfling
asked. He suddenly seemed to hear his
own words and grimaced. "Sorry. Old
habit."
"The only thing that could happen," the
wizard replied. "The ability to recognize
several possible futures does not grant a
corresponding ability to avoid them.
Gnarfling responded with a nod and an
evil grin. When several powerful
wizards were concerned, one possible
future apiece seemed more than enough
to ensure the Adept's thorough and messy
demise.
The battle that followed was swift but
violent enough to meet Gnarfling's
expectations. When all that remained of

Landish the Adept was a smoking,
greasy circle on the blasted clearing, the
greemnage came up and took Gnarfling's
hands between hers.
"The same blight," she murmured, her
brows pulled down in a deep frown. "It
is a necromantic spell, but not one I have
seen before."
"Are you not Suzza Indoulur, niece to
Lord Basel of Halar?" asked Ursault.
Her eyes widened, and she responded
with a nod.
“Your name is spoken as a capable
greenmage, but did I not also hear that
you are studying for the priesthood of
Azuth?"
"News travels swiftly through this
forest," she said cautiously.

"The herbal potions and prayer spells of
Constandia of Azuth against the leprous
blight may prove efficacious," suggested
Ursault. "Even a novice priestess might
be granted such a spell. I believe I saw
some wild priestcap flowers just off the
path. Shall I gather some for you?"
She considered this, nodded, then set to
work. In short order Mirabella was
sitting comfortably, sipping a steaming
herbal brew as the greenmage gently
smoothed priest-cap ointment over the
old woman's face. Gnarfling was
grinning like a gargoyle and flexing his
ten pink fingers, which were longer and
more dexterous than they'd been before
Landish's spell and Suzza's healing
ministrations.

"I can make more ointment for your legs,
if you like," the greenmage offered. "It
may lengthen them, as it did your
fingers-to match the rest of you," she
said hurriedly. "I mean no offense.
Everything else seems just fine. That is,
a man as handsome of face and form . . .
What I meant to say was . . ." She trailed
off a second time, her lips folded tightly
together and her face blooming a vivid
pink.
Gnarfling considered this, astonishment
and hope dawning in his eyes. "Might
not hurt to even things out a mite," he
said casually. "Kind of you to offer."
The greenmage sent him a tentative smile
and set to work with a wooden bowl and
pestle. She scooped the ointment into a

small pot and pointed to a curving mark
carved into the pottery.
"This is my family sigil. Trace it with
one finger and repeat the words I will
give you, and it will bring you to our
estates near Halar. I would like to see
you again to make sure the cure is
progressing."
"And if it doesn't?" asked Gnarfling,
gesturing to his stubby limbs.
The greenmage's soft smile didn't falter.
"Even then." She spoke a short, strange
word and had Gnarfling repeat it. When
she was satisfied with his pronunciation,
she rose in one swift, surprisingly
graceful move and strode to the
impatient band of wizards. Her father's
squire handed her the kestrel, and she

tied the little hawk's jesses to her saddle
pommel. They rode off without a
backward glance, their horses clattering
over the rough corduroy path.
Gnarfling watched them go, and for the
first time, his future seemed bright with
possibilities. He turned to his wizard
companion.
Force of habit prompted him to ask,
"What now?" Ursault's smile held a
world of contentment. "I have no idea."
Astride The Wind
Philip Athans
7 Alturiak, the Year of Wild Magic
Astride the Wind tucked his wings close
to his body and felt his dive accelerate.
Below him, the strange boat grew

rapidly as he fell toward it. He could
feel Atop the Sky next to him and could
feel the cool rush of air from his own
wake buffet the other kenku. To his
credit, Atop the Sky rode the winds
well. His dive was tight and fast- almost
as tight and fast as Astride the Wind's.
He focused on the men in the flying boat,
and his vision narrowed. The first
barrage of arrows from Astride the
Wind's brother kenku flashed among the
soldiers. The arrow shafts ricocheted off
the soldiers' gleaming gold armor,
snapping and bouncing uselessly away
without harming a single one of the
startled humans.
Astride the Wind tightened his grip on
his scimitar and continued his fast dive.

The arrows shot by the three kenku
archers were meant as a diversion
anyway, but Astride the Wind was
disappointed and concerned that of the
three none had found a mark.
Two of the soldiers looked off the
starboard side of the flying boat and
pointed in unison in the direction of the
kenku archers. Astride the Wind risked a
glance in that direction and saw the
archers-Embracing the Clouds, Whirling
on High, and Above it All-fluff their
wings to slow and pull to their right and
down.
As he watched this, Astride the Wind
muttered the ancient words passed from
chief to chief for all the history of the
Soaring Heights Clan. From the corner

of his eye he saw Atop the Sky pull
farther away from him, knowing well
enough to give him a bit of room. In the
air around Astride the Wind appeared
first one, then a second, then a third and
a fourth identical kenku to himself. The
images mimicked his every move,
sliding through the air around him in a
swirling dance guaranteed to confuse
any opponent.
It might have been the sudden
appearance of the images or maybe he
was just well trained, but one of the
soldiers finally looked up. Astride the
Wind had always had some difficulty
telling one human from any other, but
these six men were nearly as identical to
each other as the magically conjured

images were to Astride the Wind. The
soldier who looked up had the same
close-cropped black hair as the other
five. His eyes, though, were bright
green.
Astride the Wind expected the man's
eyes to bulge in surprise or even fear.
He expected the man to have some
reaction to the sight of six kenku is a
sharp dive in the direction of the top of
his head, but there was nothing. The man
with the green eyes took note of them
and drew his black sword. He opened
his mouth to say something and pulled
his sword back to strike, but Astride the
Wind was there. The kenku felt his blade
take the man's head off, and there was a
spray of red as Astride the Wind

swished past and down.
The magic images followed Astride the
Wind down along the side of the flying
boat. An image came within reach of one
of the gold-armored soldiers, who
slashed back and around without even
looking and took the image under its
right wing. If that had really been
Astride the Wind, the slash would have
gutted him. Instead, the image burst
painlessly in a flash of green and
disappeared.
At the same time, Atop the Sky spun his
carved wooden staff in a circular blur at
his side, away from his wing and
smashed the wood into the side of a
soldier with crooked teeth-or he tried to,
at least. The soldier with crooked teeth

took one quick step back and placed the
wide, heavy blade of his black sword
into the blur of the spinning staff. The
staff was cut cleanly in two. Atop the
Sky followed Astride the Wind down
and under the boat with a squawk of
frustration.
The kenku-Astride the Wind, his three
remaining images, and Atop the Skypulled their wings out to their sides and
twisted them to slip under the boat and
begin a gentle arc back up the other side.
They were as tall and nearly as heavy as
the humans they fought, but they were
birds. Astride the Wind opened his beak
to taste the dry air over the burning
wastelands of Anauroch and sensed a
storm brewing in the distance. The

clouds were over the mountains and
would stay there.
They'll need to be drawn there, Astride
the Wind thought to his companion.
To the mountains, Atop the Sky
responded directly into Astride the
Wind's mind. To the storm, yes?
Draw them there, Astride the Wind told
him.
The soldier with the crooked teeth
looked over the edge of the boat just in
time to meet the last two of the party of
seven kenku. Borne on the Drafts and
Suspended in Air were coming up from
below almost as fast as Astride the
Wind and Atop the Sky came down from
on high. Suspended in Air's scimitar was
out in front of him, and though Astride

the Wind was sure his friend was going
for the soldier's face, the tip of the
scimitar drove hard into the man's chest.
The human with the crooked teeth fell
back hard into the boat.
As Astride the Wind came up along the
opposite side of the flying boat, he saw
the man with the crooked teeth sprawled
on his back in the bottom of the strange
vessel. He was breathing hard but was
already starting to stand. Suspended in
Air's blade had failed to penetrate the
ornate gold armor.
Astride the Wind turned his attention to
the human who had eliminated one of his
images. Again, this human looked like a
copy of the others, but he held his black
sword in grotesquely hairy hands, hands

like the hands of an ape-which is what
these creatures were, after all.
Astride the Wind, his three magical
images dancing around and through him,
swooped in at the boat. The man with the
hairy hands tried to follow them all. His
jaw was set, and his eyes were narrow.
He was obviously trying to figure out
which was the real Astride the Wind but
was having no luck. He'd seen one of the
images disappear into thin air and didn't
seem to want to be fooled again.
Astride the Wind's scimitar rang against
the human's black sword, and the blow
sent a vibration up the kenku's powerful
arm, rattling the humanoid bird's skull
and momentarily blurring his sharp
vision. The human's grunt made Astride

the Wind think he'd felt the same thing.
One of the images passed in front of
Astride the Wind, and another passed
through him. Astride the Wind turned
one wing down to move out of the range
of the hairy-handed human's blade. The
kenku made the motions of a duel to keep
the images active. The human stepped
back, still trying to figure out which
kenku was real and which illusion.
Astride the Wind took a second to scan
the other soldiers and saw one of them, a
man wearing a shiny copper ring, pull
something small from a belt pouch. Atop
the Sky and Suspended in Air were
swooping in to engage the other soldiers
and were coming in for another pass.
For some reason Astride the Wind

realized just then that none of the humans
were speaking. Astride the Wind's
experience with humans was limited, but
he remembered them doing a lot of
shouting and talking. Atop the Sky, his
staff in both hands, shrieked a war cry
and pulled around to face the boat. The
man with the copper ring threw
whatever it was he'd taken out of his belt
pouch at Atop the Sky and Suspended in
Air. Astride the Wind cracked a peel of
kenku laughter realizing it was a small
stone. The human was throwing rocks at
them.
Atop the Sky ducked the thrown rock
easily and Astride the Wind thought to
him, Careful, Atop the Sky, they're
throwing rocks at-

The flash was white at first, followed
quickly by a roiling mass of orange
brilliance. The light burned Astride the
Wind's vision and made him close his
eyes. He heard Atop the Sky and
Suspended in Air scream in unison and
felt a wave of thought from them that
was the beginning of their dying wishes.
It was their good-byes to the Soaring
Heights Clan.
The orange fire broke apart in the air to
reveal the blackened forms of Atop the
Sky and Suspended in Air, feathers gone
from their wings. They fell impotently,
dead. Atop the Sky's steel scimitar
whirled, spinning down next to the
bodies. Astride the Wind had come with
six seasoned warriors of the Soaring

Heights Clan, the clan that called him
chief, to confront six of the humans. One
of the humans was dead, but now
Astride the Wind had lost two of his
own.
The man with the hairy hands growled
something in his indecipherable human
tongue and Astride the Wind saw that
another of his conjured images was
gone.
*****
Some seventeen hundred years before,
the kenku who would one day form the
Soaring Heights Clan were an
undisciplined, barbaric race who lived
high in the Columns of the Sky and
hunted in the Myconid Forest north of

Shade Enclave. The kenku sometimes
harassed the citizens of the town of
Conch, which sat on the eastern slopes
of the Columns of the Sky.
They could not speak. They had no
written language, and their manners
were more like the birds they resembled
than the humans they stole from. They
had mastered fire and were carving
crude tools from shale and wood.
Strangely, they were devoid of religion
and superstition. They had no mythology
or philosophy. They had no fear of gods
or mortals.
Kaeralonn Jurneille was determined to
put an end to that.
He was called "General," though the title
was more ceremonial than a real

military rank. The men he commanded
were assassins, scouts-the sort of
soldiers who went in either first or last,
but never in the middle, and never in
force. Not all of them were human.
Kaeralonn drew his operatives from
whatever race or construct was most
suited for the mission at hand. He
employed everything from enormous,
powerful, and mindless golems to fickle
and wily sprites.
The kenku were brought to his attention
by a farmer who sold barley to Shade
Enclave and kept an eye on the village of
Conch for the Twelve Princes.
Kaeralonn paid the farmer well for a
dead kenku, then he erased the man's
memory and began studying the bird-men

in great detail.
Scouts, Kaeralonn thought. These
creatures would make exceptional
scouts.
Kaeralonn put the dead kenku on ice and
started to think. He walked the streets of
Shade, sailed through the cool skies on
his private skiff, and haunted the
libraries of House Tanthul.
The plan formed quickly enough. It was
a simple plan and one he'd used before.
Kaeralonn was three hundred years old
and did very little quickly. It was months
before he opened the self-freezing casket
and began to thaw the dead kenku.
As the bird-man thawed, Kaeralonn
removed the arrows and sealed the
wounds. He set the creature's broken

wing and helped some missing feathers
to grow back. When the time was right,
he brought in a priest of Shar, who
muttered his prayers and waved his
hands and brought the kenku back to life.
The creature burst up from the table and
the sound of its wings unfurling echoed
in Kaeralonn's laboratory. The priest
grumbled and stepped back, but
Kaeralonn smiled and stepped forward.
It was a beautiful beast, and Kaeralonn
knew it would serve him well.
The kenku twitched its head to take in
the chamber, crowded with glass and
apparatus. It glanced sideways at the
priest, then fixed its eyes on Kaeralonn,
who had just finished a hastily-cast
spell.

Release me, a voice, shrill with panic
and indignation, vibrated in Kaeralonn's
mind.
"Is that you?" Kaeralonn asked the
kenku, then he thought, That was you,
wasn't it?
Release me, the kenku repeated into
Kaeralonn's mind, the voice less shrill
now and more insistent.
Kaeralonn could feel the spell he'd just
cast fill his own mind, wrapping around
the kenku's silent speech.
You are among friends now, Kaeralonn
thought to the kenku. I would like you to
stay.
"I will take my leave now," the priest
said, almost startling Kaeralonn,
certainly annoying him.

Kaeralonn waved the chubby little man
away and didn't watch him shuffle out
and slam the door behind him.
Who are you? the kenku asked.
Kaeralonn stepped closer to the kenku
and held out his right hand. I am
Kaeralonn Jurneille of Shade Enclave. I
would like us to be very close friends.
Please, tell me your name and take my
hand.
The kenku tipped its head to one side
and stared hard into Kaeralonn's eyes. I
am known as Amidst the Blue, the
creature responded.
Amidst the Blue, Kaeralonn sent. That is
a beautiful name.
The kenku reached out with one
feathered arm and put its strong hand

into Kaeralonn's.
Good, Kaeralonn thought. You will be a
leader among your people, Amidst the
Blue. Your name will be written in all
the histories of the kenku, for a thousand
generations to come-a thousandthousand.
Leader? Amidst the Blue asked,
obviously confused. Written? Histories?
Kaeralonn smiled and responded aloud,
"First among many . . . chief. . . . The
rest, you'll learn. I'll teach you magic, as
well. And you will teach your people."
Teach, Amidst the Blue repeated. Magic.
Yes. You are a friend.
Kaeralonn laughed and drew back so the
kenku could step down from the table.
There was another rustle of wings, and

Amidst the Blue sank to the floor, still a
good head taller than Kaeralonn.
The human didn't want to give himself
away so he kept the words "charmed''
and "enchanted" out of his mind. He
never let himself think the word "slave."
He knew what the kenku was and what
his people would be-the kenku would
figure it out soon enough.
*****
Astride the Wind smashed his curved
blade at the human's midsection, but the
man with hairy hands was fast enough to
drop his heavy black sword to his side
and smash the kenku's weapon away.
The mountains, brothers, Astride the
Wind sent to the other kenku. Withdraw

and let the fools follow.
Astride the Wind faked another slice to
the man's mid-section, and when the
human drew his blade around to block it,
the kenku tucked his wings tight against
his side. Astride the Wind fell back and
kicked up with one thin, bony leg. At the
end of the frail-looking leg was a
formidable four-toed talon. His own red
cape billowed up behind him and
momentarily blocked Astride the Wind's
vision. The talon scraped against the
human's golden armor with a thin shriek
that made the fine feathers along Astride
the Wind's spine fluff.
The human dodged backward a step,
though, so was unable to take advantage
of Astride the Wind's ill-considered,

failed attack.
Under the clouds, brothers, Astride the
Wind sent as he slid his wings through
the air and drew himself back up-just in
time to see the hairy-handed human whip
his black blade at his neck.
Astride the Wind spanked it away with
his scimitar and grabbed the flying boat's
thick-walled gunwale with one talon,
lifting himself up and out of the way of
the human's follow-on attack. One of the
magical images passed through him and
drew itself up as well. The human's
sword connected with the image's
scimitar. The resulting clang made the
savvy human squint with suspicion.
A flash of green and brown drew
Astride the Wind's attention sharply

upward. Borne on the Drafts passed
close over his head and flew fast away.
Looking back down, Astride the Wind
sent his scimitar fast and hard in an
overhand chop at the hairy-handed
human's unprotected head. The two
images followed, and the human made a
startlingly effective attempt at blocking
all three of them. The result was that he
actually dodged two of the triple chopsincluding Astride the Wind's very real
and very deadly strike. The human slid
his sword up the second image's blade
and found the weak space under the
image's left wing. The image popped out
of existence, eliciting a frustrated
grimace from the human soldier.
Two of the other soldiers stepped up,

their heavy-booted footsteps sending
resounding thumps through the dense
wood of the flying boat. Astride the
Wind turned and flapped his wings
furiously at his sides. The remaining
magical image did the same, of course,
and the result was three startled,
confused human soldiers. Unfortunately
the confusion didn't last long-at least for
two of them. The human with the scar on
his cheek danced forward and pushed
the tip of his wide black sword into the
image's abdomen. The phantasm
disappeared, leaving Astride the Wind
alone, standing on the gunwale with his
wings outstretched behind him.
The human with the hairy hands came on
strong and fast, and Astride the Wind

parried one attack after another until the
human's blade finally found a way in,
slashing the kenku across the chest. The
cut wasn't deep, but blood and feathers
flew, and Astride the Wind cawed in
pain.
Astride the Wind's cry turned into a
more complex vocalization as he kicked
out with the talon that wasn't still locked
onto the gunwale. He spun to the right
and kicked at the man with the hairy
hand. The human dodged back, and the
kenku's claws pinked harmlessly off his
gold armor. The man with the scar on his
face tried to take advantage of Astride
the Wind's failed kick and attempted to
cut the kenku's wing off. Astride the
Wind tucked his wing in and down

quickly, sending the man with the scar on
his cheek off-balance.
Astride the Wind brought his scimitar
around fast into the stumbling human
with the scar on his cheek. At the same
time he kicked his free talon back up into
the face of the recovering man with the
hairy hands. The kenku took hold of the
hairy-handed soldier's face as the
scimitar bit deeply into the throat of the
man with the scar on his cheek. Blood
flew from the scarred man, and Astride
the Wind released the power of the spell
he'd cast. The man with the hairy hands
kicked impotently, and there was the
smell of burning flesh. The man's black
hair stood up on end as if he were
fluffing his plume in some sort of dying

ritual.
Both of the humans fell to the deck,
dead. One pumped his blood in everdecreasing gouts onto the old wood of
the deck. The man with the hairy hands
shivered and tensed, his face black, and
his eyes rolled back white.
Astride the Wind saw the man with the
copper ring- the man who'd killed Atop
the Sky and Suspended in Air with
magic fire-pulling another stone from his
belt. The human was stepping backward
and was pressed against the rail farther
along the boat and on the other side. The
human's legs touched the solid rail. The
copper ring glinted in the sunlight, and
Astride the Wind twitched. The man
brought the stone up, and Astride the

Wind tensed to spring but felt confident
he'd be blown to bits, burned, frozen, or
disintegrated before he could cut
diagonally across the boat. The human's
mouth drew up in an unreadable
expression, then his eyes rolled back in
his head and his eyelids flittered closed.
The soldier slumped back, sitting on the
rail for half a second before he flipped
back and over the rail.
Astride the Wind opened his mouth in
surprise and looked back. The other
kenku were riding the currents forty
yards or more from the boat. Astride the
Wind made eye contact with Whirling on
High, who had cast the spell.
My thanks, brother, Astride the Wind
sent. Whirling on High's thoughts drifted

silently across the distance to echo in
Astride the Wind's head, Are you with
us?
Without bothering to answer, Astride the
Wind folded his wings tight against his
body-the soldier with crooked teeth
swiped at him with his black sword, but
missed-and let himself tip over off the
side of the boat. The man with the
copper ring, still sound asleep, was
spinning to his death thousands of feet
below.
Astride the Wind fell after him but not
very far. He closed his eyes just long
enough to will himself invisible, and he
faded from the sight of others. It was
something he'd been able to do for a
while. It had just come to him- come

naturally-one day.
Astride the Wind flew fast toward his
brothers, zigzagging tightly in case one
of the soldiers had another one of those
dangerous stones. The other four kenku
were already flying fast and in a wide
formation toward the distant mountains.
Astride the Wind let himself be seen
again just as he slid into the head of the
formation. There were only two soldiers
still alive of the six. Under normal
circumstances, two humans who'd seen
four of their friends killed would flee or
surrender. Astride the Wind knew,
though, that what set his people against
these humans in the first place was an
old and heartfelt hatred. These humans
would not flee, and they would not

surrender. Astride the Wind was
confident that these soldiers would
follow them.
Ahead were the low mountains, dry and
brown. The Soaring Heights Clan were
from the Turnback Mountains, higher
than the dry crags ahead of them. They
had spent centuries avoiding contact
with humans and hunting in the nearby
Frozen Forest. Now the old enemy was
back - Netherese soldiers in a flying
boat.
Astride the Wind looked back and saw
the two soldiers turn their boat. The
vessel came about, and they followed
the kenku. Astride the Wind sent out a
roaring call of challenge that faded into
a satisfied, avian laugh.

Amidst the Blue was beginning to
understand the human language. He'd
been with his new friend Kaeralonn for
a year and in that time had brought
dozens of kenku to Shade Enclave - the
massive flying city of the impressive
archwizards. Kaeralonn was his friend
and had taught him much, but there were
things that gave the proud kenku pause.
They were back in the cage room again.
Amidst the Blue had been there four
times over the past few months. He was
there simply to watch, which was all he
did. The first time he'd been brought
there Amidst the Blue was unable to
understand what he was seeing. The
second time he was nervous, and
Kaeralonn had to speak to him in

soothing tones to help calm him down.
The third time he started to understand
what Kaeralonn was doing. The fourth
time he felt . . . offended . . . confused . .
. unhappy.
"They can just fly out through the
ceiling," the old man said, waving a
hand at the cage with the open roof.
Kaeralonn shrugged and said, "They'll
try." The old man was visiting and
Amidst the Blue understood that
Kaeralonn was concerned about the
stranger's opinion. Amidst the Blue had
never seen his trusted human friend so
concerned about the opinion of another.
"You devised this . . . protocol yourself,
then?" the old man asked. Amidst the
Blue could feel his suspicion and doubt.

Kaeralonn shrugged and said, "There is
some precedence in the literature, but it's
best when modified where appropriate
to the subjects."
Amidst the Blue wasn't sure what the
humans were talking about. Spoken
language was still uncomfortable for
him, and some of the words they were
using were too complex for the kenku to
understand.
Kaeralonn waved to a young assistant
who pulled a lever that opened a steel
door in the wall of the cage. Suspicious
and twitching, four naked kenku passed
through the doorway and into the cage.
The door slammed shut behind them,
startling them, and they scattered to the
corners of the cage. One looked up

almost immediately and saw the hole in
the ceiling. Amidst the Blue thought the
kenku prisoner would soar through the
opening and out into the free air, but he'd
seen the process happen too many times.
Though he knew it pleased Kaeralonn
when the kenku responded to his
teaching, Amidst the Blue was secretly
disappointed when the kenku cowered in
the corner. "They'll stay in the cage?" the
old man asked. "They've all tried to fly
out at one time or another," Kaeralonn
explained. "Every time one tries it all
four are subjected to low-level lightning
magic they find most unpleasant.
Eventually they stop trying to get
through." "How long does that expensive
and bothersome process go on?" the old

man asked, rubbing his chin and looking
at the trapped kenku in a way that made
Amidst the Blue feel bad, despite the
fact that this was Kaeralonn's friend.
Kaeralonn shrugged. "Some are more
persistent than others, but I think this
group is ready to move on," he said, then
turned to the assistant. "Send in the new
subject."
The assistant nodded and opened a
second steel doorway in the cage. A
young male kenku burst through the
opening with a defiant shriek that made
Amidst the Blue's heart leap in response.
The strong young kenku grabbed the bars
of the cage with both talons and used his
wings to shake the bars violently. The
cage held, and eventually the vital young

male looked up. When he saw the
opening in the roof, the young kenku
leaped into the air-and all four of the other kenku dived on
him. Talons tore and wings buffeted, and
soon the young male was overwhelmed,
held down firmly to the floor by
shrieking, terrified kenku. Amidst the
Blue could hear the mind-screams of the
attacking kenku-a cacophony of single
words lacking the complexity and
subtlety of Kaeralonn's human tongue.
Pain.
Stop.
No.
Pain.
"Extraordinary," the old man said.
Kaeralonn smiled and said, "They learn

slowly, but they learn."
The old man ran a hand through the
wispy remnants of his white hair and
said, "But you had the lightning ready
just in case."
Kaeralonn laughed. "No," he replied.
"No need. Not now. They'll be their own
jailers now."
The old man nodded, and Amidst the
Blue began to silently weep.
*****
Astride the Wind's laugh was still
hanging in the high air when he turned
back to look at the flying boat. There
were only two soldiers left alive, the
one with crooked teeth and the other
with sketches of gray in his black hair.

They were following quickly.
Keep them on our tails, brothers, Astride
the Wind told the other four surviving
kenku, but not too close.
Ahead of them, deep gray clouds roiled
over the jagged tops of the rugged
mountains-fertile fields for Astride the
Wind's purposes. The soldiers were
following them there, and though they'd
suffered losses, Astride the Wind had
reason to be optimistic. All that was left
was for the Enemy to appear. Astride the
Wind was sure he would. He had to.
The fog that appeared before them in a
supernatural burst of billowing yellowgreen set Astride the Wind's feathers on
edge. It smelled of poison and foul
magic. Astride the Wind tipped the

leading edges of his wings down and
drew his taloned feet in tightly. His head
dipped and the rest of his body followed
in a tight, fast dive. He missed the front
of the conjured fogbank and twisted in
the air so he could see it pass above
him. Borne on the Drafts and Embracing
the Clouds swerved past it, smart and
agile enough to keep even the tips of
their wings from cutting the mist.
Whirling on High and Above it All were
nowhere to be seen. Embracing the
Clouds shrieked an audible warning.
Where are they? Astride the Wind asked
the minds of his comrades.
They couldn't turn in time to-Borne on
the Drafts began then stopped when
Embracing the Clouds shrieked again.

Whirling on High and Above it All,
proud kenku warriors both, fell from the
bottom of the cloud trailing sickly mist
and shriveling feathers. Even from a
distance Astride the Wind knew they
were dead and knew his instincts were
correct when he'd avoided the strange
fog.
Steel yourselves, brothers, Astride the
Wind sent.
The reply was a feeling without words,
Borne on the Drafts and Embracing the
Clouds would fly with him to destroy the
enemy. Astride the Wind never thought
otherwise.
Astride the Wind pulled up past the back
end of the cloud, facing the flying boat.
A breath caught in his throat when he

saw the third man there. He was tall and
lithe, young but not youthful, wrapped in
the confining robes of human mages. His
hands were clasped in front of him and
his eyes blazed with a commanding light.
His face was a mask of jagged scars.
The two soldiers were turned to face
him and Astride the Wind could see the
newcomer's mouth moving. He was
giving them orders and they were
listening intently. This new human was
the Enemy, the slaver, the general.
Jurneille.
He is come, brothers, Astride the Wind
told the other kenku. To the mountains.
To the heavy sky.
Borne on the Drafts and Embracing the
Clouds beat their wings furiously as they

passed the slowly sinking cloud of
yellow-green poison and tore off in the
direction of the mountains. Astride the
Wind hung on a thermal and chattered a
series of words passed from chief to
chief. Bolts of blue-green energy burst
from his chest and flashed through the
sky faster than the fastest swift. Their
path took them unerringly toward the
hated enemy.
The human looked up from his soldiers
and fixed his eyes on the onrushing
missiles.
See them coming, slaver? Astride the
Wind thought. The last thing your eyes
willThe archwizard held out a hand and the
bolts of energy, which in Astride the

Wind's experience had never failed to
hit their mark, veered off and passed
only a few inches from the man's
blowing robes. The curve of their
deflected path brought the missiles
slamming into the face of the soldier
with the gray in his hair. The soldier's
head exploded in a burst of light and his
body fell limply onto the deck of the
flying boat.
Astride the Wind screamed in frustration
and turned back to join Borne on the
Drafts and Embracing the Clouds, the
mountains now looming close ahead.
Well done, Chief, a voice echoed in
Astride the Wind's head.
It couldn't be the human, Astride the
Wind thought. But it is, was the man's

response. Enemy! Astride the Wind
raged back, not turning to look at the
man.
The man sent a laugh into Astride the
Wind's mind that tickled the kenku's
throat.
Your father taught you well, Chief, the
man persisted, as his father taught him,
and his father taught him, back along the
lines of your flea-speck generations to
when I taught your savage ancestor the
glory of the Weave.
In the name of what your father's father's
father did to my people, Shade, Astride
the Wind sent, I will send you back to
the hell you've beenIt was me, Chief, the man interrupted. I
live now as I lived then. For every spell

you cast, for ever sorcery you inherit, I
have a thousand more at my command.
Only a savage like yourself, a low thing,
would think it difficult to live a thousand
years, or two thousand, or three.
Astride the Wind beat his wings rapidly
to press farther on, his eyes glued to the
prize ahead. If what this man claimed
was true, his victory would be all the
sweeter.
Do you not remember me, kenku? The
man sent. Astride the Wind swallowed
in a dry throat and saw in his mind's eye
the paintings on the wall of the High
Cave, the home of his people. The
paintings were as old as the Soaring
Heights Clan, and told the story of the
city on the floating mountain, the

soldiers in their flying boats, the misery
of servitude, and the disappearance of
the hated city just before its neighbors
were thrown to the unforgiving ground
by the hand of a dying goddess. They
remembered. They all remembered.
Ahead the blackening air above the
ragged mountains beckoned. Astride the
Wind flew faster, and Borne on the
Drafts and Embracing the Clouds were
alongside him.
You are certain, Astride the Wind?
Borne on the Drafts asked, a wave of
uncertainty accompanying the thought.
Astride the Wind did his best to transfer
a sense of purpose and confidence, but
he couldn't feel if Borne on the Drafts
took it all in or not. We are our only

hope, he added.
Borne on the Drafts's shiver sent a
tremble through the air. Whirling on
High was his older brother, born in the
same mother's nest three years before.
And Whirling on High was still
spiraling, inert, to a dismal, lonely death
on the desert sands below.
Astride the Wind felt a wave of heat
pass up his back and he dropped a
couple feet to let whatever it was pass.
There was a flash of orange light in front
of him-an oblong bolt of fire as long as
his forearm had rocketed over him. He
glanced back and saw several more
arcing toward he and his comrades from
the outstretched hands of the Enemy. A
bolt of flame narrowly missed

Embracing the Clouds and another
passed within a handspan of Astride the
Wind. Borne on the Drafts cawed when
one caught the hem of his tunic and
singed it, nearly setting the garment
ablaze.
He means to burn us! Borne on the
Drafts sent, the thought edged with
panic.
I mean to get your attention, hatchling,
the man replied, the alien voice like
stagnant water in Astride the Wind's
mind. It has been a long time, but there is
much to do now, and Shade Enclave
requires the efforts of all those who
serve her now or served her then. You
are recalled. Blood boiled in Astride the
Wind's feathered head. You ask us to fly

into your chains merely because you
wish It? And I thought your hateful
arrogance mere legend.
The kenku heard the Enemy laugh in both
his mind and ears.
I offer you the opportunity to participate
in the refounding of the greatest empire
this world has ever known. If that's
arrogance, then so be it.
Astride the Wind, Borne on the Drafts
sent, the thought jittery and unsure, are
you certain? If what you said is true, then
...
Speak it, hatchling, Kaeralonn prodded.
Astride the Wind realized that he and
Borne on the Drafts had been circling,
the boat gaining on them rapidly. He
glanced at Embracing the Clouds, now

circling himself some fifty yards or more
closer to the roiling, gray mountain air.
The mountains, brothers, Embracing the
Clouds urged. Come with us, Borne on
the Drafts, Astride the Wind sent. This
human would own you. He has nothing to
offer us but misery. Come.
But he made us ... Borne on the Drafts
replied, the young kenku's eyes fixed on
the rapidly approaching boat. He gave us
what we ...
Astride the Wind looked back at Borne
on the Drafts as he came around the far
end of the circle he was making in the
air. The boat was moving with a purpose
toward Borne on the Drafts, who twisted
in the air and brought his own gentle arc
closer to the vessel. Kaeralonn smiled

through his scars with a toothy, feral
grin. With a curve of one wing, Astride
the Wind broke his gentle circle and
dived toward Borne on the Drafts,
racing the flying boat to his confused,
frightened, overwhelmed clanmate.
Kaeralonn reached out a hand to Borne
on the Drafts, who was passing slowly
down toward the boat, his wings
ballooned out at his sides to slow his
descent. Astride the Wind tucked his
wings in tight and reached out with his
free left hand to grab for Borne on the
Drafts's rustling tunic.
The soldier with the crooked teeth
leaned far over the rail of the boat,
holding his black sword out in front of
him. Astride the Wind, too intent on

grabbing Borne on the Drafts out of the
way of the Enemy, flew dead into the
blade. The sword bit deeply into Astride
the Wind's side, but he managed to spin
in the air so that the fine edge clicked off
a rib.
The maneuver saved his life but made it
impossible to grab Borne on the Drafts.
Astride the Wind let himself fall a few
feet, trailing a spray of blood and
looking up. The boat eased past the
slowly descending Borne on the Drafts,
and the archwizard's fingers brushed the
side of the young kenku's beak.
No! Astride the Wind screamed into the
minds of friend and foe alike, but there
was nothing he could do.
Borne on the Drafts's body stiffened at

the touch and the light went out of his
eyes. Like his brother, Borne on the
Drafts began to fall, stiff and lifeless, to
the dry ground below.
Kaeralonn made that hideous human
sound they called a laugh and looked
down at Astride the Wind. All I want is
you this time, Chief, descendant of
Amidst the Blue.
No! Astride the Wind screamed again.
He shot both wings out to grab the air
and turned away from the sight of Borne
on the Drafts's falling corpse. With
strength born of anger and revulsion, he
beat his wings furiously against the
uncompromising air and soared to meet
the circling, impatient Embracing the
Clouds.

We're alone, Embracing the Clouds, the
kenku sent to his last comrade. The time
has come to finish this.
Embracing the Clouds gave a ragged
squawk of agreement and flew fast
toward the mountains, Astride the Wind
lagging behind.
Fly, Chief, the hated Enemy called.
There's nowhere you can go where I
can't chase you, no lifetime you can
resist that I can't wait out. You will
come to me as your ancestor did, and
you'll deliver the rest of your people as
he did, and you will teach them to serve
me as he taught them to do. It's your
destiny to serve as it's my destiny to
command-in the name of Netheril, in the
name of Shade, in the name of common

sense.
Astride the Wind's beak clamped shut,
his feathers ruffled, and a wave of hot
blood flooded through his tingling body.
His vision narrowed to a focused point,
and he flew faster than he'd ever flown
before.
No, brother! Embracing the Clouds
called from behind him. This way!
Astride the Wind ignored him. Instead of
following his own instructions, his own
plan to lead the human to the heavy,
energy-rich air above the mountains, he
shot at the boat like an arrow and
smashed into the side. The flying vessel
tipped violently and the impact sent a
wave of pain burning through the kenku's
injured side. Blood flowed and bright

stars exploded in his vision.
The last remaining Netherese soldier fell
from the boat but managed to grab the
side. His face twisted in a red, sweating
grimace, he hung there, his life
depending solely on the strength of his
left hand. The headless corpse of his
comrade-in-arms tumbled over the side
and spun madly, trailing blood as it fell.
Astride the Wind recovered quickly
from the impact and though the pain in
his side was still intense, he managed to
get his wings back onto the air. He
caught a fast rising thermal at the edge of
the mountain range and rode it upward.
Behind him, the Enemy snarled through a
string of nonsensical words. Astride the
Wind honestly couldn't tell the

difference between an incantation and
the human's normal speech, so he braced
himself for anything. He smelled a faint
whiff of sulfur and before he took the
time to make a conscious decision, he
tucked and dived out of the way.
The world exploded in heat and roiling
red-orange fire in a rapidly-expanding
sphere above him. Singed but not
blistered, Astride the Wind swooped out
of the way even as the fire burned itself
out into a single puff of black smoke that
fouled the air.
Astride the Wind looked back at the boat
and saw the soldier with the crooked
teeth get his right hand onto the edge of
the still teetering boat. The soldier's
sword was safely in its scabbard at his

belt. The man's face was more relaxed,
confident that he had avoided a milelong fall to his death.
An arrow came from behind Astride the
Wind and above his head and slammed
into the side of the boat. Splinters shot
into the soldier's face and he gasped.
The edge of the boat broke off and the
soldier seemed to hang in the still air an
inch off the side of the flying boat. Then
he screamed as he fell, his arms twirling
and his body spinning.
Astride the Wind looked up and back at
Embracing the Clouds, who was banking
back toward the mountains holding his
longbow in his left hand.
Well shot, brother, Astride the Wind
sent.

I serve the clan, was Embracing the
Clouds's reply. The mountains? The
heavy air?
Astride the Wind flew fast toward his
clanmate, glancing back to see an
obviously irritated, scowling archwizard in the flying boat, giving chase.
The mountains, yes, Astride the Wind
responded. The heavy air.
Amidst the Blue twitched under the
ministering hands of the human while
Kaeralonn paced angrily across the
aviary. Behind him, the clear sky
sparkled with stars that moved as one as
the floating city gently turned. Warmth
spread from the human's hands and
Amidst the Blue twitched again when the
now familiar nettling itch of the priestly

healing magic closed his oozing wounds.
There were more than you told us there
would be, Amidst the Blue sent to the
pacing human.
Kaeralonn stopped pacing and spun on
him angrily. "That's what I sent you to
determine, you pea-brained fool. You
killed as many of your own men as the
enemy did. Need I remind you again of
the cost to train you feathered savages,
to keep you and equip you?"
Amidst the Blue looked away, his
feathers ruffling. He had no answer.
He'd been sent to lead a flight of his
brother kenku against a small flotilla of
flying boats set into the sky by a
neighboring enclave. The battle had gone
badly from the start. The enchanted

maidensthigh melons they'd been given
to drop on the boats from above instead
exploded in the hands of a good dozen
kenku- blasting them apart in a blaze of
green-white flame. Only two actually
managed to land on a boat, neither
working the way Kaeralonn had planned.
All they did was illuminate the invisible
shields with which the enemy mages had
encircled their boats. Arrows both
enchanted and mundane ripped more
kenku apart, and the small spells of the
kenku and their weapons and talons took
some toll on the enemy, but in the end it
was Amidst the Blue who broke off and
retreated, with only a quarter of the
force he'd flown out with. Kaeralonn had
reason to be displeased, but so did

Amidst the Blue.
"Silence?" Kaeralonn asked with a
sneer. "You have nothing to say for
yourself?"
What is there to say, General? Amidst
the Blue answered.
"I am finished here," the priest muttered
to Kaeralonn, who waved him off
dismissively. "Your slaves are well
cared for, General."
Kaeralonn stepped closer to the priest
and grabbed his arm with a tight,
commanding grip. "Hold your tongue,
priest," Kaeralonn said through tight
lips, "and get out." The priest looked
offended but left quickly. Kaeralonn
went back to his angry pacing and
Amidst the Blue was left to ponder the

priest's words. Slaves.
He had heard the word many tunes in the
last two years. He had heard it uttered
by his own people-kenku whom Amidst
the Blue had brought to Shade Enclave
himself, brought into the service of
Kaeralonn. Amidst the Blue had been
confused, baffled by his brothers'
inability to see the warmth and
friendship in Kaeralonn or the value in
service to his cause. The other kenku
regarded Kaeralonn with fear and
suspicion, even hatred-but why? Amidst
the Blue was beginning to understand.
He sat up on the cold metal table and
looked next to him at the young kenku,
Along the Thermals, who was lying next
to him, bandaged and writhing in pain.

Their eyes met and Amidst the Blue
could feel the emotions of the young
kenku, wrapped in a psychic package of
pain and pleading.
You're the only one, Along the Thermals
sent.
The only one? Amidst the Blue asked, a
tear coming unbidden to his bruised eye.
You brought us here, the young kenku
replied, and only you can take us out.
Resist him. Break our bonds, Amidst the
Blue, and we will follow you to"Silence!" Kaeralonn shouted just as a
flickering, jagged string of bunding bluewhite luminescence leaped from the tips
of his fingers and smashed into Along
the Thermals hard enough to lift the
young kenku off the table and pound him

into the mudbrick wall. The wall
cracked and the kenku screamed,
twitching madly in the hold of the
vertical lightning. The bolt was gone in
less than the space of a heartbeat, but its
path was burned onto Amidst the Blue's
vision. Along the Thermals lay dead and
smoking, a melting black ruin on the
scorched floor.
Amidst the Blue felt a hand on his
shoulder and turned to see Kaeralonn
smiling at him in a condescending,
twisted, evil way. "Don't listen to these
slaves, my friend, they're just-"
Kaeralonn went down hard from Amidst
the Blue's kick. The human grabbed at
his midsection and tried to breathe in but
couldn't.

You, Amidst the Blue dropped into the
gasping human's mind, are not my friend.
Kaeralonn reached up with his right
hand, his fingers moving through the
traces of a spell and he found his voice
in time to utter only the first arcane
syllable before Amidst the Blue grabbed
his face with one sharp-taloned foot. I'm
no longer your slave.
The kenku ripped down and tore into the
silky flesh of the general's face. Blood
flew everywhere and the other kenkunearly a hundred of them lying around
the open room in various states of
disrepair and despair-stood up and took
notice.
"Stop!" the human gasped, his face a
bloody ruin, his hands pressed against

his cheeks to hold the flesh on.
Amidst the Blue drew his sword and
raised it over the head of the
archwizard. You have taught us well,
Kaeralonn, but you have taught us too
much.
As the blade came down fast and hard at
the human's neck, Kaeralonn pulled
something from inside his mouth-a tooth,
Amidst the Blue saw-and when the
sword came down past where his neck
should have been, the human was gone.
Amidst the Blue let himself laugh. There
will be a time, slaver. We will not
forget.
With that Amidst the Blue led his people
to freedom.
The jagged brown mountains loomed

before them. The sky directly above
seethed with potential energy and
Astride the Wind and Embracing the
Clouds found it difficult to maintain
altitude. Astride the Wind's side burned
and his head ached, but still he fought
on.
Where are you going? Kaeralonn asked
the kenku's reeling mind. Leading me
back to your nest, in hopes that your
clanmates will overwhelm me? You're
as foolish and as vain as Amidst the
Blue.
Astride the Wind ignored him. Instead,
he thought to Embracing the Clouds, This
is it. It ends here.
Astride the Wind fluffed his wings,
bringing himself up short-and his wings

were pressed hard against his sides by
some heavy, outside force. He was
covered in a mass of white silk like a
spider's web, but the web had appeared
out of nowhere, in the air all around him.
The source of it was obvious, even
before Kaeralonn's gloating statement,
Wrapped like the gift you are, thrall.
Astride the Wind squawked in defiance
and began to fall. Unable to spread his
wings, he couldn't fly. He could twist his
body enough to control his spin, though,
and he managed to see what Kaeralonn
was doing. The flying boat was moving
fast on a course obviously designed to
bring it under Astride the Wind.
Kaeralonn had immobilized him so he
could drop like a bundle into the open

boat.
Arrows whistled through the air from a
circling
Embracing
the
Clouds.
Kaeralonn didn't even bother to hold up
a hand. The arrows-which should have
lodged deep in the man's chest-whirled
around him and down like water caught
in a drain. Embracing the Clouds cawed
in frustration, though they both had
always known this enemy would be
harder to kill than that.
Astride the Wind slammed onto his back
on the wooden deck of the flying boat
and his vision spun from the impact.
Above him were the deep black clouds,
below two thirds of a mile of open air
then the stony foothills. Astride the Wind
struggled against the web, but it held his

wings and arms tightly to his sides.
Kaeralonn looked down at him and said
something in his vile human speech that
Astride the Wind couldn't understand.
The bound kenku managed to sit up in the
gently rocking boat, and he could see
Embracing the Clouds wheeling in the
distance against the backdrop of the
barren mountains. Embracing the
Clouds's bow was around his shoulders
and a dagger was in his right hand. His
wings arced and he turned to fly fast at
the boat.
No, brother, Astride the Wind sent to
him. Keep your distance.
Embracing the Clouds whirled around in
the air and started back the way he'd
come without a moment's hesitation. The

human had the audacity to laugh.
Astride the Wind ignored them both,
only barely feeling the boat lift and turn
in the direction of Embracing the
Clouds's flight. The human meant to give
chase.
Astride the Wind felt the energy building
within him. The human, for all his great
power, was still dependant on spells.
Spells required hands, a tongue, and
sometimes items of focus or power.
What Astride the Wind had drawn the
hated human here to do required none of
those things. It was a natural progression
from the seed of power planted in the
ancient kenku by Kaeralonn himself, as
shortsighted as he was long-lived.
The kenku's reverie was deep, but not so

deep that he failed to hear Kaeralonn
begin the chanting cadence of a spellfrom this close so obviously different
from his normal monotone, mumbling
speech. Astride the Wind's legs were
still free, though not entirely. He could,
and did, kick out and up just enough to
jostle Kaeralonn's elbow, knock him just
enough toward the edge of the boat to
startle him-and in the process ruin the
spell.
The archwizard spun on the restrained
kenku, his scarred face blazing with
anger.
Know, the archwizard screamed into
Astride the Wind's mind, when you're
beaten, slave!
The human reached down and grabbed

Astride the Wind's shoulder roughly.
The human wore a ring on that hand, a
ring that started to burn when it touched
Astride the Wind's feathers. Kaeralonn
was obviously immune to the heat, but
Astride the Wind was being burned
painfully. He couldn't help but call out a
single pained shriek.
Astride the Wind... Embracing the
Clouds sent, concern making the thought
spiky and urgent.
Go, brother, Astride the Wind replied.
Tell them what happened here.
Indeed, "brother," Kaeralonn interceded.
Tell them all that the master has returned
and their service is required once more.
Your clanmate-or what's left of him-will
be waiting for you on Shade Enclave.

No, Kaeralonn, Astride the Wind
replied. When Amidst the Blue took your
face and your slaves from you, he
remembered everything. When that
ragged band of kenku flew from your
hated aerie and found a home in the high
caves far away, they painted his
memories and his warning... and his
wishes for the future, on the walls. He
told us the manner of the death of the
slaver, should the day come that he or
his kin returned.
The burning subsided and the
archwizard smiled in a condescending,
unimpressed way. How lovely for you
all.
The manner of your death was decreed
by your first slave, Kaeralonn. You will

share the fate of the martyr, Along the
Thermals.
Along the... ? Kaeralonn responded,
confused. Astride the Wind closed his
eyes, the power inside him linked to the
heart of the clouds. He could feel
Kaeralonn's hand come off his shoulder.
The first half of the first syllable of a
spell certainly designed to get him away
whispered off the tip of the human's lipand the sky exploded in blinding light.
The lightning bolt held all the fury of the
heavy mountain clouds. It slammed into
the boat and through Kaeralonn with
force enough to blast the archwizard into
a spray of flaming gobbets of sizzling
flesh. The wood of the boat shattered,
exploded from within. Astride the

Wind's body tensed and he could feel
small bones break in his hands, his jaw,
his talons. The web boiled away, taking
rows of feathers with it, and Astride the
Wind screamed at the pain of his
unprotected flesh burning.
He tumbled madly away, laughing
through the pain and loss, knowing that
he'd taken the slaver with him. The
hands that grabbed him grabbed him
hard and a flood of emotions flowed into
his mind from Embracing the Clouds.
Astride the Wind opened his eyes and
found that he could only see out of one of
them, but he could see his clanmate.
It is done, highest of brothers,
Embracing the Clouds told him, his arms
gently circling Astride the Wind's

burned, limp form. The clan awaits.
Astride the Wind could feel Embracing
the Clouds's wings carry them both
higher, turning to the west and home.
The Fallen Lands
Murray J.D. Leeder
19 Ches, the Year of Wild Magic
I remember sitting in the class of my
mentor, the wizard Maligo of
Mistledale. Retired from his adventures
to the clergy of Azuth, he occasionally
defended the Dale from its enemies but
mostly was content to live quietly and
teach a new generation of mages. He
would die several years later of a
miscast spell during the Time of
Troubles, a hard blow to me. I learned

almost all I know about magic from him.
In this particular class, I took it upon
myself to ask a naughty question:
"If Mystra is a goddess of good, why
does she allow evil people to use
magic?"
The other children around me tittered
that I asked such a question, but not
Maligo. He was a man of infinite
patience.
"What do you children think?" he asked.
"It is not for Mystra to deny magic to
anyone," answered another mageling, the
son of one of the Council of Six and
certainly my archnemesis of the moment.
Despite his best attempts, he never
became nearly as close to Maligo as I
did. "She teaches us wisdom instead," he

explained, "and if we do not heed her
wisdom, if we use her power for
destructive means, she is not to blame."
This was the usual answer to that
question. It wasn't the first time I'd heard
it, nor the last. I had to hear that answer
many times before it started to sound
reasonable....
*****
I woke up to the sun stabbing me in the
eye. Assessing my situation as best I
could, I found I was wrapped in some
kind of animal fur and naked underneath.
The chill air on my face kept me awake.
I tried and failed to sit up, so badly was
I aching, though I knew my wounds had
been healed.

Wounds. Where did I get them? The
orcs. I remembered the orcs. They
attacked us at night. Hundreds of them,
far more than I had seen at one time,
moved toward us in waves. Many were
riding flightless avians, like ugly
featherless ostriches. My spells slew
many, but they kept coming. These orcs
looked unusual. In their eyes, shining in
the torchlight, I did not see the manic
bloodlust typical of their kind. Instead
their eyes were glassed over, faraway.
I remembered Neril slipping between
the orcs, slashing at all sides with his
great broadsword and cleaving them by
the dozens. Mystra! There was a moment
when they were around him on all sides,
separating him from the rest of us. That

was the last I saw of him.
"The others," I croaked, my throat
parched. "The others."
“Did you hear that?" said someone with
a deep male voice. "He speaks our
language!"
"Are you sure?" somebody else said.
"Please . . . the others." I was regaining
my faculties, and I attempted a complete
sentence: "Are the others all right?"
A man stepped over me. My eyes
widened as I stared up at him. His head
eclipsed the sun, so I couldn't make out
his features clearly. He was tall,
probably a head above me, and in the
Dalelands I was considered a tall man.
His hair was long and black, and he was
clad in the pelt of a wolf. A barbarian.

Yes! I remembered the barbarians. They
rushed out of the night like ghosts and
joined the fray, their spears and axes and
hammers sailing across the battlefield.
Just before I passed out, a warhammer
shattered the skull of the orc with its
sword to my throat. It likely saved my
life. Now, a similar hammer was in the
hands of the man standing above me.
"Do not move, Civilized. Stay still, or
you will taste Uthgardt steel. How did
you come to speak our language?"
I heard Common, but his lips moved in
his native tongue.
"I don't," I said.
I ran my weak hand up to my chest and
confirmed that I was still wearing the
amulet. I pulled it out from under the fur.

It glowed serenely, and gave off a
certain amount of warmth, something I
was glad for in these northern winters.
This makes it possible for me," I
explained.
The amulet was a gift from my mentor,
many years ago. It translated my
language into that of the listener and his
language to mine. It had served the
Blazing Band well over the years, even
though it had limitations. The barbarian's
use of "civilized," for example, was
probably the best translation it could
manage of a concept not present in
Common.
"I knew we should have taken it away
from him, Thluna. It's magic!"
"I knew it was magic, Gar," answered

the barbarian above me. "That's why I
didn't touch it. I was afraid it might
poison me."
"It is not a weapon. It's not a danger to
you or anyone," I said. "Tell me, who
else from my company survived the
battle?"
"No one," he said.
My heart sank, though I wasn't surprised
at his answer. I reviewed them all in my
mind. I had known Neril the longest,
since we were children. The two of us
formed the Blazing Men together in
Mistledale-it wasn't until we took on our
first female member that we amended the
name-but somehow I felt saddest for our
youngest member, dear young Shalinda.
She had joined us in Sundabar barely a

month before. She was just a northern
farm girl, eager to see the world and
with a minor aptitude for the longbow
gained from shooting wolves. It was her
first battle that killed her, and I doubt
she was able to slay even a single orc
before they reached her.
Sundabar. That's where we were when
we heard the news. The Lords' Alliance
was dispatching troops-even the
Blackstaff was rumored to be on the
move. Neril suggested we take an
unusual route-east of the High Forest-to
Evereska, one that would get us there
quickly while avoiding major roads,
which might be compromised. We were
lucky to get through the Nether
Mountains before the blizzards began.

"Ask him if he's a mage. Ask him if this
is a magic book."
I forced myself to sit up and saw the
other barbarian, an equally brutishlooking fellow. He had my spellbook,
my one possession of true power, my
one defense, lying closed in front of him,
with my quarterstaff and robes beside it.
My mind was empty of spells. I could
not fight my way out if I wanted to.
I recalled the advice a seasoned
adventurer once gave us. We met him in
a tavern in Neverwinter. He said, "If you
ever want to commit suicide easily, tell
an Uthgardt you're a mage."
But I suspected they had a still lower
opinion of liars.
"I am a mage," I confessed. "My name is

Arklow of Ashabenford."
I turned my eyes to the barbarian above
me. As he moved his head out from
behind the sun, I realized that he was
very young, probably barely fifteen
winters. His scars told me that at this
young age he had seen more combat than
I had in my thirty. In his eyes, I saw an
odd mix of revulsion and something else.
Curiosity?
"A mage? We've saved a mage, Thluna,"
said the other barbarian. "Sungar will
skin us for this. He won't be happy that
the shaman healed him before some of
our own."
"He was the most badly wounded, and
he fought fiercely against the orcs,"
replied Thluna, "even if he is a mage."

I filled in the appropriate adage- -the
enemy of my enemy is not my enemy-but
I detected a strange undercurrent to
Thluna's voice that made me suspect
there was more to it than that.
"Arklow of Ashabenford, I am Thluna,
son of Haagravan, of the Thunderbeast
tribe. That is Garstak."
Thunderbeast. I'd never heard of that
tribe before, and I was happy for that
since the most famous tribes were
generally those who raided civilized
settlements. Somehow, though, the name
made something click in my mind. There
were mountains visible in the distance,
and I knew they were among the
northernmost of the Greypeaks. I turned
and looked behind me, and I saw an

expanse of dry, dead earth stretch off to
the horizon. There was some shifting
snow but not much. The area seemed
almost devoid of weather. I knew the
name of the place we were cutting
through to get to Evereska. It was a
dismal, little-visited corner of Faerun
civilized men called the Fallen Lands.
*****
Once I was ready to walk again, Thluna
and Garstak let me dress. They did not
return my spellbook or staff, and for the
moment I didn't ask for them. They led
me through the Thunderbeast camp, a
hodgepodge of portable dwellings of
animal skins, filled with a selection of
stocky barbarians, all male and mostly

wounded in some way or another, and
all looking at me with fear and contempt.
They took me before their chieftain,
Sungar
Wolfkiller.
A fiercely bearded man, probably
younger than me but looking decades
older, Sungar was slighter than many of
the Uthgardt but still an imposing figure.
He had a huge gash across his cheek,
fresh from the battle. Apparently the
tribe's shaman had yet to get around to
healing his wounds. He clutched a huge
battle-axe in a single hand, a weapon so
heavy I expected few men could even lift
it. The forgery looked almost dwarven,
but in a human's size. I wondered where
it came from. The chieftain thanked

Thluna and asked them to leave us alone
in his tent.
"Mage," he addressed me. "We Uthgardt
despise your magic. It is a terribly
distasteful thing to talk with you through
that magic device of yours." He pointed
at my amulet.
"I understand that," I said. "I thank you
and your tribe for saving my life. I owe
you everything. I owe you enough to
leave your company immediately.''
"Normally, that would be the best you
could hope for, but. . ." His eyes drifted
to the ground. "Circumstances are not
normal.
"We are far from the rest of our people
and farther still from the bones of the
beast that watches over our tribe. We set

out into this dead region to battle the
orcs. Our tribe generally embarks on
such a campaign every two or three
winters as a test of our mettle. This is
Thluna's first time and my seventh. I
believe I have seen almost everything of
orcs a man may encounter. Thousands
have fallen to my axe, but I have never
seen anything like the orcs we battled
last night.
"Orcs are cowardly beasts. When the
tide of the battle is turned against them,
some of them will retreat. This is the
case, always, but these orcs fought to the
last. I lost many warriors to their spears
and swords, and not one orc fled the
battle.
"None of us have ever known orcs to

mass in such numbers. This dead region
in particular is noted for its constant
feuds and rivalries, orc tribe against orc
tribe. Never have they been so united.
"Finally, some of my men have
observed, and I concur, that these orcs
did not look like orcs. Orcs are
disgusting, drooling creatures. In their
eyes there is nothing but hatred and evil,
but these orcs had nothing of that. Their
eyes were distant. It was as if their
minds were not theirs. My experience
has no explanation for this. Perhaps
yours does."
Sungar stared me in the eye. I took a
deep breath, and told him what I knew.
"My company was passing through this
region, which we call the Fallen Lands,

on the way to Evereska. It is an elf
settlement to the south. We received
word in Sundabar ..." I paused,
wondering if I should explain either
elves or Sundabar, but I decided against
it, ". . . that something had happened near
there-an eruption from the underground
of an unusual type of monster, the
phaerimm."
"Phaerimm?"
"I don't know much about them. They
were more legend than reality for most
of us. They're thought to live beneath
Anauroch . . . the desert to the east."
Sungar nodded in understanding.
"They're said to be intelligent, wicked
and powerful, and excellent magicians.
Some say they even subsist on magic

itself. The arrival of such monsters
could have devastating consequences for
us all. We heard that many forces of
good were proceeding to Evereska to
counter this invasion and decided to
head there ourselves.
"It's also known that the phaerimm are
masters at enslaving other races to their
will, even highly intelligent creatures
like dragons and beholders. If their
object is one of simple destruction, it
does not surprise me that they send their
servants where they cannot go
themselves. If they can control the mind
of a dragon, it should be no trick to bend
the will of an orc." Or a barbarian, I
thought, or a mage. Sungar shook his
head in disbelief. "Uthgar protect us.

These phaerimm ... they can be killed?"
"I'm sure they can, but even the strongest
wizards in the world fear the phaerimm.
I am no match for them, I am certain of
that, and neither are your men. Our only
hope is that none of them are here in the
Fallen Lands, that instead, it is one of
their servants who is enslaving these
orcs."
"But the orcs are dead. We killed them."
"Were they all the orcs in the Fallen
Lands? All the other monsters besides?
Maybe they were just an exploratory
force. There could be another army out
there, probably even larger. What would
you do if some of your men were
slaughtered, and you were in a position
to strike back? How would you react?"

"I would seek revenge." Sungar leaned
pensively on his battle-axe. "What do
you recommend we do, mage?"
"We could move north. I could rejoin
civilization, you could rejoin your tribe,
that is, if the phaerimm's forces do not
intercept us on the way. They could
make us then-slaves, just like those
orcs." I paused to let my words sink in.
"Or we could-"
"We will move south and confront this
army before it expects us. If we perish,
we will perish defending our tribe.
Come with us, Arklow of Ashabenford.
We have seen your valor in battle and
know you to be a worthy warrior. I
promise no Uthgardt warrior will molest
you if you ride as one of us."

*****
My staff and spellbook were returned to
me, and as soon as all the Uthgardt were
properly healed by the shaman, they
were ready to mobilize again. Only
Thluna's friend Garstak did not join us
but was instead sent back north to warn
the tribe. The Uthgardt buried their dead
in the dirt of the Fallen Lands and a few
of them helped me dig graves for the
Blazing Band. I had thoughts of
recovering some of their magical items,
perhaps the enchanted dagger from the
thief Jarok, but with the Uthgardt
watching I decided otherwise. Barely a
trace was left of the encampment by the
time we left.

I was provided with a horse, its rider
killed by the orcs. It was a far less
domesticated animal than most of the
horses I had ridden, but I think I
impressed the Uthgardt by handling it as
well as I did. The Uthgardt were not
horse barbarians like the far-off Nars
and Tuigan, and clearly had come only
recently to the art of equestrianism. My
father was one of the Riders of
Mistledale, and he had taught me well.
There was something perversely
amusing about the situation. Two tendays
before, I was wintering in Sundabar and
would never have expected to find all
my friends and companions dead, and
myself riding into the depths of the
Fallen Lands with a barbarian tribe to

battle the phaerimm.
My mind frequently drifted back to poor
Shalinda. How irresponsible we were
for taking the young woman, barely more
than a child, into such danger. She
should have stayed in Sundabar, she
should have stayed a farmer. If she had,
she'd still be alive.
The Blazing Band had accomplished
many glorious things. It deserved better
than to be massacred by orcs in some
godsforsaken corner of Faerun. Or did
it? When Neril had come to us with the
news that phaerimm were assaulting
Evereska, we all agreed to proceed
there immediately. Why? Was it selfless
concern for the elves of Evereska? Or
was it just another opportunity for glory?

Maybe even a chance to fight next to
Khelben Arunsun himself?
The farther we went into the Fallen
Lands, the more barren the place
became. A vast expanse of dirt and
cracked earth-no wonder all sensible
men avoided it. Only magic could leave
a place so infertile. I understood it was
once a Netherese survivor state. Perhaps
that's why the Uthgardt regarded it with
such suspicion. Physically desolate as it
was, though, it teemed with magic. I
could feel it in the air, just as I could
sense the absence of the Weave the
instant I stepped into the dead magic
area in Tantras. There I developed a
throbbing
headache,
feeling
my
separation from the Weave and the glory

of Mystra, but here I felt the opposite, a
heady feeling verging on euphoria. I
didn't doubt that the phaerimm would
feel very much at home in this place.
Thluna rode his horse up next to mine.
He was wearing a silver war helmet and
clutching a warhammer. Of all the
Uthgardt I had met, he was the only one
who went out his way for my company,
and I was glad for it. Some of the others
looked as if they'd quickly put an axe to
my head if it weren't for Sungar's
instructions. I was worried that some of
them thought I might try to corrupt
Thluna's young mind with my civilized
philosophies, but they didn't express this
as far as I saw. To their credit, they
trusted their dogma to keep him on what

they defined as the right path.
"Do you know about the Blue Bears?" he
asked me.
"The Blue Bear tribe? A little."
"My father pried this helmet off the body
of one of their warriors, whom he killed
with his bare hands. Of all the
degenerate Uthgardt tribes, the Blue
Bears are the worst."
I was happy to hear that. The helmet was
marked on one side with an emblem of
Everlund, and I was a trifle concerned
about how he'd got it.
"I understood the Blue Bears are extinct
now. The tribe crumbled after Hellgate
Keep was destroyed."
By a group of magic-wielding
"civilizeds," I silently added.

Thluna nodded. "This is true, so far as
we have seen. We passed through their
territory a tenday ago and saw nothing of
them. It is said that when they learned
their bitch chieftain Tanta was not human
at all, but some foul fiend of the Hells,
they were too twisted to even care." He
turned his eyes to me. "Is that what we
will be like if these phaerimm enslave
us?"
"I don't know," I answered truthfully.
"Any of us would rather fight to the
death than to allow that to happen to us
or to happen to the rest of our tribe."
"You'd even rather fight beside a mage."
When he didn't knock me off my horse as
I suspected he might, I thought I would
press my luck farther. "What is your

people's objection to magic? You have
priestly magic."
"Priestly? Our shaman's spells are a gift
from Uthgar.Your magic is not the
same."
He was right, in a sense. Clerical magic
did not come from the Weave like my
spells.
"Magic isn't just a tool of destruction," I
said. "It can be helpful, beneficial. This
amulet is a good example. Without it, we
couldn't be talking to each other like
this."
"Were it not for your magic object, we
would have to learn to communicate on
our own level. We'd be forced to
accomplish something. Instead, the
amulet does it for us. Magic does not

make your life better, only easier."
"Magic is an Art. It's a gift of Mystra."
"Mystra," said Thluna. "We are aware of
this goddess, though we do not think of
her often. When we do, it is of a trickster
who lures men with offers of tremendous
power, power without restrictions.
These powers grow and grow and
eventually become impossible to
control. She is a miner of men and tribes
alike."
My anger rose, but I knew this was
Thluna's way of getting me back for what
I had said a moment ago. Things were
settled between us, so I didn't dare to
say what we thought of his god.
It was later that day that one of the
Uthgardt pointed out a plume of smoke

rising to the sky in the distance.
"Could be orcs," said Sungar. "But there
are so few trees. Where are they getting
the wood for a fire?"
He had a point. Orcs ate raw meat but
preferred it cooked. "It's probably
magical fire," I reasoned. "A gift from
their new masters."
One of the older barbarians chimed in
with his advice. "We should attack now,
while there's still light. In darkness they
will have the advantage."
"I'd like to know what we're up against
first," said Sungar.
"I have a spell for that."
Some of them began to object, but
Sungar silenced them with a glance.
"I’ll need silence for a minute or two," I

said and crouched on the ground, facing
the direction of the smoke.
I cast my spell and felt my consciousness
propelled over the fields of the Fallen
Lands with increasing speed. There was
a large plain ahead of us, featureless but
for a small ruin rising maybe eight feet
above, like the tip of something mostly
buried under the ground. But for that,
there was little cover in any direction.
Surrounding the ruin was an impressive
force made up mostly of orcs, with a few
stray bugbears and gnolls in the mix,
probably acquired somewhere between
there and Evereska. A lot of them were
tending to their mounts, those ugly
bipedal birds, and some were cooking
meat over a series of magic bonfires.

Still, they looked like they were ready to
fight at a moment's notice. I estimated at
least ten of them for every one of the
barbarians.
My mind slipped between a set of orcs
and continued toward the ruin, barely
more than a few cracked walls and
broken columns. A few huge and bulky
masses were standing nearby like
statues, and on the ruin itself was a long,
thin serpentine body, a dark blue-purple
in color, ending with a human face that
was buried in the belly of its meal, a
dead orc.
How do we know this civilized is not
warning our enemies?
He is luring us into a trap!
The voices shot through my mind and

sent me hurling back to my body so hard
that I fell backward.
"Silence!" shouted Sungar at the
offending Uthgardt, who slunk away in
submission.
Sungar was a strong ruler but smart
enough to know that some of the illtempered barbarians would not tolerate
my presence much longer. Barbarians
lived for battle. It was the only pleasure
in their harsh lives, and battle was the
only thing that would protect me. These
Uthgardt would much rather fight beside
me than ride with me.
"It's all right," I said, pulling myself to
my feet. "I saw enough. There are maybe
four or five hundred orcs in the army,
and a few other humanoids as well, but I

did not see any phaerimm. We can be
relieved at that. They're being led by a
dark naga."
"A dark what?"
"A naga. They're snakelike beings who
hoard magic items and knowledge.
They're born collaborators. This one
probably works for the phaerimm in
exchange for new spells, including the
mind control spells that are keeping that
army in line. Nagas have poison stingers
on the end of their tails, and they bite.
They also have powers of telepathy and
can read your thoughts if you get too
close to them. They're dangerous foes."
"Have you ever fought one before?"
asked one of the Uthgardt.
"No," I admitted, "but I did fight

something similar-a water naga-back
home. I've read accounts from those
who've fought others. The naga's being
guarded by two umber hulks. They're
large, underground monsters, These I
have fought before. They can be deadly
in close quarters but are slow and
awkward out in the open. Never meet
their eyes. They have powers of
confusion. I bet the naga brought them
with it from the Underdark as
bodyguards. It's nice to know it can
make such a mistake."
"These monsters can be killed?" Sungar
asked, clutching his axe.
"I think so." The barbarians shouted in
approval. "I said the naga's spells were
controlling the minds of the orcs. I can't

be certain, but that may mean that if the
naga died, the control would end. If the
orc tribes in the Fallen Lands are as
divisive as I've heard, then that army
must contain a lot of enemies. We can
capitalize on the confusion. After all, we
can't kill four hundred orcs, but two
hundred orcs can kill two hundred orcs."
Craftiness in strategy was not a skill
much admired by barbarians as a rule,
but I think the Uthgardt realized that their
usual direct approach would not be
successful here. I fetched my staff from
the back of my horse and drew in the dry
dirt a rough overhead sketch of the army
as I had seen it. Soon we had formulated
a battle plan.
"None of us will leave the field before

the battle is won," said Sungar as the sun
was just about to set and our campaign
was about to begin, "or none of us will
leave it at all."
The sentiment frightened me, but I could
not improve upon its eloquence.
*****
Sungar, myself, and a dozen others
separated from the rest and circled south
and to the west, keeping out of the army's
view. As there was no cover close to the
battlefield, we had to move quite a
distance. After a few tense minutes'
wait, we moved on the orcs. The sound
of weapons clashing was audible from
the battlefield. Dimly we could see the
mounted figures of the others beset by

throngs of orcs, dodging their spears and
arrows, and could hear war cries mix
with the clanking of orcish armor.
“There." I pointed out the ruins where I
had seen the naga
It seemed our plan was working. The
defenses along the flank had thinned as
the others drew more orcs forward. We
charged. As I looked back at the
Uthgardt, horses galloping, weapons
held high, their long black hair flying in
the breeze, I felt an instinctive terror of
my allies. That's what made barbarians
the potent force they were, why they
were feared across the North. In truth
most of them were probably less skilled
as fighters than many I'd fought beside or
against in my life, but as a spectacle they

had no equal-but I knew their fearsome
visage would have little effect on these
enspelled orcs.
Some of the orcs noticed us almost
immediately and started moving in our
direction on foot or mounted, but on the
whole they continued engaging the
others. They did not count on my
presence, but they would learn of it soon
enough. At this point I offered one
discreet prayer to Mystra, and another to
Torm or Tempus or Uthgar, or whatever
god would help us win the battle.
Sungar used his mighty axe to knock the
first blank-faced orc to reach us off its
avian as he rode past it, while I
prepared my first spell. I had searched
my spellbook for something that would

impress on the Uthgardt that magic need
not be destructive. Perhaps something
with weather control, a mighty wind to
blow the orcs away from our path, but I
went back to one of the most common
offensive spells in the Realms, which
has no match when it comes to removing
larger numbers of enemies and quickly. I
had rarely cast it from a horse before, let
alone one charging at its top speed, but I
managed to summon a large fireball and
send the orange-red sphere sailing high
through the air. Silhouetted against the
darkening sky, it was a thing of
tremendous beauty. I even think I heard
some of the Uthgardt around me gasp. It
landed dead ahead of us in a dense
group of orcs, tearing through them with

waves of flame. Cries of pain drowned
out all other noise.
A spear caught the flank of the horse of
the barbarian riding beside me. He went
tumbling to the ground, and I hoped he
managed to stand before the orcs rushed
over to slit his exposed throat, but I
couldn't turn back to look. Sungar rode
up beside me, and together we led the
charge toward the ruin growing larger in
the distance. Most orcs instinctively
dodged the feet of our horses, and I sent
a few magic missiles whistling across
the plain to clear those who didn't. Soon
a very definite path between us and the
ruin formed.
As we passed through the scorched spot
where my fireball had landed I could see

the two umber hulks loom ahead of us,
but I could not see the naga.
A purple tail snaked out of the lines of
orcs ahead of me and swung at me. Its
stinger came so close to me I could
smell its poison. My reflexes were faster
than my spells, and I pulled my staff
from behind me, bashing the naga's tail
as hard as I could. It immediately
slipped away, back between the orcs
and vanished from my sight.
"Where did it go?" yelled Sungar.
The point where it attacked me was now
some distance behind us. We both
looked backward just in time to see the
naga leap out of the fray onto one of the
Uthgardt following us. It caught him by
surprise, sinking its fangs into the side of

his head. It flexed its long, thin body
backward, pulling him from horse and
sending him flying backward onto the
orcs' waiting blades. I fired a magic
missile and struck the naga in its side.
With lightning speed, it retracted once
again into the safety of the ranks of orcs.
The lines of orcs around Sungar and me
were far too close together for us to turn
around and confront the naga at this
speed. We looked forward again and
found we were nearing the ruin where
the two umber hulks stood waiting for
us. Sungar jumped from his horse just in
time for it to run straight into the huge,
outstretched arms of an umber hulk. It
grasped at the horse's head, crushing it
instantly, but the momentum hurled the

unsteady creature backward and off its
feet while badly damaging its claws.
The other hulk tried to pull me off my
horse, but I dodged, rode a small circle
around the ruin, and came back at it,
letting a flame arrow fly directly at its
ugly face.
My spell met its mark, but the creature
was unfazed and reached out for me
again. I leaped off my horse and landed
hard on my back, swearing. My staff
went flying off somewhere, and the
hulk's huge mandibles were closing in on
me.
Sungar's battle-axe impacted the hulk's
scaly hide, eliciting a tremendous moan
of pain from the beast. The creature
turned to face its attacker.

I shouted, "Avoid its eyes," as Sungar
struck again. The orcs were keeping
their distance. Normally they would
have swarmed us, but the naga's spells
and the presence of the umber hulks kept
them at bay.
No sooner had I pulled myself to my feet
than I felt the umber hulk's arms close
around my middle. The monster was
badly injured in its collision with the
horse, but its hug was crushing enough
even in its wounded state. Without my
hands free, I couldn't cast my spells and
I felt my breath start to fail, my ribs
ready to crack.
I heard a loud impact just above my head
and the hulk's grasp loosened. I wormed
my way free and quickly whirled about,

ready to fire another magic missile at the
monster's foul heart, but I didn't have to.
It fell on its own, and the ground shook
as its huge mass landed. An Uthgardt
throwing axe was embedded in the back
of its skull, likely thrown by someone
from the other, larger force, at last
making some headway in its push for the
ruin.
I turned in time to see Sungar's axe finish
off the other hulk, slicing it through its
thick belly. Almost immediately, the
orcs surrounding us stopped being
spectators and charged. Sungar and I
retreated up into the ruin, a more
defensible location since the broken
pillars and ancient walls provided
protection from some sides. 1 slipped

into a corner to preserve the few spells I
had left, while Sungar held the entrance
with his axe.
"Why does the naga not show itself?"
asked Sungar. "It's a coward."
"It wants to survive," I said, "but it also
wants to win. It will not disappoint its
phaerimm masters. It can read our minds
and knows our-"
The wall behind me collapsed. I barely
kept my balance enough to stay standing.
I turned around and saw the naga coiled
ahead of me, hissing at me with its
fanged mouth. The orcs backed away
once again.
"Something's wrong," I mumbled to
myself as I prepared another magic
missile.

I launched the spell-bolt at the monster's
face, but it never impacted. Instead it
bounced off the air surrounding the naga
and flew back at me, striking me in the
chest. I went flying backward, agony
radiating through my torso to all parts of
my body. I screamed and fell hard onto
the stone of the ruin. Sungar rushed over
to my aid, while the naga licked its lips
in amusement.
"What has it done?" the chieftain asked
me.
"It's wrapped itself in some kind of
magical field," I answered, teeth gritting
in time with my throbbing pain. "It turns
magic back on its wielder."
"That's no match for Uthgardt steel!"
Sungar shouted and ran forward,

swinging his mighty battle-axe and
letting out a loud war cry. The naga tried
to dodge, but the battle-axe caught it in
the neck. The field around it flickered,
and I saw the axe energized with a red
burst of energy shooting down to its
wielder. Sungar and the naga both
writhed in pain, and both seemed on the
verge of collapse. The naga desperately
swung around its tail, but Sungar, the
agony obvious in his every move, sliced
through its flank with his axe, sending
the stinger flying off into the crowd of
orcs. Sungar collapsed from the pain,
letting the axe fly away. The naga came
about and prepared to rip his throat out
with its fangs. I watched helplessly.
A rain of Uthgardt spears, hammers, and

throwing axes flew at the naga's thin,
serpentine length, a few of them striking
their mark exactly. The creature writhed
in pain and let out a sharp scream that
could have shattered glass. The Uthgardt
at last penetrated the row of orcs behind
us, and I felt arms strain to lift me from
the ground onto the back of a horse. It
was Thluna.
"You saved a mage," I said weakly.
"The second time I've done that," he
answered.
I saw one of the other barbarians pull
Sungar from the ground and bury a
warhammer into the naga's ugly face,
killing the monster at last.
Thluna brought his horse around and
started charging away from the

battlefield. I turned my eyes to the orcs
and saw that it was happening just as I
predicted. When orc after orc realized
that it was armed and standing beside a
member of a rival tribe, its instinct was
not to ask questions. By the time we
were clear of the area, orc-on-orc fights
were breaking out like a string of Shou
firecrackers.
*****
Only fourteen of us left the battle, about
a third of those who entered it. Sungar
was the most badly wounded and took
up most of the shaman's spells, so the
rest of us were left to heal on our own.
We set up camp nearby. Food was
running scarce, the Fallen Lands offering

little in the way of vegetation or
wildlife. Whatever the orcs usually ate,
it was likely consumed by the naga's
army, so several of the most able-bodied
Uthgardt set off for the Greypeak
Mountains to the west to hunt.
Thluna, myself, and a few of the others
went back to the battlefield to recover
the honored dead from among the piles
upon piles of orc corpses. Surely there
were some survivors of the battle, but so
few that the Uthgardt considered this
among the most glorious victories in
their tribe's history, one about which
great songs would be sung. I doubted,
somehow, that Arklow the Civilized
Mage would get a verse.
I inspected the ruin and found it was

even more badly damaged than before.
However, I did notice for the first time
that the wall that the naga had brought
down was marked with a single star
etched into the stone, an ancient symbol
of Mystra. Perhaps the ruin was once a
piece of her temple, part of some ancient
city. A new feeling rose in me, a quite
blissful peace. I smiled, and I felt
privately certain that someone divine
had taken measures to ensure our
victory.
"Here it is!" one of the barbarians
shouted, and we all rushed over to see.
He found Sungar’s great axe, lying
beneath a dead orc.
"Wonderful," said Thluna. "We can
present it to the chieftain when he

awakens."
I asked Thluna about the axe, and he
explained that it was ancient, going back
many generations among the chieftains of
the Thunderbeast tribe. No one could
remember where it came from or when it
was forged.
*****
The hunting party returned with game
and plenty of firewood just in time for
Sungar to awaken. I wasn't there at the
time, but I heard that his first words
were, "Was the battle won?"
"Yes," he was assured, "the battle was
won with Uthgardt steel."
A feast was held as soon as the chieftain
was well enough, a final celebration

before the tribe would go back north,
back home. For my valor in battle I was
allowed to take part, and I was gratified
that even the gruffest of the barbarians
accepted my presence. All attended the
feast in their frequently bloodstained
armor, fresh from battle.
Sungar offered a prayer. "We thank
Uthgar for the victory he has given us,
and in Uthgar's name we ask that we may
be strong in battle against our enemies.
May we resist the unholy temptations of
civilization, of magic, and may we keep
the North pure, always."
That night, as the festivities continued,
my mind started wandering and I gazed
intensely at Sungar's huge battle-axe. I
remembered how it hurt Sungar when he

swung it at the dark naga, just as my
magic missile came back at me, and in a
flash I understood why.
I should not have done what I did next.
I'm not entirely sure why I did it. Maybe
it was an act of spite. I cast a spell, one
that would show the aura of enchanted
items, and the axe started glowing a light
blue. All around us, too, some of the
barbarians' weapons, armor, and gear
glowed. There was silence, and all eyes
turned on me.
"It's magic, Sungar," I said. "Your battleaxe is enchanted, a magical weapon.
That's why it hurt you when you struck
the naga. You may not approve of magic,
tat whoever forged that axe certainly
did."

"What have you done, mage?" threatened
Sungar. "Nothing. I've done nothing. I've
changed nothing. I've merely revealed
what was always there. You have
always used magic. You just didn't
realize it. Don't you see, chieftain? That
battle was not the first time magic saved
your tribe. It probably has hundreds of
times before."
Sungar's face gradually turned from
anger to resignation. "You have done us
a service, mage. We know what needs to
be done."
He stood, taking his axe in hand. He
walked away from the camp, raised it
above his head, and with impossible
strength, hurled it far away onto the
barren earth of the Fallen Lands.

One by one, the others followed suit.
This is an image that will never leave
me. They took their swords, axes,
spears, hammers, their helmets and their
armor, anything that radiated magic, and
threw them all away, Soon, a veritable
treasure trove of magical items lay in the
dirt. Thluna was among the last to go up.
He flashed a sad but nevertheless quite
determined glance at me before
removing his father's helmet and hurling
it to join the rest.
I never shared another word with
Sungar, but the next morning, Thluna
gave me a horse and escorted me to the
edge of the High Gap. From there, I
could travel on down the banks of the
Delimbiyr River to Loudwater, if such a

place existed any longer. Perhaps there I
could join another adventuring company.
Perhaps I would end up at Evereska
after all.
"Our people have a story," Thluna told
me. "It is that this region you call the
Fallen Lands was once a kingdom of
magicians who lived in shining cities.
They grew in power till they no longer
did anything for themselves. Instead,
they would have magic do it for them.
They were proud and thought themselves
capable of anything. Then one day, the
well that they drew their magic from
went dry. Their civilization crumbled
overnight, and those who survived were
set upon by orcs and other foul
creatures. All that was once their shining

cities has vanished beneath the dirt.
"I cannot tell you if that story is true,
mage, but I do know this: Uthgar
commands us to resist civilization
wherever we find it. Civilization breeds
leisure and decadence and magic, all of
which seem like strengths but will
eventually prove weaknesses. We
Uthgardt will outlive all civilization. All
civilizeds will eventually become like
us."
I sat in silence for a long time, pondering
what he had told me, and what I had
done. I wanted to tell him everything I
knew about Netheril and about the
creation of Anauroch, that possibly his
ancestors, and very likely mine as well,
were survivors of a civilization dead

from magic.
Somehow I said nothing.
As I rode away from Thluna, I felt my
spellbook under my robes. For a brief
moment, I wondered if I would ever take
it out again.
Oh, Lady Mystra! Command me. How
could you grant us a gift so destructive, a
gift we so rarely use properly? For
Thluna was right. It is magic that might
some day turn all of Faerun into the
Fallen Lands.
When Shadows Come Seeking A Throne
Ed Greenwood
1 Kythorn, the Year of Wild Magic
A hundred tiny stars flashed and
sparkled, their reflections crawling

silently along bright-polished silver all
around the room.
The Queen of Cormyr set down her
tallglass, plucked aside the dark
shimmerweave cover even before the
Lady Laspeera could ready a royal
spellshield, leaned forward, and asked
gently, "Yes, Mreen? Are you well?"
The Lady Lord of Arabel looked
haggard in the depths of the crystal ball.
The dark, ragged line of a recent swordcut across her cheek was all Queen
Filfaeril and the senior war wizard
needed to see to know the truth.
Myrmeen Lhal shrugged, smiled, and
replied simply, "Highness, I live."
Myrmeen was still in full armor, and
they could see the large, well-worn hilt

of her warsword where it lay on the
table within easy reach.
Filfaeril shook her head at the grim jest.
"Not good enough, Mreen-and lay aside
my titles. It's me, lass, Fee. Your old
friend, remember?"
"Highness," the Lady Lord of Arabel
said stiffly, "I perceive that you're not
alone."
It was Laspeera's turn to sigh.
"Myrmeen," she said with just a hint of
weariness, "it's just the two of us. Put
your boots up on the table, fill your
goblet, and tell us: how fares Arabel?"
There was a muffled thud as two mudcaked boot heels crashed into their field
of view, daintily crossing at the ankles,
and swiftly-moving gold flashed back

candlelight as a man-sized goblet was
plucked up from out of sight beneath a
table edge.
"Very well," Myrmeen said flatly,
saluting them both with the drink in her
hand. "As you command."
The Queen of Cormyr chuckled in the
same soft, deep way her husband had so
often done. The Lady Lord of Arabel
almost shivered at the sound. Azoun was
dead and buried, yet any moment she
expected him to stride around the corner,
laughter in his eyes, and"Mreen," Filfaeril said softly, as if she
could read minds, "I miss him too. More
than anyone, though I know full well
how much I shared him. For his sake, I
go on, day after day, to keep Cormyr

strong. How fares Arabel?" "My Queen,
I'm so sorr-Fee." The Lady Lord of
Arabel slapped the table in anger at
herself, took a quid sip-no, a warrior's
gulp-of wine, and said crisply, "The
city's retaken. Steady patrols remounted,
Crown law restored, we're done fixing
roads and bridges, and most of your
troops are now out among the crofters,
with barn-raisings well underway and
folk lifting their voices in thanks for your
generosity. Now the real rebuilding can
begin."
Filfaeril smiled, and Laspeera sat back,
nodding in satisfaction. "Ah, Mreen, it's
such a pleasure to talk with someone
who thinks, sees, and speaks directly.
You've no idea... these courtiers...."

"Oh, yes, I do," Myrmeen Lhal replied
fervently. "Were it not for the peril their
recklessness and treasonous ambitions
would bring down upon us, with the
Stone-lands so close and this new dark
magic outdoing the Zhents, I'd press you
to agree to my old pet plan."
It was Laspeera's turn to chuckle. "Clap
all our courtiers in armor and ship them
out to you, to work their hands dirty and
face war-fear and hear a few harsh
orders? Don't think we haven't been
tempted."
"So do it," the commander of Arabel
said. "If I make loyal and useful men out
of half a dozen courtiers and die in the
doing, that's six replacements for one
down-and a lesson that might just cow

the rest into keeping mute and out of the
way, lest they be Volunteered' to
follow."
"And lose Arabel again?" Filfaeril
asked gently. "How many good men
would pay the price of winning it back
even one more time?"
Myrmeen nodded, took a long drink from
her goblet, and said, "Right enough, your
see. Gods damn, Filfaeril, but I just can't
call you"
"Oh, yes, you can," Filfaeril said,
sudden iron in her voice. "Courtiers
down here call me 'the Whore of Ice'
behind my back, just loud enough to
make sure I hear, and I was 'Lonelybed
Longtresses' for years to throw Azoun's
amours in my face, and I'll be flayed on

the altars of Loviatar before one of my
few true friends can't call me by my own
fate."
"Don't let the lords who linger at Court
hear you use that expression," Laspeera
said with another chuckle. "So few ideas
fall into their heads as it is."
Filfaeril rolled her eyes. "So true. I've
tried dropping choice phrases where
their spies can overhear, to start them
thinking, and all they do is wonder what
I meant-aloud and over drink after drink,
until they get the words all wrong and
twist what they thought I meant all
around-and I have to watch Lous fight
down the urge to strangle them
barehanded, one more time."
It was Myrmeen's turn to chuckle. "Doth

the Steel Regent's temper grow ... more
tempered?"
The queen sighed. "Yes, more credit to
her, yet being away from the saddle and
the sword and her young lords to fence
with smiling lies every day ... I can see
it building in her. Someone, someday
soon, is going to say one wrong word or
do something small and only slightly
offensive-and the storm inside Lous is
going to break." "It won't be the only
thing in the realm to break that day, I
doubt not," the commander of Arabel
agreed. "But I fear I waste too much of
your time, Fee. You should know some
other things, of events up here." The
queen nodded and smiled.
"Speak."

"Sightings of terrified Zhents fleeing out
of the Stonelands," Myrmeen replied.
"Oh, yes, hard to believe, but I saw
some myself. They've apparently been
babbling about great magical battles,
therein, between mighty wizards and
horrible flying beasts."
A royal eyebrow lifted. "Apparently?"
"So the jailers say, and they're good
ones. I’ll make tune tomorrow to
question the lone live captive we have."
Laspeera had been watching the Lady
Lord of Arabel intently through the
crystal.
"That was your better news," she said
quietly. "Now tell us the rest."
Myrmeen held up one scarred, longfingered hand. "Just one thing, gods be

thanked for small mercies. Our patrols
have scoured the east."
"And?" The queen's voice was as gentle
as if she'd been soothing a crying child.
"Tilverton is gone," Myrmeen said
bluntly. "Truly, utterly gone."
"Destroyed," Filfaeril murmured. It was
not a question. The Lady Lord of Arabel
nodded sadly back at her through the
scrying-glass, as the queen sighed, threw
back her head, and added evenly, "Thank
you, Mreen. It's good to hear truth, and
not..."
"Courtiers' honeyed words," Laspeera
said quietly. "Our thanks, Myrmeen. Get
some sleep."
The Lady Lord of Arabel gave them a
wry smile and a derisive grunt together.

This was my sleep, ladies. Gods keep
you well, and Cormyr better." She raised
her goblet in salute, swung her legs back
down to the floor, took up her swordand the crystal went dark.
"Gods keep you, Mreen," the queen said
quietly, staring at it. "One of the few true
blades we can trust. Oh, they are so
few..."
"Lady Queen," Laspeera said crisply,
"we can only wallow in despair when
the needs of the realm permit us time for
such indulgences."
Filfaeril's head snapped around, her
eyes blazed up into flames, and she gave
the senior war wizard a twisted smile.
The queen bowed her head, and
murmured, "Right you are, Laspeera.

Command me."
"My Queen!" Laspeera said, truly
shocked.
Filfaeril rolled her eyes and said, "Well
then, good Lady, what now is your
advice?"
"Alusair must be informed," Laspeera
said, nodding at the crystal. "As must the
Mage Royal, so she can best order the
War Wizards to proceed."
The Queen of Cormyr lifted both her
eyebrows. "You've forgotten how to
give orders?"
The senior war wizard sighed. "She was
Vangy's choice, and we can't expect her
to stand strong and loyal when next our
need is greatest, if we don't let her so
much as give a simple command here

and there. I don't want to be Court
Wizard, High-Fee. I never have. And
what's better, Caladnei doesn't either."
The Queen nodded.
"The reluctant serve the best." Laspeera
nodded at the old maxim instead of
making face or sticking out her tongue,
as she might have done at another time
and in another mood. She merely added
in thin, tired tones, There's still a
ghazneth out there, and I don't think any
of us are hungry, just now, for any more
magical tumult in our back pastures."
Filfaeril nodded again, and rose in a
shifting of silk
"I'll tell Alaphondar as much as he needs
to know." Laspeera smiled. "Leaving
Lous for me? Thank you."

"You're welcome," the Queen of Cormyr
replied sweetly. She swept out of the
room, in the space of an instant
somehow becoming every inch the grand
dowager once more.
Laspeera gave the serene royal back a
crooked smile, and turned in another
direction to go out a darker door.
*****
Offices breed, somehow. The huge,
interconnected fortress of the Royal
Court now sprawled larger than the
palace itself, and almost entirely
shielded-or cut rather-the seat of the
Obarskyrs from most of the prod city of
Suzail.
Yet, gargantuan though it was, courtiers

bred faster They spilled out its great
arched doors, across the court yard
between, and over into the palace itself.
Two of them, dandy-cloaks swirling
brightly around them, stood by a
shimmering tapestry-a lambent turquoise
scene of crawling blue dragons that
Laspeera had always liked. They were
obviously waiting for her, so Laspeera
strode on toward them, not letting them
see the slightest hesitation in her step.
On their faces were the easy smirks of
men who airily considered themselves
masters of the realm, and for a moment,
as she bore down on them, the senior
war wizard hated them enough to turn
them into mice-or ashes under her boots.
How dare they sidle into the private

chambers of the royal family to warm
themselves closer to the flame of power
than their fellows, to whom they'd
pretend that they enjoyed the personal
confidences of the Obarskyrs. At what
time had they lost their fear of guards, or
for that matter, of swift-striding war
wizards?
"Good Lady-" one of them began, as he
moved to block her path, his smile
almost a sneer.
"My lords," Laspeera interrupted, not
slowing or moving aside, "have you
personal business with the queen? Or
are you merely lost?"
"Ha ha," the courtier replied, in the
eager, empty mirth that by its tone
announces that its utterer is about to say

something important that should-nay,
must-be heeded. "Lady Laspeera," the
other courtier said firmly, stepping
directly into her way, "it was actually
you we came to see. It's a matter of some
urgency and delicacy ... ah ... involving
authority over magic."
Laspeera called on the power of the ring
that adorned the hand she kept low and
behind her-and marched straight into
him.
Her shield, unseen and noticeable only
as a faint, high singing sound, thrust the
man back, startling him into momentary
silence. The tall, slender woman in the
dark gown was reputedly a powerful
mage, yes, but he must weigh almost
twice what she did, and how by all the

gods"Yes," the laughing courtier's voice
sprang into the uneasy moment of his
fellow's stumbling retreat, "you see, we
need to see the Royal Mage."
"I fear you have the wrong realm,
gentlesirs," Laspeera told them over her
shoulder, as she strode on down the
passage. "In Cormyr we have a Court
Wizard who is also our Royal Magician,
also known as the 'Mage Royal.' We
have no 'Royal Mage.'"

"Oh, come, come," the laughing courtier
demurred. "Lady, you know well to
whom we refer!"
Laspeera swung around, a warning in
her eyes, and replied, "Yes, as it
happens, I do-and am therefore puzzled
as to why you've come to me. The Mage
Royal grants audiences to all at times
well known to you, and more private
appointments with her may be made
through the clerks of the court. Their
offices lie considerably to the south of
here."
She leveled a pointing finger through a
handy window at the impressive bulk of
the Royal Court, then turned on her heel,
and strode on.
"Lady!" the mirthful courtier protested,

with a derisive little laugh. "We're not
children! We-"
"-have gotten lost to the extent of
wandering across a wide courtyard into
the wrong building for some other
reason,
lords?
Excessive
drink,
perhaps?" a new voice said smoothly, as
its owner stepped out of a doorway to
block their pursuit. He was a Ready
Sword of the Palace Guard, and he was
not alone.
In the space of a swiftly-drawn breath
the two courtiers found themselves
ringed by unsmiling Purple Dragons.
Guardsmen, in fact, who held weapons
half-drawn and looked like they had
never in all their long, weather-beaten
lives known how to smile.

Laspeera allowed herself a satisfied grin
at the alacrity of the response to the song
of her rising shield, which would have
been very loud in that guardroom, but
kept it inside. Her face was its usual
pleasant mask as she swept past another
courtier-a son of the Helmstone noble
family, this one, with rather more right to
be on this floor of the palace-even
before he could look up from the servant
he was snarling threats of dismissal at,
and cry hastily, "Lady! Lady Wizard!"
Laspeera neither replied nor slowed,
and so-of course-he came hopping along
in her wake.
"Lady Laspeera, I must speak with you!"
Not letting her sigh reach her tone of
voice, she asked, "Must you, Lord?"

"Well, ah, yes, actually."
Laspeera turned a corner without
slowing. "Then do so," she replied
calmly.
"Here? In the middle of a hallway?"
"Why not, Lord? Do you find hallways
somehow . . . tainted?"
"No, no, you misunderstand me, lady.
Why, I almost fear you do so
deliberately. I-it's just that the matter I
must speak with you about is, ahem,
regarding, ah, future actions of some
delicacy involving the Lady Caladnei,
and-"
"Lord Helmstone," the senior war
wizard replied, "I fear discussing a
marriage proposal with anyone other
than the lady you wish to become

attached to is less than prudent-as is
considering anything at all of the sort
without first acquiring the approval of
your rather formidable father."
"Wha-marriage? To such as her? Lady,
you wound me deeply-"
"No, Lord, not yet," Laspeera murmured,
passing through an archway and
rounding another corner. "Not yet."
The younger Lord Helmstone was
bustling after her, still sputtering in
outrage. "Lady, I protest! Nobles of the
realm are not to be trifled with, not even
by-"
Laspeera spun around so swiftly that he
was forced to snatch at a voluptuous
statuette on a pedestal to slow himself,
lest he crash into her. Seeing what

rondure he'd laid his hand on, he
snatched his fingers away in cringing
haste.
Her voice was low and calm when she
spoke, but it drained the high color
entirely from his face nonetheless.
"Young men of even less prudence than
manners? I say again, Lord Helmstone:
before you open your mouth again in the
palace, seek the wise counsel of your
father." The War Wizard turned on her
heel, stepped through the next archwayand discovered that it was her turn to
come to a swift halt.
"He did," a deep voice said, in tones as
challenging as a sword-thrust, "and is
now doing exactly what I bade him to.
He is attempting, in his own way,

admittedly less direct than it could be, to
tell you a plain truth. Lady Laspeera, you
we know and accept, though some
among us mistrust a secretive womanand a commoner, at that-holding so much
power. You have demonstrated your
loyalty to the Crown time and time
again. You we would accept as Mage
Royal, but not another mysterious
woman-another commoner worming her
way into office over us-not this
motherless Caladnei. I but seek to warn
you of the general mood. King Azoun is
gone, lady, and our tolerance for the
excesses of those he's left behind wanesit does indeed. We won't take much
more of this." "King Azoun the fifth is
alive and well, I assure you," she

replied. "And who, my most gracious
Lord of Helm-stone, is 'we'?"
Laspeera's voice was a razor-sharp
dagger of ice, but the elder Lord
Helmstone did not flinch. A scuffling
sound behind Laspeera told her that his
son had, but her shield was still up
around her. If sudden ambition-or
"patriotism"-should move him to fell a
hated war wizard to in some small way
cleanse the realm, her back was not
unprotected.
"The heads of most of the noble houses
of Cormyr, Lady Laspeera," Helmstone
said quietly. "The flower of the realm.
The swords and coins upon whose
support the Dragon Throne stands-or
falls."

"And if I was to loudly denounce this
treason, Lord?" "Lady, as King Azounthe fourth-himself said to us all, 'tis not
treason to seek what is best for the
kingdom." Helmstone regarded her
gravely, and murmured in tones that
barely reached her ears. "You should
now be Mage Royal, Lady-not some
uplands upstart."
"Do you know so clearly, my lord,
what's best for Cormyr?" Laspeera
asked him softly, her voice still icy.
"Better
than does
the
wizard
Vangerdahast, perchance?"
Helmstone shook his head. "I have no
love for the old wizard, Lady, but with
him at least I knew what I was
mistrusting." He drew back, and waved

his hand in a gesture that was clearly a
signal to his son to depart, swiftly and
upon the instant. "I see our time here is
wasted. You too must be mind-mazed by
the spells of the new witch."
Laspeera shook her head, almost as
amazed as she was pretending to be. "Do
you misunderstand what wizards do that
much?"
Helmstone's response, as he drew aside
a hanging to step through a door he
should not have known was there, was a
growl of menace.
"Our beloved Forest Kingdom is falling
on dark days, indeed," he said, "if the
last withered branches of the decadent
Obarskyrs are now cozened by scheming
witches. Steps must be taken."

A startled servant stood blinking in the
revealed doorway, a tray of decanters in
her hands. With a snarl of anger the
noble let the hanging fall right in her
face, whirled, and strode past Laspeera,
back down the passage in his son's
footsteps.
Timidly the hanging was lifted aside.
Laspeera gave the servant a wordless, "I
don't know about these nobles, either,"
shrug and swept on in search of the Steel
Regent. The short route to where Alusair
would be seemed to have grown very
long.
Passing a certain doorway, she gave the
face regarding her from its shadowed
depths a discreet nod and strode on
without speaking.

Out of that way, in the senior war
wizard's wake, stepped a man whose
answering nod was even more subtle.
Glarasteer Rhauligan, dealer in turret
tops and spires, strolled nonchalantly
after the storming noble, humming a
popular song of the streets as he went.
Far down the corridor, Laspeera
stiffened as she recognized it-and,
slowly and ruefully, let a real smile
touch her lips. The name of that tune was
Wizards, Kings, and Doom, We All
Rush to Seek the Tomb. Indeed.
*****
The noble faces staring down into the pit
were pale and sweating. It's one tiling to
sneer at terror-tales heard in youth,

deeming them sheer lies spun by the
weak-minded. It's quite another to see
them come to life and writhing in pain
below you-wounded, yes, but so large
and mighty in magic and so terrifyingly
near.
Netheriloursonce.
Heed,
humans.
Greatevil returned shadows shadowmen
darkwizards, city of Shade now back. In
desertofourdevising. Will reachout
seizebetter-lands-this one! Soon, plotting
evennow!
Storm
back
from
exilehidingcravenstealth
to
seize
whatrightfullyy-ours
togreat
acclaimproperrank bards'esteem Weak
women on throne ignorant willdither
willbetoolate youCormyr's only hope
YOUher salvation!

The hissing mind-voice fell silent, but its
echoes still thundered in their heads, and
it was only with difficulty that
Halvundrar Cormaeril managed to
speak, his voice thick, slow, and
awkward.
"What... must we do?"
Keepsecretkeepsilent heedmy words!
The voice slowed, mind-speaking each
word carefully and firmly, as an angry
father might deliver a warning of great
importance to a child.
Royal Magician must be slain. First get
from her key to Iltharl's Vault. Very
powerful magic therein. Take it, cleanse
your fair land, and set someone suitable
on the throne. Yourselves, for instance.
Soon it will be time to strike. Very soon.

In their minds appeared a sudden, vivid
image-of a long-barreled key, its silver
plate tarnished with age, its wards large
and fluted, its handle worked into a
dragon's head, jaws agape.
Darkness descended like a curtain, and
their minds were their own again. They
could see nothing of the pit and the
ridiculous-looking, trumpet-shaped bulk
shuddering in it, clawed arms and
stinger moving restlessly.
Maerlyn Bleth shivered. So that was a
phaerimm.
His mind whirled the image of the key
they must seize from the Mage Royal in
front of him and took it away again.
A flying city of shadow wizards come
back from ancient Netheril. All the

Realms endangered, Cormyr the closest
prize ... it was using them, that thing
down in the pit, using them like the
brainless cattle it so obviously and
scornfully believed them to be. When the
time was right, its spells would lash out
or it would stab at their very minds.
But plots are easily spoken and harder in
the doing. Mistakes inevitable-oh, hadn't
the gods taught far too many Cormyrean
nobles that. Mighty magic is always a
weapon worth having-and if Cormyr
was doomed, after all these centuries, at
least the House of Obarskyr could be
driven down in richly-deserved
slaughter first, every last screaming
woman of it, those sneers wiped off their
faces as they saw the nobles they and

their forebears had so wronged working
revenge upon them at last.
He was grinning like a wolf, Maerlyn
knew. Teeth flashed in the dim light
around him as they hastened out of the
cavern together. Every last one of his
fellow conspirators was grinning
savagely too.
Ah, but it would be good to see the
Obarskyrs get theirs at last.
*****
The Steel Regent struck again, grunting
with the effort, and Caladnei reeled.
Every blow of Alusair's onslaught was
like a hammer in her head, and the Mage
Royal was fast acquiring a blinding
headache.

Both women were drenched and
staggering as they circled each other,
cotton tunics plastered to their curves
and errant hairs escaping sodden
headscarves. Gods, but the princess was
as fast as a striking snake!
Her wooden practice blade swept
around again, and this time Caladnei
dodged away to avoid parrying,
stumbling in her weariness.
Her own sword was an edgeless bar of
force, maintained by her will alone, andAlusair thrust past her guard, their
blades binding, and Caladnei shouted in
pain.
"No," the Steel Regent snarled, as the
Mage Royal gasped and held up a hand
in a gesture of surrender, "don't give up

on me now! A murderous noble won't
stay his steel because you wave to him
that you're winded."
They were circling each other again,
both caked with the sand of the practicefloor where they'd clinched, kicked, and
tumbled earlier in their bout. Shamra the
Healer stood watching them carefully,
ready to step in if either woman lost her
temper and went too far, or took a
wound through a slip at the wrong
instant.
"I did not. . . seek this office," the Mage
Royal snarled between gasps. "I didn't
want this title ... these duties..."
The Steel Regent's grin was as wry as it
was fierce.
"I've heard those very same words

before, echoing back at me from my own
bedchamber mirror."
Her blade skirled and thrust. Caladnei
shouted again at the pain in her head-and
a wooden blade slid home to touch her
just under her breasts, thudding painfully
up and in, at her heart. She put a hand on
Alusair's weapon and bent over to catch
her breath, reflecting ruefully that she
wasn't half the swordmaster the princess
was.
"Did you die gloriously?"
The calm question made both of the
panting, sweating women look up. The
voice belonged to Laspeera, and she
never disturbed them at practice unless
matters were urgent or of the utmost
importance.

Caladnei waved away the question with
a smile as she struggled for breath.
Alusair handed her sword to the healer,
strode up out of the sand, and asked,
"What news, Lasp?"
The senior war wizard reported the
news from Arabel and her encounters
with various murmuring critics of the
Mage Royal on the way to them, as the
two women did off their tunics and
headscarves, washed with mint-water,
toweled down, and put on fresh tunics.
Shamra was holding out a hair-ribbon to
Caladnei as Laspeera recounted the
words of the elder Lord Helm-stone, her
mimicry of his tone as exact as her recall
of his utterances.
The Mage Royal frowned, stiffened, and

snapped, "Later, ladies!"
The place where Caladnei had been
standing was suddenly empty. Shamra
was holding out a ribbon to emptiness.
She blinked once, and calmly turned and
put the ribbon back on the side table
from which she'd taken it. Alusair and
Laspeera were exchanging raisedeyebrow looks.
"One of her telltales went off," the war
wizard murmured. "I wonder what
disaster's unfolding now?"
The princess sighed as she made for the
door, binding back her hair as she went.
"I miss Vangerdahast," she said. "He
never told you anything either, but he had
this sneering, testy way of doing it that
somehow reassured you that he had

everything under control. I miss that
feeling."
Laspeera's smile, as they went out of the
practice hall together, was thin. "You're
not the only one. Nor am I. The nobles
were never so restless under Vangy's
eye."
*****
Behind them, the healer smiled. Out of
habit she turned to make sure nothing
vital had been forgotten, and struck
Alusair's wooden sword against the
door post. It was still slick with sweat,
and slipped from her fingers-but it never
clattered to the floor.
Just for an instant, Shamra's hand blurred
into something dark and very like a

tentacle, that plucked the blade from the
air and reshaped itself once more into
the healer's fine-fingered hand.
She was alone, Laspeera's back just
disappearing through an archway.
Hefting the wooden sword in her hand,
the healer let her smile broaden. Not so
wide as to show fangs or seem strangebut as eager and deadly as the sudden
glitter in the eyes above it.
Soon it would be time to move at last . .
. very soon. With magic enough, she
could hold the throne if she took it. And
taking it would be so easy. Wring the
neck of a babe, and catch Alusair alone
and treat her to the same fate before
word spread of little Azoun's doom ...
and slay Filfaeril, take her shape, and

play the sorrowful queen waiting to be
wooed by the right noble.
It would not be such a bad thing, to rule
a kingdom as fair as this one, if she
could keep all these idiots from
shattering it around her.
"What can I say, good my Lord, to
convince you to join us?"
The elder Lord Helmstone was angrygods above, couldn't the man see this
was the right thing to do? He wasn't a
dullard, after all.
"Nothing that comes to my mind," Lord
Everran Summertree replied, in a voice
that was sharp with disapproval.
"Cormyr can ill afford-Helmstone, we
can ill afford-another war right now,
with so many dead and their crops

implanted, and Sembians eager to snap
up land in return for just enough coin to
see starving crofters warm and fed
through the coming winter. Our realm
needs peace to rebuild, not another petty
squabble over whose shoulders carry
this or that title, or even whose backside
warms the Dragon Throne!"
Lord Helmstone sighed-the angry gust of
a man exasperated by obstinate idiocy.
He drew a slow, simmering breath,
threw his chin forward like a weapon,
and growled, The time will come,
Summertree, when you see sense. I only
hope 'twill not be too late. In the end
you'll find you simply must turn against
these witches and foolish women who
now misrule us, and so sully the bright

memory of Azoun and Cormyr's
greatness-before it ebbs entire!"
Out on the balcony-or rather, just
beneath it, where he was clinging by his
fingertips-Glarasteer Rhauligan rolled
his eyes. Did all of these nobles learn
their bombast at the same school? Or did
the Lord of Traitors answer their prayers
by filling their minds with the same
grand speeches of self-righteous "for the
good of the realm I do this" blurf?
"If you truly cared for the good of
Cormyr," Lord Summertree replied
coldly, "You'd court Alusair and set
your son to wooing the Mage Royal-and
win or lose their charms, you'd gain
yourself ample opportunity to fill their
ears with the policies and stances you

think the realm should adopt."
"Take that spitfire to wife? Harness my
son to a commoner?"
"Oh, stop squeaking, my lord. Barely
two centuries have your kin held
nobility-and right now you scarcely
seem suited to it. We were all
commoners, once. As for taming
princesses-think of it as better sport than
sticking your lances through stags and a
few scrawny boar. Twould keep you
busy, at least, and-"
"And out of your regard? That much I
can do, my lord! Good day to you!" Lord
Helmstone's parting wish was delivered
at a roar as he whirled and stormed out,
back-handing a wine-bearing manservant
out of his way so fiercely that one of

Summertree's best decanters clanged off
the passage wall.
Its owner waved the servant away with a
reassuring smile, firmly closed the door,
set its lock bar in place, and strode to
his desk.
Lord Summertree was not in a writing
mood at this moment, it seemed. He went
around behind his chair, kept going-and
with surprising speed for a man so
muscular and of graying years-snatched
aside the tapestry that concealed the
door to his cloak closet. His sword was
half drawn as he stared into the wide
eyes of the still-sweating Mage Royal.
He asked pleasantly, "I trust you heard
everything you wanted to. Have you a
good reason to give me why I shouldn't

just run you through with this good blade
right now-as I would any sneak-thief?"
Caladnei cleared her throat. "Are you
not afraid of my Art?"
Summertree smiled back at her wryly.
"Shouldn't you be afraid of mine?"
The larger of the two ornate rings on his
left hand winked, and a singing, glowing
aura appeared around the noble. He
stepped back and drew his sword. In
silence they both watched a radiance that
matched Summertree's shield awaken in
his blade, and start to silently race along
its bright, sharp edges.
"No," the Mage Royal said flatly, tossing
her head. "I know you stand loyal for the
Crown-and so I have nothing to fear."
Summertree raised an eyebrow. "I know

not where you stand," he replied gently,
lifting his sword so that its tip was a
whisker away from the cotton cloaking
her breast, "so I think you do."
The blade lifted, to menace her throat.
"Who is Caladnei, really?" the noble
asked, his voice almost a purr. "How do
any of us know if Vangerdahast really
chose you-or if he did, what he intends
for our fair realm? Who's he truly loyal
to, and whom do you serve? I ask again:
why shouldn't I just run you through now,
as many of the hotheads among we who
bear titles desire me to do?"
Steel flashed as Glarasteer Rhauligan
stepped into the room. "Because, my
Lord Summertree," he said firmly, "to do
so would be the act of a traitor-a man I

would be forced to cut down, even in his
own manor, for so cruel a murder and
deliberate treason against the Crown."
Everran
Summertree
was
not
accustomed to being surprised by the
silent approaches of strangers-least of
all in his own study, and with daggers
poised in their hands to throw in his
direction. If the old lord was astonished,
Caladnei was even more so.
"Who are you?" they said, more or less
together.
Glarasteer smiled an easy smile, and
replied, "I think you really mean to ask
me what I am or rather whom I serve.
Well, then, I harp from time to time, and
bear with me both a Purple Dragon ring
graven with my name by Azoun IV

himself, and a Crown commission from
Vangerdahast."
Lord Summertree shook his head. "It
seems my private chambers have
become a popular wing of the court, this
evening," he observed, spreading his
hands to include both of his guests. "Will
you join me in wine?"
Two heads shook in unison, politely
declining. The man who'd stepped in
from the balcony raised his other hand
from behind him, and Lord Summertree
watched the light of his favorite lamps
gleam along the edge of a very sharp
long sword. As he wondered for the first
time if he might die this evening, there
came a whirling of a different sort of
light from closer at hand-and the Mage

Royal vanished.
The two men looked at each other-and
both shrugged. "A pleasant evening to
you, Lord," Glarasteer said softly, ere he
took two swift steps and vaulted over
the balcony rail into the gathering dusk.
"A bit late for that, don't you think?"
Lord Summertree murmured, after a
moment of standing alone with his sword
raised against no foe.
Setting it carefully on the desk, he went
to a sideboard, poured himself a goblet
of a favorite wine with hands that shook
not at all, and strolled thoughtfully out
onto the balcony to watch what bards
liked to call "the soft summer stars
coming out."
The tentacle that slapped around his eyes

and mouth, and broke his neck with a
quick, brutal jerk before snatching the
noble's shuddering, spasming body back
out of sight, was accompanied by a
calm, slightly husky, feminine murmur.
"Far too late, my Lord Summertree, but
not too late for you to have a change of
heart and go to join the conspirators."
For just a moment, as it flexed a pair of
tentacles and casually tossed the large,
limp body up onto the manor roof for the
crows to rend, the shape that had spoken
resembled Shamra the Healer. The
moment was gone, and it dwindled and
thickened, taking on the burly bulk of the
much-respected, childless bachelor
noble. Barefoot it padded to the robing
rooms to choose clothes, plucking up the

fallen goblet as it went.
When it set off across the study toward
the door and its lock bar a few breaths
later, it moved with utter confidence,
and a fair approximation of Lord
Summertree's stride.
At least she had this one dusty chamber,
spell-shielded by Lord Vangerdahast to
keep everyone else out, as a refuge.
Right now, Caladnei of the Raging
Headache sorely - and that was a mild
word for what she felt - needed it.
She clutched at her temples as her head
rang and rolled, softly cursing all of the
grasping nobles that Cormyr seemed so
richly over-endowed with. Gods damn
and blast them all!
Even here in the palace, they circled like

vultures around Azoun's tomb, eyeing the
throne. She didn't want any of this, Royal
Magician and Court Wizard and Lady
Master of the War Wizards - and all the
other barbed, honeyed words at court.
The Forest Kingdom was a beautiful
place, and it felt like home - it was home
- but why couldn't she just take over an
old, ramshackle upcountry house in the
woods and be left alone there to work
magic?
Every month it surged in her more
strongly. Just plain Caladnei could do
wondrous things, she knew, if she could
take the time to try steering her sorcery
thus and so, observe, and try again,
unleashing magic that was truly Art, not
these dry inscriptions the wizards so

loved.
Yet all around her in the gloom were the
spells Vangerdahast had left her.
Shelves after shelves of fat, mysteriouslooking books and pigeonholes of
yellowing scrolls. Hundreds of both.
Dusty tomes and cryptic symbols and
crabbed inscriptions, the things bookwizards loved, true-but to read even one
of them awakened things in her, stirred
her sorcery to eager life, and left her
able to do more ... even if it had nothing
to do with the written spell. She'd never
have been allowed access to such
treasures if Lord Vangerdahast hadn't
named her his successor.
"Why, take this scroll, here," she
murmured aloud, knuckling her head

against the pain. She'd found it
yesterday, in a cobwebbed corner that
didn't look as if it had been disturbed
since the palace was built . . . whenever
that was. A translation-by Baerauble
himself!-of Names of Power. Words
bound into enchantments woven into the
Weave in ancient Netheril itself. To utter
one of them would summon a Netherese
archwizard to you, to render a single act
of aid. Doubtless most of those words
would bring only a cloud of tomb-dust
and perhaps a few crumbling bones,
now, but still... think of it! Magic spun
when there was no Cormyr and dragons
ruled most of the realms of today.
Carefully stored here-forgotten, yes, but
guarded as the treasures they were-for

someone, long centuries later, to find
them.
Someone called Caladnei, a wandering
adventurer and spellcaster-for-hire. A
commoner, a nobody... one low born
wench put in office over us.
The Mage Royal sighed, and let her eye
run down the list of Names of Power,
wondering if similar intrigues had beset
their long-ago owners. Probably, if
Netheril was anything like Cormyr or
Halruaa.
Brathchacelent. Cathalegaunt. Tarane.
Who had they been?
Caladnei sighed. That was the sort of
thing she wanted to know, not which
blustering
noble
wanted
her
horsewhipped and hanged this morning.

Gods, but she might just welcome
about now! The Mage Royal put
head down on a reading desk
moaned, wondering how to master
Art to quell headaches.

that
her
and
her

*****
Eyes shone like pale moons in the
gloom, over the wet scarves that kept
them from sneezing in the thick, cobwebbed dust. This secret passage had
been forgotten even by the Obarskyrs,
just as the phaerimm had said. Maerlyn
Bleth looked up sharply as he sensed,
more than saw, a blade drawn.
Halvundrar Cormaeril gave him a silent
glare over it, and jerked his head
sharply, pointing at its tip-which slowly,

and ever so faintly, began to glow.
Maerlyn stared at it, and by its softly
growing light saw the wooden swivelcatch next to it-one of three around the
edges of a door or panel that Cormaeril
was now patiently tracing. Halvundrar's
hand closed on one, and he pointed with
his blade at another.
Maerlyn reached for it, but one of the
others-Ilryn Merendil, Maerlyn could
just make out the line of his short,
upcurled beard-was there already,
leaving Maerlyn to take the next. Klasker
Goldsword and Aldeth Dracohorn
squeezed past, their own swords grating
out with a sound that was startlingly loud
among all the gentle breathing. It earned
them a fierce glare from Cormaeril, and

he was gesturing again at the catches.
Together, with slow care, they turned,
freeing the dry, crumbling wood from
where it had rested for perhaps a
century, and the panel shifted under their
fingers. At a nod from Cormaeril-and
who'd named him lord of their little
band, anyway?-Maerlyn pulled gently on
the catch in his hand, using it as a
handle, with Merendil at his side.
The panel came away easily, spilling
light into their passage-light tinted
crimson by the tapestry in front of them.
From beyond it, as they set the panel
carefully aside, they could hear female
voices. Two: the princess, and the Mage
Royal, discussing possible traitors at
Court, and what to do about them.

Maerlyn saw Cormaeril grin savagely at
the irony, and met it with a mirthless
smile of his own. He freed the weighted
cloak from his belt and shook it out
ready in his hand. The cloak would be
his own contribution to the plans of the
phaerimm. It would go over the Caladnei
wench's head as quickly as he could get
it there, to keep her from blasting them
with magic before they could get their
blades into her. Risky, yes, but he'd far
rather be skirmishing with a young,
untried Mage Royal than crossing blades
with the Steel Princess!
Halvundrar Cormaeril ducked his head,
brought his blade up over his shoulder,
and burst forward in furious silence-and
they were all pounding forward into the

light, waiting for the screaming to start.
Seeking screams that did not come.
*****
Glarasteer's hands trembled as he set
down the call-crystal he'd just shattered.
"If I'm wrong," he muttered, "I'll take the
blame."
"If you're wrong, good Rhauligan," the
Queen of Cormyr said firmly, "I'll take
the blame. Lord Vangerdahast still owes
me much, and-"
There was a flash of purple and white
flame from the far side of the bed.
Silhouetted against it, they saw Laspeera
and the four trusted Highknights writhing
in agony. Writhing-and falling.
Then the light was gone, and in the

searing afterglow fitful lightning
crackled over the sleeping infant King.
Laspeera's spell-shield was collapsing.
"Lasp!" Filfaeril snapped as she glided
forward, snatching a dagger out of her
bosom with a speed that made
Glarasteer blink. "Lasp! Speak to ye !
Only silence answered her-for the
triumphant, merciless laughter that was
suddenly rolling all around them
sounded only in their heads.
So disgustingly easy this best puling
human scan do? Not worth you rule even
enough ground for their own graves
hardly worth my trouble die then weak
human dross!
Fire was lashing them, inside their
heads, and Filfaeril’s scream was a

high, unearthly stabbing at Rhauligan's
ears. Purple-white fire blossomed again,
around the royal bed, and by its light he
saw the queen, dagger fallen, trying to
claw out her own eyes.
Then his own hands were coming up at
his face, sharp steel still clutched in
them-and he threw himself sideways,
knocking Filfaeril onto the bed with his
hip, driving on to roll away from her soft
limbs and into a hard, bruising meeting
with the floor. His arms were trembling
as he fought against the phaerimm's
dominance- gods, but it was strong!-and
there was a sudden roar and flare of
golden light so bright the chamber
seemed filled with the sun.
The vice tightening around their minds

was gone.
Glarasteer blinked. Across the chamber,
something clawed and bestial was
thrashing as it died, a last smoldering
agony that framed the grim smile of a
bearded, robed, rumple-haired man with
a very familiar face.
"Vangerdahast!" half a dozen throats
gasped as one.
"You summoned, and I came," the
wizard growled, as he stepped over
what was left of the phaerimm with
spell-smoke still rising from his hands.
"Bah! Why should Elminster get all the
fun?"
Glarasteer Rhauligan looked back at the
shards of the call-crystal, then over at
the crisped and riven remains of the

phaerimm. Drawing a deep, shuddering
breath, he put down his Sword. He'd
sworn to defend the lives of the
Obarskyrs with his own, so long as he
could still draw breath, and for the first
time since he'd taken up vigil over the
king's bed, he began to hope that he just
might live to see another morning come
to Cormyr.
*****
The pride of Cormyr's exiled nobility
were halfway across The Chamber of
Frostfire Candles, with the Steel Regent
and the Mage Royal both whirling to
meet them, beautiful eyes flashing with
anger and something else- eagerness?when the tapestries on the other side of

the room boiled, and a nightmare of
black tentacles burst forth, snaking
around the princess.
Alusair's sword was already drawn. She
spun around with a speed that made
Maerlyn Bleth gulp, hacked twice, and
smoking ichor spattered to the ghost
rothe rugs, followed by a thrashing,
severed tentacle.
Maerlyn swerved and charged at the
Mage Royal, shaking out the cloak as he
ran, just in time to bring it up in front of
his face as Caladnei snarled something,
and the world exploded in a hissing roar
of ice.
Cormaeril shouted in pain and fell back,
sheathed in sparkling frost, Goldsword
toppled without a sound, and Dracohorn

staggered once and became still, stiff
and white and staring. Maerlyn flinched
back from the searing cold, gasping out a
curse, andThere was a sickening wet splintering
sound from his left, and the princess
sobbed. It was a sound Maerlyn had
never thought to hear he couldn't help but
turn and look.
A dark, rippling figure that had a
gloating human face but nothing else
human about it leaned toward Alusair,
its front a forest of writhing tentacles.
One of them flailed in shredded
uselessness, another wore the regent's
sword like a high lady's hatpin as it
coiled and whipped in pain-and the rest
were tightening around the struggling

princess herself.
Gods! This couldn't be the phaerimm,
surely, so what was it?
Alusair was snarling, more anger than
fear on her face, but one of her arms
dangled uselessly, shattered somewhere
below the elbow. The other was plying a
dagger as fast as she could, keeping
those deadly coils from her throat, but a
dozen snakelike arms were already
tightening around her, and she was being
bent back like a straining bow.
In a moment, Maerlyn knew, he would
hear Alusair's spine make the same
sound that her arm had.
"Caladnei!" the princess cried. "Aid!
Aid, unless you want to be regent, too!"
Tightening tentacles slapping around her

breast, she had breath left only for a
scream of rage and pain.
Gods, yes, Caladnei! He was supposed
to beMaerlyn whirled back toward the Mage
Royal, bringing the cloak up again-but
Caladnei, her eyes two dark flames of
fury, was rising from a hastily-clawedopen drawer with a wand in her hand,
shouting something.
A beam of flame scorched across the
room so swiftly that the air made a
sound like parchment being torn- and the
black, glistening shape exploded in a
rain of gore and tangled tentacles,
flinging the Steel Regent over a couch
and away.
There would be time to make sure of her

later. His task remained clear before
him. Maerlyn flung the useless cloak
aside with a snarl and snatched out his
blade-in time to see Ilryn Merendil, a
soft smile on his face, slash aside
Caladnei's vainly-warding hand with a
vicious sword cut, and bring his slim,
bright steel around in an elegant thrust
that plunged right through the Mage
Royal's midriff-to emerge, glistening,
from her back.
Her eyes widened in astonishment and
agony, Maerlyn Bleth grew a smile of
his own as he stepped forward in a
perfect thrust and made his own hole in
yielding flesh, crossing his blade over
Merendil's to come out the witch's side
and pin her arm.

Caladnei reeled, and her eyes found hiseyes awash in pain and sadness and
regret. Trembling lips drooled blood,
and gasped, "Throne."
The word seemed to rush away across
the room, echoing as if across vast
distances-and to roar back into a
thunderclap that shook the Chamber of
Frostfire Candles. There was someone
else in the room-a man Maerlyn had
never seen before. He was tall and very
thin, wore robes of strange cut and dark
but shimmering hue, and his skin was the
color of smoke. His eyes seemed almost
milky-white as he glanced at the dying
woman and at Maerlyn and Merendil.
Almost lazily he raised one hand. and it
seemed to the astonished noble that

shadows clung to it, somehow shadows
that shouldn't have been there, in all this
lamplight.
The man smiled a cold, unlovely smile,
and something bright blue and bubbling
sprang out of his empty palm, washing
over Cormaeril and Merendil andMaerlyn himself!
The youngest son of House Bleth felt a
moment of intense cold, and a burning
that rose savagely to choke him-and as
the world slowly went dark and he
stared at the exposed bones of his own
sword arm, Maerlyn felt nothing at all.
Done. The mind-voice was calm and
triumphant and somehow sneering,
Caladnei thought, through the red claws
of agony, as the wizard of shadows

watched her sag back against a couch
with two swords through her. She
struggled to reach out a hand to him, and
he calmly watched her efforts, smiled
that cruel smile, waved a hand, and was
gone as if he had never been.
Despairing, Caladnei let the pain take
her, shuddering around the swords
whose sharp points would not let her lie
back against the splendid upholstery and
rest.
So this is what it feels like to die ...
There was noise, fast approaching, an
uneven running that ended in a skidding
crash into one end of the couch. Spitting
blood as the world darkened around her,
the Mage Royal felt no pain from that
jarring-nothing more than the raging wall

of agony that was bearing down,
crushing her.
Silver flashed in front of her nose, and
soothing fire passed her lips.
"Caladnei!" a voice hissed.
The Mage Royal struggled to focus, to
see the face of the princess. Alusair
dashed a second healing potion down
her throat-gods, but it felt good-and set
one booted foot against Caladnei's
breast and pulled.
Coming out, the blade tugged the Mage
Royal half upright, and if she'd thought
she'd tasted pain before, she knew better
now. Steel rang and clattered far down
the room-Alusair must have just flung the
blade away over her shoulder-and
without pause the princess bent forward

and snatched out the second sword.
Someone very near was shrieking in
agony, a raw and horrible sound, and as
Caladnei writhed and shuddered on the
couch, biting her lips and tongue
uncontrollably, she very much feared
that it was her.
The pain-creased face of the princess
was in front of hers again.
"Hold on, Mage," Alusair was snarling,
as Caladnei shrank back from the light
and noise and pain, drifting down
toward the dark.
"You're one of us now," the princess
roared, "and Cormyr needs you! Don't
you die on me! I so much wanted to
gallivant around and have adventures
while my father ruled over a placid

realm of ever-richer farmers and nobles
so adrip with gems that they tossed
handfuls of them to their servants ... but
somehow I'm not surprised that the gods
had other ideas. If there's to be a Cormyr
tomorrow-without Vangerdahast-I need
you. Cormyr needs you! Damn you,
Caladnei!"
Strong fingers shook Caladnei like a rag
doll, but it all seemed so far away.
Alusair whirled away from the Mage
Royal's body and sprinted across the
room, shouting at the pains that stabbed
through her legs and ribs and shattered
arm with each step, until she reached a
statuette crowning a mantelpiece-a
sculpted likeness of a Purple Dragon.
"Blast you, Vangerdahast," she sobbed,

snatching it from its perch and wincing
her way back down the room, "this had
better not have been one of your sly
lies!"
With trembling fingers she snatched one
of the enchanted rings off the hand at the
end of her broken arm-on her knees and
gasping with pain by the time she got it
off-and thrust it into one of her open
wounds, tearing at her flesh until oozing
blood ran freely again.
Tucking the statuette into the crook of
her good arm, the Steel Princess reached
up to hold the ring in her wound, reeled
to her feet, and lowered herself as gently
as she could atop Caladnei's limp body.
They were going to slide off this bloody
couch together, if she didn't.

Grimly Alusair fumbled the purple
dragon-one of three in all Faerun, if
Vangy had told her truth-into her good
hand, raised herself awkwardly with her
broken arm grinding into her dying
friend, and the ring held there in her own
gore, and smashed the statuette against
the back of the couch with all the
strength she had left. It took two sobbing
blows before the thing broke. Weeping,
Alusair brought the jagged fragment still
in her hand around-and stabbed herself
with it, right into the ring. It had been
trailing blue fire. So the old wizard
hadn't lied, and this just mightBlue flames burst through her, like fire
and ice, cooling and soothing. The pain
was gone!

Alusair shuddered as cleansing power
raced through her, and-and-gods,
Caladnei! Swiftly, ere it ebbed!
She fell forward again and kissed
whatever bare skin she could findCaladnei's left cheek, as it happened,
just beneath one staring eye-and held
herself rigid to be sure their contact did
not end. With tantalizing slowness,
almost lazily, the healing magic stole out
of her, washed back into her, and
rippled into the Mage Royal and stayed
there.
The body beneath hers jumped, spasming
and moaning gently and trying to rise.
Alusair held her down, clawing at the
carved back of the couch to hold herself
in place as Caladnei sobbed, shuddered,

and gasped, "Princess? Alusair?"
The Steel Regent smiled then and let go
her grasp to start the slow slide toward
the floor.
Tingling, all pain wondrously banished,
Caladnei lifted her head to look around,
through swimming eyes- as Glarasteer
Rhauligan stepped smilingly into the
room with his drawn sword raised and
ready, and Laspeera looking over one
shoulder, and Vangerdahast peering over
the other.
Behind them was Queen Filfaeril with
the infant king in her arms and the sage
Alaphondar at her side-and there seemed
to be an inadvertent contest between the
infant Azoun and the patrician sage as to
who could look the most dazed and just-

awakened.
Rhauligan shook his head as he slid his
sword back into its sheath and went to
help them. He was still two steps away
when the Steel Princess bumped down
onto the floor.
"I know," he remarked, reaching down a
hand to help her up, "there're some folk
who'd look upon this touching scene and
draw quite the wrong conclusions, but..."
Alusair gave him a level look, and said
crisply, "It's a good thing for you, sir,
that Vangerdahast, my father, and
Elminster all carefully took the time to
separately and in the utmost secrecy
explain to me just who you are. It's kept
you alive these past few months, when
certain folk very strongly urged you be

rendered dead."
As she spoke, blue flames of healing
magic swirled from between her lips.
Weakly, from the couch, Caladnei
muttered, "So I was mistaken. Not one of
my larger mistakes, I'm afraid."
She looked up at Vangerdahast
apologetically. "Are you still sure you
made the right choice? I knew nothing
about these nobles, and-and that
tentacled thing."
Her predecessor smiled, shook his head,
and said, "The Blood of Malaug are
everywhere these days, it seems, and
Cormyr is always entertaining noble
traitors and exiles who think regicide
will win them back their estates and
titles with a sword stroke. You'll get

used to them." - Caladnei sat up and said
almost pleadingly, "I failed the Crown! I
didn-"
Vangerdahast snorted. "Nay, nay, lassdon't think to get out of being Mage
Royal that easily! The mistakes are all
yours to make now. I'm not watching
over you all, ready to appear in a puff of
spellsmoke to save your various shapely
behinds whenever you stumble."
He turned slowly on his heel, to favor
everyone in the room with his stern gaze,
and added, "Consider this a lucky
chance that I was passing through.
Cormyr is yours now. With the passing
of Azoun, my duty was done, and I've so
little time left to cram all my neglected
tasks and whims and unfinished business

into. Farewell!"
Amid a vain chorus of protests, he
smiled again, wiggled his ringers
playfully at the child king, and vanished.
Filfaeril broke the little silence that
followed with a sigh, and turned to
Caladnei and asked, "How do wizards
do that? I've always wanted to just
begone into thin air, too-usually when
particularly obnoxious nobles were
approaching. Twould be very handy-"
It was not considered polite to interrupt
the Queen of Cormyr, but Caladnei was
suddenly lost in a flood of giggles-mirth
that begat laughter from others, a rising
chorus of guffaws through which the
Mage Royal only dimly heard Glarasteer
Rhauligan remark in gloomy tones, "She

has a flaw after all, our Royal Magician:
she giggles."
*****
In a room that swirled with shadows,
Tarane of Shade stood watching the
scene in the Chamber of Frostfire
Candles through a whorl of scrying
magic.
"Well, well," he said, smiling faintly.
"An interesting place to rule, to be sure.
Let it mature awhile, to grow strong and
prosperous again first. Waiting for the
right moment is one thing I know very
well how to do."
He picked up a ring that had until
recently adorned the hand of Maerlyn
Bleth from a flaring, flute-topped

pedestal table beside him.. Turning it so
that its half-aroused enchantments-magic
the young fool had been utterly unaware
he was carrying-made it flash in the
backwash of the scrying spell, the
Shadovar added with a smile, "Unlike so
many of the fair flowering of Cormyr's
proud noble houses. Or the last
Obarskyrs and their handful of loyal
servants, for that matter."
King Shadow
Richard Lee Byers
11 Kythorn, the Year of Wild Magic
The old knight and his squire hobbled
their weary destriers through the charred
and shattered gate. They walked the

rubble-choked streets of the murdered
city, where even a fresh horse would
likely lose its footing.
At first Kevin felt numb and sick. The
short, sandy-haired youth had yearned
his whole life to ride to war, had felt
feverish with excitement on the long,
difficult ride from Kirinwood to
Tilverton. But he had never imagined
war's aftermath: broken buildings and
broken bodies reeking of burning, evil
magic, and rot, the stink perceptible
despite the drizzling rain.
Gradually, though, pure stupid horror
lost its grip on the squire, and he
regarded his master, only to discover a
new cause for dismay.
Before forsaking martial endeavors to

run the family farm and make fern-andmint wine, Sir Ajandor Surehand had
seen other scenes of carnage nearly as
grim as this. Yet he trudged along
without a word, his thin, wrinkled face
with its drooping white mustache ashen,
his gray eyes lost and empty beneath his
shaggy brows.
Kevin was appalled. He had always
thought the gaunt old knight indomitable,
but apparently the loss of an only child
could overwhelm anyone.
"Sir," he said, picking his way around a
spill of field-stone, "you know, it may
not be possible to find him."
If Ajandor heard, he gave no sign.
"There are so many dead people," Kevin
continued, "some disfigured by fire and

the like. Others no doubt lie inside the
collapsed buildings."
"Is that what you think?" snapped
Ajandor, who had never before spoken
harshly to Kevin in all their years
together. That my son was cowering
indoors when he died?"
"No! I'm sure he died fighting the
enemy."
"Then shut up."
As Kevin wondered what to say next, a
gray form sprang up from the ground,
where it had apparently been lying flat
as a sheet of parchment. A pair of vague
limbs outstretched, it pounced at Kevin.
The squire tried to dodge and draw his
sword at the same time. He managed
neither. The dark thing slammed into him

and bore him down to the ground.
Raking claws shredded his mantle and
surcoat and ripped at the hauberk
beneath.
Something flashed. The creature leaped
away, and Kevin saw Ajandor standing
over him with Gray Dancer, his sword
of gleaming mithral silver, in his hand.
The knight had used it to drive the
phantom back.
Kevin scrambled to his feet and yanked
out his own blade, a plain steel one,
devoid of pedigree and with only the
simplest of enchantments. The humans
and the creature stood and regarded one
another.
Kevin could see that the shadow
resembled an enormous cat, though

perhaps that was only one of many
possible forms, for its murky substance
seemed to flow and shift from moment to
moment. The refugees whom he and
Ajandor had encountered on the road
had warned them of such shadow
creatures,
phantoms
apparently
engendered by the same wizardry that
had destroyed Tilverton and the army
assembling inside its walls.
Evidently hoping to flank the apparition,
Ajandor edged to the left. Kevin moved
to the right. The cat sprang at him, its
entire head opening like an oyster to
become nothing more than a set of jaws.
Sidestepping to throw off the shadow's
aim, Kevin cut at its shoulder. Though he
had felt the phantom's weight and

strength, his sword swept through it as if
it were made of smoke. That should have
been good, but he knew it wasn't. Some
supernatural beings were all but
impervious to mundane weapons, and
this was apparently one of them.
The phantom clawed at him, and he
jumped back. Ajandor rushed in and
drove his point into the shadow's flank.
The creature spun, reared on its hind
legs like a bear, and raked at Ajandor
with talons grown long as daggers.
Scarcely giving an inch of ground, the
knight met the shadow's attack with
savage stop cuts. At least his blade
seemed to be biting something solid,
though whether it was doing the phantom
any real harm was impossible to say.

Kevin could tell that his master was
trying to get inside the shadow's reach
for another stroke to the head or torso,
where, perhaps, some vital organs
resided, but the creature was holding
him back. For his part, the squire
couldn't hurt the phantom, but perhaps he
could distract it. Yelling at the top of his
lungs, he charged and beat at it.
The shadow whirled, loomed above him
like a mountain about to give birth to an
avalanche, then it jerked, and the point
of Gray Dancer popped out of its belly.
Ajandor had seized his opportunity to
bury the mithral weapon in its back. The
cat toppled, and Kevin scrambled aside
to keep it from dropping on top of him.
Panting, his heart pounding, the squire

was content to stand clear and hope that
the shadow wouldn't get up again, but
Ajandor
was
not.
Seemingly
contemptuous of the cat's flailing limbs,
he kept on attacking. The shadow
stopped moving and still he hacked at it,
until the body abruptly melted away to
nothing.
Only then did Ajandor turn to Kevin.
The knight's eyes had gone from dull and
dazed to fierce and hard.
"Are you all right?" Kevin asked. The
collar of his tattered cloak chose that
moment to tear completely apart,
dumping the garment around his boots.
"Yes." Ajandor inspected his blade of
"true silver," only to find that, except for
drops of rainwater, it didn't need

cleaning. The phantom hadn't possessed
any blood to foul it. "Let's move on."
"Move on? After a fight, if it's practical,
a warrior always rests and recovers his
strength. You taught me that."
"Don't throw my own words back in my
face."
"I'm just saying . . . look, further
wandering may be a bad idea. We've
just seen that the survivors told us the
truth. Tilverton is haunted. We should-"
Ajandor turned away, his patched, faded
war cloak swinging, and headed up the
street. Kevin mouthed a silent curse,
snatched up his ruined mantle, threw it
around his shoulders like a beggar's rag,
and hurried after him.
They prowled until darkness began to

envelop the city, creeping up on them as
stealthily as the shadow cat, or so it
seemed to Kevin. With the sun hidden
behind the perpetual gray cloud cover,
he had seen no hint of its setting.
"We should get back to the horses," he
said, "and make camp for the night."
Ajandor shook his head. "I want to
walk."
The mounts need care, assuming that
some horror hasn't killed them already."
"You can tend them. It is part of your
duties, is it not?"
"Yes. Still, what's the point of searching
for Pelethen"- Ajandor flinched almost
imperceptibly at his son's name-"in the
dark? You could march right past his
body and never notice."

"I still feel like wandering."
"But the shadows will be more active in
the dark, for that's the way of shadows,
and without a single light burning
anywhere about the streets, you'll never
see them coming. They'll kill you before
you can even lift your sword!"
Ajandor frowned, considering. At length
he said, "1 wouldn't want to fall without
striking a blow. That would make a poor
end to the tale of my line. We'll return to
the Cormyr Gate."
On the way back, they passed one of the
sets of stairs that climbed to the Old
Town, a precinct built on high ground.
Famed for its picturesque beauty, it was
likely as ruinous as the rest of the city.
Partway up the steps was an Altar of

Shields, unmarred by the devastation that
prevailed on every side. To Kevin, it
almost seemed a mockery, as if Helm,
god of guardians and protectors, had
preserved his own little shrine while
permitting the rest of the city to perish.
The squire's mood soured still further
when they reached the gate. Redwind,
Ajandor's charger, lay dead. No shadow
had come to rend the faithful animal.
Rather his heart had given out and small
wonder. At the knight's insistence, the
two riders had pushed their mounts
unmercifully once they heard about the
destruction of Tilverton, even though,
from a coldly practical perspective, they
no longer had any reason to hurry at all.
Ajandor gazed down at the horse that

had borne him for the past ten years, an
animal that, Kevin believed, he had
loved.
"Poor old fellow," murmured the knight.
"It's too bad," Kevin said.
Ajandor turned away from the fallen
steed. "The animal got me here. I
suppose that's all that matters."
"Until we want to ride away."
Ajandor didn't reply.
"Well," said Kevin after a pause, "after I
see to my horse, we'll want a fire and
our supper."
"Do as you like." Ajandor walked back
to the east end of the stone tunnel that
was the gate, where the rain created a
sort of shimmering, pattering curtain and
stood staring out as night swallowed the

city.
By the time Kevin finished preparing a
meal of fried ham, crumbly yellow corn
cakes, and dried apples, the vista
beyond the gate had gone utterly black.
He tried not to think of what might be
lurking unseen just a few feet away. A
faint cry came from the opposite
direction, out in the countryside, making
him jump. Some of the refugees hadn't
fled very far from Tilverton, and
perhaps shadow creatures were ranging
outside the broken walls as well.
At the sound, Ajandor glanced over his
shoulder then turned away once more.
"Supper's ready," Kevin called.
His master didn't answer.
For a second, annoyed, the youth was

tempted to let it go at that. The gods
knew, he was hungry enough to eat both
portions himself. He rose from the fire
and carried the two tin plates to the end
of the gate.
"Here," he said, thrusting one dish
forward.
Thus prompted, Ajandor accepted it. He
took a token nibble of corn cake then
stooped to set the plate on the ground.
"No!" Kevin said. "Sir, you need more
than that, or you'll get sick."
"I'm not hungry."
Kevin took a deep breath, screwing up
his courage. He had never hesitated to
speak his mind to the kindly mentor who
had taken him in after his own parents
drowned in a boating accident, but this

taciturn stranger daunted him a little.
"Sir, I think I know what's in your mind.
We couldn't have gotten here any faster."
"That's a convenient way to think."
"It's the truth. We left home the same day
the herald brought us word of the call to
arms, and we had to ride from one
corner of Cormyr to the opposite one,
slogging down muddy roads and fording
swollen rivers." That, of course, was
why the kingdom of Cormyr and its
allies were going to war. A city of
wizards was tampering with the
weather, producing constant rain that
ruined crops, birthed floods, and made
travel a nightmare. "Despite it all, we
did arrive before the date specified in
the princess's decree."

"But not in time to fight."
"Obviously, no one anticipated that the
shades would lay siege to Tilverton
before our forces could march on them.
Anyway, do you think we could have
changed the outcome if we had been
here? Do you think you could have saved
your son?"
Ajandor sneered. "You're glad you were
let off, aren't you? Glad you weren't
obliged to die in the service of the
Crown."
Kevin groped for a suitable answer.
Nothing sprang to mind.
"Get away from me, coward. Leave me
to mourn in peace."
The squire obeyed then found that
suddenly he, too, had no appetite.

He took the first watch as was customary
and his duty, even though Ajandor did
not avail himself of the opportunity to
rest. Afterwards, the youth found it so
difficult to sleep that he almost felt that
he shouldn't have bothered, either. The
occasional anguished cry from beyond
the walls kept jarring him awake.
At daybreak, or what passed for it
beneath the perpetual overcast, the two
men-at-arms headed back into the
streets. It was raining harder, but the
stink of the bloated dead seemed worse
than ever. At first it churned Kevin's
stomach. Eventually, though, he forgot
about it, when he noticed something
about his master's demeanor.
When they'd first entered what remained

of Tilverton, Ajandor had paid
particular attention to any dead warriors
clad in the wine-colored surcoats of the
Purple Dragons, the company of knights
to which Pelethen had belonged. Now he
paid little heed to any of the pathetic
corpses sprawled on every side. Instead,
he scrutinized doorways, windows, and
rooftops, low walls and the mouths of
alleyways, a wagon with two dead
mules slumped in the traces-everywhere
a foe could lie in wait.
That, Kevin reckoned, was only prudent,
but when Ajandor caught a glimpse of a
shadow crouching over the burnt corpse
of a mother with a blackened, shriveled
infant in her arms, his response wasn't
prudent at all.

"Ho!" bellowed the knight, throwing
back his cloak and taking hold of Gray
Dancer. "Shadow! Come and fight!"
The murky form rose from the corpseshad it been eating their decaying flesh?and Kevin saw that it was shaped more
or less like a man. It glided forward
through the rain, and four more shadows
slipped from the ashy ruins of a bakery
to fall in behind it.
"Sir!" said Kevin. "There are too many."
"Not for me," Ajandor replied.
Gray Dancer hissed from its scabbard,
the mithral blade luminous even on this
dreary, rainy morning. The thin man
strode forward.
"My sword might not even hurt them!"
Kevin called after him.

Ajandor didn't bother to reply, nor did
he falter in his advance. Kevin cast
away his hindering rag of a mantle, drew
his own quite possibly useless weapon,
and trotted to catch up with the knight.
As they closed to fighting distance, the
phantoms spread out to encircle their
human foes. Resolved to prevent that,
Kevin pivoted and cut at the one on the
left.
The impact felt as if his blade were
shearing through cloth, not sinking into
flesh, but at least there was resistance.
The shadow reeled back with a rent in
the middle of its chest.
Kevin cried out in satisfaction-he was
still afraid of the cursed apparitions, but
at least this time he was fighting

something he could damage-and the
shadows responded with a piercing,
silent shriek. It wasn't sound, but he
could hear it inside his head. He
flinched at the pain, and two of the
phantoms sprang forward and clutched
him by the wrists.
Their fingers were burning cold, but the
chill was the least of it. Something,
strength, or life itself, perhaps, drained
out of Kevin and into his assailants. His
vision blurred, and his knees buckled.
Inside his mind, the shadows squealed in
greed and triumph.
He tried to wrench his sword arm free,
but the shadow maintained its hold. As
Ajandor had taught him, he heaved up
his leg and stamped, raking his boot

along the ghostly creature's shin and
smashing it down on its foot. It seemed
to Kevin that with so much of his
strength leeched away already, the stomp
kick was a puny, fumbling effort. Still,
perhaps startled, the shadow loosened
its grip. The squire shoved that one
away and turned to the other. It
scrambled in even closer, wrapping its
arms around his torso, making it
impossible to bring the point or edge of
his sword to bear. For a moment, weak,
frozen, he couldn't think what to do, and
Ajandor's lessons came back to him
again. He bashed the shadow's head with
the heavy steel egg of his weapon's
pommel, and losing its hold, the shadow
slumped to one knee.

Kevin swayed and stumbled backward.
He desperately wanted a moment to
collect himself, but the shadows didn't
give it to him. Shrieking their psychic
shriek, they rushed him.
Gripping his sword in both handsotherwise, he might not have been able
to swing it-the squire swept the weapon
in a horizontal arc. The cut decapitated
one shadow, and its body and tumbling
head vanished. The other phantom nearly
succeeded in darting in close enough to
grapple, but backstepping frantically,
Kevin kept enough space between them
to use his blade. He plunged it into the
shadow's heart, or the spot where a man
would carry his heart, anyway, and it too
melted away to nothing.

Gasping, shuddering, he looked about
for other foes, just in time to see
Ajandor dispatch what was apparently
their last adversary. For a few seconds,
the knight looked satisfied in a grim sort
of way, but then restlessness or hunger
crept back into his expression.
"Let's move on," he said.
"No!" Kevin said. "Not yet. This time, I
must rest. Did none of the shadows get
its hands on you?"
"No."
"Well, they did me, and ..."
The world seemed to tilt on its axis, and
he realized that if he didn't get off his
feet, he was going to fall. He tottered to
a horse trough overflowing with rain and
sat down on the rim.

"Are you wounded?" Ajandor asked.
"Not exactly. Fm not bleeding. I think I
just need a few minutes."
Ajandor's
mouth
tightened
with
impatience, and Kevin was sure that he
meant to walk away and abandon him,
weak and helpless, here in the midst of
the haunted city.
Instead the knight said, "Very well."
They waited for a time, Ajandor
standing, Kevin sitting, the only sounds
the drumming of the rain and the
creaking of some damaged building
shifting toward collapse.
Finally, when the youth felt that mere
talking wouldn't constitute an intolerable
strain, he said, "I figured it out. You
aren't just watching out for the shadows,

you're hunting them."
"Correct."
"With Princess Alusair's army defeated,
you have no way to strike a blow against
the wizards who killed Pelethen, so
you're taking it out on the spooks they
left in their wake."
"It's a chivalrous act to purge the land of
shadows, wouldn't you agree?"
In Ajandor's tone lurked an irony that
mocked the entire notion of knightly
duty, and never mind that he had always
taught his squire that honor was
everything.
"I suppose it should be done," the squire
said. "Whatever you think, I'm not afraid
to help, but is this a sensible way to go
about it? According to your own lessons

on tactics, we should have a company of
men-at-arms
sweeping
Tilverton
systematically, block by block. We
should have priests and wizards to
support them with their magic. We-"
"Perhaps," Ajandor replied, "but Fm not
in the mood for that much company."
"That's mad! I understand-"
A shadow fell over them. Startled,
Kevin looked upward.
Something huge was soaring over the
wreckage of Tilverton, eclipsing the
attenuated light sifting through the
clouds. Was it a dragon? Kevin couldn't
tell. He had never seen a wyrm, and in
any case, the titan's form was as
indistinct as that of the lesser shadows.
All he could truly discern were tatters of

darkness that reminded him equally of a
bat's wings and a jellyfish's trolling
tentacles. That, and a sense of awesome
power and malevolence.
It suddenly occurred to Kevin that the
giant shadow might look down and see
them, and he cringed, but the thing
passed on over the gapped wall
encircling Old Town and disappeared.
"The king shadow," murmured Ajandor.
"In the end, if I must, I'll come to you."
"Not without an army behind you,"
Kevin said, "and Vangerdahast, too."
Then he remembered the rumor they'd
heard along the road, that Cormyr's
famous wizard had likely perished in the
destruction of Tilverton with the rest of
the defenders. "Well, some mage,

anyway."
"Ready to go?"
He wasn't, but he was reluctant to
irritate his master by asking for more
time. He struggled to his feet, and they
wandered on.
Ajandor took to shouting challenges
whether any shadows were in view or
not, and from his perspective if not his
squire's, it paid off. Alone or in groups,
sometimes vulnerable to common steel
and sometimes not, the phantoms slunk
out of their hiding places to fight.
Somehow Kevin survived half a dozen
of these confrontations, until to his
profound relief, it started to get dark,
and Ajandor agreed to return to the
shelter of the gate. Not that the squire

had any particular reason to think that
they were truly safe there, either, but at
least they weren't actively looking for
trouble.
After he prepared another supper and
watched Ajandor set his portion aside
largely uneaten, he said, "If you mean to
continue hunting spooks, we could at
least do it beyond the walls. The folk out
in the countryside need protection."
"I imagine the shadows slip out of the
city to seek their prey," said Ajandor,
staring out at the night and the hissing
rain, "but they all lair inside, where the
stink of necromancy lies thick on the
ground. Therefore, I'll be protecting the
refugees just as effectively by killing the
phantoms in here."

"The people may have other problems."
Kevin shifted position, and his shoulder,
bruised by a phantom's attack, gave him
a twinge. "They may need a leader to
sort them out."
"I told you, I don't feel like bothering
with other people right now."
"I know they'd respect your grief. Each
of them surely has griefs of his own."
"Grief," said Ajandor, as though the
word were a paltry, inadequate thing.
"Do you know why Pelethen joined the
Purple Dragons?"
"Because you did the same thing in your
youth. Sir, that does not make you
responsible for his fate."
"It's funny. I was happy when Princess
Alusair's summons came. To me, the

war, with all its perils, was simply a
fine excuse for a reunion with my boy."
"I know how much you wanted to see
him."
"I wanted to give him this." Ajandor
drew Gray Dancer an inch out of its
scabbard then shoved it down again. The
guard clicked against the mouth of the
sheath. "As my father gave it to me. As
we have handed it down in our family
for four hundred years. What am I
supposed to do with it now?"
"Use it to defend the weak, as you have
always done."
Ajandor chuckled an ugly little chuckle.
"As I have always done. And here at the
end, what do I have to show for it?"
"Sir," said Kevin, "with all respect,

you've lost much but not everything.
Kirinwood is full of folk who love you.
Mistress Waterthorn. Old Nobby. Galen
Oakfriend." He could have added
himself to the list, except that it would
make him feel like a whining child.
"I suppose it ought to shame me," replied
Ajandor, "but I just don't seem to care,
not anymore. My heart is empty."
"I don't believe that," Kevin replied. "At
the moment, all you feel is pain, but
when it loosens its grip a little, the
gentler emotions will return."
"You're prattling."
Kevin felt his cheeks flush. "Sir, I just
don't want to watch you commit suicide,
and that's the true objective of our
shadow hunt, isn't it? It's a miracle the

creatures haven't slain the both of us
already."
"If you're afraid, then leave. I release
you from my service." Ajandor turned
away.
That night, Kevin did indeed consider
saddling his horse and trotting away
back down the highway called the
Moonsea Ride, but he couldn't quite
bring himself to do it. There had to be a
way to snap Ajandor out of his trance of
despair!
After considerable pondering, the squire
thought of one ploy that might serve. He
was certain-well, reasonably so-that
deep down in his heart, Ajandor still did
care for all the same folk he'd cherished
a tenday ago. If so, then perhaps a threat

to one of those dear ones would bring
the affection to the surface and restore
the old man's perspective. It would show
him that his son's death, tragic as it was,
hadn't crushed all the meaning out of his
life.
Though the scheme did have one
drawback: Kevin himself would have to
play the role of friend in distress.
All the other candidates were back in
Kirinwood.
A nasty voice inside the squire's head
whispered that his notion would never
work, because Ajandor actually didn't
care about him. Hadn't his brusqueness
the past few days made that clear? In
times past, Ajandor had been kind to his
foster child but had really only cherished

his son by blood.
No, Kevin insisted to himself, it wasn't
so. He could conjure up a thousand
memories that proved Ajandor's love for
him, and that meant he could make his
scheme work. He'd slip away, his foster
father would chase after him, and in the
end, everything would be all right.
As the night wore on, weariness at last
overtook Ajandor. He sat down with his
back against the wall, and, gradually, his
head drooped until his chin rested on his
breast. A soft buzzing issued from his
mouth.
Moving quietly, Kevin rose, unlaced one
of the saddlebags, and took out a stick of
chalk, which Ajandor had packed to
sketch out battle plans, duty rosters, and

the like. Wincing at the faint scratching
sound, the squire scrawled a message on
the wall:
I HEAR KING SHADOW CALLING
ME, AND I MUST GO TO HIM.
FAREWELL.
That accomplished, the youth tiptoed to
the arched entrance to the city, thought of
all the shadows presumably lurking in
the darkness, took a deep breath, and
forced himself out into the rain.
To his surprise, he didn't blunder into
any phantoms, and after a few minutes,
he reached the foot of the Cormyr Stairs.
Halfway up, he came upon Helm's
shrine. Reflecting that some kindly
power certainly seemed to have
protected him thus far, he silently

apologized to the deity for his earlier
irreverence and laid a copper piece atop
the Altar of Shields.
He crept on to the top of the steps,
peered through the wall, and surveyed
Old Town. If any beauty remained to its
burnt and battered houses, he couldn't
see it under these conditions, nor did he
care. He reckoned he'd come as far as
required to give Ajandor a nice anxietyridden chase, and now he needed a place
to wait for him-somewhere indoors,
where no passing shadow would spot
him. At the far end of a little plaza stood
a cottage, its eaves encrusted with
carved roses and its door standing ajar.
He scurried to it, ducked inside, found a
stool, and sat down behind a window

that looked out at the head of the Cormyr
Stairs.
Soon, he assured himself, Ajandor
would come bustling to the top. The
knight would probably be furious when
he realized Kevin had tricked him, but it
wouldn't matter. The shock of his
fosterling's disappearance would still
restore him to himself.
Suddenly, a wail of anguish broke into
Kevin's imaginings. Unlike all the others
he'd heard, this one sounded close by.
Looking in all directions, the squire
peered out the window. After a few
moments, the source of the noise
stumbled into view.
Roped together to form a coffle, a
matron with gray curls, two men, and a

little girl trudged across the plaza,
passing only a few feet from Kevin's
vantage point. Slinking around them,
shoving and prodding them on, were
several of the man-shaped shadows he
and Ajandor had fought before. The
youth couldn't tell precisely how many.
In the darkness, he was lucky to glimpse
the shadows at all.
He wondered if the prisoners had still
been living somewhere inside the city,
or if the shadows had captured them out
in the countryside. Not that it mattered.
The only thing that did was helping them.
But how?
Charge out and attack? Ajandor might
have managed it, but he'd been honing a
genius for swordplay for forty years.

Kevin had been training a modest talent
for five.
He doubted he could handle so many of
the shadows all at once.
What he could do was follow the
shadows and hope that an opportunity to
free their captives would present itself.
Not that he wanted to. Not only would it
be risky, it would mean he likely
wouldn't be in position to greet Ajandor
if-no, when, curse it-the latter climbed
the Cormyr Stairs, but Kevin couldn't
see any alternative.
As he waited for the shadows to
lengthen their lead, he prayed to Helm
for aid and wished he'd given the god the
sole silver piece in his purse instead of
a measly copper.

It was time to go. He crept out onto the
porch, and a plank groaned beneath his
foot. He cringed, but the shadows didn't
seem to hear, so he slunk on.
The stalking proved to be a nerveracking business. Kevin was no
woodsman or housebreaker, schooled in
the art of sneaking soundlessly, and no
matter how he tried, he couldn't avoid
making little noises, each of which
threatened to reveal his presence. Nor
could he shake the nagging fear that as he
concentrated his attention on the
shadows ahead, some other phantom
would spot him and take him unawares.
But none did, and eventually the
shadows and their coffle led him to a
drum-shaped keep notorious throughout

Cormyr. When Kevin perceived that it
was indeed their destination, he nearly
laughed in dismay, because it figured,
didn't it?
The ruin-now no more ruinous than the
rest of Old Town-had once been the
residence of the enchantress Tilvara.
According to rumor, it was now home to
strange beasts and the restless dead, and
hellishly dangerous. Few would-be
explorers ever even got past the
"Medusa's Garden," the field of statuary
in front of the entrance. The figures
animated and attacked them.
Though many of the statues lay shattered
on the ground, a goodly number
remained intact. Still, the shadows and
their prisoners passed them unmolested.

Maybe they knew the trick of it, or
perhaps the tides of battle magic
washing through the city had somehow
rendered the effigies inert.
The procession vanished through an
arched door, and Kevin wondered
whether or not to keep following. He
was sorely tempted to go look for
Ajandor, but what if he couldn't find the
knight, who by now might already be
wandering the city, either to find his
errant squire or simply in search of his
own destruction? Or what if he did
locate Ajandor, and the knight just didn't
care? Or what if the shadows slew the
captives while Kevin was off searching?
No, curse it, he had to go in.
Kevin headed for the statues. He

realized he was breathing hard, tried to
control it as Ajandor had taught him, and
couldn't quite. He started down the path.
Stone warriors, rocs, manticores,
wolves, and double-headed ettins
surrounded him on every side. If they all
came to life at once, he wouldn't stand a
chance, but only one of them even tried.
A lion shuddered as he passed but could
do no more. Some power had indeed
rendered them harmless.
Kevin tiptoed up to the doorway and
peeked beyond the threshold into a
murky hall. As far as he could tell, no
sentries waited there, just as none
patrolled the battlements high above.
Kevin found the shadows' want of
caution peculiar, but perhaps they didn't

think like human beings. Maybe they
considered themselves so secure in their
possession of Tilverton that an assault
was inconceivable.
Not that Kevin contemplated anything so
grand. Could he simply spirit the
captives away, he would be well
satisfied.
Onward he skulked, groping his way
through stygian chambers that would
have been entirely lightless save for the
gaps in the ancient walls. Legend
peopled these spaces with watchghosts
and
round,
floating,
many-eyed
beholders, but he didn't encounter any of
those. He wondered if the shadows had
destroyed even them.
He did soon come to the conclusion that

the keep was larger inside than out, but
the paradox didn't particularly unsettle
him. He'd heard that powerful mages
could create such effects. At least the
doorways weren't sealing themselves
behind him. He'd heard that could
happen, too.
A vague form moving on four legs, or
perhaps six or eight, prowled out of an
arched opening not twelve feet ahead of
him. His heart pounding, he flattened
himself against the wall. The phantom
turned in the opposite direction and
disappeared into the blackness.
When his nerves ceased their jangling,
Kevin crept on, peeked into the archway,
and finally saw the prisoners, those he
had been tracking and maybe fifteen

others as well.
Tilvara had probably maintained a
perfectly good dungeon beneath her
residence, but for some reason, the
shadows had opted to hold their captives
in a spacious chamber where eight or ten
looms stood at regular intervals about
the floor. Some still supported
unfinished bits of weaving, the weft and
woof rotting away and tingeing the air
with the smell. The humans were still
bound, but not with ropes, which lay in
careless tangles on the floor. Instead, the
prisoners stood enmeshed in strands of
darkness, which, anchored to the back
wall, floor, ceiling, and looms, were
nearly invisible in the gloom.
Kevin didn't know what the black cables

were made of-perhaps the same shadowstuff as the phantoms themselves-but he
assumed he would be able to cut them
once he disposed of the jailer. For as
best he could tell in the darkness, only
one shadow lingered in the weavers'
workroom, and it had its back to the
door.
Kevin crept over the threshold.
Evidently sensing his presence, the
shadow began to turn, and he cut at it.
The sword sheared into its head, and it
staggered and disappeared.
The prisoners started to babble, and he
frantically tried to shush them, so intent
on the need for quiet that it took him a
moment to take in what they were saying.
"Look up! The spider! It's right above

us!"
As soon as he did understand, he looked
up instantly, galvanized by a jolt of
terror. He didn't like spiders, and if such
a creature had spun the strands holding
the captives, it must be huge.
Yet he couldn't see it. The room was too
dark, and the ceiling too high. His mouth
dry as sand, he pivoted back and forth,
trying to spot it.
"Does anybody see it?" he asked the
others. "Do you? Do you?"
Evidently they didn't. They simply knew
from bitter past experience that it was
there.
It occurred to Kevin that he could back
out of the room and leave them to their
fate. He'd tried to help them, no one

could say that he hadn't. It was possible
that his sword couldn't even cut the
spider.
But he knew he couldn't really abandon
them. It wouldn't be chivalrous.
Ajandor-the old Ajandor, anyway-would
never have countenanced such a selfish,
craven act.
Kevin glimpsed motion from the comer
of his eye. Impelled by pure reflex, he
jumped to one side, and the leaping
spider pounced on the spot where he'd
just been standing. Some of the prisoners
wailed.
Made of the same shifting murk as the
other horrors infesting Tilverton, the
spider was perhaps the size of a child,
its fused bulbs of head and body hanging

between arched, segmented legs. Hoping
he could land a blow before it
reoriented on him, Kevin hacked at its
abdomen.
Quick as a cat, the shadow wheeled to
face him. His blade slashed through one
of its legs, but without encountering any
resistance, and without severing the
limb.
The spider scuttled toward him and he
retreated, cutting and thrusting as he
went. It was still like sweeping his
sword through empty air. In the dimness,
he could just make out a hint of the
shadow's ring of bulging eyes, the jagged
mandibles opening and closing around
its maw.
He backed into one of looms, which

banged, rattled, and shed choking, eyestinging dust into the air. As he started to
flounder around that obstacle, he
collided with strands of the shadow
webbing. The stuff was as sticky as he
would have expected, and it had hold of
his sword arm, not that his sword had
done him any good.
He struggled to pull free. The glue began
to give but not quickly enough. The
spider scuttled forward to plunge its nodoubt poisonous fangs into his flesh.
Just as the shadow's mandibles were
about to close on his knee, he heaved his
legs up, evading the bite. The weakened
adhesion couldn't support his weight,
and he fell free of the webbing and onto
the shadow.

He plunged right through the creature
just as his sword had done. For an
instant, as they were joined, his mind
blazed with inhuman sensations. He
slammed down on the floor beneath the
spider's underbelly.
The shadow started to scuttle off him.
Gripping his sword by the blade for use
in such close quarters, he jammed the
point into the crack between the spider's
abdomen and cephalothorax.
For some reason, this time, the steel bit
into solid matter, and the phantom jerked
and thrashed. Kevin used his sword to
roll the spider onto its back, then he kept
pressure on the weapon until the ghastly
thing stopped moving.
The squire needed to rest but knew he

didn't have time. Panting and trembling,
he cut the captives free.
Most of them, anyway. On closer
investigation, he found that a couple
were but dry, shriveled husks.
But the majority were alive. Some were
even strong enough to help the weak
ones along. Kevin reckoned that with
luck, he could get them all out.
He nearly did.
Scouting ahead for shadows, he led the
prisoners back the way he'd come. Once,
as the procession passed beneath a
tattered gonfalon, a toddler started to
cry, and everyone froze in terror, certain
the noise would bring shadows down on
their heads. The child's mother quickly
put her hand over his mouth, and no

shadow came to investigate the sound.
Later on, the fugitives came upon a
bellpull, and a scrawny, gap-toothed
fellow, who seemed a bit mad from his
ordeal, stared at the velvet strap in
fearful fascination, as if he didn't want to
ring it but felt a compulsion to do so.
The matron with the gray ringlets took
him by the arm and led him on by.
At last Kevin spied the marble bust of a
sharp-nosed, crafty-looking fellow siting
on its pedestal. He'd noticed it coming
in, and it meant that the exit into the
Medusa's Garden was just ahead. He
smiled, and a psychic shriek stabbed
into his head.
Some of the prisoners cried out. Others
clutched their heads and sobbed. Though

equally
pained
by
the
silent
caterwauling, Kevin yelled at them and
shoved them. He had to keep them
moving, had to get them out the door
before their pursuers arrived.
He chivvied them down the long
rectangular entrance hall and almost to
the arched exit before instinct impelled
him to look back. He couldn't see
shapes, not yet, but the darkness boiled
with movement. Shadows were pouring
out of the doorways along the walls.
Kevin reckoned he needed to delay the
phantoms for at least a few seconds.
Otherwise, few if any of the captives
would make it outside. He turned and
tried to bellow a war cry, but it came out
as more of a weary, frightened squeak.

He strode toward the far end of the
chamber, and a wave of shadow hurtled
out of the gloom to meet him.
He drove his sword into a shadow's
chest but never knew whether he'd slain
it, for the next instant, the rest of them
swept over him, and after that, he was no
longer able to keep track of specific
adversaries. There was only a pack, a
many-limbed mass, striking and
snatching at him from every side, as he
lurched and whirled and slashed at it.
Once, for a split second, a narrow gap
appeared in the mass, and Kevin
glimpsed other devils loping toward the
door. He wished he could intercept them
as well, but knew there was no chance
of it. Cold hands seized hold of his arms

and shoulders, and the strength began to
flow out of him.
Even as he struggled to pull free, other
shadows clutched at him, and it was
hopeless. He resolved not to scream, but
did it anyway, sure the phantoms were
sucking out the final traces of his life.
*****
In time, he woke to cold rain spattering
his face and hard, wet floor beneath his
supine body. He pried open his gummy
eyelids. Gray clouds floated directly
overhead, but walls rose at the corners
of his vision, as if he was in a pit. He
tried to lift himself for a better look
around but failed. He was horribly
weak, and cold deep inside in a way that

even his soaked attire couldn't explain.
"Young man!" someone whispered.
"Don't move!"
He rolled his head to the side and saw
the goodwife with the curly gray hair,
who was also lying on the floor.
"Why not?" he whispered back.
"You'll provoke it!"
Somehow Kevin knew without asking
what "if was. King Shadow. The lesser
phantoms had borne him and his fellow
human into the titan's lair. The fancy he'd
scrawled inside the Cormyr Gate had
more or less come true.
"Did the shadows recapture all of you?"
he asked.
"No," the woman said. "Most of us made
it out the door."

Kevin surprised himself by smiling.
"Helm gave me good value for my penny
then. Better than I had any right to
expect."
The matron frowned. "What are you
talking about?"
"It doesn't matter. Tell me where we are
and what's going on."
"We're in a large chamber at the top of
the keep. The roof is gone, and this huge
... thing apparently makes its lair here."
"Go on."
The lesser shadows dumped us here for
the monster to eat when it's ready, the
same way you'd put down food for a
dog. It already gobbled up Quinn and
Evaine while you were unconscious."
"It's not gobbling us at the moment, and

if it's not paying attention, perhaps we
can slip away."
"It is paying attention. Evaine tried to
sneak out, and that's when it snatched her
up."
"Oh. All right, I understand. Now try to
rest while I figure a way out of this."
"That's mad. If you were facing the way I
am, if you could see the creature-" .
"Ajandor, the knight I serve, taught me
that if a man his head, he can think his
way out of almost any peril, and I might
as well try. Why not? What do we have
to lose?"
The matron smiled. "When you put it that
way, lad, not a thing. Think away."
Kevin lay and pondered, wondering
what Ajandor would have done in his

place, and if the knight had actually
come looking for him. Probably not, for
by the cold light of this joyless morning,
he recognized that the trick he had
attempted to play was a puerile one,
born out of desperation rather than
sense. No doubt the shrewd old man had
seen through it at once and simply bade
good riddance to the impudent ass who
had hoped to gull him.
No, Kevin could only pray that Ajandor
would come to his senses by himself,
before his one-man campaign against the
shadows destroyed him. His squire had
another problem to address.
He waited until a little strength seeped
back into his muscles, enough, he hoped,
to stand, run around, and yell.

"I'm going to distract King Shadow," he
said. "You get out of here. I'm hoping the
other prisoners will follow your lead."
Her blue eyes widened. "But the shadow
will kill you!"
"It's going to do that anyway."
She hesitated. "We'll still have all the
smaller shadows, the ones shaped like
men and cats and wolves, barring the
way out of the fortress."
"Run. Hide. Throw rocks at them.
Whatever it takes to get away."
She swallowed. "All right, and may
Helm take you into his keeping. The
knight you serve must be very proud of
you."
Kevin smiled at a pang that had nothing
to do with the mauling the shadows had

given him. "Well, he used to be. Get
ready."
He gave her a moment to gather her
strength, then, wishing the shadows had
left him his sword, he scrambled to his
feet, and spun around.
As the matron had advised him, the room
was big and essentially circular, with a
ragged hole where the ceiling once had
been. Scraps of it were lying about the
floor, and painted pentacles adorned the
plaster walls. In the middle of the space,
taking up a goodly part of it, hulked King
Shadow.
Kevin was prepared for the hugeness of
the shadow and for the strangeness of its
tangled limbs, like fat, flexible feathers
writhing in all directions. However, he

had had no inkling of the true nature of
King Shadow's flesh. He hadn't been
able to make it out when the titan drifted
past high above his head.
Within the shadow's murky substance
flowed human faces distorted and
jammed together. Despite the stretching,
twisting, and squashing, it was somehow
possible to discern their grimaces of
agony, madness, and rage. Ilmater's
tears, was this what became of the
people King Shadow destroyed? Did
their souls wind up trapped inside the
shadow's body?
Kevin stood frozen with horror as King
Shadow reached for him, one amorphous
arm dipping down above his head and
another curving in on each side. At the

last possible moment, the youth snapped
out of his paralysis and flung himself
backward. The three tentacles closed on
empty air, and all the faces inside the
titan's body began to rave and howl in a
silent cacophony.
Bearing the psychic din as best he could,
Kevin made his own noise, shouting and
shifting back and forth. King Shadow
stretched out more of its members to
seize him, and the gray-haired woman
jumped up and ran for a doorway.
Several other prisoners did the same,
and the rippling hillock of a shadow
ignored them all.
Kevin grinned. It was satisfying to have
played a trick that worked, even if it was
going to cost him his life.

King Shadow clubbed at him with blows
that flattened its boneless arms and
shook the floor. The squire dodged and
dodged again, knowing it was only a
matter of time before one of the tentacles
connected. Once his evasions carried
him near a doorway, and he dashed for
it. The shadow extruded a great slab of
itself between its prey and the exit,
cutting him off as effectively as a wall.
Something shattered, flashed, and roared
on top of King Shadow, and all the faces
inside the devil shrieked in agony, for
the immense phantom wore a crown of
crackling blue and yellow flame. Kevin
looked up at the hole in the ceiling,
where Ajandor was preparing to throw
another keg of oil. Unlike the first, this

one didn't need a fuse. When it broke,
the contents would feed the fire that was
already burning.
Ajandor heaved the barrel, and the
conflagration boomed and flared higher.
A man drenched in burning oil would
likely thrash about and expire, but the
titan floated up toward its tormentor.
The falling raindrops shone yellow in
the firelight.
Kevin picked up chunks of debris and
hurled them at the shadow. Several of
the smaller phantoms appeared along the
edge of the hole. Apparently trusting
them to dispose of Ajandor, King
Shadow dropped back onto the floor to
confront the squire, who wished he
hadn't just wasted his only chance to

bolt.
Its ragged tendrils squirming, King
Shadow spread itself to either side of
Kevin, pinning him against the wall. The
titan looked like a pair of hands poised
to catch a ball, albeit with fire dancing
on the upper surfaces and spatters of
burning oil dripping off the sides.
Kevin saw no possibility of escape, so
he spat at King Shadow. It was a feeble
gesture, but better than nothing.
The twin masses of shadow-stuff began
to close on him like the covers of a
book, then Gray Dancer fell at his feet,
hitting the floor with a clank.
Kevin stooped and grabbed the mithral
sword by its leather-wrapped hilt. He
was sure that Ajandor had dropped Gray

Dancer intentionally, to give his
fosterling some semblance of a fighting
chance, even though the knight needed
the weapon himself to battle his own
opponents.
The squire came on guard, and a wave
of vitality washed the soreness and
weakness out of his muscles. Gray
Dancer was bolstering his strength.
Ajandor had occasionally permitted him
to handle the blade, but it had never
done anything like this. Apparently it
took a foe to wake its magic.
The adversary in question had faltered
momentarily when the sword fell
between them, but now the twin arms of
its V-shape began to converge once
more. The squire ran to the member on

the right and swung Gray Dancer in a
vertical cut.
The weapon's razor edge split the
churning shadow-stuff and scrambled the
writhing, flowing faces inside it. King
Shadow screamed, and its limb twitched
backward, creating a gap between itself
and the wall. Kevin dived through.
Once out of the trap, he immediately
turned and renewed the attack, cutting
and cutting for all he was worth. Drops
of burning oil spattered and blistered
him, but he scarcely felt the pain. Then a
column of shadow-stuff exploded out of
the mass before him, slammed into his
chest, and hurled him across the room.
If not for his hauberk, the impact likely
would have shattered his ribs. As it was,

as he dropped on his rump, he started to
black out, then felt Gray Dancer's magic
grip his mind like a powerful hand and
heave it back to wakefulness.
When Kevin looked up, King Shadow
had pulled itself up into a gray-black
fiery sheet curling over at the top like a
huge, tempest-driven wave. The youth
saw that he wouldn't have time to roll
out from underneath, so as the shadow
began to fall, he raised Gray Dancer's
point to meet it.
King Shadow impaled itself on the
sword, and no more balked than surging
water would have been, crashed down
on Kevin, swatting him like a fly. He lay
in a pool of seething, gibbering, burning
ghost-faces. He was dazed, vaguely

surprised to still be alive, and Gray
Dancer hauled him back to full
consciousness again, with more
difficulty this time.
Though the blade had no real voice, not
even a silent one like the shadows, he
somehow sensed what it wanted to tell
him: Look, look, look at King Shadow
now, look, you only have a moment!
Kevin did look. The shadow-stuff
splashed across the floor was still
'humping and slithering, but not with its
former nimbleness. Evidently the fire,
Gray Dancer, or both had finally done
the titan some significant harm.
Moreover, the soft, murky substance was
converging from all directions toward a
sort of bulb, as if to rebuild the

creature's body around it. Unlike the
seepage, the node contained no tortured
human faces. It was pure black.
The squire reckoned he knew what to
do, but then hot pain washed over his
ribs and leg. He looked down and
discovered that his clothing was on fire.
He could attempt to extinguish it, or he
could ignore it and strike while King
Shadow was vulnerable.
He tried to rise, and other pains balked
him. His left arm and ankle throbbed,
sprained or broken, he supposed. He
tried again and this time made it to his
feet.
He limped forward. The shadow-stuff
was flowing faster now, and had nearly
succeeded in coating the titanic

creature's heart with itself. He drove
Gray Dancer's point into the one sliver
of absolute blackness still showing.
All the faces screamed, and King
Shadow vanished. Kevin threw himself
on the floor and rolled until he was free
of the fire.
Then he just sat, too sore and spent for
anything else, the strength Gray Dancer
had lent him expended, until a shout
reminded him that his had not been the
only battle. He peered up through the
smoky air. The rain felt good on his
singed, sweaty face.
Ajandor peered back down at him
through the hole. "Are you all right?"
asked the knight.
"I could be a lot worse. Thank Helm for

wet clothing! We have to move. The
other shadows-"
"Seem to have disappeared along with
their king," said Ajandor, "dead or fled,
who knows? Or cares? I'm coming
down."
He stepped away from the hole and
came through one of the doors in the
room a minute later.
"You're sure they're gone?" the squire
asked.
"Well, the ones I was fighting just
melted away, and I don't see any of them
bursting in on us, do you?"
"Now that you mention it, no. How did
you find me?"
"It wasn't difficult. I discovered your
note and smelled a trick, but I still didn't

want you wandering around alone in a
city of shadows. I came after you and ran
into one of the captives you freed. He
told me where to look for you, and I
sneaked into the witch's keep.
Eventually, I figured out where you
were, but I couldn't reach you. Too many
horrors blocked the path. However, I did
find a way to get above you and the great
flying pudding, and I hoped that if I hurt
the thing, you might be able to escape in
the resulting confusion. I located some
oil old Tilvara had laid in, carried it up
to the roof, and the plan fell apart." He
grinned. "You jumped up prematurely,
and some shadows picked up my trail
and followed me up to my perch."
"How did you hold them off without

Gray Dancer?"
"With my dagger and a torch. Not the
more formidable of weapons, but
sufficient to give the creatures pause."
"Evidently." Kevin hesitated. "Sir, are
you angry at me for trying to fool you?"
"I was, but... I know why you did it, and
maybe it did shake something loose
inside me. Maybe it was meeting the
fellow you rescued. That shamed me, by
reminding me what a knight is supposed
to be. Perhaps seeing King Shadow die
has made me feel a little better. At any
rate, I still sorrow, but I guess I'm no
longer in such a hurry to join Pelethen on
the other side. I’ll see him when I see
him."
"I'm glad." Kevin's gaze fell on Gray

Dancer, lying ingloriously in a pool of
rainwater. He picked it up and proffered
it.
Ajandor made no move to take it.
"Keep it, lad, it fits your hand quite
well. I was puzzled what to do with it,
but now I see that I have an heir after
all."
The Shifting Sands
Peter Archer
13Kythorn, the Year of Wild Magic
The camel's hooves kicked up clouds of
dust that added to the swirling mist
surrounding the travelers. A hot wind
howled around them, tearing at their
robes, driving the dirt into every crevice
of their clothing, probing them with

harsh fingers, seeking to hurl them
across the rolling plains into oblivion.
Both men clung to the swaying saddle,
their heads bent against the storm. The
camel soldiered onward, its head bowed
stoically before the blast. Its footsteps
were almost immediately buried behind
it by sheets of fine gray that blew across
the desert steppes, making it appear that
the travelers had never been there.
One of the men, the taller of the two,
turned in the saddle and shouted
something to his companion, who bent
his head to hear. The smaller man shook
his hood and gestured forward. The
other gave a shrug and again bent against
the wind.
A flash and thunderous report echoed

across the dunes of Anauroch, almost
knocking the men and their faithful beast
over.
The tall man turned and shouted to his
companion, "Lighting! In the middle of
the godsbedamned desert! We must
stop."
"No!" The other was equally vehement.
"We keep on."
He reached behind him and slapped the
camel's rump. The beast started forward
again, and another report knocked it to
its knees, tumbling the travelers to the
sand. The camel panicked and darted
forward.
The tall man recovered first and lunged
after the beast. He had not gone five
steps before a third thunder blast, much

louder than the previous two, electrified
the air around them and hurled them
facedown in the sand. Their robes
whistled and snapped with the impact.
The shorter was the first on his feet this
time. Through the whirling sands of the
storm, he could see a black mass a few
yards from where he lay. Smoke rose
from it and was whipped back by the
wind, which also carried to his nostrils
the sickening smell of burnt camel meat.
The saddle and other accoutrements that
had been on the creature had been hurled
aside by the lightning strike.
As if the storm had expended its last
ammunition with this disaster, the wind
dropped and the sand settled around
them in a fine rain then ceased. The

howls and shrieks of the sandstorm
wandered to the west, passed over the
next dune, and faded from their ears.
Both men walked forward on unsteady
feet to view the remains of their mount.
The taller glared at the shorter.
"I told you we should have stopped."
The other shrugged. "If we had, we'd be
lying there, cooked to a turn. You don't
suppose that lighting was hurled by
chance?"
"What do you mean?"
Instead of answering, the merchant was
probing amid the supplies that had been
scattered around the carcass. The taller
man-whose face the desert sun now
revealed as scarred and pitted, worn by
weather, age, and drink- glared at him

and repeated the question.
"What do you mean by that, Avarilous?"
"I mean, my dear Garmansder, that we're
dealing with people who would think no
more of killing you than of stepping on a
spider. You'd do extremely well to keep
that in mind. You'll probably live longer
if you do."
Avarilous's eyes flickered from side to
side, and his fingers, laced across his fat
belly, wore a complicated gesture.
Garmansder's eyes widened, then he
glared at the merchant and raised his
voice. "I know precisely what I'm
dealing with: a twisted little serpent
who can't tell the truth without his forked
tongue falling out of his mouth. I should
never have agreed to travel with you,

even for the gold you're paying. You'll
regret it."
From the sash around his waist, he had
drawn a scimitar and brought back his
arm for a blow. There was a sudden
crack of a whip, and the blade flew from
his hand to land sticking in the desert
sand twenty feet from where he stood.
Garmansder cursed volubly and spun
around.
Behind him, in a dark line, stood a band
of Bedine. Their black robes flapped in
the wind, but apart from that they were
motionless as statues. One, clad in a
robe of red, was clearly the leader,
standing a bit forward of the others. In
his upraised hand was the whip with
which he had disarmed Garmansder.

Avarilous cautiously raised one hand,
palm outward.
"Peace be upon your* tents, my friends. I
stand in your service. My friend and I
have lost our camel and had despaired
of finding our way when you ..."
His voice trailed off as the Bedine
moved around them, surrounding them
and efficiently disarming them. From
Garmansder's robe, the tribesmen pulled
a pair of ugly looking daggers. From the
merchant, they took three throwing stars
and a slender blade that had been
strapped to one of his stout legs. All this
was done in unnerving silence. The
travelers' hands were bound tightly
behind them, and they were linked
together by a short rope. One of the

Bedine took the end of the rope and gave
it a sharp jerk.
At a gesture from the red-robed leader,
the party started forward in the direction
Avarilous and Garmansder had been
travelling. They mounted the next dune
and saw a herd of camels, standing
quietly, chewing their cud. Two or three
Bedine stood near them, guarding the
pack. Without a word, they mounted and
rode on.
*****
Like most Bedine settlements, the
travelers did not really see this one until
they were upon it. The dun-colored tents
blended with the endless sands and
revealed their presence only by a soft

flapping in the wind. A few faces peered
from the tents to look upon the strangers
and then* silent captors as the tribesmen
led the caravan to the largest of the tents.
Avarilous and Garmansder were jerked
roughly from their perches and dragged
inside.
A small fire burned in a brazier at the
center of the tent. Some of the smoke
escaped through a hole in the roof, while
the majority swirled and eddied on air
currents. The strong smell reminded
Avarilous that the Bedine, in common
with most desert dwellers, used camel
pads for fuel. Garmansder coughed and
retched then coughed again. His face
was scarlet and shiny.
Around the edge of the tent were seated

a row of robed figures, who stared
coldly at the two strangers. Avarilous
sat quietly on the floor as his captor
muttered in the ear of one of these
observers.
Garmansder,
having
recovered from his coughing fit, gazed
wildly around the scene.
"What are we doing here? What do they
want?" he snarled to the merchant.
"Be silent." Avarilous's voice was cold
and decisive, unlike his usual whining
tone.
Garmansder sat in silence for a moment
then made a desperate lunge for the tent
entrance. Haifa dozen hands snatched
him back in an instant, and a curved
dagger appeared at his throat. Avarilous
did not move a muscle.

One of the robed figures-he to whom
then- captor had spoken-flicked back his
hood, revealing a head of graying hair
and dark, smoky eyes.
"Why do you come here?"
The words were dropped like rocks into
a silent well. Their ripples spread
outward through the tent across the ring
of seated figures.
Avarilous waited a moment before
replying then said calmly, "I am the
merchant Avarilous of Calimport, and I
am delivering goods from Loudwater to
Whitehorn. This man is my companion,
one Garmansder. Our route led across
Anauroch, since we did not wish to
detour far to the south, and-"
"Stop!"

The Bedine held up a hand.
"It is true that you are Avarilous, but we
know too well the sort of goods you
deliver. You are a dealer in information
and stolen goods. You may have come
from Loud-water, but your home is not in
Calimport. Reports of your intrigues
range from the passes of Icewind Dale to
the jungles of Chult, from the Utter East
to the Sword Coast." "Nonsense!"
Garmansder snorted. "I've traveled with
this man for months, and he's no more a
spy than I am!"
Avarilous said nothing.
The tall man looked at him in amazement
then in fury. "Bastard!"
He lunged at the merchant and was
brought up short by a trio of hands that

clamped him in place. He glared angrily
at Avarilous and snapped, "Next time
111 know better than to take up with a
fat man with a shifty eye."
The Bedine who had spoken turned to
Garmansder and said, without change of
tone, "You know little of your
companion, it seems. He travels the
lands, meddling in the affairs of people
whom he does not know. He has
performed commissions for the fallen
Azoun of Cormyr, for the rulers of far
Ulgarth, for the Red Wizards of Thay.
He is a horse waiting for hire, on sale to
the highest bidder. Some say Avarilous
is not his real name, but none know
precisely who he is."
Avarilous ignored the outburst of his

companion and stroked his chin before
conceding the point. "Very well. Let us
suppose there is some truth to your
statement. What has this to do with you?"
The Bedine shrugged. "It is of little
concern to us," he said. "Your reputation
is that of a man who dabbles in political
intrigue for money. We have little or no
interest in the affairs of the rest of the
world, except when they affect the
tribes."
Avarilous nodded thoughtfully. "I see.
From the fact that we are here, I suppose
you have something in mind. Something
that affects your tribe, at least." He
stretched, and Garmansder was suddenly
reminded of a cat unsheathing her claws.
The Bedine leader made no response,

but Avarilous nodded, as if he had
received confirmation of his statement.
"Perhaps you might tell me, first, with
whom I have the pleasure of dealing."
The Bedine leader bent forward and
said, "I am Sheik Omar Lhassa BinDaar, ruler of the Bin-Daar Bedine,
counting two hundred and seventy-five
camels, six hundred and twelve goats,
one hundred and fifty-four sheep-"
Avarilous raised a hand. "Quite. That's
sufficient. Proceed."
It was startling to note how the fat man
had taken control of the discussion. To
Garmansder's eyes, though, Bin-Daar
showed little resentment. He leaned
back against a cushion and drew on a
hookah that lay near to hand before

resuming his speech.
"As you doubtless are aware, the
Zhentarim, they of the black robes, have
long maintained a route through
Anauroch. We Bedine have tolerated its
existence out of consideration for the
people it supplies, though we could have
destroyed it long ago-"
"So you say," interrupted Avarilous. "In
fact, allowing it to exist provides you
with a steady supply of caravans for
raiding."
Bin-Daar ignored the comment and
continued, "At various oases along the
route, bands of Zhentarim have created
their own settlements, extracting tolls
from travelers along the road. For the
most part, we ignore them, though we

have sometimes raided them, thus
serving the interests of the righteous of
Faerun."
Avarilous's cynical smile informed
Garmansder in what spirit the fat man
received this statement.
Bin-Daar coughed gently, as one
approaching the heart of the matter. "Of
late," he said, "we have seen much
activity at one of these oases, one near
our lands. The dark-robed ones are
becoming increasingly bold, striking out
against our tribesmen. Where before they
were content to leave us in peace, now
they seem determined to destroy us. It
would almost seem as if there is
something they have found of which they
do not want us to learn."

Avarilous's body was relaxed, his pudgy
body stretched out along the ground,
resting on one elbow. His eyes were
sleepy, half hooded, but the observant
might have noticed a glitter within their
depths.
"Rumors have come to us of a great
excavation by the Zhentarim in this
place." Bin-Daar snapped his fingers,
and one of his councilors thrust a roll of
goatskin into his outstretched hand.
"They are digging... here."
His finger jabbed a spot on the crude
map that adorned the goatskin. Avarilous
looked at it.
"Humph. Near Hlondath. One of the
Buried Realms."
Bin-Daar nodded. "Precisely."

Garmansder broke into the conversation.
"What's Hlondath? And what does this
have to do with kidnapping us?"
Avarilous spoke without looking at his
companion. His voice was far away.
"Hlondath was a mighty state that existed
centuries ago, after the fall of Netheril. It
faded away, buried by the desert sands,
but some say that there was buried with
it some of the mighty magic of lost
Netheril. Many have come searching for
those items, but few have been found,
and most of the explorers have vanished
into the sands." He looked carefully at
Bin-Daar. "I take it you think the Zhents
have found something."
Bin-Daar shook his head. "I do not know
if they have found anything, but I suspect

they are looking for something.
Something they do not wish others to
find. Something that might make them a
more powerful force in Anauroch."
"Why should they have any more success
than in the past?"
"Because-" Bin-Daar dropped his voice"because of the coming of the City of
Shade. Its return may herald a new rise
of Netherese magic, one the Zhentarim
hope to take advantage of. If they found
an artifact of ancient Netheril, they could
use it to forge an alliance with the
Shadovar. That would be disastrous for
my people. They must be stopped."
"What does that have to do with us?"
growled Garmansder, though he
suspected he already knew the answer.

Bin-Daar's eyes never left the fat
merchant's face.
"I have a proposition for you,
Avarilous."
The merchant stretched his pudgy legs,
which had grown cramped from
kneeling. "I'm aware of that."
For the first time, Bin-Daar's face
showed surprise. "You are aware?
How-" He stopped and nodded slowly,
as if satisfying himself on some point.
"So," he continued, "we did not find you.
You found us."
Avarilous shrugged. "I had heard you
were looking for me. I simply put myself
in a place where we were likely to
meet."
"Why?"

"Your situation interests me. I've heard
of this excavation, and I suspected you
or one of the other Bedine tribes would
try to stop it. An outright attack on the
site would be disastrous for you, so you
had to resort to other means. As I say, I
heard you were looking for me."
"You might have told me," growled
Garmansder. "If I'd known who and what
you were, I'd have run from you as fast
as I could. As it is, I want nothing to do
with any of this."
Bin-Daar chuckled softly. "You will aid
Avarilous in his mission," he told the
mercenary. "Your reward will be far
more than whatever he has promised
you."
Greed flickered in the tall man's eyes,

but he held his ground. "It's all very well
to talk, but where there's Zhents, I don't
want to be watching my back all the
time, and I don't trust him."
Bin-Daar's mouth curved in a smile that
did not reach his eyes. "I do not trust him
either, but he is a powerful weapon. A
warrior in battle does not ask where a
sharp sword came from, only that it cut
true."
Garmansder snorted. Avarilous sighed,
and his stomach rumbled.
"Can't we do this over food?" he asked
plaintively. "I'm starving."
*****
The Zhent guards had had a sleepy
afternoon, basking in the shade of their

tent, shielded against the blazing sun.
They passed the time throwing dice and
drinking raki, a powerful liquor distilled
from the stunted bushes that covered the
hills around the oasis. By midafternoon
they were dozing, half drunk, and not in
a mood to be disturbed.
One nudged the other then roused him
with a kick. The two men rose and
stood, swaying slightly, watching the
travelers approach.
They were mounted on a camel, but the
one riding in front, the stouter of the two,
had his hands bound tightly together,
while the other held the end of the rope.
As the pair drew nearer, the Zhentarim
could see that the fat man had a streak of
blood down one cheek and an ugly

bruise over his left eye.
The camel halted before the guard's tent,
and the thinner man jumped down easily,
leaving his bound companion seated on
the beast.
"Hail!" he said, in a voice scraped raw
by the desert winds. "I want to see your
commander."
The more sober of the two guards spat in
the sand. "Hah! What for?"
"I have something for him." The traveler
jerked the cord he was holding, pulling
his prisoner off the camel. The captive
crashed to the ground with a loud grunt
of pain.
One of the guards sauntered over, trying
not to appear unsteady on his feet.
"Wasss this?" He stirred the fallen man

with his foot.
"I'll tell your commander. Trust me, hell
want to see this one right away."
The Zhents exchanged glances, then
turned away. One turned back, while the
other disappeared into the tent.
"Well get Lieutenant Thass."
"I want to see the commander, not some
lieutenant."
"You'll see Thass. Hell 'tide who you
see next. He'll be here in m'nit." He
slumped back down on the cask he'd
been sitting on.
The tall man looked beyond the guard
tent at the rest of the oasis. It was
bustling with activity. A long line of
Bedine tribesmen were passing buckets
filled with sand from hand to hand,

supervised by purple-robed Zhents,
many of whom bore whips or clubs. The
sand was being drawn from a central
excavation, perhaps fifty feet wide. Even
from a distance, the visitor could see a
network of ladders and ropes
descending into it. A heavy wooden
framework had been erected over it with
a wheel to haul up the buckets of sand
from the shovels of unseen diggers. The
air was full of the groan of the wheel,
the creaking of the wooden supports, the
moaning of the tribesmen, and the shouts
and curses of the Zhents.
A Black Robe with an air of authority
strode toward the guard tent, his clothing
snapping with impatience. He glanced at
the sentries then dealt one of them a slap

that spun the man around and knocked
him bleeding to the ground.
"Fool! Drunk on duty!"
He lifted a hand and inscribed a gesture
in the air. The guard screamed, and his
hand came up to one cheek. A thin
stream of smoke spurted between his
fingers as he shrieked with pain. When
he brought his hand down, the visitor
could see the raw, red mark of the brand
that had been magically inscribed on the
guard's skin.
The lieutenant turned his attention to the
two men before him, while the other
guard
splashed
liquor
on his
companion's wound and led him back
into their tent.
"Who are you, and why are you traveling

this way? It's prohibited to come near
this place, on pain of death. By rights, I
should flay the flesh from your bones
here and now, but I'm in an exceptionally
good mood today, so I'll listen to your
story before I kill you both."
The tall man did not back down.
"I think you'll be happy to have custody
of this one." He kicked the recumbent
figure before him. This is Avarilous, a
so-called merchant. In fact, he's a spy.
He was paid by the Bedine to come here
and find out what you're up to."
The lieutenant looked at him in
astonishment then burst into a bray of
laughter.
"A spy! A nice job he seems to have
made of it. What did the Bedine scum

offer to pay him with? Camel dung?
Goat meat?" His eyes narrowed as he
looked at Garmansder. "Who are you,
and why are you telling me this?"
"I am Garmansder of Luskan. I'm a
mercenary, hired by this fool to be his
guard. When I found out what he was up
to, I thought I'd get a better price from
the Zhentarim for his head than anything
the Bedine-or he-might pay me." He
shrugged. "So here he is for you to play
with."
Lieutenant
Thass
crouched
by
Avarilous's head and stared thoughtfully
into the merchant's eyes, which were
reddened from the blowing sand of the
desert.
"So the little Bedine fools are getting

worried about what we're doing here,"
he said, as if to himself. "Good. Good.
Fear will feed on itself. Especially when
I send their spy back to them in a basket,
or several baskets." He chuckled.
"Perhaps they'll pass on their concerns
to the Shadovar, who will be more
willing to deal with us.
"What's that?" He bent his ear near
Avarilous's cracked, bleeding lips.
"Shadovar... would never... deal with
Zhentarim... crush you first." The words
dropped like tears in the dust.
The lieutenant chuckled and rose to his
feet. "Well see, fool."
He twisted his hand, and Avarilous's
body was jerked to its feet. The rope
binding the merchant flew from

Garmansder's hand to that of the
lieutenant.
"Drashka! Get your lazy carcass out here
this instant, unless you want to wear
your entrails for a necklace!"
From a shelter farther within the
encampment, another guard emerged
cautiously and saluted. "Yes, sir?"
"I'll take this scum to Commander
Hesach's tent. The commander will want
to talk to him in a few minutes, so you'd
better have someone bring the
instruments. I'll keep an eye on him until
Hesach's ready-he's slippery as an eel.
And Drashka ..." He tossed the end of
the rope to the lieutenant. "I've got my
eye on you. You watched those two idiot
guards drink on duty and did nothing to

stop them. Let me catch that sort of thing
again and you'll be scorpion bait!"
Garmansder cleared his throat loudly.
The lieutenant glanced at him.
"Ah, yes. Your reward."
Thass fumbled inside his robe for a
minute and produced a pouch, tossing it
to the tall man. Garmansder looked
inside it and opened his mouth to argue
when he caught the lieutenant's icy eye
and thought better of it.
He swept the pouch out of sight and said,
"I'd like a bed for the night."
Lieutenant Thass grunted and turned to
the guard. "Drashka, take this fellow and
find him a place to sleep, but be sure
he's on his way tomorrow at first light."
He looked at Garmansder with narrowed

eyes. "After all, a traitor might find the
habit of betrayal hard to break. Perhaps
it might be simpler to return two traitors
to the Bedine."
Garmansder shook his head vigorously.
"Trust me, my lord. I'm heading west and
south for friendlier lands, where an
honest mercenary can make a living. I've
no desire to get mixed up in the affairs of
wizards-whether
Zhentarim
or
Shadovar."
The lieutenant's shout of laughter was
tossed over his shoulder as he stalked
toward his tent.
Left alone, Garmansder and the guard
eyed one another with the cautious looks
of two dogs circling before a fight. The
mercenary dug into the recesses of his

robe and produced a stoneware bottle
that sloshed pleasantly with liquid.
"Raki, lifted from the Bedine. Know
somewhere we can share it in peace?"
*****
Avarilous, bound to a crude chair, sat
facing Commander Hesach across a
rough wooden table. The Zhentarim
commander was stocky, running toward
fat. His black robes stretched tight
across his ample belly, and his face was
pitted and scarred, creased with lines
that the harsh candlelight of the tent
emphasized. He paced about a table, in
the center of which were a variety of
implements. Their purpose the merchant
needed no one to explain. Despite their

disconcerting presence, however, his
face was composed, and he spoke
calmly.
"I have no objection to telling you what I
was sent here to do. After all, the Bedine
have no claim to my allegiance beyond
what price they offered to pay."
"What price was that?" Hesach snorted.
"A thousand pieces of gold," the
merchant said.
The commander snorted in disbelief. "I
wouldn't have thought they had anything
like that."
Avarilous shrugged. "Raiding against
caravans seems to have been successful
this season. In any case, I haven't seen a
copper from them yet. Perhaps the
Zhentarim might find more use for my

services. It would hardly be the first
time I've dealt with those of the Black
Network."
"Perhaps. Tell me precisely what you
were sent to find, and I may consider it.
Then again, I may simply agree to give
you a quick death and let it go at that."
Avarilous stretched against his ropes
and glanced casually around the interior
of the tent. It was richly furnished with
rugs and tapestries. Hesach lounged near
one wall on a richly carved sedan
covered in the skins of desert lions.
"The Bedine seem to feel you are
looking for an artifact from the Buried
Realms. They seem to think you may
have found it."
"Why?"

"Why what?"
The commander gave a negligent
gesture, and Avarilous’s head jerked
back as if he'd been slapped. He
shuddered.
"They believe you're trying to build a
power base here. Are you?"
"Kindly remember that I'm asking the
questions. It will go better for you if you
do."
Hesach bit into a pomegranate and let
the juice dribble down his chin in a pink
stream.
Grinning at his prisoner, he said, The
desert rats are more right than they
know." He rose and plunged his hand
into a silver-bound chest. "What do you
think of that?"

In his palm rested a tiny amulet. It
seemed, to Avarilous’s weary eyes, to
twinkle and glitter, almost as if a star
had been imprisoned within it.
He said cautiously, "It's obviously
magical. What of it?"
"What of it? What of it?" The
commander laughed. "You fat idiot, do
you know what this is?"
"A magical amulet." Avarilous sounded
bored.
"Ha! This amulet would allow me to
control the very sands of the desert, to
raise them in a storm, to level them in a
sheet of sand that could sweep my
enemies before it. It would make me
master of the desert."
"It would" observed Avarilous, "but it

won't. It's chipped and cracked. In that
condition, I doubt you'd get more than a
handful of copper pieces at any market
in Calimport.
"True, fool, but where there's one, there
must be more!" Commander Hesach
tossed the amulet into the chest and sank
back onto his couch. "For years, we
Zhentarim have searched beneath these
sands for the treasures of Netheril. Now,
at last, I've found them!"
"You haven't found anything more than a
cracked amulet yet," said Avarilous.
His body was relaxed against the ropes,
but his eyes flickered back and forth
across the tent as if seeking a means of
escape.
"Not yet, but soon. Soon our diggers will

break through into the hoard that rests
below this place. I will control it. I will
rise in power. Even Fzoul Chembryl
himself will speak with me, will treat
with me as an equal. In time, perhaps
even I shall take his place at the head of
our order."
His voice had risen in volume, and he
was now shouting, flecks of spittle
spraying from his juice-stained lips. In
full cry, he caught himself and smiled
nastily at his captive.
"But you. What shall I do with you?"
*****
Raki is a liquor not for the faint of heart
or stomach. Its taste is foul, even to
those used to it, and in some parts of

Faerun it is used as rat poison. But it
does have the virtue of getting one drunk
extremely quickly.
Garmansder and Drashka staggered out
of the shadow of the tent against which
they had been sitting and came into the
afternoon sunshine, casting long
shadows across the desert. The air was
still warm, but a chill wind was
beginning to blow, portending the bleak
night to come.
Drashka flung an arm around
Garmansder's shoulders.
"So. Wha'sh a fine fellow like you doing
working for a ... a shpy? Coo'nt you tell
something was wrong with him? I mean
..." He stopped, turned, and vomited
copiously before resuming his speech as

if nothing had happened. "I mean wha's
he doing wandering around in the middle
of the desert? Din't you ever ask?"
Garmansder swayed slightly. "He was
paying good gold. A mercenary never
asks. Not if he wants to keep being a
mershenary." He laughed inanely. "I
mean, if it comes to that, what're you
doing working for the Zhents out here in
the middle o' nowhere?"
Drashka looked around carefully and put
a finger against his lips. "Shhh. It's ... a
... secret!" He nodded impressively.
"Wanna know what it is?"
Garmansder shook his head. "Nah.
Better not tell, if it's a secret and
everything."
"Right. Right. All right, I'll won' tell

you." He grabbed Garmansder's arm.
"I'll show you."
The two men made their way across the
camp to where the scaffolding loomed
over the excavation. Activity around the
site had ceased, and as the evening grew
darker, a few torches flickered around
the site, making the gloom seem even
blacker. Here and there, campfires
glowed. The Bedine had been herded by
their Zhentarim overseers back to some
unseen camp, but in the distance the two
men could hear the unearthly wails of
their singing. The sound floated over the
desert and hung like crystal in the dark
air.
Drashka made his way unsteadily to the
edge of the excavation. A flimsy rail ran

between the wooden uprights that held
the scaffolding in place, and a few
torches on long poles thrust into the sand
illuminated the scene. The lieutenant
staggered, and Garmansder grabbed his
arm.
"Careful. You wanna fall?"
Drashka considered the question for a
moment then shook his head. "You fall in
there, you'd have a long time to think
before you bit the bottom. Lissen!"
He groped for a loose stone and dropped
it into the pit. Both men held their
breaths until at last, far away, magnified
by the walls of the shaft, they heard the
distant thunk! of stone on stone.
Garmansder nodded, impressed. "So
wassit all "bout?" He leaned against an

upright and took another draught of raki.
Drashka gestured toward the pit. "We're
lookin' for magic. Magic stuff from
Netheril. You know. Stuff they lost when
the cities fell down and th' empire
crashed."
"So?" The mercenary held out the bottle
to his companion. "Everbody knows that
stuff was lost a long time ago. Why d'you
think you can find it now?"
" 'Cause we already found part of it."
Drashka swigged from the bottle and
snickered. "We already found stuff, and
we're gonna bring up more stuff.
Magical stuff."
Garmansder snorted. "I'll believe it
when I see it."
"Maybe you'd like to see it." Drashka

straightened up and hurled the raki bottle
into the pit. It smashed against the far
side, and the fragments fell into the gulf.
"Hey!" cried the mercenary. "There was
more in there!"
"That's all right." The guard's voice was
strong, without a trace of slurred,
drunken speech. "You can go after it."
He lunged forward with the speed of a
striking snake. One hand thrust against
the mercenary's shoulder, shoving him
back into the blackness beyond the
upright. Garmansder shouted, as one
hand darted up to clutch at a dangling
rope. He swung out and over the pit, then
back, landing farther around the rim,
some ten feet from where he'd started. A
sword was already glittering in his hand

when he landed.
Drashka stared then laughed. "I see I
wasn't the only one pretending to drink
that rot gut." He drew his own blade and
stepped forward.
Garmansder retreated cautiously around
the pit, his eyes on his opponent's sword.
Drashka came on, slashing, his blade
whistling through the night air. The guard
thrust savagely, and the mercenary,
barely avoiding being spitted, stumbled
and struck against the rail. The wood
shattered, and Garmansder, with a cry,
fell sideways into the pit.
With a yell of triumph, Drashka rushed
to see the body of his foe hurtling
downward. Then he staggered back,
blood spurting from a long cut along his

cheek. The mercenary was clinging with
one hand to the support timbers that
lined the side of the pit. In the other hand
he still held his sword.
His muscles bulged and he gave a groan
of effort as he pulled himself one-handed
from the darkness. He heaved his torso
onto solid ground and rolled sideways
as Drashka struck at him. The soldier's
blade left a trail of red in the sand as it
slashed across Garmansder's ribs.
The mercenary rolled to his feet. With
his free hand he grasped a torch and
threw it.
The flames touched and ignited the
guard's flowing robe. He tried to beat
out the fire with one hand, but it engulfed
him. Shrieking, he dropped his sword,

whirling, staggering. The sands gave
way under his feet and he fell into the
darkness. Garmansder could see the
sides of the pit lit by the flames as
Drashka, still screaming, fell and fell,
until there was a faint crash, then
silence.
The mercenary tore a rag from the hem
of his robe and bound up his wound,
cautiously glancing around to make sure
the battle had roused no one. Apparently
the Zhentarim guards kept a loose watchor they were drunk on raki-for no one
came to investigate the disturbance.
Garmansder sheathed his sword and
disappeared into the night.
*****

Taking another bite of his pomegranate,
the commander stared at the bound
merchant, who did his best to preserve
an air of detachment. At last, the
commander gestured, and a small,
glittering knife rose from the table and
moved slowly forward in the air,
hovering in front of the helpless
merchant's face.
"What would the Bedine like back first
from their spy?" he mused, nibbling on
his pomegranate. "His ear? His nose?
His upper lip?"
The knife swayed and dived through the
air, humming. It whirled around the
merchant's head, snipping a lock of hair
from his brow.

"I know," chortled the commander. "An
eye. That's it. To be followed by more ...
interesting parts."
The knife drew back and prepared to
plunge into Avarilous’s left eye. The
merchant, watching beyond the knife to
the commander's face, saw the stream of
pink juice dribbling from his lips turn
suddenly red. The knife dropped to the
floor with a clatter as the commander, a
bite of fruit still caught between his
teeth, fell stiffly forward, facedown on
the floor.
Through a narrow slit in the tent stepped
Garmansder, holding a stiletto. He
kicked the body of the commander aside
and sauntered over to Avarilous, who
glared at him.

"Well, you took your sweet time. Were
you going to let me lose an eye? Or did
you just find it funny to wait that long
before doing anything?"
" 'Thank you, Garmansder. Thank you for
saving my life.' That's how you say it,
Avi. It's quite simple, really."
Garmansder's blade made short work of
the ropes, and Avarilous rose,
massaging his wrists.
"We haven't time for nonsense. Someone
will be missing him soon. We'd best be
about our business."
The tall man stirred the body of the late
commander with his foot. "Did he tell
you anything?"
"A good deal. Here's a piece of
practical advice for you, Garmansder, if

you ever decide to become an agent of
evil. When you have your enemy in your
power, just kill him and get on with it. I
don't know why it is that servants of evil
simply can't resist the temptation to
gloat. It's a very bad habit, one they
should get out of
Garmansder nodded. "It's basic human
nature, I suppose. He wanted to tell
someone how clever he was, and it
didn't matter if that person was a friend
or an enemy. I was hoping my guard
might tell me after I was kind enough to
deliver the Zhents a Bedine spy, but he
was pretty vague. I must not be as
persuasive as you."
Avarilous had been searching the tent
swiftly, his fingers flying everywhere,

turning out boxes and bags. His eyes,
glittering with a hard light, were drawn
back into his head, and the shadows
played over his stout form. A rivulet of
sweat coursed down his forehead.
Garmansder too was looking about,
lifting tapestries and cushions with
swift, decisive movements.
"How did you get away from the guardDraka, or whatever his name was,"
Avarilous asked.
"Not too difficult. We shared some raki,
and he began showing me the excavation
site." He shrugged. "Last I saw of him,
he was trying to learn to fly." He
gestured toward the body. "Can we make
this look like a murder? There doesn't
seem to have been any love lost between

any of the guards and their officers."
Avarilous ignored the question and
countered with one of his own. "How
much did you see of the excavation?"
"Some. After Drashka went for his flight,
I wandered around. It's deep and very
impressive. They're using smokepowder
to open up some of the more difficult
bits. The whole thing's a bit on the shaky
side though."
"Meaning."
"It would be a great pity," observed
Garmansder absently, "if anything
happened to the scaffolding. Probably
bring the whole thing down around their
heads. I know I wouldn't care to be in
there when it happens."
Avarilous cursed softly. "Where in the

Nine Hells could he have hidden it?"
"Ah. I don't know. By the way, what
exactly are we looking for? More of
those amulets?"
The merchant shook his head. "The
amulet's not important. Even if it weren't
damaged, our late friend there couldn't
have done much with it-not as much as
he thought, anyhow. Controlling
sandstorms in the desert isn't much of a
feat compared to the kind of magic the
Shadovar are throwing around these
days. No, there has to have been
something else. Something he might not
even have been aware of...."
Garmansder gave his companion an odd
look as his voice trailed off. "What
d'you mean? Surely he knew what he

was looking for or if he'd found it. You
make it sound as if he wasn't the one in
control."
Avarilous stopped. "I'm not at all sure he
was. In fact, Fm sure he wasn't. He was
too stupid, for one thing."
"Oh, come on! If stupid people couldn't
control matters, half the cities of Faerun
would be leaderless."
"No, my point is that even if he'd found a
powerful magical artifact from Netheril,
I didn't get any sense from him that he'd
really know what it was or how to use it.
Someone had to be pointing him in that
direction. I wonder who."
A shadow fell across the entrance to the
tent, and Lieutenant Thass entered. His
hand rested on his scimitar, while his

eyes calmly took in the details of the
scene before him.
*****
Garmansder was the first to break the
tableau. He dived to the left in a swift
roll that brought him standing to Thass's
right, a knife in his hand. The lieutenant
pivoted and swept a foot around in a
savage kick that struck Garmansder's
wrist with a crack of snapping bones.
The tall man gasped in pain as the knife
flew and stuck in a wooden chest,
quivering. At the same moment,
Avarilous twisted to his right and hurled
a dagger. It barely missed Thass's
shoulder, slicing through his dark jerkin
and clattering to the ground.

Without a pause, the lieutenant
cartwheeled
behind
Garmansder,
drawing his scimitar in a single fluid
movement. One arm came up clutching
the tall man's broken wrist. The other
held the scimitar's point just behind
Garmansder's ear.
Avarilous caught up the knife that earlier
had almost taken one of his eyes. His
hand flashed back to throw it then halted
abruptly as he saw his friend held
hostage.
There was silence, broken only by
another soft groan from Garmansder.
Thass spoke first.
"Very good. I didn't think you'd figure
things out. Your reputation is well
justified, Avarilous."

"Thank you. Now suppose you release
my friend, and we sit down and talk
things over."
Thass laughed. "I think not. This
arrangement suits me very well. But by
all means, let us talk. I gather you have
been wondering what it was we found
here."
Avarilous pursed his Ups. His forehead
wrinkled in concentration. "I don't think
it's an object. If it had been, you
wouldn't still be here. You'd have taken
it, killed your friend the commander, and
brought it to whomever you're working
for. Who is that, by the way?" Thass
shook his head, smiling. "Go on." "If it's
not a thing, it's more likely to be a
place." Avarilous’s eyes narrowed.

"You've found ... a way down. A way
down into one of the Buried Realms!"
"Excellent!" Thass shifted his stance
slightly to match a careful movement of
Avarilous's to the left. "A road leading
to a hoard of magical power left from
Netheril. We've just uncovered a bit of it
thus far, but once it's open, there's no
telling what we might find."
Avarilous nodded. "I see. That gives me
a clear idea of who's behind you. You're
working for-"
A series of yells and screams from
outside interrupted him. The earth shook
beneath their feet, jarring them.
Garmansder used his good hand to take
advantage of the interruption, driving an
elbow into Thass's gut, doubling him

over. He ducked himself as Avarilous's
knife whizzed past, burying itself in the
lieutenant's neck.
Blood spurted, as the tent swayed in a
sudden wind. Both men fought to keep
their feet. The rumbling intensified.
"Earthquake!"
gasped
Avarilous.
Garmansder shook his head as he fell to
his knees. "Not exactly," he shouted over
the tumult. "I set a couple of
smokepower
charges
near
the
scaffolding with a long fuse. It looks like
nobody found them."
Avarilous glared at him. "You idiot! Are
you trying to get us killed?"
"No," his friend snapped, "I'm trying to
get us out of here! Suppose we go.
Now."

He looked at Thass, lying half-conscious
on the floor of the tent in a pool of
blood. "Shall we finish him?"
The decision was made for him. A wisp
of darkness spread beneath the
lieutenant. It grew in size until it was a
pool of blackness. His body became
shadowy and indistinct then disappeared
altogether. Slowly the blackness faded.
Avarilous turned toward the entrance.
"Come on!"
The two men raced across the oasis,
Garmansder doing his best to cradle his
broken wrist. Their camel was tugging
frantically at his tether and had
succeeded in pulling its stake half out of
the sand. Other beasts milled about, their
grunting adding to the commotion that

filled the air as black-robed Zhents
shouted and slashed angrily with their
whips at Bedine workers. From what
Avarilous could see, the Bedine had
taken the opportunity to rebel against
their masters, and dozens of small
battles had broken out across the
settlement.
From where the excavation had been
rose a thick column of black smoke,
partly masked by clouds of dust thrown
up by the cave-in. Avarilous had little
time to marvel at the results of his
companion's sabotage. Already he could
hear frantic shouts from the direction of
the commander's tent that told him their
escape had been discovered. He boosted
Garmansder atop the camel, cut the

tether with a slash of his knife, and
leaped up himself.
A Zhent rushed at them, blade swinging.
Avarilous pulled back on the camel's
reins, and the beast reared, striking out
with its heavy hooves. The Zhent fell
with a crushed skull, and the pair of
escapees galloped forward. Slowly the
shouts and confusion faded behind them.
They rode for several miles before
Avarilous insisted upon stopping to
bandage Garmansder's wrist, tying it up
with a stick to keep the bones rigid. The
tall man endured the operation without
complaint, though his eyes dilated with
pain as the merchant manipulated the
bones into place.
When they were remounted and trotting

on their way, Garmansder said, "So
Thass was working for the Shadovar."
Avarilous nodded. "Yes. They seem to
be looking for access to the magic of the
Buried Realms, though I don't know for
what purpose. In any case, we should
probably be glad we stopped them."
"We?" growled Garmansder. "I think I
deserve the credit here." They rode in
silence for a mile, and he said, "What
are you going to tell Bin-Daar?"
"Nothing." Avarilous half turned in the
saddle. "As far as he's concerned, we
eliminated his problem. That should be
worth the price he offered."
"So we keep this information to
ourselves."
"Not at all." Avarilous was looking

dreamily at the horizon, where the sun
was setting, a flaming ball of orange and
yellow that turned the desert sands to
gold. "Information, my dear Garmansder,
as I have never ceased to explain to you,
is the most valuable commodity in this
world. One merely has to know what to
do with it."
"Uh huh. What are we going to do with
this bit?"
Avarilous shrugged. "One thing.
Possibly another. I hear Waterdeep is
lovely this time of year, and I've always
been curious to meet Khelben Arunsun."
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